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In the view of Marx, the emancipation of the working class is an act of the working class itself. This book is the result of gathering materials with a view to demonstrating that the working class in support of the thesis that the working class is indeed capable of emancipating itself, capable of developing its own organs of social power and control. Further, the attempt is made to discern in such self-activity and self-organisation not only proletarian self-emancipation but also the contours of a future socialist public life which is at both collectivist and libertarian at the same time. 

The argument affirms the continued relevance of ideas about socialist democracy and self-management in the aftermath of the collapse of party-state socialism. 

The aim of the argument developed in this book is to demonstrate not merely that a lost or subterranean tradition of radical socialist theory and practice exists but that this tradition is a living tradition, with plenty to offer in an era of capitalist crisis and contradiction. The collapse of party-state socialism is not the collapse of socialism as such. On the contrary, the space is cleared for a genuine socialism, one which defines socialisation as the social control of producer-citizens, in contradistinction to the centrally planned economy and the subordination of social life to central political control.

Throughout this book, I will argue that achieving socialism requires a prefigurative strategy in which the means are the socialist end in the process of becoming. Proletarian self-emancipation, in other words, proceeds through organs of self-activity and self-organisation which are capable of constituting the socialist future. Proletarian self-emancipation proceeds hand in hand with the construction of a socialist public order. This chapter introduces the concept of a democratised Civil Society invested with governmental power and political significance, explore via Marx the possibilities of a radical transformation which goes beyond the state- civil society dualism.

The key figures in this story of proletarian order insist on democracy as an active principle, holding that any power exercised in society ought to be shared, public and democratically accountable. This is particularly the case with respect to the material processes of everyday life, the resources around which the lives of individuals are organised – industry, education, health, culture and so on. As will be shown, the key actors in this tradition insist on the social nature of power, arguing that power must be diffused in the social body and kept as close to the people as possible. To this end, both politics and production must be decentralised and brought under the conscious control of participatory institutions. Such an approach is incompatible with the elitism of state politics and capitalist economics. 

The approach affirms a workers’ socialism from below as against the top down socialism of the professional middle class. Whereas a workers’ socialism is powered from below in accordance with the principle of proletarian self-emancipation, connecting that self-emancipation with the emancipation of society as a whole, party-state socialism sees the problem as one of efficiency and control. It is a view which values and enhances the capacities of working men and women as against the ‘experts’. 

Book education and not skill is now the road to status and, with diminishing exceptions, even skill has moved into the world of diplomas. And, of course, the road into that world has been broadened. There was a time when miners might want their sons out of the pit at all costs, but engineers were content to offer their sons a presumably improving version of their own prospects. How many of the sons of toolmakers today are content to become toolmakers? . . .
When the last men who have driven and cared for steam locomotives retire - it will not be long now - and when engine-drivers will be little different from tram-drivers, and sometimes quite superfluous, what will happen? What will our society be like without that large body of men who, in one way or another, had a sense of the dignity and self-respect of difficult, good, and socially useful manual work, which is also a sense of a society not governed by market-pricing and money: a society other than ours and potentially better? What will a country be like without the road to self-respect which skill with hand, eye and brain provide for men - and, one might add, women - who happen not to be good at passing examinations?

E. J. Hobsbawm, Worlds of Labour, London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1984, pp. 271-2

The world is a product of human praxis and it is the working class who are the productive, creative, reality constituting power. Yet the working class occupies the most subordinate position as the most exploited class. It was for this reason that Marx made the proletariat the most radical class, the class in radical chains. Marx asks where is the positive possibility of emancipation.

This is our answer. In the formation of a class with radical chains, a class of civil society which is not a class of civil society, a class [Stand] which is the dissolution of all classes, a sphere which has a universal character because of its universal suffering and which lays claim to no particular right because the wrong it suffers is not a particular wrong but wrong in general, a sphere of society which can no longer lay claim to a historical title, but merely to a human one, which does not stand in one-sided opposition to the consequences but in all-sided opposition to the premises of the German political system; and finally a sphere which cannot emancipate itself without emancipating itself from - and thereby emancipating - all the other spheres of society, which is, in a word, the total loss of humanity and which can therefore redeem itself only through the total redemption of humanity. This dissolution of society as a particular class is the proletariat. 

Marx EW CHPR:I 1975

The emancipation of the working class is the emancipation of society in general. Capital is the power of labour in alien form. Labour can autonomise itself from capital but capital cannot autonomise itself from labour. Marx valued the proletariat on account of its material futurity and structural capacity to act, to free itself from capitalist exploitation and alienation and in the process refashion society in the image of the producers. Those figures and movements who have sought to further the ends of a workers’ socialism have pursued an ideal society fashioned in the image of that large body of men and women who, in their particular productive capacities, had the sense of the dignity and self-respect of difficult, good, and socially useful manual work within them. Industrial unionists, revolutionary syndicalists, the councilists pursued a vision of a society ruled by use value rather than exchange value, a society beyond money and market-pricing: a society other than ours and potentially better.

This society is an actively democratic society of producer-citizens, a society that overcomes the dualism of elite and mass, leaders and led. The relocation of socialism from the social terrain to the abstracted political terrain proceeded through the agency of the professional, educated middle class and upper middle class, transforming the conception of socialism, severing its link to emancipation and redefining it in terms of instrumental rationality, efficiency and order. This entailed a reproduction of elitism. The workers remained workers, subject to authority, discipline and exploitation. 

In our own time the division between high-born and base-born has become a fiction, transparent to every eye. But the distinction between the lowly manual world and the lofty intellectual one continues — no longer as lord and serf, but as officer and subaltern, party cadre and party member, expert and everyone else. Even after the rights of property have been unmasked, those of intellectual labour remain.

R. L. Heilbroner, New York Review of Books, 5 November 1981, p. 52

The men and women who we will meet in these pages rejected such distinctions and affirmed the powers of labour to constitute the world in a democratic, just and egalitarian fashion. The point is that throughout the twentieth century there have been two socialism’s in opposition to each other, a democratic socialism of the working class and a party-state socialism fitted to the dualistic contours of the capital system. The result was that the working class were fighting for their emancipation not only against the agencies of capitalism as such but within their own field, against people and parties calling themselves socialist but actually acting to reinforce and entrench and extend capitalism.

One can see here why, having condemned the Russian Revolution of 1917 as the biggest disaster to befall the socialist movement, the Webbs came to hail Soviet Communism as a new civilisation. G. D. H. Cole always believed that the Webbs would be 'converted' to Communism as a result of their research into Soviet Russia. The fact that the Fabian Sydney Webb had been a member of an impeccably respectable and constitutional British government would not prevent him from becoming pro-Communist. For the Webbs, Soviet Communism proved the truth of Fabianism, not its error. 

G. D. H. Cole always believed that the Webbs would be 'converted' to Communism as a result of their research into Soviet Russia. The fact that the Fabian Sydney Webb had been a member of an impeccably respectable and constitutional British government would not prevent him from becoming pro-Communist. For the Webbs, Soviet Communism proved the truth of Fabianism, not its error. 

Soviet Communism embodies Fabian policy: Fabian consumers' economics and Fabian emphasis upon the application of science to social institutions, and Fabian dislike for emotional and libertarian Utopias. Indeed, the followers of Lenin have outplanned the Webbs: and it was our belief in a planned social order that was caricatured in the Webbville and damned and derided by the anarchist revolutionary movement of 1910-1914.

B Webb, Diary (unpublished) 3 May 1934

None of this would have surprised radical socialists like Belfort Bax, who had understood the character of Fabianism from the first. In 1901, Bax wrote:

Fabianism is the special movement of the government official, just as militarism is the special movement of the soldier and clericalism of the priest.

Belfort Bax Justice, 9 March 1901.

All of which goes to prove that estimations of right and wrong cannot be conditional upon temporal success and failure. The Fabians and the Communists were united in their condemnation of the ‘anarchist revolutionary movement’ and in their rejection of the ‘infantile disorder’ of left wing communism. But with the collapse of party-state socialism under the weight of its bureaucratic inertia, waste, flabbiness and inefficiency, the ‘infantile’ ‘anarchists’ have been proven right, even if they lost the political battle. 

Both the revisionist Eduard Bernstein and the revolutionary Lenin praised the Webbs’ Industrial Democracy (1897) for its expert knowledge of labour history, trade-union practice and the possible future of the working class. Lenin translated the book while in exile in Siberia, and incorporated key elements from it in What Is to Be Done (1902). The Webbs gave Lenin the research materials he needed to fight against 'primitivism' and ‘economism’ in organisational questions, since they gave clear evidence that ultra-democracy had already been found wanting in the British labour movement. The Webbs’ views also buttressed Lenin's conviction that the working class would spontaneously generate only a trade union consciousness, not socialism. For the working class to go beyond a trade-union consciousness and develop a socialist consciousness, they needed the help of a contingent from the intelligentsia outside of the working class. This was a frank denial of Marx’s argument that it was the exploited position of the working class within the class system that gave it the structural and epistemological power to see through and break through capitalist relations. Marx may or may not have been wrong in this reasoning – it is still too soon to say – but it needs to be emphasised that Lenin’s views owed more to the Webbs and Fabianism than they did to Marx. In flat denial of the principle of proletarian self-emancipation, the Webbs argued for a new, professional labour leader who would shape the opinions of his constituents while abiding by them in the last resort. This was the old ‘Workers’ Dictator’ for an age of rational, bureaucratic capitalism. Whilst it would be wrong to claim that the Webbs' professional labour leader and Lenin's professional revolutionary are one and the same, there are nevertheless substantial areas of agreement. Reform and revolution via the abstracted agency of the party are two sides of same rational, bureaucratic coin. (S. and B. Webb, Industrial Democracy, London, Longmans, Green & Co., 1897, p. 70. For the similarities between the Webbs, Lenin and Bernstein, see R. Harrison, 'The Webbs as historians of trade unions', in R. Samuel (ed.), People's History and Socialist Theory, London, Routledge 8c Kegan Paul, 1981, pp. 322-6.)

Sidney Webb never felt the need to conceal the fact that his socialism was about the rule of the working class by the professional-managerial class. He simply equated such a socialism with efficiency, reason and progress. As he wrote to H.G. Wells in 1901:

Along with your engineers and chemists in the dominant class of the future will be the trained administrator, the expert in organising men - equipped with an Economics or a Sociology which will be as scientific and as respected by his colleagues of other professions as Chemistry or Mechanics. You seem to ignore this class.

N. Mackenzie (ed.), The Letters of Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Vol. II, Partnership 1891-1912, Cambridge University Press, 1978, p. 144.

What could possibly go wrong? William Morris was never persuaded by the facile conflation of reason, state power and progress. ‘The world is going your way at present, Webb, but it is not the right way in the end.’ (William Morris, talking to Sidney Webb in 1895, quoted in R. Page Arnot, William Morris: The Man and the Myth, London, Lawrence & Wishart, 1964). The rational, bureaucratic state regulation which characterised Fabian socialism has few friends these days. Party-state socialism has been and gone, unable to restrain the contradictory dynamics and crisis tendencies of the capital system. William Morris’ socialism, however, is ripe for rediscovery.

Morris well understood the threat which the professional, educated middle class posed to socialism. He understood the appeal of a bureaucratic, efficient state capitalism as an alternative to socialist revolution. He understood its appeal to the emerging professional-managerial class. As he wrote to a correspondent in Commonweal in 1885:

I should like our friend to understand whither the whole system of palliation tends - namely, towards the creation of a new middle class to act as a buffer between the proletariat and their direct and obvious masters; the only hope of the bourgeois for retarding the advance of socialism lies in this device.

Morris Commonweal, July 1885.

The purpose of socialism, Morris made clear, was to overcome the dualism of masters and servants. 'Take this for the last word of my dream of what is to be - the test of our being fools no longer will be that we shall no longer have masters.' (Morris, 'The Society of the Future', Commonweal, 13 April 1885.) Morris argued that 'while the national systems cannot ... be directly attacked with success as to their more fundamental elements' in the immediate period, in the long run, a process of 'starving out' or 'sapping' could go on. As part of this revolution as process, working-class unions, local associations etc could serve as constructive instruments, assuming more and more responsibility and thus constituting the essential components of the future socialist commonwealth. As the old political systems were 'weakening into dissolution', such organs of popular control could, through federation, already be dealing with the 'details of change'. 

The form which the decentralisation or Federation will take is bound to be a matter of experiment and growth; what the unit of administration is to be, what the groups of Federation are to be, whether or not there will be cross-Federation, as e.g. Craftsguilds and Co-operative Societies going side by side with the geographical division of wards, communes and the like, all this is a matter for speculation and I don't pretend to prophesy about it.

W. Morris and B. Bax, Socialism, its Growth and Outcome, London, Sonnenschein, 1896, p. 282. 'How Shall We Live Then', quoted in P. Meier, 'William Morris: The Marxist Dreamer, Eng. trans., Brighton, Harvester, 1978, Vol. II, p. 315.

In good Marxist fashion, Morris did not place excessive demands on theory, but left a substantial creative element in constituting socialism to the participants themselves.

For Morris, socialism was grounded in the associational praxis of the working class. This was politics in the true sense of politikon bion, the Aristotelian public life that human beings as social beings naturally develop. Such a politics has nothing to do with the statist politics of the Fabians and such like. Morris repudiated this state politics in no uncertain terms. In 'The Policy of Abstention', Morris argued for the creation of a great 'Labour Combination' powerful enough to abstain from official State Politics and create its own associative public grounded in the social sphere:

Its aim would be to act directly, whatever was done in it would be done by the people themselves; there would consequently be no possibility of compromise, of the association becoming anything else than it was intended to be; nothing could take its place: before all its members would be put but one alternative to complete success, complete failure.

For Morris, means and ends were inextricably connected. In a certain sense, the means were the socialist end in the process of becoming. The means towards communist revolution – as Morris preferred to put it — prefigured the communist society to be attained. 
Morris often labelled the alternative outcome 'socialist'. This 'socialism' would be achieved and was already being achieved. Morris even accepted that this socialism could be a necessary transitional stage on the way to communism. However, he always distinguished the means to socialism from the means to communism. The transition would have benefits, but Morris drew attention to the particular beneficiaries:

It has two faces to it. One of which says to the working man, 'This is Socialism or the beginning of it' (which it is not) and the other says to the capitalist, 'This is sham Socialism; if you can get the workers, or part of them, to accept this, it will create a new lower middle-class a buffer to push in between Privilege and Socialism'.

F. Boos, Introduction to the reprint of William Morris's Socialist
Diary, History Workshop Journal, 13 (Spring), 1982, p. 10

With respect to this buffer, Morris drew attention to those 'who occupy a middle position between the producers and the non-producers', like 'artists and literary men, doctors, school-masters etc.':

They are doing useful service, and ought to be doing it for the community at large, but practically they are only working for a class, and in their present position are little better than hangers-on of the non-producing class, from whom they receive a share of their privilege, together with a kind of contemptuous recognition of their position as gentlemen - heaven save the mark.





the danger of the community falling into bureaucracy, the multiplication of boards and offices, and all the paraphernalia of official authority, which is, after all, a burden, even when it is exercised by the delegation of the whole people and in accordance with their wishes.

'True and False Society' (1886)

Morris identified whole categories of occupation 'which would have no place in a reasonable condition of society as e.g. lawyers, judges, jailers and soldiers of the highest grades, and most Government officials'. Morris insisted that 'directors of labour’ and 'men of genius' had to be watched since property in intellect was just as much a masterdom as that based any other kind of property:

A decent life, a share in the common life of all, is the only 'reward' that any man can honestly take for his work, whatever it is; if he asks for more, that means that he intends to play the master over somebody.

'Artist and Artisan', Commonweal, 10 September 1887.

Morris defined the state as ‘society organised for the production and distribution of wealth' and the nation as 'a body of people kept together for purposes of rivalry and war with other similar bodies'. For Morris, 'the revolution of State Socialism' enlarged the state and the nation defined in these ways, whereas the point of socialism is to transform them. ('True and False Society'). Morris feared that 'the revolution of State Socialism' would more than likely to 'lead us back again into a new form of class society' where

those who developed the greatest share of certain qualities not necessarily the most useful to the community, would gain a superior position from which they would be able to force the less gifted to serve them. And in fact those who limit the revolution of Socialism to the abolition of private property in the means of production do contemplate a society in which production shall be in tutelage to the state; in which the centralised state would draw arbitrarily the line where public property ends and private property begins, would interfere with inheritance and with the accumulation of wealth, and in many ways would act as a master, and take the place of the old masters.

'The Policy of Abstention'

Against such state socialism, Morris offered the social public constituted in the associational space of society, 'that true society of loved and lover, parent and child, friend and friend, the society of well-wishers, of reasonable people conscious of the aspirations of humanity and of the duties we owe to it through one another'. ('True and False Society'). Such a public would be constituted by the commune, federation, combination, co-operation. 

The views of William Morris and Sydney Webb are poles apart. Their views of socialism is simply nothing in common and were, indeed, diametrically opposed. The world went Webb’s way, but it wasn’t the right way in the end. That world has now passed. 
It should, at this stage in history, be obvious that two worldviews were in collision here. This was more than a sectarian squabble but the clash of contrary political philosophies, implacably opposed politics.

In 1896, Durkheim stated clearly that there were ‘two different kinds of socialism’ in competition with each other, a ‘workers’ socialism’ and a ‘state socialism’. 

There are two movements under whose influence the doctrine of socialism is formed: one which comes from below and directs itself towards the higher regions of society, and the other which comes from the latter and follows the reverse direction . . . according to the place occupied by the theoretician, according to whether he is in closer contact with workers, or more attentive to the general interest of society, it will be one rather than the other. . . . The result is two different kinds of socialism: a workers' socialism or a state socialism.

E. Durkheim, Socialism (1896), ed. A. Gouldner, New York, Collier Books, 1962, pp. 61-2

These two socialisms have fought each other ever since, often inside the same movement or party. They are quite distinct, with entirely different worldviews, values, evaluations of human nature, estimation of political possibilities. The clash between these socialisms was based on competing means, competing ends, competing material and class interests, competing clusters of structural capacity and material futurity, competing trajectories, competing languages. The only mystery is how these competing socialisms could be conflated and even equated for so long by so many people.

With the collapse of party-state socialism it is now plain that Fabian State Socialism wasn’t the right way, after all. More politically successful than its ‘ultra-democratic’ alternative (to use Beatrice Webb’s abuse of workers’ socialism – Lenin called it an ‘infantile disorder’), State socialism limps on a life-support system for an equally moribund capitalism. The collapse of Soviet Communism has made it both possible and necessary to state this with a force and clarity that socialism should never again be misidentified as a state collectivism or nationalisation. So damaged has the language of socialism become, that it seems impossible to actually engage in socialist politics without an endless settling of accounts with the past. It is interesting in this respect that Green politics is frequently accused of being a disguised socialism, watermelons, green on the outside and red on the inside. Social and environmental justice go hand in hand, so the idea that Green politics offers a challenge to capitalism makes sense.

William Morris would understand completely the need to find 'another name’ for another practice, a socialism which now choosing the right way. The principles and values of socialism – equality, democracy, justice, freedom – retain all of their old validity. Socialism as ‘another name’ enriches those principles and values so long as human beings continue to seek to make their own history.

Men fight and lose the battle, and the thing that they fought for comes about in spite of their defeat, and when it comes turns out not to be what they meant, and other men have to fight for what they meant under another name.

Morris, The Dream of John Ball

Class antagonism within the ranks of revolutionary cadres remains the great unwritten history of nineteenth-century radical politics.

R. Sennett, The Fall of Public Man, Cambridge University Press, 1977 253

There is no more dramatic illustration of this notion of class antagonism within socialism than the experience of Rosa Luxemburg and the radicals in Germany, who fought initially within the SPD, and were impeccably orthodox in their interpretation of Marx, only to find themselves fighting the SPD on the outside. All the principal protagonists and rival positions in the revisionist controversy – Kautsky, Bernstein and Luxemburg, find themselves on the outside, forming the USPD, the independents. 

The SPD, like the other social democratic parties, adapted themselves to the terrain of bourgeois society and inevitably began to reproduce bourgeois modes of thought, action and organisation. The propagation of socialist ideas and politics was inevitably influenced by the institutional separation of the state from civil society, the classic dualism which defines bourgeois society. The explanation of how socialism came to be appropriated by middle class brain-workers in being relocated from the social to the state realm needs to pay close attention to that dualism. 

Marx proceeded from the awareness of the separation of the state from civil society as the key fact defining modernity. To Marx, this separation is a contradiction which strips civil society of political content and thereby denies democracy as an active principle. 

The separation of civil and political society appears necessarily as the separation of the political citizen, the citizen of the state, from civil society and from his own real empirical reality; for as an ideal political entity [Staatsidealist] he is a quite different being, wholly distinct from and opposed to his actual reality.

Marx EW CHDS 1975).

Only at the end does Hegel reveal the true explanation. The deputies of civil society are constituted into an 'assembly' and only in this assembly does the political existence and will of civil society become real. The separation of the political state from civil society takes the form of a separation of the deputies from their electors. Society simply deputes elements of itself to become its political existence. 
There is a twofold contradiction:
(1)	A formal contradiction. The deputies of civil society are a society which is not connected to its electors by any 'instruction' or commission. They have a formal authorization but as soon as this becomes real they cease to be authorized. They should be deputies but they are not.
(2)	A material contradiction. In respect to actual interests. More on this later. Here we find the converse. They have authority as the representatives of public affairs, whereas in reality they represent particular interests. 

Marx EW CHDS 1975

Marx demands democracy as both form and content, as an active principle revealing the truth of the constitution.

Democracy is the truth of monarchy; monarchy is not the truth of democracy. Monarchy is by necessity democracy in contradiction with itself; the monarchic moment is not an inconsistency within democracy. Monarchy cannot be explained in its own terms; democracy can be so explained. In democracy no moment acquires a meaning other than what is proper to it. Each is really only a moment of the demos as a whole. In monarchy a part determines the character of the whole. The whole constitution must adapt itself to the one fixed point. Democracy is the generic constitution. Monarchy is only a variant and a bad variant at that. Democracy is both form and content. Monarchy is supposed to be only a form, but it falsifies the content. (Marx EW CHDS 1975). 

In monarchy the whole, the people, is subsumed under one of its forms of existence, the political constitution; in democracy the constitution itself appears only as one determining characteristic of the people, and indeed as its self-determination. In monarchy we have the people of the constitution, in democracy the constitution of the people. Democracy is the solution to the riddle of every constitution. In it we find the constitution founded on its true ground: real human beings and the real people; not merely implicitly and in essence, but in existence and in reality. The constitution is thus posited as the people's own creation. The constitution is in appearance what it is in reality: the free creation of man. It could be argued that in certain respects this might be said also of constitutional monarchy. But the distinguishing characteristic of democracy is that in it the constitution is only one facet of the people, that the political constitution does not form the state for itself. (Marx EW CHDS 1975). 

In comprehending the separation of the state from civil society as a contradiction, Marx began the process of searching for a non-statist solution to the divorce between the individual’s earthly existence as a producer and the individual’s heavenly existence as a citizen. Marx identified the power of the state – and capital – as an alienated social power which needs to be reappropriated and reorganised within a self-governing society.

All emancipation is reduction of the human world and of relationships to man himself. 
Political emancipation is the reduction of man on the one hand to the member of civil society, the egoistic, independent individual, and on the other to the citizen, the moral person. 
Only when real, individual man resumes the abstract citizen into himself and as an individual man has become a species-being in his empirical life, his individual work and his individual relationships, only when man has recognized and organized his forces propres as social forces so that social force is no longer separated from him in the form of political force, only then will human emancipation be completed.

Marx EW OJQ 1975). 

Marx thus set about outlining the new social forms which could embody and express the social power of human beings in a democratic manner. Marx sought to overcome the bifurcation of the individual between bourgeois and citoyen, private and public existence, to create an integral identity comprising producer, citizen and sovereign lawmaker. Political revolution proceeds within an alienated environment and needs to be completed by human emancipation in general. 

Political emancipation is certainly a big step forward. It may not be the last form of general human emancipation, but it is the last form of human emancipation within the prevailing scheme of things. Needless to say, we are here speaking of real, practical emancipation. 
Man emancipates himself politically from religion by banishing it from the province of public law to that of private law. It is no longer the spirit of the state where man behaves - although in a limited way, in a particular form and a particular sphere - as a species-being, in community with other men. It has become the spirit of civil society, the sphere of egoism and of the bellum omnium contra omnes. It is no longer the essence of community but the essence of difference. It has become the expression of the separation of man from his community, from himself and from other men, which is what it was originally. It is now only the abstract confession of an individual oddity, of a private whim, a caprice. The continual splintering of religion in North America, for example, already gives it the external form of a purely individual affair. It has been relegated to the level of a private interest and exiled from the real community. But it is important to understand where the limit of political emancipation lies. The splitting of man into his public and his private self and the displacement of religion from the state to civil society is not one step in the process of political emancipation but its completion. Hence political emancipation neither abolishes nor tries to abolish man's real religiosity. (Marx EW OJQ 1975). 

Marx argues for the integration of political and social spheres so that the material life processes of society – the world of production – is infused with the citizen identity made available within the abstract state sphere. Human emancipation therefore abolishes any power which is extraneous from the productive lives of individuals, thus unifying producers and citizens in a single identity, making individuals legislators of their world in some essential capacity. As will be argued, some such notion underlies the theory and practice of industrial unionists, revolutionary syndicalists and council communists. This is apparent in the emphasis placed upon the creation of democratic decision making institutions in the workplace.

As important as initiatives within the world of production is the attempt to generate a politics which is coextensive with the practices of material life. In a letter of 12 April 1871, Marx insisted that revolution cannot be achieved as a result of capturing state power and transferring it from one group of rulers to another. The state in its modern needs to be abolished and civil society invested with governing significance. As a result of the political investment of civil society, the people in their material lives come to exercise political power. Marx had criticised Hegel’s emphasis upon the estates as a medieval solution to a modern problem. Hegel, however, was not arguing for medieval corporations at all, but for a thick welter of intermediary associations between the state and the individual. Marx himself came to value the commune form of active democracy, envisaging a range of collective bodies capable of integrating producer functions and citizen functions. 

In The Civil War in France, Marx argued: ‘One thing especially was proved by the Commune, viz. that the working class cannot simply lay hold of the ready made State machinery and wield it for its own purposes’ (Marx and Engels, Selected Works in 1 volume (MESW 1 vol) p 32).

For Marx, the great achievement of the Commune was to have abolished the political realm as an abstracted sphere of alienated, unaccountable, undemocratic power.
The new order would be composed of communes as new, direct forms of representation under the control of the people themselves. By taking 'the actual management of their revolution into their own hands' the people have discovered the means of 'displacing the state machinery', the state power, 'the means to hold it in the hands of the people itself, replacing 'the governmental machinery of the ruling classes by a governmental machinery of their own' (Marx CWF FD FI 1974:261).

All France organised into self-working and self-governing communes, the standing army replaced by the popular militias, the army of state parasites removed, the clerical hierarchy displaced by the schoolmaster, the state judges transformed into communal organs, the suffrage for the national representation not a matter of sleight of hand for an all-powerful government but the deliberate expression of organised communes, the state functions reduced to a few functions for national purposes.

Marx CWF First Draft FI 1974:252

This is 'active suffrage' as a form of direct representation as opposed to the state's abstract representation. For Hunt, the most radical thing about Marx and Engels concerns ends, the desire to transcend the division of labour, create a society of continuous occupational fluidity, a workforce with multiple skills, and a democracy without professionals which is the antithesis of the parasite state (Hunt II 1984:365/6). Marx approaches the Paris Commune as the material embodiment of the principles of 'true democracy' he had established nearly thirty years earlier. This decentralisation that enables active democracy so that governmental functions can be assumed by individuals organised in social bodies.

Instead of being agents of central government, the officials of all branches of the administration were stripped of their political attributes and 'turned into the responsible and at all times revocable' agents of the Commune (CWF 1974:209).

From the members of the Commune downwards, the public service had to be done at workmen’s wages. The vested interests and the representation allowances of the high dignitaries of state disappeared along with the high dignitaries themselves. Public functions ceased to be the private property of the tools of the central government. Not only municipal administration, but the whole initiative hitherto exercised by the state was laid into the hands of the Commune..

Marx CWF FI 1974:209.

All administrative posts were made elective, responsible and revocable, abolishing the state hierarchy, turning the masters of the people into removable servants under public supervision.

The whole sham of state-mysteries and state pretensions was done away [with] by a Commune, mostly consisting of simple working men . . filling all the posts hitherto divided between Government, police, and Prefecture, doing their work publicly, simply, under the most difficult and complicated circumstances, and doing it .. for a few pounds, acting in bright daylight, with no pretensions to infallibility… making in one order the public functions, - military, administrative, political - real workmen's functions, instead of the hidden attributes of a trained caste.

Draper ed Writings on the Commune 1971:153

Marx is criticising that political alienation through which the state transforms governmental functions into a private monopoly (Thomas 1994:106). 'The judical functionaries were to be divested of that sham independence which had but served to mask their abject subserviency to all succeeding governments', and, 'like the rest of public servants, magistrates and judges were to be elective, responsible and revocable’ (CWF FI 1974:210).

The Paris Commune was, of course, to serve as a model to all the great industrial centres of France.. the old centralised government would in the provinces, too, have to give way to the self-government of the producers... the commune was to be the political form of even the smallest country hamlet, and that in the rural districts the standing army was to be replaced by a national militia, with an extremely short term of service. The rural communes of every district were to administer their common affairs by an assembly of delegates in the central town, and these district assemblies were again to send deputies to the national delegation in Paris, each delegate to be at any time revocable and bound by the mandat imperatif (formal instructions) of his constituents. The few but important functions which still would remain for a central government were not to be suppressed . . but were to be discharged by Communal, and therefore strictly responsible agents. The unity of the nation was not to be broken, but, on the contrary, to be organised by the Communal constitution and to become a reality by the destruction of the state power which claimed to be the embodiment of that unity independent of, and superior to, the nation itself, from which it was but a parasitic excrescence. While the merely repressive organs of the old governmental power were to be amputated, its legitimate functions were to be wrested from an authority usurping preeminence over society itself, and restored to the responsible agents of society.

Marx CWF FI 1974:210/1

It is as a movement aimed at diffusing the state power into society that Marx could celebrate the Commune. Marx's point is to place 'legitimate governmental functions' under the control of the social body whilst putting an end to the repressive governmental functions associated with class rule. Power is abolished but exercised through the responsible agents of society. One cannot help compare this argument with Marx's earliest view. In exposing the twofold contradiction of the representative principle on the basis of the state-civil society separation Marx refers to 'a formal contradiction':

The deputies of civil society are a society which is not connected to its electors by any 'instruction' or commission. They have a formal authorization but as soon as this becomes real they cease to be authorized. They should be deputies but they are not.

Marx CHDS EW 1975:194

The mandat imperatif is precisely this instruction or commission which binds the deputies of civil society with its electors. This affirms a principle of direct representation against the abstract and indirect representation which issues from the state-civil society separation. Indeed, one can compare the second contradiction to which Marx refers in the Critique in which deputies 'have authority as the representatives of public affairs, whereas in reality they represent particular interests' (Marx CHDS EW 194).

Instead of deciding once in three or six years which member of the ruling class was to misrepresent the people in parliament, universal suffrage was to serve the people, constituted in communes, as individual suffrage serves every other employer in the search for the workmen and managers in his business. And it is well known that companies, like individuals, in matters of real business generally know how to put the right man in the right place, and, if they for once make a mistake, to redress it promptly. On the other hand, nothing could be more foreign to the spirit of the Commune than to supersede universal suffrage by hierarchic investiture.

Marx CWF FI 1974:210/1

The Commune is thus an attack on the state power which is also an attack upon the roots of the state in class society.

Only the proletarians, fired by a new social task to accomplish by them for all society, to do away with all classes and class rule, were the men to break the instrument of that class rule - the state, the centralised and organised governmental power usurping to be the master instead of the servant of society.

Marx First Draft CWF FI 1974:250

The Commune is the government of the producing class as against the appropriating class. It uproots the material foundations of class rule and is able to abolish the institutional expression of and guarantee of that class rule - the state power (Thomas 1994:192). The Commune 'was a thoroughly expansive political form, while all previous forms of government had been emphatically repressive'. 'Its true secret was this':

It was essentially a working-class government, the produce of the struggle of the producing against the appropriating class, the political form at last discovered under which to work out the economical emancipation of labour.
Except on this last condition, the Communal constitution would have been an impossibility and a delusion. The political rule of the producer cannot coexist with the perpetuation of his social slavery. The Commune was therefore to serve as a lever for uprooting the economical foundations upon which rests the existence of classes, and therefore of class rule. With labour emancipated, every man becomes a working man, and productive labour ceases to be a class attribute.

Marx Address of the General Council 1974:212. 

This passage establishes Marx’s connections with the industrial unionists, revolutionary syndicalists and councilists who came after. The unifying theme is the commitment to the principle of proletarian self-emancipation and an affirmation of the capacity of the proletariat to constitute the new social order.

Marx praises the Communal constitution for the way that it insists upon society recovering its power from the state and hence being able to exercise this power in such a way as to re-socialise society. 'The Communal constitution would have restored to the social body all the forces hitherto absorbed by the state parasite feeding upon, and clogging, the free movement of society. By this one act it would have initiated the regeneration of France’ (Marx CWF FI 1974:211).

Marx's basic idea Concerns the relocation of power. Communism returns to society all those forces usurped by the state so that socialised humanity can now freely associate with each other around the needs and interests which are natural or functional in relation to existing society.

The Commune – the reabsorption of the state power by society as its own living forces instead of as forces controlling and subduing it, by the popular masses themselves, forming their own force instead of the organised force of their suppression - the political form of their social emancipation, instead of the artificial force (appropriated by their oppressors) (their own force opposed to and organised against them) of society wielded for their oppression by their enemies. The form was simple, like all great things.

Marx CWF FI 1974:250/1

This dissolution of the state power into the self-organising society recalls the definition of human emancipation in On the Jewish Question. One is dealing with human power and is raising the question of where this power is to be located and how it is to be exercised. 

With the principle of recall on demand, so that representatives were always accountable to the people, the Communards had discovered the means of protecting against any possible re-alienation of power. Continuous recall ensured that government officials could not become career politicians and was a means enabling citizens to participate in public life. Marx was against the professionalisation of politics as contradicting genuine democracy. Since he criticised Hegel’s notion of an impartial, expert bureaucracy as the ‘universal class’, Marx had sought to emphasise a public life based upon the ‘self-government of the producers’. He praised the Commune as the ‘political form at last discovered to work out the economic emancipation of labour’ (MESW 1 vol p290). For Marx, the Paris Commune demonstrated the capacity of civil society to reappropriate the governmental functions of the state and their reorganisation within a decentralised federation of communes.
But proletarian self-emancipation is not the only end of this practical reappropriation of social power. The proletarian transformation of politics is not only about the emancipation of a particular class but human emancipation in general. And this emancipation also creates the essential features of the new social order. Proletarian self-emancipation is also a transformation of politics which creates the new public order.

Marx thus makes it clear that the Paris Commune is to be celebrated not merely on the political side for its radical citizen democracy but for the implications as regards the emancipation of labour leading to self-management in production. With the emancipation of labour, productive labour ceases to be a class attribute. The Commune

aimed at the expropriation of the expropriators. It wanted to make individual property a truth by transforming the means of production, land and capital, now chiefly the means of enslaving and exploiting labour, into mere instruments of free and associated labour... If cooperative production is not to remain a sham and a snare; if it is to supersede the capitalist system; if united cooperative societies are to regulate national production upon a common plan, thus taking it under their own control, and putting an end to the constant anarchy and periodical convulsions which are the fatality of capitalist production - what else, gentlemen, would it be but communism, 'possible' communism?

Marx Address of the General Council FI 1974:212/3

Marx thus defines socialism as the cooperative mode of production replacing the exploitative capital system. The general notion of cooperative production is question begging. How is the common plan decided and who presides over its formulation and execution? How much autonomy do cooperative agents have? How do co-operators relate to each other? What is the role of technical experts, planners, markets? The principle of the ‘self-government of the producers’ is broad and leaves plenty for the agents of change to do. But even in broad terms, it is clear that Marx’s common plan is constituted by the self-acting, self-organising producers. The direction of Marx’s thought is wholly away from the notion of a vanguard party seizing control of state power and subjecting production to political direction. Indeed, ‘the party’ as the organisation of professional revolutionaries is an embryonic form of state power which constitutes itself as the new state form. Such an organ constitutes a major obstacle to participatory conceptions of democracy and establishes state power at the expense of popular organs of control.

With the collapse of party-state socialism, it has become fashionable to argue that the path to freedom and democracy lies in the rediscovery of Civil Society. This is far too simple and ignores Marx’s lessons on the need to democratise both the state and civil society as part of the same emancipatory process. Failure to appreciate that point risks reproducing the very dualism of politics and economics that brings about political centralism and social atomism as two sides of the same capitalist coin. It is too simple to argue for the empowerment of the forces of the civil sphere against the state. Which forces? The power of capital is already entrenched within the civil sphere and would clearly benefit from a curtailment of state intervention and regulation for social purposes. Subject to the private power and systemic imperatives of capital, an untransformed civil society is no more free and democratic than an untransformed state. We know from Marx’s critique of Hegel that the state is incapable of transcending and harmonising the competing interests of the private sphere and that civil society must itself be democratised. The key figures and movements with which the book deals demonstrate a keen awareness of the need to realise principles of freedom, equality, justice and democracy in the material sphere by attacking the power of capital within its own sphere of social metabolic control. In light of the collapse of party-state socialism, revealing the illusions of a purely political action, will and power, the theory and practice of the tradition of socialism from below is once more alive. This is a living tradition and will remain so for so long as those values of freedom, equality, justice and democracy remain central to the public life of human beings.

The argument presented in this book is that the political party is a bourgeois form of political expression and normalisation that enters the socialist movement to prevent the emergence of a proletarian public realm. Rather than an extensive public space rooted in the material life processes of society, the proletariat remains confined within the mediated, abstracted, intellectualised and indirect sphere of bourgeois politics. The political party is therefore criticised as a state in embryonic form, an alienated form of organisation which short-circuits the process of proletariat self-development. Throughout this book we will meet figures for whom the political party is the institutional expression of a middle class possessing or aspiring to power, using the working class as the means to their own ends. The party is thus criticised as the vehicle by which socialism is colonised by the professional, educated middle class and relocated from the social sphere to the abstract political sphere. The party is thus the site for bourgeoisification of socialism. 

The discussion may proceed from the concept of the ‘proletarian public’ presented by Oskar Negt and Alexander Kluge. This 'proletarian public' is 'characterised by its direct, sensual and collective mode of experience' and, as such, is in direct opposition to the 'mediated, intellectual, mode of the bourgeois'. It is 'a public grounded in the process of production' and is designed to overcome the bourgeois separation of the public and the private (H Medick 'Plebeian Culture in the Transition to Capitalism' in R Samuel and S Stedman Jones eds., Culture, Ideology and Politics, London, 1982:87; the notion of the "proletarian public' is discussed further in Bookchin 1980:217 and Aronowitz 1981:302/2).

This concept of the proletarian public establishes a distinction between bourgeois and proletarian modes of organisation, thought and action. Socialism is defined by the abolition of the state-civil society dualism which characterises the bourgeois order, overcoming alienative relations which remove political and economic activities and processes from the conscious control of individuals. The socialist mode is to realise the ideal of individuals as active democratic citizens.
This conceptual framework establishes the theoretical context for an examination of the process by which the socialist movement came to be colonised by the bourgeoisie and by bourgeois modes of thought. Given the institutional separation of the political and the economic, it can be appreciated how the labour movement, confined to the economic terrain on which capital is strongest, came to be politically disarmed, falling prey to bourgeois modes. The emergence of the 'proletarian public’ was thus frustrated by the failure to develop a socialist praxis which could overcome bourgeois separation between the state and civil society, the political and the economic. In consequence, the socialist movement became entangled in the rationalised, abstract and representative modes of bourgeois politics. The professional middle class careerists certainly furthered this degeneration and blocked the potential for the proletarian transformation of politics. There are, however, much more powerful forces which serve to constrain the labour movement within the terrain of immediacy, blocking the emergence of the proletarian public. Individuals of working class origin themselves become ex-worker officials in the political and labour bureaucracies.

With the dominant form of party-state socialism it is apparent that the modes of organisation, action and thought in the socialist movement came to replicate the dualistic, abstract, intellectualised and representative modes of the bourgeois order. This is the socialism that has now collapsed. The figures and movements examined in this book affirm another socialism, a workers’ socialism, a socialism from below, a socialism in which power, initiative and control are in the hands of the workers.

The extent and character of the associational life of society, that is to say, the capacity of people in their everyday life world to establish their own modes of solidary exchange and interaction, delineates those ‘public’ spaces where dualisms of leaders and led, certified and popular disappear and specific skills and intelligences merge in a common producer-citizen identity. This is the social space in which the working class create their own trade unions, cooperatives, societies and clubs as forms of working class self-administration but, more, as forms of self-education. This is where the working class engender the new social forms capable of constituting the new society as a public realm. The ability of the working class to create and sustain an impressive network of trade unions, societies and cooperatives throughout the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century demonstrates the capacity to produce direction and leadership organically, independent of ‘expert’ middle class intervention. It also denoted the capacity to remake society in the interests of the broad mass of people.

Socialists and syndicalists in the early part of the twentieth century frequently charged middle class interlopers into the socialist movement as being agents of deradicalisation and 'bourgeoisification'. The claim is that the declining revolutionary fervour of the socialist organisations contrasted with the rising socialist spirit of the masses, thus suggesting a clear link between the growth of the professional, educated and white-collar influence and the decline of the idea that socialism offers an alternative to capitalism as distinct from being merely an alternative, more rational and efficient capitalism. The 'revisionist' debate expresses these fears, with those committed to socialism as a democratic control from below noting with fear and trepidation the expansion of state bureaucracies as well as of complex financial and bureaucratic institutions within industrial capitalism, and seeking the encroachment of this force into the socialist movement itself.

The anarchist Bakunin was an early critic of ‘socialism’ as the vehicle for this 'New Class'. Far from empowering the working class, this ‘socialism’ was the political ideology of a new managerial class who would reinforce the subordinate position of the workers. In Marxism, Freedom and the State, Bakunin located the very idea in Marx himself. Bakunin was wrong about Marx but prescient about the direction of socialism away from the working class and towards the state.

But in the People's State of Marx, there will be, we are told, no privileged class at all. All will be equal, not only from the juridical and political point of view, but from the economic point of view. At least that is what is promised, though I doubt very much, considering the manner in which it is being tackled and the course it is desired to follow, whether that promise could ever be kept. There will therefore be no longer any privileged class, but there will be a government, and, note this well, an extremely complex government, which will not content itself with governing and administering the masses politically, as all governments do to-day, but which will also administer them economically, concentrating in its own hands the production and the just division of wealth, the cultivation of land, the establishment and development of factories, the organisation and direction of commerce,, finally the application of capital to production by the only banker, the State. All that will demand an immense knowledge and many "heads overflowing with brains" in this government. It will be the reign of scientific intelligence, the most aristocratic, despotic, arrogant and contemptuous of all regimes. There will be a new class, a new hierarchy of real and pretended scientists and scholars, and the world will be divided into a, minority ruling in the name of knowledge and an immense ignorant majority. And then, woe betide the mass of ignorant ones!

Such a regime will not fail to arouse very considerable discontent in this mass and in order to keep it in check the enlightenment and liberating government of Marx will have need of a not less considerable armed force. For the government must be strong, says Engels, to maintain order among these millions of illiterates whose brutal uprising would be capable of destroying and overthrowing everything, even a government directed by heads overflowing with brains.

Bakunin, Marxism, Freedom and the State ch 3

In similar manner, the maverick Russo-Polish Marxist theorist J. W. Machajski (1866-1926), developed a concept of intellectual capital which showed how, beyond physical force, a new ruling class would continue to exploit the working class. (Bakunin, Statism and Anarchy (1873), in G. P. Maximoff (ed.), The Political Philosophy of Bakunin: Scientific Anarchism, London, Collier- Macmillan, 1964, pp. z88ff. Machajski, see A. D'Agostino, 'Intelligentsia socialism and the "workers' revolution": the views of J. W. Machajski', International Review of Social History, vol. 24, pt i, 1969, pp. 54-89; J. W. Machajski, Le socialisme des intellectuels. Textes choisis, traduits et presentes par Alexandre Skirda, Paris, Le Seuil, 1979. The fullest account is M. Shatz, 'Jan Waclaw Machajski and the "Makhaevshchina": 1866-1926. Anti-intellectualism and the Russian intelligentsia', Ph.D. thesis, Columbia University, 1968.

Many others addressed this same theme in the years after, from non-proletarians like William Morris, Peter Kropotkin, and Georges Sorel to industrial unionists, revolutionary syndicalist, the German radical opposition within the SPD, the Russian Economists. Their targets were those currents within contemporary European socialism which seemed to point to the need for an educated, professional elite to act as the vanguard of the proletarian movement. The names changed according to the country - Lenin, Kautsky, Jaures, the Fabians, Turati, and so on – but the theme was the same. 
The charge was that the professional, educated middle class entering the proletarian movement was changing the character of socialism, deradicalising  it and fitting it to the bourgeois order. This is question begging in that it assumes that the proletariat is the revolutionary class in a simple sense. The industrial unionists, syndicalists and councilists embody and express the socialist consciousness inherent in the working class, but never covered the whole of the working class. Luxemburg was to find out that it was the trade unions who curtailed the radicalism of the party, not vice versa. The deradicalisation thesis is premised on the belief of a pure, unadulterated socialism that came to be tainted and perverted by extraneous social groups, diverting the working class movement from its emancipatory goals. The industrial unionists, syndicalists, councilists, etc expressed the radicalism of the working class, but in the process had to fight the growing reformist tendencies within the socialist movement as a whole. Whilst 'flabby' in their socialist spirit, these reformisms played the numbers and won out at the level of political reality. Of course, they didn’t change the world either, and were impotent in the face of depression, fascism and war. So conclusions with respect to who the greater realists were, which tradition was the most successful, simply begs the question.

There are three different explanations for the embourgoisifcation of socialism. The 'institutional' explanation holds that reformism entered the proletarian movement the way that institutional structures of the labour movement were developed on and within the bourgeois terrain. As a result, socialism as an organised politics came to mirror the bourgeois split between public and private, politics and economics. The 'social' explanation points to the reformist tendencies within the working class given its exposure to bourgeois pressures and influences in its everyday life. The 'economic' explanation identifies the basis of reformism in the relatively advantaged economic circumstances of particular sections of the working class. The upshot of these explanations is that reformism cannot simply be explained by 'alien' middle class leadership. It could just as easily be argued that this professional, educated leadership was most appropriate given the way that the most powerful sections of labour came to accommodate itself to the bourgeois institutional and social terrain.
These explanations for reformism are directly connected with the issue of the professional, educated middle class and its role within the proletarian movement. The controversies over revisionism and reform vs revolution brought the role of bourgeois intellectuals and politicians within Social Democratic parties to the fore. Indeed, beyond the question of the role of the middle class, the radicals asked whether they should be allowed into the proletarian movement at all. This reaction soon developed into the thesis that the presence of ‘alien’ elements was responsible for the reformist deviations from true socialism. It was in response to this charge that the leading theoreticians of Social Democracy insisted on the need to emphasise the role of theory and politics in defining a socialism beyond immediate, sectional, ‘economistic’ issues. This is best remembered for Kautsky’s view that, unaided, the working class can generate only a trade union consciousness; socialism can only come into the proletarian movement from the outside, as the formulation of the theoreticians. Implicit in Kautsky’s argument is the claim that intellectuals in the party play an essential role in providing the socialist theory which enables the working class to rise above reformism. In other words, reformism is not something introduced into the proletarian movement by deviant and alien middle class leaders but is a tendency inherent to the proletarian movement itself. For all of the revolutionary fervour, the claim here is that the industrial unionists, the syndicalists and councilists are incapable of generating socialism as such. Instead, they offer an economism that is unable to challenge capital on the political terrain. Instead, capital is fought on the material terrain where it is strongest. In one sense, workers’ economistic socialism offers a reformism from below against the social democratic parties’ reformism from above.

This is a view that the syndicalists strongly contested. The central charge in the revisionist controversy is that the assumption of leadership positions within the working class movement engendered the 'bourgeoisification' of working-class politics. The syndicalists were the most vociferous in making this claim. The likes of Arturo Labriola in Italy, and Fernand Pelloutier, Edouard Berth, Hubert Lagardelle and Georges Sorel in France argued that the political party is the principal site for the 'bourgeoisification' of working-class politics. Only the trade unions, as exclusively proletarian organisations, could prosecute the class struggle to revolutionary socialist conclusions. Jan Machajski and his followers in Russia reached a similar conclusion independently, criticising the leading role assumed by bourgeois intellectuals within Social Democracy. (A Skirda, Le Socialisme des intellectuals, Paris, Le Seuil, 1979). Robert Michels moved from a position sympathetic to syndicalism to conclude that 'bourgeoisification' was not the product of the political party or the influence of bourgeois intellectuals alone, but arose out of the organisational structure and leadership roles of the movement as a whole. In other words, the trades unions were as responsible for ‘bourgeoisification’ as the political party. (Michels, 'Proletariat und Bourgeoisie in der sozialistischen Bewegung Italiens', Archiv fur Socialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik, vol. 22, 1906, pp. 664-720; 'Die deutsche Sozialdemokratie', op. cit., vol. 23, 1906, pp. 471-556; 'Die oligarchischen Tendenzen der Gesellschaft', op. cit., vol. 27, 1908, pp. 73-135. For his critical reviews of the syndicalists, see Neue Zeit, vol. 22.2, 1903-4, pp. 59-61 (Labriola); MS, no. 184, 1907, pp. 278-88 (Berth); MS, nos. 247-8, 1913, pp. 90-6 (Lagardelle). David Beetham, 'Robert Michels: from Marxist revolutionary to political sociologist', Political Studies, vol. 25, no. i, 1977, pp. 3-24.) Far from being a deviation, reformism grew quite naturally from the ground of labourism within the structures and institutions of the capital system.
But that simply begs the question of revolution or adaptation, the short term and the long term, immediate interests and more fundamental objectives.

The syndicalists drew a sharp distinction between the economic sphere, in which the trades unions constituted an exclusively proletarian site contending with bourgeois interests, and the political sphere, where the party adapted its socialist principles to the bourgeois terrain. It follows from this distinction that the party is an instrument for the bourgeoisification of the labour movement and for the dilution of socialist ideas. A number of factors were at play here. Within the parliamentary sphere, electoral logic predominated over political principle. The party succeeds by winning votes, and thus was impelled to broaden its appeal beyond its working class constituency. The entry of the new middle strata of white-collar workers, particularly those working within the expanding state sector, only reinforced the idea of state socialism, creating an identity between personal position and prospects and political practice. Labriola noted the importance of this consideration in Italy, where state employees entered the PSI en masse as the party most likely to serve their interests. The white collar state employees were keen to identify themselves as 'workers', but their material interest demanded a statist politics in which the proletariat had to continue to pay its taxes to keep them in public employment:

But no one asks if it is compatible with the programme and interests of proletarian socialism to support the interests of bureaucratic parasitism. ... It is perfectly evident that a party which depends upon state employees and seeks their support cannot represent any serious threat to the political order.

A. Labriola, Riforme e rivoluzione sociale, Milan, Societa Editoriale Milanese, 1904; 'Le socialisme en Italie', Le Mouvement socialists (hereafter MS), no. 136, 1904, pp. 1-15; 'L'erreur tactique du socialisme', MS, no. 157, 1905, pp. 217-33; 'Syndicalisme et reformisme en Italie', MS, nos. 168-9, 1905, pp. 393-415; 'Syndicalisme et socialisme', MS, no. 170, 1906, pp. 44-64.

For the syndicalists, above and beyond the specific admixture of non-proletarian elements in the political party, the central problem was that the political party as an organisation designed for winning broad electoral appeal could not be socially homogeneous and that any necessary heterogeneity which followed must necessarily mean the dilution of class identity and the weakening of class struggle.
Another factor engendering the 'bourgeoisification' of the labour movement was the fact that the political party’s site of operation was parliament. Parliament is inherently an institution set up for the common defence of private property through the securing of compromises between the contending factions of the bourgeoisie. Parliament’s mode of operation therefore precluded the idea of social transformation. 'It is difficult to imagine how a system so essentially bourgeois as Parliament could possibly become an instrument for the emancipation of the proletariat.' (Labriola MS no 136 1904 p 8/9 note 2). The tendency of Socialist politicians to assimilate the style and procedures of parliament was fostered all the more by the system of abstract representation, the classic bourgeois split between politics and economics serving to divorce socialist representatives from their working class base. In time, argued Berth, the socialist party assumed the character of a bourgeois parliament, its congresses manifesting same 'sensational sessions, loud harangues and corridor intrigues'. (Berth MS, no 179 1906 p 165).

The syndicalist reserved most of their ire with respect to bourgeoisification for the bourgeois intellectuals who came to occupy the leading positions in the party. No matter how sincere their commitment to the proletarian movement, the whole training, outlook and way of life of the intellectuals were inimical to the cause of proletarian emancipation. The very identity of the intellectual presupposed the hierarchical division of labour, with mental production being raised to a superior position over above manual labour, yet being parasitic upon the activity of those who worked by their hands. Lagardelle noted the hypocrisy: 'Most intellectuals scorn the manual worker; they readily imagine that they are omniscient and omnicompetent, and should therefore be omnipotent. "Work to the workers, power to the educated" is their slogan.' (Lagardelle MS no 183 1907 119).

The intellectuals saw the idea of state socialism as a way of embodying this power. From being the transformation of social relations of production, socialism was relocated from the social realm to the political and redefined as the rational, efficient control of production through the state. It is in this respect that Weber predicted that the dictatorship of the proletariat would be realised as the dictatorship of the officials. The concern that the professional, educated middle class had with obtaining public office made their socialism reformist and regulatory rather than revolutionary and liberatory. 'The proletariat will have conquered power sufficiently', wrote Labriola, 'once it has nominated them to public office and given them the means to influence public opinion'. A socialist party with this kind of leadership, Labriola concluded, could be defined as a 'suitable organisation of the moral and material interests of the professional stratum; from this stem its various degenerative features'. (Labriola MS no 136 1904 p 3).

The proportion of deputies with professional occupations to working class deputies was irrelevant. The question was not just one of numbers. For Berth, deputies of bourgeois origin would always be more at home in a bourgeois institution like parliament, thus coming to dominate the socialist fraction:

In a socialist movement that is exclusively or largely electoral and Parliamentary, the bourgeois intellectuals will always predominate, qualitatively if not quantitatively. Parliamentarism is their natural vocation. An intellectual is in his element in Parliament; a worker, by contrast, is like a fish out of water.

Berth MS no 179 1906 p 165

Berth defined parliament a kind of market in which opinions and interests are exchanged like goods and bargains are struck. Berth defined an intellectual as 'a dealer also, a merchant of intellectual values, a broker in the market place of ideas.' The intellectual is perfectly at home in the parliamentary sphere.

But this begged the question of just who counted as a 'bourgeois intellectual'? For Lagardelle, it was 'all those who made a living from the profession of thinking’. With the technical development of industry, such occupations had expanded enormously. The increase in state functions certainly expanded employment opportunities for the professional, educated middle class. In 'Les intellectuels et le socialisme ouvrier', Lagardelle gave a detailed breakdown of the various categories of intellectuals who had joined the socialist movement. (Lagardelle MS 184 1907 217/18). 
1.	all those like engineers, chemists, etc who were employed in capitalist production in a technical capacity, and who most closely identified their interests with the proletariat. 
2.	those who were certificated yet unemployed and therefore outside of official society. The socialist movement was a source of employment for such individuals as journalists, officials, etc. 
3.	the established professionals who were attracted to socialism by vague sentiments of sympathy for the poor. 
4.	the 'social pharmacists and fabricators of intellectual systems', who believed they had discovered the remedy for society's ills, seeing socialist movement as a fertile ground for making converts. 

Whatever their claims and self-image, such groups represent, as a result of their education, the old parasitic, hierarchical society. Such intellectuals enter the proletarian movement as the bearers of the very exploitative and hierarchical attitudes which the proletarian movement seeks to overcome. In exalting the role of the political party and in seeking the conquest of state power, the intellectuals reinforce the hierarchical principle embodied in political and administrative institutions, which it is the expressed aim of working class socialism to abolish, reabsorbing power back into society itself. (Lagardelle MS 184 1907 224).

Lagardelle’s arguments emphasises the syndicalists' own strategy for overcoming the 'bourgeoisification' of the labour movement. Since socialism had degenerated from a revolutionary movement of the working class to being an electoral organisation sending bourgeois representatives to parliament via the agency of the party, then the original revolutionary impetus had to be recovered and recreated within the trades unions as exclusively proletarian institutions. The trade unions aimed at more than the achievement of piecemeal reforms, but prefigured the alternative non-exploitative, non-hierarchical society of producers. Independent of bourgeois influence, the trades unions were able to prosecute the class struggle to revolutionary conclusions, overthrowing existing society and creating the new social order through the mass action of the general strike, without the mediation of any representative process. 

The industrial unionists, revolutionary syndicalists and councilists failed to achieve their political aims in that the promised working class transformation of politics and reorganisation of society never materialised. A social democratic reformism at the level of the state and parasitic upon continuous capitalist growth was the reality. A more regulated, more socially responsible, more democratic capitalism is the social democratic achievement. Social democrats reduce the scope of their politics so much that, by the end of the twentieth century, theorists of the left, like Bobbio and Keane, claim that the only remaining task for socialism is to complete the project of (procedural) democracy. What a comedown from the tradition of Marx.

A counterfactual history would expose the failures of social (parliamentary) democracy in light of the proletarian re-definition of politics and social transformation promised by the tradition of workers’ socialism from below.

2 INDUSTRIAL UNIONISM AND SYNDICALISM

The term ‘revolutionary syndicalism’ is an important one. ‘Syndicalism’ alone merely means trade unionism. The militancy between the 1890’s and 1920’s referred to more than trade unionism. Workers had come to view trade unions as vehicles of their economic emancipation. This trade unionism had revolutionary objectives, the overthrow of capitalism and the abolition of the wages system. ‘Revolutionary syndicalism’, ‘anarcho-syndicalism’ and ‘industrial unionism’ were all the ways in which workers expressed their militancy. What connected these strands was the common objective of abolishing capitalism and the wages system through revolutionary industrial class struggle. These movements were committed to creating the new social order within the shell of the capitalist state. The socialist republic would be a new order free from political and economic oppression.

What distinguished these movements of workers from contemporary radicalism and socialism was their insistence upon the revolutionary potential of the working class economic organisations. Social Democracy and ‘Social’ Liberalism instead concentrated upon the state and parliamentary institutions to institute socialism. Socialism would be achieved through the political order. For those who insisted upon working class economic organisations and working class activity, however, the emancipation of the working class was to be achieved by the working class itself. And this meant direct action and the general strike, leading to workers’ control over society and the economy. Proletarian self-emancipation was the key to the new social order, and this could not be achieved by parliamentary action or purely political revolution. Whether parliamentary or revolutionary, such a political socialism would lead to state socialism.

It is important not to conceal some important differences that existed within and between the various movements. The differences between ‘revolutionary’ and ‘anarcho’ syndicalists may mean little to an outsider. But since the syndicalists insisted upon the self-activity of the working class, one has to respect the self-definition of the class subject. Shared concerns, common themes, basic similarities can all be easily discerned so as to justify reference to something called ‘revolutionary syndicalism’.

Revolutionary syndicalism was central in the social and industrial protest of the last decade or so of the nineteenth century and the first quarter of the twentieth century. This impact should not be underestimated. It was a time of rapid change, of social legislation, of organised pressure upon parliament. The ‘social question’ was pushed with such vigour that even the most unenlightened of politicians could welcome reform as an antidote to revolution. The working class presence was unmistakeable and expressed in the expansion of revolutionary industrial organisations. France and Britain both saw important developments in working class organisation and certainly caused the ruling classes to worry. The rapid development of revolutionary industrial ideas, values and attitudes became all the more obvious with the attempt to create a Syndicalist International in 1913. The first congress, in London in September 1913, brought delegates from as many as twelve countries.

Possibly the most salient and certainly the most important characteristic defining ‘revolutionary syndicalism’ was ‘ouvrierism’ or ‘workerism’. This entails the repudiation of intervention by professional politicians, experts and intermediaries of all kinds in the class struggle. All of these are external influences introducing ideas that are foreign to the class, pursuing agendas and possessing interests which are not those of the class. Working class activity and experience was sufficient. This exclusivity was based upon a high evaluation of working class capacities in the social struggle.

Revolutionary syndicalism was, therefore, a class movement to its inner core, a real movement of the working class that relied upon the activism and effort of the workers at the sharp end of the struggle. Revolutionary syndicalism, most certainly, was not a movement of politicians and intellectuals, surplus Tories from the middle class, passive radicals who will achieve socialism (as they come to redefine it) for the working class but will hide behind the authorities when the working class acts to achieve socialism for itself. Behind prominent figures and behind leaders – all of working class origin – lay a genuinely popular and activist movement of working class militants all capable of taking the initiative at rank and file or shopfloor level, channelling their energies upwards. The power of such a movement is not to be measured by the quality of leaders or the extent of the numerical spread – both impressive – but in this self-acting popular movement capable of stimulating and sustaining the energies of each and all. It is the power of the working class, a revolutionary and a producing class, that is demonstrated here.

In describing syndicalism as ‘workerist’ and in pointing to industrial class organisation one should not be misled into believing that syndicalism was ‘economistic’. The syndicalists were industrial militants and hence were absorbed in the practical, daily problems facing workers on the shop floor. And, of course, this is reflected in syndicalist concerns and writings. Nevertheless, the syndicalists were quite capable of elevating their sights to more abstract issues. They did not concentrate exclusively on the immediate whilst thereby reducing socialism and revolution to some verbal fantasy. Despite a profound anti-intellectualism, theoretical analysis was taken very seriously. The Syndicalists proceeded to analyse in depth the contemporary process of industrial change and the implications this had for socialism and working class organisation. Related to this industrial change under capitalism was the nature of state power and its relation to society and the class.

These theoretical developments would help to clarify the reality and the forces, the terrain upon which the syndicalists acted. They also fed into working class education, which the syndicalists valued highly.

53	The syndicalist movement thus possessed a number of institutions which gave it a distinctive cultural and social identity – unions, propaganda societies, working groups, educational associations, newspapers, libraries. Accusations of ‘economism’ clearly miss their mark with the scale of this organisational activity in the area of culture and education. Indeed, the point is general in that nearly all of the socialist movements of the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century were arenas of culture and education, an important point given the emergence after of national and corporate spheres replacing the popular sphere. Socialist movements therefore practised a form of self-education, offering participants a range of political and cultural instructions (Kiernan; S. Macintyre, A Proletarian Science. Marxism in Britain 1917-19)3, Cambridge University Press, 1980, chap. 1; Ree in this volume; V. Lidtke, The Alternative Culture: Socialist Labor in Imperial Germany; New York, Oxford University Press, 1985. M. G. Rosada, 'Biblioteche popolari e politica culturale del PSI tra ottocento e novecento', Movimento Operaio e Socialista, vol. 23, nos. 2/3, 1977, pp. 259-88; M. G. Rosada, L'Universita popolari, Rome, Riuniti, 1975; C. G. Lacaita, 'Socialismo, istruzione e cultura popolare tra l'8oo e il '900', in A. Riosa (ed.), 1981, op. cit., M. Reberioux, 'Critique litteraire et socialisme au tournant du siecle', Mouvement Social, no. 59, 1967, pp. 3-28; S. Lebenstein, Trench Libertarian Education Theory and Experiments, 1895-1915', University of Wisconsin Ph.D., 1972. G. Turi, 'Socialismo e cultura', Movimento Operaio e Socialista, 3, 2/3, 1980, pp. 143-52). Industrial unionism and syndicalism were schools of socialism, offering education and culture like the socialist movement in general. The syndicalists made intellectual and cultural struggle and activity a crucial factor in revolutionary advance, as material as industrial struggle in the development of the class.

Nevertheless, the syndicalists believed in direct action and in making their presence felt in the workplace and on the shop floor, in the strike and on the picket line, in the streets, in the struggle. And, by such action, the syndicalists achieved their purpose. They created a working class culture, a collective experience, and a shared identity. Through this direct action the individual members of the working class began to act and to think as a class for the first time, increasing their confidence and their aspirations. The syndicalists succeeded in spreading a genuinely revolutionary attitude and consciousness and this revolutionary spirit can be discerned in a multitude of forms. Certainly it is to be discovered in strike activity, rank and file activity, in the many clashes with the authorities. It is to be discovered in the arguments in syndicalist newspapers, in the numbers buying these newspapers, in the slogans and songs taken up by the workers in strikes and demonstrations. What is interesting, from the perspective of the relation between spontaneity and organisation, is how the syndicalist organisation of the workers as a class stimulates a revolutionary class spirit that comes to be expressed in a spontaneous movement and industrial revolt that is direct and aggressive as it comes into conflict with the principal agencies of capitalist power. It is as though the workers know instinctively who the class enemy is and what its agencies are. And, indeed, this class activity is spontaneous in that it erupted outside of the conscious control of the organised movement. And yet it is not spontaneous at all. This upheaval has been preceded by a long and patient process of organisation and education, something which gives the working class a presence and which raises the consciousness and aspirations of the class. Workers once passive and indifferent, see these developments and identify themselves with them. A revolutionary spirit is spread and, not surprisingly, can quite easily explode in ‘spontaneous’ action.

With this complicated relation between spontaneity and organisation, revolutionary syndicalism can be conceived to have operated on two levels. On the first level industrial militants joined together to create and lead syndicalist organisations. These organisations would bring together the militant and conscious sections of the class in a permanent and material form, ensuring that the class has a continued presence. This gives the working class a solid foundation upon which spontaneity, activity and creativity in struggle could proceed outside of organised control. This is the second level. The direct action of the class was based upon the spontaneous movement of workers’ against the main centres and agencies of capitalist class power. Business and government are thus exposed to the full revolutionary force of the working class.

Direct action alone does not define revolutionary syndicalism. Direct action can be employed to secure merely defensive, sometimes sectional and conservative objectives. The direct action proposed by the syndicalists refers to that of the workers as a class, in pursuit of progressive, anti-capitalist objectives and is aggressive, indicates the willingness of the workers to take the initiative in the social struggle.

The standard caricature of syndicalism – which, unfortunately, continues to be repeated in some Marxist circles – condemns the syndicalists as eclectic, petty bourgeois, anti-theoretical and, the most frequent accusation, for neglecting politics and the state. The standardised nature of these ‘criticisms’ can be all the more understood when one considers that Guild Socialists and Council Communists have also been similarly stereotyped. A little understanding and a degree of sympathy suffices to clear away most of this caricature. The impression that syndicalism was something of an incoherent and transitory phenomenon, expressing some primitive urge in the working class, is belied by the fact that revolutionary syndicalism sustained and organised the revolutionary struggle through industrial organisations over a long period of time. Behind this commitment lay a conception of socialism and the class struggle that was conscious of its distinctiveness and was quite aware of the pitfalls of state socialism. Max Weber has been praised for his insight having written in 1919 that the dictatorship of the proletariat would simply be the dictatorship of the officials. Political and economic power would be concentrated in the hands of the state. One can praise Weber’s perception. Yet one need only flick through the pages of Tom Mann’s Industrial Syndicalist, especially in 1911, to read supposedly uneducated and untheoretical syndicalists anticipating Weber’s criticism and, indeed, going much further in proposing what could be done. And these syndicalists did not have the state control of industry during the war or the Bolshevik Revolution as practical demonstrations of the point.

The argument that syndicalism was anti-theoretical cannot be sustained. Certainly, Syndicalism was anti-intellectual, but this is not the same thing as being anti-ideas. The syndicalist movement did equip itself with educational institutions and organs, and took seriously the dissemination of ideas and did theorise the latest developments in modern capitalism and the state power. And a critical eye was certainly kept upon the other socialism’s vying for the workers’ support. The activity of revolutionary syndicalism gives the impression that theory was of no concern. Yet this activism had a coherent and systematic purpose to it. Militancy was not ‘blind’ and accusations that it was betray not so much prejudice against syndicalism as against syndicalists. It is the working class that is being denigrated as unenlightened, incoherent, blind. Revolutionary syndicalism never hid its ‘workerism’ and estimated the organisational, practical and intellectual capacities of the workers highly indeed. This, no doubt, is an affront to the intellectuals, especially those radicalised by being displaced and looking for a movement to lead, educate and dominate. If the syndicalists were ‘workerist’ then such intellectuals-would-be-politicians – were anti-workerist and the syndicalist movement did well to exclude them.

The charge that syndicalism lacked an adequate conception of politics and the state is one that has validity only in the sense that the syndicalists placed exclusive emphasis upon industrial organisations, sought to build the socialist republic through these organisations within the shell of the capitalist state and hence refused to organise the workers’ politically so as to capture state power.

One can argue whether this was mistaken or not. The reaction against the parliamentarism and statism of the party political socialists and the feeling that the sense of class diminishes the more political a movement becomes encouraged syndicalism to locate the revolutionary dynamic in the base of the class, where the class lived and worked in their real life. The class was to be organised around interests rather than rootless and arbitrary ideal which can be changed at will. And since industry was the true reality as opposed to the parasitic political state, the argument developed that through industrial organisation socialism could be built within the capitalist state, rendering the state more and more a hollow shell. This was certainly an argument that influenced Gramsci. Of course Gramsci came to understand the need for a political movement or a party to challenge the state power and its ability to protect the capitalist class. At the same time, the factory council movement had just two years to develop and win in what became an all out confrontation. The syndicalists envisaged a much longer period to secure the material foundations of the socialist republic.

A final point is to note just how unmarxist it is to condemn working class movements as ‘economistic’ and as neglecting politics simply because they concentrate upon industrial organisation. For Marx, the political is to be sought in the economic. The struggle of capital against labour – two economic designations – is a highly political struggle concerning relations of power, control and authority. The syndicalists were ‘revolutionary’ precisely because they had politicised economic struggles and issues and had deliberately set out to organise the class in the restructuring of power in society in a way that the party political socialists had singularly failed to do, the revolutionary syndicalists had insisted upon working class, class industrial organisation in challenging the agencies of capitalist power. Capital and capitalist relations were directly threatened and class power came to be exposed. This is as political as it is possible to be. The syndicalists politicised economic issues and politicised the working class whereas political parties rendered their supporters and members politically passive.

The revolutionary syndicalists neither neglected nor were ignorant of the state power. So often did the state intervene in the class struggle on behalf of capital that the state power could hardly be avoided. By insisting upon economic organisation and the direct action of the class, outside of and against the institutionalised and greatly deradicalised struggle in parliamentary the revolutionary syndicalists were provoking direct conflict with the state power.

Coming to the final charge, it is as well to note that ‘petty bourgeois’ is a stock term of abuse in Bolshevik writing that has been applied to syndicalism, anarchism, anarcho-syndicalism, Guild Socialism, council communism. Take this from Cliff and Gluckstein

The movement for workers’ control found expression in different ways, the most influential being G.D.H. Cole’s Guild Socialism…. Guilds were unions organised to run industry for themselves. Rather than nationalise from the centre, they would gradually supplant foremen and then managers by a creeping process of ‘encroaching control’, taking over management functions one by one.
This was petty bourgeois fantasy par excellence.

Tony Cliff and Donny Gluckstein The Labour Party p78

The vast terrain for proletarian creativity between centralisation and nationalisation on the one hand – the party-state option – and encroaching control on the other was one explored by revolutionary syndicalism, industrial unionism, council communism, Connolly, Mann, Gramsci, Pannekoek, Luxemburg. One can certainly accept that Guild Socialism was a reformist version of revolutionary syndicalism. The revolutionary self-activity of the proletariat has been removed and replaced by a greater stress upon institutional engineering. But this process of encroaching control was one shared by revolutionary syndicalism and council communism. How else does the process of proletarian self-emancipation proceed? The Bolshevik tradition makes a rhetorical commitment to the self-emancipation of the working class only to devalue every step taken by the class short of the revolutionary party conquering state power.

The revolutionary syndicalists were the most important force at work in politics in the years before 1914. Britain it appeared was on the verge of civil war. State repression and social legislation had not diminished industrial militancy. The militancy of labour up to 1914 constitutes a critical phase in the development of social relations. The relations between capital and labour were altered for good. The most immediate effects of the labour struggles were mass strike activity and the expansion of trade union membership.

What characterised the strike activity of the period was not just the mass participation but the fact that the workers were aggressive, militant, quite ready to engage in unofficial action and had thus escaped the control of the institutions of industrial relations. The clashes with the authorities were often so violent as the subversion of the agencies of capitalist exploitation and power was so real.

The notion of a peaceful, parliamentary road to socialism was exposed. Middle class socialists, with a vested interests in the institutionalisation of the struggle between capital and labour, had their plans upset. What was even more disturbing was the inability of the trade unions to control the workers and pacify discontent through channelling industrial grievances into the institutions of collective bargaining and conciliation, channels in which potentially explosive grievances could be managed and neutralised.

This had clearly been the hope. The Cabinet’s advisers on industrial relations thus warned that the old moderates and conciliators amongst the trade union leadership no longer retained the authority to control the mass of workers. New leaders, more militant and more willing to engage in strike activity, were coming to the fore. Direct action was coming to replace the search for compromise through the institution of collective bargaining.

The willingness of workers to engage in aggressive and militant activity was perceived as a direct challenge to the parliamentary system. Politics was no longer a peaceful process conducted by experts but something that workers’ engaged in themselves, in the most direct forms, in the streets and in the workplaces. And the workers were quite conscious of defying the authorities, showing contempt for the orders and threats of mps, magistrates, police and military by making an appeal to the workers directly. The syndicalists did not appeal to the authorities for redress of their grievances but set about getting redress themselves through their own class organisations. The authority and the institution of parliament was threatened as the workers, the mass of the citizens, repudiated it.

Revolutionary syndicalism took ideas seriously and was careful to give mass strikes and direct action a theoretical justification and rationale. The claim that syndicalism was anti-theoretical is not one shared by the authorities who certainly monitored the views and perspectives of the syndicalists as well as their impact. Politicians and the press were certainly aware of the ideas of revolutionary syndicalism and scrutinised them closely. Certainly, there was a tendency to deny the legitimacy of mass grievances and put the trouble down to the existence of agitators and troublemakers. Thus leaders like Tom Mann were accused of spreading wild ideas concerning class war, anarchism, Marxism to mislead the workers.

The notion of syndicalism as operating on two levels may be recalled when considering Cole’s words from 1913:

It is often convenient to use the name Syndicalism loosely to cover many leaders and movements. Of real Syndicalism there was in England practically none… Of an impulse … is a great deal. The labour unrest is real … but over and above its reality. It is more than an inarticulate impulse; it possesses direction that is syndicalistic.

The problem with this is that it risks making syndicalism a mere mood. Certainly, the idea of workers as possessing a syndicalist impulse is important in indicating the mass basis for syndicalism. But to downplay syndicalist leaders and movement may well have the effect of preserving the ‘pragmatic’ common sensical British from ‘dangerous’ continental influences.

Cole muddies the water. The masses possess this proto-syndicalist impulse but of a coherent, fully developed syndicalist doctrine and movement there is nothing. The workers’ activity is thus interpreted as vague, spontaneous, unsystematic, a mood rather than a doctrine, an instinctive revolt rather than a commitment to revolutionary activity.

Of course, there are more than a few political interests served by denying the significance of revolutionary syndicalism. Conservative and liberal interests have every reason to reinforce the ‘pragmatism’ of the workers’ movement. Every effort has to be made to downplay the revolutionary character of workers’ attitudes and actions. Every attempt is made to restrict the impact and extent of such a revolutionary force as Syndicalism.

In a similar fashion, the Communist tradition also perceives revolutionary syndicalism to be a subversive force that threatens the control of ‘the party’. Syndicalism becomes another of those ‘infantile disorders’ to be corrected by supposedly mature communism.

One can therefore point to the syndicalistic activities and attitudes of the workers without necessarily arguing that there was a full-blown syndicalist movement in Britain. One should not press the argument too far, lest the stereotype be reinforced that Syndicalism lacked a sustained purpose and organisation and was merely a vague, unsystematic revolt on the part of the workers. And to treat syndicalism as such serves to press the demands and aspirations raised by the workers in that period back into the old institutions and channels, the old mechanisms of collective bargaining, the old parliamentary politics and the old centralising, elitist institution of the political party. Between them the old Social (parliamentary) Democracy and the emerging Communism united to submerge revolutionary syndicalism and draw workers’ energies into sterile political channels.

In short, revolutionary syndicalism has a consistent purpose, a coherent theory and an organised movement which it sustained over a number of years, radicalising large numbers of the workers and involving the workers in a direct challenge to the agencies of capitalist power.

The high point of revolutionary syndicalism in Britain was probably 1912, writers argue (Webb, Ensor). After this date the incidence of strikes declines and splits begin to occur in the organised Syndicalist movement. This view can, however, be challenged. It implies that syndicalism was an amorphous and spontaneous phenomenon that was running out of steam before the 1914-1918 war. It is as though syndicalism had run its natural course. In fact, the years 1912 to 1914 were years of continuing syndicalist advance and consolidation. The labour unrest continued, the mass strikes continued and opposition to the state and to the social reforms of the Liberal government became more and more apparent. It might have been expected that if syndicalism was little more than a mood, reflecting workers’ discontents then the social welfare legislation of the Liberal government would have been sufficient to pacify the workers. In fact, workers’ hostility to the state and to parliament grew. All the reforms and proposals for nationalisation were perceived clearly as ruling class strategies designed to take the wind out of the workers’ revolutionary sails. That the workers could themselves see this indicates a clarity of purpose and a theoretical awareness that suggests much more consistency than vague revolt. The simple truth – which the ‘old’ politics of right and left have an interest in burying – is that the syndicalist movement continued to develop, reached increasing numbers of workers and continued to disturb the authorities. Revolutionary Syndicalism was not some unsystematic, spontaneous revolt that faded after a few years of excitement, that could not sustain itself as an organised movement. Still less was it an ‘infantile disorder’ or an immature communism requiring a political education. The Syndicalist organisations and institutions, the range of activities they covered, the number of workers it could activate and educate, mark revolutionary syndicalism as the most important workers’ movement that has been seen to date. The revolutionary syndicalists succeeded in subverting the hegemony of reformist Social Democracy, in winning workers to a revolutionary platform and in directing struggle away from institutional channels towards an exposed capital and the state in a way that the ‘revolutionary party’ has achieved only in the pages of a book. The fact is that the First World War brought a dramatic intervention in a revolutionary situation that looked set to continue to develop. The war ruptured ‘natural’ syndicalist development, brought confusion and division, and succeeded in halting a movement that had seemed irresistible.

Mass industrial unrest continued until 1914 itself and remained the driving force behind continuing syndicalist advance. Indeed, so very far from going into decline after 1912, the incidence of strike activity remained high. In 1913 there were more individual strikers than were recorded in any other year. The cost of work days lost in 1913 equalled the cost of the years 1910 and 1911. Employers and government, neither of whom could afford complacency, remained anxious and were acutely concerned with the persistence of mass strike activity right up to the outbreak of the war.

Syndicalist advance and consolidation had two main features to it. In the first place industrial unrest and mass strike activity continued in those sectors of industry involved in the earlier conflicts. Mining and the railways remained important areas of conflict, and continued to generate some of the best working class militants. Here one saw the continuation of long standing conflicts between workers and employers. In the second place, industrial unrest spread to sectors that had been largely unaffected by previous conflicts, e.g. building and engineering. In these sectors workers had been impressed by the success of workers in their activity and looked to achieve the same results by the same means. The result was a headlong collision with employers and an explosion of strike activity.

Thus the labour unrest that marked syndicalist advance continued from 1912 up to 1914 and stimulated the further expansion of the syndicalist movement. Only the outbreak of war halted what seemed an irresistible advance. This advance was expressed in many ways. Mass strike activity spread syndicalistic attitudes among the workers and encouraged a willingness to engage in direct action against the employers and the civil authorities.

A further indication of the increasing significance of syndicalist activities could be seen in the increasingly important role of revolutionary industrial militants in organising strike activity. Dublin in 1913 is an important example.

One should finally note the hardening of attitudes on both sides of industry. There are those who would regret such a development and would prefer a system of industrial jurisprudence. Conflict in industry should be minimised by an institutionalised system of industrial relations. Such a notion repudiates the Marxist doctrine of class war as inherent in industrial relations. The problem with this is that class division is not a Marxist invention. A system of industrial jurisprudence regulates relations between capital and labour which are asymmetrical and based upon the private control of the means of production by the capitalist class. It is in the interests of labour to abolish this unequal relationship, not to regulate it. The capitalist class retains the power to repudiate industrial relations machinery whenever it conflicts with the process of accumulation. From a Marxist perspective, labour should not bind itself to a system regulating asymmetrical relations, a system which is inherently biased against labour given the fact of private property in the means of production.

The increase in hard-line attitudes amongst workers and employers represents the class struggle in open form. Class conflict can only be abolished with the abolition of class relations. Workers and employers developed more hard-line attitudes. The revolutionary syndicalists took capital-labour relations out of the peaceful mechanisms of collective bargaining. Employers too came to reject collective bargaining and pulled out of the government sponsored Industrial Council. The revolutionary syndicalists succeeded in politicising the capital-labour relation, subjecting it to public controversy, intervention and maybe even alteration. For power is best conserved by being concealed. A system of industrial jurisprudence confers legitimacy upon the capital-labour relation in a way that the naked imposition of class power does not. The capitalist class would prefer the power of private property to remain out of the public domain. It is this ‘private’ power that direct working class action succeeded in bringing out into the open. The capitalist class responded aggressively, resulting in the escalation and politicisation of the class struggle. When significant numbers come to see these relations as no longer natural, eternal and legitimate, they cannot continue unaltered for long. This politicisation is another of the successes of the revolutionary syndicalists, direct action serving to raise consciousness and educate workers politically much more than could be achieved by the ‘revolutionary party’ and its vanguard.

British syndicalism was the most important working class movement that the country had ever seen and encouraged the working class to develop and use their own economic organisations to advance their class interests. Certainly, the working class militancy succeeded in rocking the centres of state and capitalist power in Britain to an extent never seen since. Yet it is impossible to read accounts of the syndicalist movement without a long list of its limitations. Many of these limitations can be accepted. Industrial organisation alone is not sufficient to challenge the power of the state and capital and to constitute a new social-public order. But criticisms here can be exaggerated to justify the domination of the ‘revolutionary party’. It cannot be emphasised enough that it is the working class subject that is the revolutionary agency, not ‘the party’ or any other organisational means. All too often, the working class movement has been used as a means for others to ride to power. It was for this reason that syndicalists were suspicious of the middle class, of intellectuals, politicians and leaders, reformist and revolutionary. ‘Ouvrierism’ and working class exclusivity meant a concentration upon the industrial organisations of the working class itself.

The Syndicalist movement obtained significant minority support in the important trade unions and in the socialist movement generally. The strike activities of the rank and file workers gave a more practical demonstration of the extent of syndicalist influence. Yet, in the final analysis, one has to recognise that syndicalism had not succeeded in winning the consciousness of the class to anything like the extent needed to withstand the loyalty test of the war. The revolutionary syndicalists challenged the hegemony of labourist reformism but did not destroy it. Labourism was exposed before the class and its foundations were shaken. But it retained its dominant position among the working class.

The fact that, with the outbreak of war, loyalty to the nation proved stronger than loyalty to the class showed limitations. Being prepared to force the class struggle in the most direct way, the syndicalists ought to have better addressed the question of revolutionary transformation. The working class had to become the revolutionary class. The struggle against the state power and the abolition of the capitalist class relations called for a broader political organisation of the class as a whole. Revolution had to become a conscious purpose rather than an inevitable consequence of industrial action’. Labour unrest had to take a more definite political form.

Still, one should not conclude from this that revolutionary syndicalism was simply guilty as charged – anti-theoretical and lacking in a political strategy. Taking the anti-theoretical charge first, the revolutionary syndicalists delivered sophisticated analyses of contemporary tendencies and developments in the modern state and the capitalist economy. And this theoretical awareness was consciously understood as facilitating greater effectiveness in syndicalist activities against the agencies of capitalist power. The objective was the transformation of society from the base upwards.

Indeed, syndicalism has been possibly the most successful movement there has been in British socialism in analysing and popularising the processes and tendencies in capitalist development. Prominent in syndicalist analyses were discussions of industrial concentration, the impact of skill displacing technologies, trade union organisation and strategies, the expansion of the state power for reasons of social control and economic management.

The revolutionary syndicalists had thus made a significant contribution to the tradition of socialism from below, to workers’ socialism. This, it should be remembered, came at the time that socialism was being colonised by the new professional middle class and being relocated from the social to the political realm. The revolutionary syndicalists merit a positive evaluation for their consistent critique of nationalisation and the ‘servile state’. Revolutionary activists and working class militants made continuing use of this analysis during and after the war. The massive expansion of the state power in economic and social life made state socialism feasible and encouraged the tendency for that bureaucratic and parliamentary socialism which fitted ‘new middle class’ interests well. State control and expansion appealed to those professional classes whose material interests would be served. The syndicalists saw this bogus socialism for what it was, a substitute that corresponded to the material interests of the new and professional middle class who had taken over the socialist movement. Against this state control run by the professional middle class, the syndicalists promoted the workers’ control of industry through economic organisations.

A much more serious charge does relate to political strategy and the state power. The syndicalists did engage in ‘politics’ in that they challenged existing centres of capitalist power and sought fundamental change through revolutionary action. Yet all the activities and efforts, which involved millions, did not achieve social transformation. Similarly the syndicalists challenged and sought to analyse the capitalist state. This dispels the myth that the syndicalists neglected politics. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the syndicalists developed a fully coherent and profound analysis of state power and its role in protecting class relations. Nor does it mean that the syndicalists devised a political strategy which enabled the movement to engage in effective transformative activity.

Certainly, the syndicalists developed and sustained a powerful and coherent case against parliamentary action, against the state and nationalisation and against the attempts to legislate socialism into existence. Syndicalism was a workers socialism which insisted that the industrial organisations of the working class were the principal vehicles of socialism and the class struggle.

But Marxists could not to fail to note gaps in the analysis and a certain vagueness at crucial points. The syndicalists failed to understand just how much trade unions are part of the capitalist system, organising workers as wage labourers whose labour power is a commodity. There is, therefore, a structural tendency for trade unions to be incorporated within the capitalist system as permanent bargaining organisations and as managers of the conflict surrounding the employment relation. Because of this, trade unions could not function as vehicles of economic emancipation. It is possible, therefore, that the syndicalists underestimated the extent to which trade unionism, reflecting the commodity status of labour, could blunt the revolutionary edge of the workers.

The syndicalists needed to be clear on how the industrial organisations of the working class could function as revolutionary organisations able to challenge, overthrow and replace the agencies of capitalist power and sustain the activity of the workers in the face of the determined resistance of the capitalist class and the repressive activities of the capitalist state.

The centrepiece of the syndicalist revolutionary strategy was the general strike. And syndicalists could write well on the process whereby the general strike would create a revolutionary situation, undermine the power of the capitalists and the state and finally make it possible for the working class to assume power.

Yet, even here, it is less than clear how the general strike alone could lead to the eventual seizure of power by the working class. There are gaps in the revolutionary process proposed and fairly huge leaps to the assumption of power. The general strike, it would appear, is a sufficient condition for revolution and sets in trail a fairly automatic process of events.

Quite possibly, then, the syndicalists did fail to write about the process of socialist revolution which was clear and precise about the issues involved in the overthrow of capitalism and the state. One has to be aware that the syndicalists were innovators and pioneers. Britain lacked experience of revolutionary struggle and political upheaval, at least in recent times. Given this fact one has to be impressed with the intellectual and organisational capabilities of the British syndicalists. That the first Syndicalist International was held in London, in 1913, was a tribute to paid to the British, especially when one considers the political and theoretical superiority of the French syndicalists.

When the limitations of British syndicalism are acknowledged and when the necessity of greater political organisation is affirmed, it still remains that the syndicalist movement made a powerful contribution to revolutionary working class politics. The Syndicalist movement succeeded in stimulating and sustaining a working class challenge to the power of the state and to capital. The syndicalists suspected that the intervention of the middle class, the intellectuals, politicians, leaders etc would block the process of working class self-development with all the leading positions coming to be concentrated in the hands of the professional and the educated. A considerable effect of syndicalist working class exclusivity was the emergence of the working class as actors, true subjects capable of taking the initiative in struggle. One should remember the context of a very hierarchical class society in which deference was instilled in the working class from the earliest age. The syndicalists succeeded in getting the class to overthrow these attitudes. The revolutionary syndicalist spirit is there for all to see in the mass strikes, as workers in great numbers showed contempt for the authorities and, indeed, took on the most direct and aggressive manner the employers, politicians, magistrates, the police and the military. The working class were no longer making vague and impotent appeals to the authorities for something to be done, but had created their own industrial organisations to do things for themselves.

One can criticise the revolutionary strategy, the lack of political organisation and the rather vague hopes inspired by the general strike. One can be impressed by the working class organisations created by the syndicalists, the range of their activities and their influence in the class as a whole. In stimulating the class, increasing its confidence and consciousness, and getting the class actually acting and moving against the centres of capitalist power, the syndicalists brought a reality, a creativity and a purposive dynamism to socialist politics. The syndicalists were, first and foremost, working class militants, class-conscious workers prepared to fight against the agencies of their exploitation and dehumanisation. Such workers do not appease, compromise with or work within these powers, relations and institutions – they destroy them in a revolutionary struggle and assume power themselves.

The compromises of parliamentary politics and the gradual dilution of socialism into a social reformism served to destroy the hopes that workers had entertained. The working class revolt against this situation became all the more predictable with employers attempts to enforce wage reductions. In the four years from 1910 to 1914 the workers engaged in industrial action in order to secure their ends. The workers engaged in mass strike activity of a scale that had not been seen since the upsurge of the new unionism. The railwaymen brought transport to a halt, the dockers paralysed the ports, the miners left the pits in their hundreds of thousands. Activity spread to engineering, to building and to textiles. The labour unrest fed the spirit of revolt of the working class.

Of course, the employers’ attacks upon wage levels and the falling standard of living was a powerful factor behind this revolt. But labour unrest was more than discontent with wages. The militancy, the consistency of purpose, the determination, the willingness to confront the authorities and the energy, vitality and discipline and the self-sacrifice displayed by the workers expressed something much more profound than ‘economism’. Certainly, economic issues were to the fore – wages, poverty, unemployment, speed up, overtime, managerial practices. Yet the spirit of revolt spread so quickly throughout the working class  that the search for a consistent thread, for something endemic in the class position of the workers. The workers were protesting against their exploitation and dehumanisation; the workers were contesting not poverty but their status as wage slaves. The workers were affirming their human dignity and were coming to assert the class power which derived from the increasing unity, development and maturity of the class. It is significant that the labour unrest of 1910-1914 was expressed through syndicalism. For the emergence of the working class as a class with a common identity meant a conscious effort to go beyond the immediate struggles around wages and conditions to sustain a movement ending in the workers’ control of industry through their own economic organisations. There was a syndicalistic spirit amongst the working class and, certainly, the syndicalists aimed at a new social order.

The working class militancy was a clear repudiation of the class collaboration practised by the parliamentary parties and the trade unions. The rank and file workers possessed a revolutionary spirit which was not being expressed, rather suppressed by the practice of Second International socialism. Class-conscious workers clearly perceived the limitations of working within bourgeois institutions and relations and set themselves against the very notion of parliamentary activity and the political party. The syndicalists did not neglect politics. They did, however, reject the official and institutional practices of politics associated with the state and parliament, placing the emphasis instead upon economic action through industrial organisations. There was a reason for the supposed syndicalist neglect of politics, the fact that official and institutionalised politics had neglected the class struggle and had failed the working class. Perhaps it is true that syndicalism, in reacting so strongly against the state and the class collaboration of parliamentary socialism came to reinforce the bourgeois separation of the political and the social and was therefore bound to express its militancy in economistic form.

But this is to charge syndicalism with not achieving something that a whole number of political parties, reformist and socialist and revolutionary, had also failed to achieve. The ILP and the Labour Party had become predominantly parliamentarian and electoral in their concerns and were far from socialist in their politics. The SDF and the SDP could attract working class militants but were highly sectarian and dogmatic, exclusive in their revolutionary purity. Of course, these parties were fighting against electoralism and opportunism and were right in doing so. How could a socialist party cooperate with the Labour Party or the ILP?

The syndicalists were impatient with such politics and attempted, directly, the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism without having to create a political party to lead the struggle for power. The political parties, it was noted, were organised around ideas rather than interests. They were, in this sense, rootless. And it is this struggle over ideas that bred the interminable conflict and confusion. Clashes could multiply over ideas whereas material interests allowed the class to unite over a common identity. The syndicalists, therefore, consciously devalued politics and emphasised the economic organisation of the class.

It is this labour revolt which the syndicalists sought to organise and form into a coherent movement. The rank and file revolt was to be sharpened into a movement for a new social order based upon workers control of the production process through their industrial organisations. The objective of the British syndicalists was to organise the trade unions along industry lines and build their structure so as to enable militant activity leading to workers’ control. 

The advance of Syndicalism is related to the practice and the theory developed in America and in France. In 1905 the Industrial Workers of the World were founded in Chicago with the objective of organising the trade unions industry by industry rather than craft by craft. The ‘Wobblies’ conducted a much more aggressive and militant struggle against the employers. In 1906 in France the General Confederation of Labour adopted the Charter of Amiens. Here the Syndicalists declared in favour of a general strike, seizure of the means of production by the workers and a society in which the syndicalists existed as ‘the basis of social organisation, as the group for production and distribution’. Here in France George Sorel had developed the philosophy of the general strike. For Sorel, the general strike is to be treated as a political weapon available to the class, which would unify the class and allow it to win control of industry and seize power.

The American and the French influence is important in understanding the period of militancy which began in Britain in 1910.

The two main influences upon British Syndicalism were French and American. Syndicalism is itself a French term meaning, quite simply, trade unionism. To distinguish it from ordinary trade unionism it is necessary to prefix the term syndicalism with the word ‘revolutionary’. French Revolutionary Syndicalism had the greatest philosophical and theoretical component, deriving not only from Sorel but also from Pelloutier, Berth, Manotte and others. Much more in evidence in the British Syndicalist movement, however, was the more practically minded American emphasis upon industrial unionism. The French, too, were practical and activist but had a much greater philosophical and theoretical import than the British and the Americans.

This is, perhaps, slightly unfair. The Americans, through Daniel De Leon and the Industrial Workers of the World brought a conscious Marxist purpose to their practice. It could be argued that the practice of the ‘Wobblies’ was much more theoretically informed than was the practice of the socialist (parliamentary) parties of the Second International. The basis of the American movement is captured in the Preamble of the IWW. The Marxist emphasis upon the class struggle is obvious:

The working class and the employing class have nothing in common. There can be no peace so long as hunger and want are found among millions of working people and the few, who make up the employing class, have all the good things of life… These conditions can be changed and the interest of the working class upheld only by an organisation formed in such a way that all its members in any one industry, or in all its members in any one industry, or in all industries if necessary, cease work whenever a strike or lockout is on in any department, thus making an injury to one an injury to all. Instead of the Conservative motto: ‘A fair day’s wage for a fair day’s work’, we must inscribe on our banner the revolutionary watchword: ‘Abolition of the wages system’… By organising industrially we are forming the structure of the new society within the shell of the old.

This idea of building the new social order within the shell of the old society, of the capitalist state and social order, was general to the syndicalists and those that they inspired. It is there in De Leon, Pelloutier, Mann, Connolly and it is to be found in Pannekoek and Gramsci. In Cole and the Guild Socialists it is condemned as a ‘petty bourgeois’ delusion. Yet it is of clear Marxist origin, emphasising the self-activity and self-organisation of the class on the basis of the true reality of society and industry. It is those who assert the primacy of politics and the party who have inverted Marx’s relation and, as a result, have devalued class praxis. Being based upon this inversion it is no surprise that Leninism and Trotskyism should lead to the old alien politics and state capitalism. If the syndicalists were neglectful of the state and politics then one has to argue that the syndicalists rejected politics for its abstract character, with ‘the party’ coming to be detached from and dominant over its social basis. The class and the organisation were correspondingly neglected. Yet, the syndicalists argued, the economic organisation of the working class was the only firm basis for political advance and proletarian emancipation.

From the IWW the British Syndicalists took the principles of industrial unionism, the sympathetic strike, the rejection of class collaboration and of peaceful negotiations with employers, opposition to the old union officialdom, the breaking of agreements, mass strike activity, aggressive tactics, direct action and sabotage. From the French came greater rank and file control, no re-election of officials, no friendly benefits, no political activities and a ‘don’t shoot’ appeal to ordinary working class troops. The French revolutionary syndicalists had developed a whole syndicalist philosophy that condemned bourgeois morality as false and called for the revaluation of values through a producer ethic. The workers as the producing class would regenerate society and put it on a healthy basis. And the syndicalists had thought out the whole revolutionary process, including continuous mass strike culminating in an expropriatory general strike. The capitalist system would thus be overthrown and local unions would assume control of their appropriate industries creating a federation of independent industrial republics within society. Sorel suggested that the general strike would serve as a myth to mobilize the masses. Mobilize them to do what, one may ask. The syndicalist militants considered the general strike to be something more than a myth.

The international influences that made syndicalism are encapsulated in the character of Tom Mann. Mann was the ablest thinker and organiser of British Syndicalism. When he returned to Britain in 1910 he had studied revolutionary syndicalism in Paris, organised workers in Australia, and had learned from De Leon and the Wobblies.

The Marxist influence behind British syndicalism was expressed most explicitly in the Socialist Labour Party (SLP), founded in 1903 on the Marxist principles of class struggle between capital and labour. In practice, this meant industrial war, though the SLP also insisted upon this struggle occurring under the direction and guidance of a disciplined and organised political party. The problem is that of all such parties of professional political militants. The number of party members were too few and too detached from the class to exercise a political leadership that was with rather than above the class. The workers were not acting to replace one set of masters with a new set of politicians above the class. SLP members were genuine in their commitment to the class and were often industrial militants of a high calibre. And this quality enabled them to exercise an influence that far exceeded their numerical weakness. But there was a need for numerical strength to strike deep roots within the class. ‘Politics’ had to be organically related to class and the class movement.

And here the syndicalists were at an advantage, having a presence in every industry that gave them contact with the greatest number of workers. Syndicalists were present in every industry as part of the labour upsurge. They were not professional revolutionaries and politicians who were separated from the class, claiming to offer political guidance from the outside.

The History of British Syndicalism

In 1910 there were some 2-6 million trade union members in Britain. Only in Germany were such numbers exceeded. This membership was concentrated in particular industries like mining and cotton. And union membership was greater among skilled male manual workers than amongst other groups. The explosion of strikes after 1910 was largely the result of activity amongst miners, dockers, transport and cotton workers. The 70 million strike days lost between 1911 and 1914 were largely the result of unrest in these particular industries.

The point is made in order to make it clear that the syndicalist advance was far from general and that the roots that it struck in the class were mainly in particular industries. Labourism’s hold was shaken but not broken.

The labour unrest was understood by many as part of a wider social malaise, also expressed by the suffragette movement and the prospect of civil war in Ireland. The authority of parliament was weakening and appeared in danger of collapse. In this context, the syndicalist advance is important, strategic industries could cause alarm. The old order seemed to be in the process of unravelling.

The Socialist Labour Party looked to build industrial unionism alongside the existing organisations of labour. They were organised along craft and sectional lines. The SLP was based upon the Clyde. In South Wales there was the Plebs League. The Plebs broke away from Ruskin College and looked to develop working class education upon more Marxist lines. The Plebs League established the Central Labour College, which also declared for industrial unionism but rejected the ‘dual unionism’ of the SLP. The Plebs looked to work within existing labour organisations.

In 1910 in Manchester Tom Mann launched the Industrial Syndicalist Education League.


The outstanding figure in British syndicalism, of course, is Tom Mann. He reappeared in Britain in 1910 having been involved in working class struggles all over the world. Mann had had a significant impact organising the class struggle in Australia, where he had the opportunity to see the feebleness of the Labour Party in government, and he had studied revolutionary syndicalism in Paris. Mann had had a good education and, back home, plunged into the workers’ struggles, organising and agitating. In 1910, he began publishing the monthly, the Industrial Syndicalist, with the assistance of Guy Bowman. This spread syndicalist ideas and created a group of well-informed working class militants who could introduce syndicalist ideas into their different industries. An Industrial Syndicalist Education League was formed in Manchester, propagating Mann’s views. Mann also set up ‘Amalgamation Committees’ in several industries, with the objective of forming the Sectional or Craft Societies into one big union for each industry. In 1912 The Syndicalist appeared, edited by Bowman.

The ‘fatal weakness’ of British trade unionism, argued The Industrial Syndicalist in the first issue, was to be discovered

Simply if not solely in the sectional character of the 1,100 unions of the United Kingdom – in the true absence of the true spirit of working class solidarity, and therefore of the inability of the unionists to utilize the machinery at their disposal for scientifically conducting the class war.

In the shipbuilding industry, for instance, there were as many as twenty-four unions and these had ‘never been able to take combined action against the capitalists’. Mann was confident that

however reactionary the unions might be at this hour, the only sensible idea would be to recognise them as the proper channels through which, sooner or later, the working class would have to function. So we declined to be identified with any policy that aimed at injuring the unions, but worked might and main within their ranks to throw them on to the right lines.

Mann, From Single Tax to Socialism

The concentration upon the trade unions and industrial militancy could devalue the importance of politics and the idea of the political party. Very certainly, the parliamentary and electoral party was discarded by the syndicalists. Also discarded was the idea of the revolutionary party, coordinating and leading working class struggle in a variety of fields and transcending immediate issues and spontaneous activities. This criticism remains valid. Gramsci learned with the defeat of the factory councils the need for an overall political organisation to challenge the state power. The capitalists concentrated their power and used it to isolate and destroy the uncoordinated struggles of the workers.

Nevertheless the criticism can be turned around. The party political socialists had become detached from the class and the class movement. They lacked roots in the class and quarrelled endlessly over political principles. It had been forgotten that what matters above all is that the working class needs to be active, needs to become ‘political’ and needs to unite and organise around their common interests. Frankly, the political parties had lost a sense of the aspirations of the working class. They concentrated upon the power of the party. The party was to seize control of the state and to subordinate industry to party-state control. This was their preoccupation. The syndicalists, however, emphasised the workers’ control of industry:

Vitally essential it is to show that economic emancipation to the working class can only be secured by the working class asserting its power in the workshops, factories, warehouses, mills and mines, on ships and boats and engines, and wherever work is performed, ever extending their control over the tools of production until, by the power of the internationally organised proletariat, capitalist production shall entirely cease and the industrial socialist republic shall be ushered in, and thus the Socialist Revolution realised.

Mann, IS April 1911

The most famous document of the Industrial Syndicalists was The Miners’ Next Step (1912). Class war ending in the workers’ control of the industry was the theme of this document. Some of the most relevant points were:

That the old policy of identity of interest between employers and ourselves be abolished, and a policy of open hostility installed.

That a continual agitation be carried on in favour of increasing the minimum wage and shortening the hours of work until we have extracted the whole of the employers’ profits.

That our objective be to build up an organisation that will ultimately take over the mining industry and carry it on in the interests of the workers.

What also characterised this document was the unrelenting hostility towards politics and political leadership. A leader, any leader, ‘has an interest – a vested interest – in stopping progress’; ‘all leaders become corrupt, in spite of their own good intentions’; ‘an industrial vote will affect the lives and happiness of workmen far more than a political vote’. Thus, the miners’ union should combine with the other unions ‘to work for the taking over of all industries by the workmen themselves’.

If it is argued that the syndicalists were thus neglectful of politics one has to be clear of the character of the contemporary politics and parties that the syndicalists were confronted with. The opportunism of parliamentary socialism and the sectarianism of Social Democracy had created a reaction against politics. The workers’ themselves had decided to press their interests directly, clearly dissatisfied with the irrelevance of much that passed as socialist politics. And perhaps here the syndicalist reaction did signify a retreat back into an economistic form of struggle. But the cause of such a reaction was the failure of politics and the parties, both reformist and revolutionary, to translate working class interests, aspirations and militancy into political effect. The workers had little choice in the circumstances but to use their industrial organisations as the vehicles of their emancipation.

It should be considered that politics and the party are not solutions but do indeed block progress when they come to rest upon the devaluation of working class activity and struggle for control in their practical existence. These are the vital roots feeding socialist politics. A party that is detached from these roots and turns, instead, to dominate its social base from above, suppresses the conditions for its own existence and power. It can be argued that the domination of the Communist Party from the 1920’s onwards systematically undermined the basis of socialism in the material organisation of the working class and diverted effort from essential class organisation and activity at the point of production into a party building detached from reality and fighting only an abstract class struggle. The result was that, in the face of depression, fascism and war, the working class lacked organisations under their own control with which to resist, struggle and fight.

As controversy raged over whether the various socialist parties should affiliate to the Labour Party there erupted probably the greatest period of strike activity that Britain has ever seen. Industrial struggles of fairly epic proportions made all the political controversy generated appear as so much hot air.

It all began with the seamen and the dockers. In 1910 Tom Mann and Ben Tillett formed the National Federation of Transport Workers’ Unions. In 1911 Havelock Wilson invited Mann to help in rebuilding the Seamen’s and Firemen’s Union. The policy of the Shipping Federation was aggressively anti-trade union and conditions for the workers were poor. When, in June 1911, the G.S. Olympic, the largest liner in the world, called at Southampton for coaling, the coalies came out on strike demanding better conditions. A Seaman’s strike was declared in all ports. These demands were conceded within days, the first defeat that the Shipping Federation had suffered for two decades.

Nothing succeeds like success and workers in other industries sought to emulate the seamen. Aggressive and decisive action had succeeded and dockers and transport workers followed suit, particularly in London and Liverpool. In Liverpool, Tom Mann was chairman of the transport workers’ Joint Strike Committee and this movement was to continue after the seamen’s victory.

In the railways low paid workers came out in such numbers and struck with such determination that the trade union officials had no choice but to back what had been an unofficial movement. A general transport strike followed a lock-out by the port authorities. Mann thus had some 80 000 workers under his leadership, unified and disciplined, and in complete control of Liverpool’s transport.

The Liberal government resorted to coercion. There were two gunboats in the Mersey, guns trained on the city, and Churchill had 7 000 troops and special police sent in. A workers demonstration on St George’s Hall plateau was subjected to a violent assault whilst two workers were killed when troops opened fire upon workers attempting to halt a prison van. With this violence the authorities demonstrated their desperation and impotence. The workers were as determined to win as ever. The workers knew their strength and Tom Mann never failed to reinforce this feeling of power. ‘Let Churchill do his utmost’, said Mann. ‘Let him order ten times more military to Liverpool and let every street be paraded by them, not all the king’s forces and all the king’s men can take the vessels out of the docks to sea’. The authorities finally had to concede the point to Mann and the employers had to negotiate with the workers.

At the same time London witnessed a similar demonstration of workers power, closing down the Port of London. The dockers wanted their ‘tanner’ to be increased to 8d, with 1s an hour for overtime. The other sections of the port workers had other demands forwarded. The Port of London Authority, with Lord Devonport shocked at the workers’ lack of deference, refused the demands and would not negotiate. Churchill was once more doing his utmost to create a fight. The London garrison was strengthened and some 25 000 troops were made available to do the dockers’ work. Yet workers’ solidarity and unity increased with their confidence and defiance. Mass meetings took place daily on Tower Hill and upwards of 100 000 people participated in the supporting marches. For the days of the strike it was the strike committee, under the leadership of Will Godfrey, Ben Tillett and Harry Gosling exercised real power in London, the capital of the British Empire. The Port of London Authority and the Shipping Federation were forced to give in to the workers, concede their demands and to recognise the trade unions. A year later, however, the situation was less clear cut as the employers broke their agreement and workers failed to generate sufficient support from other areas to compel a retreat.

Meanwhile, a national railway strike had followed the situation in Liverpool. Unofficial strikes in Liverpool, Manchester and other places led to a general stoppage. The union leaders sent the employers a 24-hour ultimatum. The government immediately stepped in on the side of the employers and warned the railway unions that military force would be used to break the strike. Strong detachments of troops were sent to the main centres, to Manchester and elsewhere, having been requested by the railway companies, not by the civil authorities. Troops fired upon a demonstration at Llanelly, resulting in the deaths of two workers. Such heavy handedness inflamed the situation and increased the solidarity and determination of the workers. The power of 200 000 united and disciplined railway workers was sufficient to compel the government, with all of the means of coercion at its disposal, into retreat. The railway companies were forced to meet with the trade unions. The threat of strike action forced employers to agree to the formation of Conciliation Boards and to having trade unionists as secretaries, a practical recognition of trade unions that saved some face for aggressively anti-union employers.

In the explosion of workers industrial militancy the miners were not far behind their colleagues in the other industries. 10 000 workers at the Cambrian Combine in the Rhondda Valleys struck over payments for abnormal places in the pits. The brutality and arrogance of the pit owners’ response provoked the anger of the workers and demonstrations followed at a number of places. At Tonypandy, strikers clashed with troops and police. For a year, local strikes continued throughout the area.

The attempts to settle the issue of payments for abnormal places at the national level were unsuccessful. The Miners Federation efforts came to nought. No settlement could be reached, either, on district minima. By the end of 1911 a ballot had been taken on a national strike with the purpose of establishing the principle of the minimum wage. Levels of 5s a shift for men and 2s a shift for boys recorded a majority of 445,800 to 115,271 for strike action. By March 1 1912 a million miners had ceased work and left the pits. It was the most extensive and complete industrial action ever undertaken by British workers. The government, yet again, had to make concessions to the workers. The Minimum Wages Act was rushed through parliament. This laid down measures concerning district minima. The miners had wanted a national minimum wage. Yet an insufficient majority was returned in a ballot for strike action and the terms were accepted. It was a compromise, but the prime minister had had to plead with the unions to end the strike.

An episode which caused much controversy at the time was the ‘Don’t Shoot’ appeal made to the troops. Since troops were being used in their thousands in the strikes, the authorities were naturally worried. This worry turned to positive alarm when workers made an appeal to troops as fellow workers. An appeal written by a Liverpool building worker, which had first appeared in James Connolly’s The Irish Worker reappeared in The Syndicalist in January 1912.

You are workingmen’s sons. When we go on strike to better our lot, which is the lot of your Fathers, Mothers, Brothers, and Sisters, you are called upon by  yours Officers to MURDER US. Don’t do it.

The syndicalists had obviously hit a raw nerve. The syndicalists were appealing to rank and file troops as members of the working class. The troops were essential to the ruling class and their ability, ultimately, to use force against working class militants. More than this, there was the danger that troops would identify themselves with their class. The alarm felt in ruling class circles was expressed in the sentences imposed upon those involved in the ‘Don’t Shoot’ appeal. Fred Crowsley, who distributed the article at Aldershot, received four months imprisonment; the editor of The Syndicalist got nine months; the printers got six months. A month later Tom Mann read the appeal and, for declaring his belief in every word of it, received a six month prison sentence. The Syndicalists were threatening to subvert class relations and institutions and the sentences they received reflected this. 

Certainly, a general spirit of revolt was sweeping through the working class. One industry after another, and often together, was affected by this spirit. These were years of mass strike activity, trade union recruitment and working class advance. And it affected some of the most backward and depressed areas of the working class. The Black Country strike of 1913 organised some of the most oppressed and backward areas. Similarly, clay workers in Devon and Cornwall, woollen operatives in Yorkshire, semi-skilled engineers in the Midlands were all organised into trade unions for the first time. Women, agricultural and clerical workers also experienced their greatest degrees of unionisation, important breakthroughs for the trade union movement. Much of the new membership went into the General Unions, the Dockers’ and Gasworkers’ and the Workers’ Union. Tom Mann’s Workers’ Union had all of the militancy of its founder (in 1898) and led the union advance into backward areas.

Although not strictly a part of British Syndicalism, a prominent part must be given to James Connolly as a theorist and practitioner of industrial syndicalism. Connolly played a decisive role in the development of the Irish Transport and General Workers’ Union, which had been founded by Jim Larkin in 1908. Membership of the union increased rapidly and the employers, as brutal and arrogant as could be found anywhere, determined to smash the unions and suppress the workers. The employers’ reaction was organised under the leadership of William Murphy, the chairman of the Dublin Teamways Company. In September 1913 the workers in the firms in Murphy’s association were ordered to leave the Transport and General or face the sack. The workers stood firm in face of this intimidation and were locked out.

The Dublin lockout of 1913 clarified a lot of positions, cleared away illusions and exposed trade union officialdom. The more class-conscious sections of the working class certainly appreciated that the workers struggle in Dublin was the struggle of the whole working class. A food ship was despatched to Dublin from the Cooperative Movement whilst the railway workers struck in sympathy.

In contrast, the older generation of trade union leaders were generally horrified at the new spirit of the working class. Clearly, they perceived a threat to their own position. James Sexton of the Dockers’ Union, Havelock Wilson of the Seamen’s Union and Jimmy Thomas of the NUR were all active in ensuring that the aid going to Dublin from British workers did not develop into the full official support of the British trade union movement. Thomas had already begun his long career of sabotaging the efforts of workers in struggle when, during the struggle against the Port of London Authority in 1912 he publicly attacked the methods of the Transport Workers’ Federation. Now he intervened to prevent full support for the Dublin workers. He was later to withdraw his support of the miners to sabotage the Triple Alliance, work actively to undermine the General Strike, and to become a prominent member of the mediocre Labour governments formed by MacDonald.

There was, however, another side to these developments. The new ideas and the new spirit spread to the workers and raised a younger generation of militant and determined leaders. Robert Smilie, president of the Miners’ Federation, expressed the new aspirations and the new perspective that had been created. He told the TUC

If revolution is going to be forced on to my people by such action as has been taken in Dublin and elsewhere, I say it is our duty, legal or illegal, to train our people to defend themselves.. It is the duty of the greater trade union movement, when a question of this gravity arises, to discuss seriously a strike of all the workers.

Back in Dublin, after a bitter struggle, the workers were forced back to work by starvation. But the Irish capitalists had been exposed in public and significant sections of Irish society were against them, demanding a change in workers treatment and social conditions.

The explosion of industrial revolt continued up to the war and was halted only by the war. The Daily Herald captured the spirit of revolt with the headline ‘strike and strike hard’. The Daily Herald had been founded in 1911 as a strike sheet of the London compositors. The new spirit of revolt was so widespread among the working class that many people did expect something fairly dramatic was about to happen. In the summer of 1914, in the estimation of the Webbs, the British trade union movement was ‘working up for an almost revolutionary outburst of gigantic industrial disputes’. Unfortunately, when war came, the hold of Labourism as well as the authorities themselves was still too strong for a revolutionary workers’ struggle to occur when it mattered. And this suggests that the syndicalists, whilst inspiring and informing the most active and militant sections of the working class, did not strike deep enough roots in the whole of the class, beyond certain prominent industries and areas. The hegemony of labourism over the working class had been shaken but not destroyed. Had syndicalism rather than labourism been hegemonic in 1914, revolution would have been a real alternative to war.

As it is, syndicalist ideas have had an enduring influence over the more class-conscious sections of the labour movement. The ideas of industrial unionism, the sympathetic strike, aggressive and direct action, the expropriatory general strike, workers control of industry are all in sharp contrast to parliamentary state socialism and its bureaucratic as against the class conception of politics.

What the syndicalists demonstrated was the importance of militancy in increasing the confidence and the expectations of the working class. And the numbers, too, joining the trade unions jumped from two and a half millions to four millions. The greatest advances were made where the toughest battles were fought, especially in transport with half a million new members.

The industrial syndicalists had set out to restructure trade union organisation. There were too many trade unions. The unions were to be reduced in number and organised along industrial rather than by craft and sectional lines. The greatest success achieved in this area was the formation of the National Union of Railwaymen in 1913 from the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants, the General Railway Workers’ Union and the United Pointsmen and Signalmen. The other two unions in the industry, the Railway Clerks Association and the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen chose not to join. The NUR was a great success. It determined to organise every worker in the industry. Most importantly, the very fact of its formation and its prominent position led to membership nearly doubling within one and a half years, to 300 000 members.

The Amalgamated Society of Engineers too was affected by the new spirit. A period of internal wrangling ended in the decision in 1912 to modify the constitution and open membership to the unskilled. This policy was rescinded in 1915. It took a few more years before the bulk of the societies in the industry would join to form the Amalgamated Engineering Union. Tom Mann was its General Secretary.

When all this is concerned, when the mass strike activity, the new militancy, the defiance shown by workers to the authorities, the advances made against often recalcitrant employers and governments, are all considered there is no difficulty in understanding the revolutionary hopes that were excited by the formation of the Triple Alliance. The name itself suggested the great power politics once reserved for the nation states. Here the greatest unions joined together for mutual support in pressing the workers’ cause – the National Union of Railwaymen, the Miners Federation of Great Britain and the Transport Workers’ Federation. These were the biggest unions which had, individually, been involved in epic struggles, the biggest struggles involving the greatest numbers. And they had all recorded victories against employers and the government. Now they had allied together and committed themselves to a militant policy in pursuit of workers’ interests.

There was every reason to suppose that illusions had been dispelled and scales had fallen from the eyes of the workers and their leaders. Reality stood revealed before all as a class infused terrain. Governments had openly sided with the employers and had sent troops in to defeat the workers. The workers through their activity and struggle had exposed power, forced capitalist power into the public domain. The realities of the class struggle were unmistakeable. And workers had begun to value themselves and assert their power. There was much more than parliamentary democracy under threat.

The industrial syndicalist movement was an explicitly anti-parliamentary working class movement. The state had been seen openly intervening on the side of capital. It was not a neutral instrument that could deliver social reforms and collective ownership to the benefit of labour. The syndicalists were thus committed to activity outside of the institutional machinery that attempted to press the class struggle into peaceful and legal channels. The syndicalists rejected the parliamentary struggle, conducted through parties and majorities. And they rejected the machinery of collective bargaining too. Class collaboration was loaded towards capital as the stronger ‘partner’.

It would probably be a mistake to describe the syndicalist movement as a revolutionary movement. The syndicalists in part expressed and in part inspired a working class militancy that was certainly revolutionary in spirit. This does not, however, mean that the spirit was developed into a full blooded, explicitly revolutionary movement. Certainly, the syndicalists were getting towards this revolutionary character. The attack upon the state and parliamentary institutions and the demands for workers’ control of industry could, practically, only mean revolution. The criticism, however, is that the syndicalists failed to clarify the process linking working class militancy and activity with the objectives of workers control that could only require revolution. The syndicalists were very strong on expropriatory general strike and direct action but the revolutionary spirit was expressed through mass strike activity, sabotage and defiance of the authorities. The syndicalist movement could have developed into an explicitly revolutionary movement, complete with political organisation, but this consciously organised purpose was lacking.

But syndicalism was close to being or developing into a revolutionary movement. Certainly, the syndicalistic spirit of the workers bordered upon a revolutionary spirit and could have been developed into a political consciousness orienting the workers movement towards the construction of a new social order. And this, indeed, was the syndicalist objective.

A new spirit had seized the workers and the old deference and servility had given way to militancy. This was more than enough to alarm employers and the government. A committed generation of working class militants, possessing a new spirit, and quite willing to engage in direct, aggressive, confrontationist activity with the authorities had come to the fore. Syndicalism embodied a theory and sustained a practice which challenged the ruling and the employment class in a way that the rhetorical socialism of the politicians could never do, engaging in a direct confrontation around the centres of class power. The syndicalists clearly perceived the institutionalisation of class struggle through parliament as a snare and a deception. The employment relation was systematically biased against labour in favour of capital. Any regulation of this relation is an attempt to preserve existing power relations. Parliament is not competent to alter these class relations but is a political expression of them.

The syndicalist movement in Britain was a movement of industrial unionism. Industry, not parliament, was the true reality. And there could be no move towards socialism at a political level without workers control of industry through their own organisations.

The prominent figures were all workers. Tom Mann was an engineer, Guy Bowman was a journalist, John Hamilton was a mason, WH Mainwaring, Noah Ablett and AJ Cook were all miners, George Hicks and JV Wills were bricklayers, EJB Allen was a gasworker, WW Craik was a railwayman, AA Purcell worked in the furnishing trades. These figures worked in their industries and worked together to reorganise the trade union movement industry by industry rather than along craft and sectional lines.

The Industrial Syndicalist Education League was launched in Manchester in November 1910. It brought together 200 delegates representing some 60 000 workers. The syndicalists took pains to give their practice a rationale and a theoretical justification. Far from being anti-theoretical the syndicalists continued to publish pamphlets and articles and newspapers so that aims and perspectives would reach people. The syndicalists thus attempted to clarify for the workers the point and the objective of their struggles. The articles in The Industrial Syndicalist and in The Syndicalist stated the syndicalist position in terms that also expressed working class aspirations. The most famous statement syndicalist document was The Miners Next Step, written by AJ Cook and others.

A consistent syndicalist argument was that there were too many trade unions. The inadequacy and inefficiency of the trade union movements especially in resisting the encroachment of capital, derived from the fact that there were some 1,168 trade unions in Britain (in 1909) representing an old and outmoded industrial structure and organised on craft and sectional lines. It was the argument of the syndicalists that as few as fourteen trade unions were required, organised along industrial lines.

On the railways, for instance, there were five trade unions when one would have enabled the workers to prosecute their struggle against the arrogant railway employers more efficiently. These five unions were often in opposition to each other, there was often friction between them. In addition to these five unions, moreover, there was also another forty seven unions competing with each other to recruit members in the railway engineering and the carriage shops.

Such a confused pattern was repeated in the other industries, albeit on a lesser scale. Take the mining industry. Here there was not so much a national union of mineworkers as a federation of local unions. The Miners Federation of Great Britain was, indeed, a federation, with local unions protective of their own autonomy, having their own funds and wanting to pursue an independent policy as much as possible. The unions in the textiles industry were so diverse in their organisation and relations that confusion was endemic. Similarly, in engineering and shipbuilding, there were many unions, duplicating responsibilities, competing for members, overlapping each others’ activities. The unions dissipated their energies and resources more in fighting each other than the employers. At crucial moments the unions were without the funds necessary to enable the workers to fight the employers.

The worst case of confusion, however, was the situation in the building trade. Here there were nineteen main trade unions and any number of local associations. The unions were divided by craft and by region. Thus the United Operative Plumbers recorded that they had permanent disputes with another five crafts.

The syndicalists, in short, had a point. The disputes between the trade unions, which were sometimes vicious, could be ended only if the officials of these competing unions could agree to unifying their bodies. Only with such unity would it be possible to concentrate forces and coordinate efforts in the struggle against the employing class. Such was the syndicalist argument.

The syndicalists, however, were up against an older generation of officials who were conservative in outlook and had positions of authority within existing trade union arrangements. Such officials were defensive, not at all inclined to restructure trade union organisation and quite jealous of their craft privileges. They had no intention of signing away their official positions through the transformation of the craft unions into a smaller number of industrial unions. To such officials, then, the syndicalists could appear as dangerous and as revolutionary every bit as much as to the employers and to government. The syndicalists were subversive of the old order and this old order, included the trade union officialdom. And these officials sustained a determined effort to block the advance of industrial unionism, actively intervening against the syndicalist militants.

The syndicalists, however, had the means of leading the fight. The Daily Herald had started like in 1911 as a printers strike sheet. It was in April 1912, however, that it began its career in earnest as a revolutionary newspaper, committed to the cause of labour. After Seed, Rowland, Kenney and Charles Lapworth, George Lansbury became editor towards the end of 1913, a position he held for ten years.

In May 1912 the Daily Herald made this famous statement on strikes:

We have considered the matter. We have considered every phase of it and we say: ‘Prepare your organisation and then strike. STRIKE AND STRIKE HARD’.

The syndicalists were indeed preparing and organising the workers to strike hard. An industrial class war was to be waged and the class had to consider their industrial organisations as war machines.

And the syndicalists achieved some notable successes in mass strike activity, in successful strikes in major cities and industries, and in certain changes in the structure of the trade unions.

The explosion of labour unrest in 1910, sustained up to 1914, was unprecedented in Britain, exceeding the scale and impact of the New Unionism. Syndicalism was the second wind of the militancy of the 1889/92 period. The employers had counter-attacked and, with depression and anti-union government legislation, had managed to put a lid back on the labour militancy. But the working class were developing new attitudes, were coming to be more conscious of class, and were coming to resent the bullying authority of the employers. The workers had been beaten back, but the employers had had to improve their organisation to achieve this victory. The most obvious example of this was the International Shipping Federation.

But beneath the surface there was discontent and, ultimately, this could not be suppressed by force. The signs of a new militancy were there. Thus, the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants had seized the initiative in 1907 to such an extent that Lloyd George had had to intervene to force Conciliation Boards upon recalcitrant railway companies. It was a compromise, true, but given the arrogance of the railway employers, the workers could claim victory. In 1908 Lloyd George had to intervene again, in a strike of shipyard engineers. 30 000 workers truck.

The immediate cause behind the labour unrest was the decline in real wages and the determination of employers to impose wage reductions. The workers lost money in 1908 and, in 1909, were looking to make good their losses. Local strikes occurred in the mining areas, presaging greater developments. At the end of the year, one day before the Coal Mines Act came into force, the Northumberland and Durham miners leaders agreed to a new system involving three shifts a day. This negated the benefits obtained from the eight hour day and consequently the miners protested. In defiance of their leaders the miners of the North East coalfield struck in an unofficial action that lasted until April 1910. The strike was not complete, with only a third of the miners out. Nor was it ultimately successful. But discontent had been registered. Moreover, workers had defied their own leaders and, therefore, were threatening to escape the control of their old channels. Unrest, too, was recorded with a strike on the North Eastern Railway.

Discontent was further provoked by the hardline attitudes shown by employers. In October 1910 the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners locked out 102 000 workers over a dispute concerning the victimisation of a grinder by the name of Howe. In September 1910, the shipyard employers locked out all the members of the Boilermakers Society over a dispute concerning the interpretation of a previous agreement. Compromise settlements were reached in both situations. Tension was increasing and the general situation was uncertain. Conflict was simmering and coming to the surface.

In the South Wales coalfield there was continual conflict at the collieries of the Cambrian Combine. This led to a general strike of the miners for a national minimum wage. Again, the main objective was not secured in the compromise settlement. But again, workers had acted without official support and against their leaders. And it acted as a catalyst for much more serious developments. In January 1911 the Miners Federation of Great Britain came out in favour of action so as to enforce the national minimum wage that the miners had pushed for but not obtained. A full scale strike and hence confrontation with the employers and the authorities could be predicted.

The great conflict, however, broke in another industry. The National Sailors’ and Firemens’ Union brought its members out on strike. Southampton, Hull and Goole were all soon followed by the rest of the country in a general action. The ship-owners attempt to use blacklegs to defeat the strikers was met with strike action by carters and the other dockworkers. The employers were unaccustomed to having their authority challenged in this way, were shocked and angry. But they were caught unprepared and knew that they had to give in. In one port after another, the employers came to terms and conceded wage increases. Large ones too.

The success of the seamen caught the attention of the dockers, who immediately attempted to emulate this success. The dockers had advanced little since 1890. However, in 1910, industrial unionist pressure created the Transport Workers’ Federation out of the various unions. The Transport Workers’ Federation now coordinated and organised a series of local strikes and generalised and sustained their development into something much greater. The whole thing began with stevedores and carters in Manchester and culminated in the London dock strike of August 1911.

The striking workers recorded successes everywhere and real material gains were realised. In Liverpool, striking workers controlled controlled the city. The city’s transport, including the railways, was paralysed and, with gunboats down the Mersey and troops in the city, Liverpool was for a time under a state of siege. It took a Government Commission for the workers to be persuaded to return to work.

Again, the force of example inspired activity elsewhere. Railways workers in other places sought to emulate the Liverpool railwaymen and local strikes began to occur. On August 17 1911 a joint committee of four of the railway unions called a national strike. It is noticeable that the Union leaders were following the movement of the workers in doing so, for the unions only put themselves at the head of a movement that had pushed on without them.

The strike was not complete, but the impact on the railways was sufficiently severe for the government to intervene with a settlement, with a Royal Commission to report at a later date. This report came out in December 1911 and was a compromise that allowed employers to save their faces whilst conceding practical recognition of the trade unions. The railway companies did not explicitly recognise the unions. However the Conciliation Scheme adopted allowed union officials to be secretaries to the Conciliation Boards. It was practical recognition. The union officials had no trouble in taking the whole machinery into their control.

Aggressive, mass strike activity could succeed if organised properly and conducted through appropriate organisations. Governments and employers could be forced to retreat and to make concessions and seek settlement on workers terms. This was the lesson that syndicalists never failed to draw. And it was an attitude which struck a chord with the new spirit abroad amongst the working class.

In December 1911 a formal demand for a national minimum wage was made at the Miners Federation Conference. It was an old demand. But now it was backed by a majority, obtained in January 1912, of 445 801 to 115 721 in favour of strike action to secure it. The miners were now prepared to take effective and unified action to secure their demands.

Once more the government was forced to intervene. A plan was prepared for district negotiations allowing all miners the ‘power to earn a reasonable minimum wage’. Moreover, the coal owners of Scotland and South Wales rejected the plan. The result was that on March 1 1912 one million miners struck in the greatest and most extensive strike that had ever occurred in Britain. With one million miners out, the workers had demonstrated their awesome power. One could certainly imagine how this power could be exercised, united with other workers, channelled towards securing long term political objectives. As it was in this instance the government acted to prevent development into an even more militant movement. On 19 March 1912 a Minimum Wage Bill was introduced, providing for twenty-two district boards of employers and workers. A Chairman would be agreed by both sides or appointed by the Board of Trade. These would set legally compulsory minimum wages. The miners’ leaders accepted this. Though a majority of miners rejected the settlement, the majority against of 244 011 to 201 013 was too small to sustain a continued struggle for a national minimum wage.

The confrontation between London dockworkers and the Port of London Authority had all the tension and drama of the other struggles and more. It was an important attempt on the part of the employers to counter-attack. The chairman of the PLA was a certain odious individual by the name of Hudson Kearley, a grocer who had been ennobled as Lord Devenport. This bullying guttersnipe expected submission and deference from workers. This he did not receive. Workers were beginning to value themselves and were now demanding work with dignity. The employers determined upon a counter-attack to put the workers back in their place. To this end, the dock authorities seized upon a dispute in the summer of 1912. In deliberate defiance of the government and the Transport Workers’ Federation, Devonport repudiated their agreed proposals and declared the employers refusal to recognise the Transport Workers’ Federation or to participate in any joint body. What was noticeable about the resulting conflict was the speed with which conservative trade union leaders, like Jimmy Thomas, took advantage of the employers counter-attack to attack the syndicalists.

The defeat of the strike reinforced the main point made by the syndicalists. The Transport Workers’ Federation was a federation and not a single union. The call for a national provincial strike in support of London dockworkers could not be guaranteed of success. Insufficient support was generated and the strike ended in August.

When it came to the restructuring of trade union organisation the greatest success of the syndicalists came with the formation of the National Union of Railwaymen, a new model union. The NUR was created out of the unification of three of the five railway unions. These were the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants (132 000 members), the General Railway Workers’ Union (20 000 members) and the United Signalmen and Pointsmen (4 000 members). The Locomotive Engineers and Firemen and the Railway Clerks’ Association did not join. The two-thirds majority required to make this fusion legal (Act of 1876) was obtained over the period of January to June 1912. The Annual General Meeting was the supreme power in the new union and was to be elected on a geographical basis.

It was an industrial union, but craft interests were also looked after. In the method of electing the Executive Committee of twenty four to be chosen by the single transferable vote from six electoral districts, themselves divided into four departments: 1) Locomotive department 2) traffic department 3) goods and cartage 4) engineering shops.

That unification was a good thing in itself was demonstrated by the fact that membership virtually doubled in eighteen months from 156 000 to 300 000. There is another point. The local branches of the NUR offered points of liberty in isolated and often tyrannised country towns, providing propagandists, secretaries etc for political and industrial organisations whose members had to keep a low profile.

Though not strictly a part of British syndicalism, mention has to be made of James Connolly and James Larkin and events in Dublin. James Connolly was a theorist and an organiser of the very highest calibre, a militant whose Marxism was rooted in the praxis of the class and the practical understanding of the proletarian struggle. Larkin lacked Connolly’s intellect and depth but was still a first rate leader who could relate instinctively to the workers’ and tap into their aspirations and their idealism. Larkin had created the Irish Transport and General Workers’ Union and Connolly had secured its steady advance.

William Martin Murphy, Ireland’s leading capitalist, came to lead the reaction of the employing class and determined to smash the union. There followed a bitter struggle. Divisions were exposed in the labour movement. Rank and file workers in Britain organised aid and sent support. Union officials, however, acted to prevent this support from becoming official. These officials felt threatened by the syndicalists. Another source of resentment was that the principle and the practice of the syndicalists had exposed the old union leaders to be lazy, complacent, mentally slow and physically inert.

The workers were finally starved back to work in Dublin. If this was a victory for the employers, then it was a victory bought at a long-term cost. The arrogance and brutality of the employers had been exposed; the workers had acquired a fighting spirit; the appalling social conditions in Dublin had been made public; important sections of opinion in Irish society, including Ireland’s greatest names, were behind the workers’ cause.

All in all, that new spirit that had seized the working class had become irrepressible. It indicated a genuine class consciousness that events that had occurred, from the sinking of the Titanic to the explosion at the pit at Senghenydd, were all analysed in class terms. A day of reckoning seemed to be at hand. And the workers were preparing and organising. Trade union membership had jumped from two and a half million to four millions. More than this a Triple Alliance had been formed. 1 350 000 had been united industrially for the conscious purpose of class war. These workers controlled the strategic industries and possessed the power to control the country. In individual struggles they had already controlled the great cities of Liverpool and London. Together, they formed an industrial war machine that seemed unbeatable. The miners of the MFGB contained some of the greatest militants. They had already engaged in the greatest strike in British history. The Transport Workers Federation, a fighting organisation that reflected the character of its founder Tom Mann.

The strategy was to arrange for concerted strike action mobilizing the greatest power ever assembled by the working class to deliver the knock out blow to the employing class. Could it have worked? The Triple Alliance never actually failed since it was never actually tested, although this in itself represents failure to mobilise class power. It is this failure to have and to think through a revolutionary and political strategy which shows the need for political organisation based on industrial organisation. When it came to the test, the movement and strategy that could have put the Alliance into effect with a conscious purpose was lacking. This was a significant limitation to syndicalism, which had at least made it possible for there to be such a political movement and revolutionary strategy.


There were different groups with different approaches which all fed the syndicalist advance. Their common theme was the high estimation of the potential of the industrial organisations of the working class to overthrow capitalism and administer a new social order. Of course, for this purpose the trade unions had to be reformed and reorganised and put on the right, industrial, lines. Political action was correspondingly devalued. Socialism, by definition, was not a social order that could be legislated into existence through parliament. It required the organisation and activity of bodies rooted in civil society and its industrial basis.

The two main influences upon the British syndicalists were French and American. The Confederation Générale du Travail (CGT) had been based upon these principles since its formation in 1895. In America, Daniel de Leon’s Socialist Labour Party advanced the cause of industrial unionism against the exclusive craft unionism of the American Federation of Labour. To promote industrial unionism, the Industrial Workers of the World was formed in 1905.

The CGT and the IWW were the main inspirations behind Tom Mann’s formation of the Industrial Syndicalist Education League and The Industrial Syndicalist in 1910.

This was the beginning of the syndicalist advance based upon aggressive industrial action, the promotion of industrial unity, a national campaign spreading syndicalist ideas and the commitment to the creation of a new social order to be administered by the industrial organisations of the working class. The workers were to control industry through the trade unions, reformed and reorganised for this very purpose.

Syndicalism was subversive of the social order. The mass strike activity and the unrest in prominent industries gave syndicalism a high profile and suggested a general and irresistible advance. The ruling and employing classes were alarmed and troops were sent in, provoking clashes in many areas. The national press and other such organs of respectable opinion argued as though civilisation was on the brink of collapse. And the Labour Party and trade union officialdom, as part of this civilisation, also expressed alarm and hostility. Syndicalism was a danger to all those with positions in the old order as it sought to reconstitute society on the basis of industrial self-government. They wanted a workers’ socialism organised on the basis of workers’ control of industry. And it was this commitment that exposed the bureaucratic socialism of the political and economic leaders who worked within existing bourgeois institutions and relations.

The syndicalists sought to educate the workers as to the need for industrial unionism so as to enable the working class to prosecute the class struggle more effectively against a well organised and politically aware capitalist class. Tom Mann thus insisted upon restructuring trade union organisation and launched an amalgamation movement designed to establish one single union in each industry. It was an ambition which appealed to and radicalised rank and file workers. These created unofficial movements in mining, railways, engineering and transport all inspired by the goal of industrial unionism.

The Syndicalist Railwaymen was launched in the autumn of 1911 based upon promoting these ideas. And, indeed, the 1912 conference of the ASRS recorded a majority in favour of acting to obtain workers’ control of the railways through industrial action. As might be expected, the union officials saw working class militancy as a threat to their own positions and routines. The rank and file movements were acting against their union officials and were thus repudiating their authority. Nevertheless, the syndicalist activity made a decisive contribution to the creation of the National Union of Railwaymen, a new model union with as skilfully crafted a constitution as that of the ASE over half a century earlier. Two of the five railways did not join, but membership virtually doubled in eighteen months. The NUR became one of the strongest supporters of joint control in the management of industry, government and union sharing control.

A crucial argument made by the Syndicalist Railwayman was that nationalisation could not secure the emancipation of the working class. Nationalisation was something being promoted by sections in the ILP and the Labour Party. Nationalisation fitted neatly into the parliamentary conception of socialism. The common reaction of the syndicalists, however, was that the state, which had sent troops in against the strikers and had openly intervened on the side of capital, would be an even worse employer than the capitalist class.

It was precisely this argument that was advanced by the Unofficial Reform Committee, led by Noah Ablett, WH Mainwaring and Will Hay and which was of the South Wales Miners’ Federation. The view was expressed in The Miners’ Next Step of 1912. Nationalisation represents the last refuge of the employing class as they sought to enlist the state power in defence of capital. It

simply makes a National Trust, with all the forces of Government behind it, whose one concern will be to see that the industry is run in such a way as to pay the interest on the bonds with which the coal owners are paid out and to extract as much more profit as possible.

The situation of the working class, therefore, could quite conceivably be even worse under nationalisation than under private capitalism. It is interesting that Max Weber came to make precisely this point against nationalisation as part of a defence of liberal capitalism against socialism. Originally, however, it was a syndicalist argument for industrial democracy and workers control against both capitalism and state socialism.

The trade union leaders were hostile to such ideas. In such ideas they perceived a threat to the trade union bureaucratic organisation and control of the workers. It is, therefore, significant that the leadership only withdrew their opposition when, under the influence of Guild Socialism, the idea of joint control between government and union was proposed. In 1919 the miners went before the Sankey Coal Commission to propose a scheme of joint control in the mining industry. Government and the unions were to share control.

There is no doubt that rank and file militancy, criticism of trade union officials, and unofficial activities were connected with the idea of workers’ control of industry. And there is no doubt that this connection was a powerful reason behind the opposition of trade union leaders to ‘industrial democracy’. The syndicalists made a vigorous attempt to replace labourism with industrial unionism. Nevertheless, labourism retained its hold through trade union involvement in collective bargaining and the political party promising social reforms through parliamentary institutions. The syndicalists had perceived this labourism to be a sham, a substitute socialism blocking movement towards real socialism.

The objection remains that the syndicalists neglected politics and ignored the problem of state power. In addressing this point one has to be clear that the syndicalists were seeking to overcome the neglect of class activity and industrial organisation by the existing political parties. With only the SLP as an exception the dominant socialist opinion was that socialism could only be realised through the seizure of political power. This power would then be used to achieve economic reorganisation and the emancipation of the workers. The emphasis was placed, therefore, upon the need to build ‘the party’ so that it could capture and use the state power in the building of socialism. And the cornerstone of this party-state socialism was nationalisation or public ownership of the means of production.

To criticise the syndicalists for neglecting politics is to ignore the sectarian, rootless and abstract politics that the syndicalists rejected as inimical to workers’ socialism. The syndicalists subjected the party political socialism to cogent criticism. The party political socialists approached the question from the wrong side. Political parties are organised around ideas whereas trade unions are organised around interests. Workers organise more easily and more consciously around common material interests whereas political ideas are as much a cause of dissension as unity. This explodes the myth of the socialist party based upon the ideological unity of the class. Ideas do not unite in the way that the reality of material interests do. Material interests can be identified by the workers and can form the basis of organisation that cuts across political divisions. Thus James Connolly argued that the working class ‘are most hopelessly divided on the industrial field and … their division and confusion on the political field are the direct result’ (Socialism Made Easy 1909). Connolly and his SLP, therefore, had no hesitation in turning the argument of the party political socialists on its head. Against the primacy of politics, Connolly argued for the need for the workers to organise industrially and hence be in a position to take collective action against the capitalist class. This industrial organisation of the working class, for Connolly, precedes the political action of the class and, indeed, is the condition of success on the political field. Class consciousness is not idealistic, in the sense of being based upon political ideas and principles, but is rooted in the material interests of the working class.

Connolly, in effect, met the criticism that the syndicalists neglected politics and the state with the argument that industry and society are the true reality for human beings. Advance had to be made on this real terrain through working class organisation. Thus Connolly justified industrial unionism against the primacy of politics precisely because it united, organised and mobilised the workers as a class possessing a common interest. The political party could not do this precisely because it had an idealistic, rootless relation to the class structure. The emphasis was upon building the party and united the class around political principles. For Connolly, however, the workers were to organise industrially and, through doing so, were ‘at the same time preparing the framework of the society of the future’ (Socialism Made Easy). The political party could not do this and made no pretence of doing so. Here two conceptions of socialism collide. The syndicalists emphasised the building of the industrial republic within the shell of the old society. The party political socialists insisted that this was illusory and instead the state power had to be captured. The syndicalists were sceptical. The political party may or may not be able to seize state power, though the project of building ‘the party’ suffered from insecure idealistic foundations. Even if the party could seize state power, what kind of socialism would it create? The industrial working class republics would not have been created and they are not to be created by the state. Instead there will be collectivisation and nationalisation concentrating the power of the state and rendering the position of the working class even more powerless.

Connolly thus sustained a criticism of the modern representative state. This representation was both abstract and geographical and completely inappropriate to a modern industrial society. The representation of the modern state was based upon ‘an indiscriminate mass of residents within given districts’. Against this, Connolly proposed what may be called a functional and industrial principle of representation. Affairs would be administered by representatives drawn from the different interests elected by the industrial unions. Representation would thus be rooted in the practical experience of the industrial workers. This is a functional democracy. 

It will be seen that this conception of Socialism destroys at one blow all the fears of a bureaucratic state ruling and ordering the lives of every individual from above… It blends the fullest democratic control with the most absolute expert supervision … the political, territorial, state of capitalist society will have no place or function under socialism.

Socialism Made Easy 1909

The Socialist Labour Party set up the British Advocates of Industrial Unionism in February 1906. The purpose of the BAIU was to propagate the ideas of industrial unionism and to lay the ground for a British IWW. In 1909 the BAIU reorganised itself as the Industrial Workers of Great Britain and thus progressed from educational activity to the organisational question of recruiting all industrial unionists so as to challenge trade union officialdom. The role of the SLP in this activity was to spread the ideas of De Leon and the Wobblies until, eventually, sufficient numbers had been persuaded of the industrial unionist case  as to make it possible for the SLP to form a government. On assuming political power, the SLP would facilitate the unions’ lock out of the employees and, with this achieved, dissolve the old state power.

In conclusion, the syndicalists expressed workers discontent not only with capitalism and parliamentary institutions but also with the centrality of the party and the state in contemporary socialism. As such, the syndicalists have a contemporary ring with the collapse of party-state socialism. The future society was to be based upon the trade unions as working class agencies of self-administration. This being the case, the industrial socialist republic would be constituted by the economic organisation of the working class within the old social order. Industrial democracy would thus be the content of syndicalist socialism and would be realised as the revolutionary process itself. In other words, a blank cheque is not given to the political party and everything made conditional upon the use of the state power. Even before the disappointing history of parliamentary socialism throughout the twentieth century, the syndicalists gave powerful reasons to doubt the easy assumption that state power could realise socialism. The syndicalists exposed the parliamentary and bureaucratic conception of socialism and argued that the expanded role of the state could very well mean a diminution of workers’ power and freedom. The state is not necessarily a better employer than the capitalist class. The whole point, moreover, is to abolish the employment relation, the wages system.

No socialist movement did more to promote the idea of workers’ control of industry. And the creation of the industrial republic meant confronting the state power, the wages system and the capitalist relations of production, precisely the questions upon which the party-state socialists were deliberately vague, even silent. The syndicalists were determined to force these questions. Industry was under the autocratic rule of the employing class and the syndicalists were determined that this rule should end.

The critique of the modern representative state was an important one. This state rested upon an abstract representation, with the political divorced from the social and the economic. The state, moreover, used its claim to represent popular sovereignty and the general interest of the community to intervene in civil society and override the real, particular interests of human beings. The syndicalists were clearly alive to statist dangers of such a fictional and abstract representation. The party political socialists would find that not socialism but state capitalism would result on the basis of such representation. Under capitalist relations, the state was separated from civil society and this meant that any political representation could only be detached, removed, indirect. Participation was limited to the ballot box for the vast majority. ‘Politics’ was something conducted by elites. The individual voters were a passive mass.

The solution to this was the overthrow of capitalist relations. This would overcome the separation of workers from their means of production but also from the means of conducting politics. The formation of industrial unions would enable the realisation of workers’ control of industry and this would make possible the fusion of politics and economics. The merit of this socialism from below is that it entails an active and functional conception of democracy. Economic power is to be democratised and the autocracy of the employing class is overthrown.

The syndicalists saw themselves as the true Marxists in taking their stand upon proletarian self-emancipation, from the industrial base upwards. And the principle vehicles of this self-emancipation are the industrial organisations of the working class. Through these organisations, the working class would contest and seize control from the capitalist class, gradually encroaching upon managerial prerogatives and employers power until eventually the question of revolution is raised.

With industrial unionism creating the new social order within the shell of the old, the means and ends of socialism come to interpenetrate. The means are the end in the process of becoming. The industrial organisations of the working class would enable self-emancipation and become the institutional basis of industrial democracy in the new social order. The socialist society would be based upon an active and functional conception of democracy. The whole revolutionary-emancipatory strategy rests upon the realisation of workers self-government as part of the transition from the old to the new.

It remains the case that syndicalism is criticised for having neglected politics, having failed to appreciate the need for a political party, and having failed to think through the revolutionary strategy leading to socialism.

Against this, one has to note the politics and the parties that had so singularly failed to advance the cause of labour and of socialism in the period up to 1910. It is also worthwhile to note that syndicalism was halted only by the outbreak of the First World War. Syndicalism made rapid advances in a four year period. Perhaps these advances, limited to the economic struggle, could not have been sustained through industrial organisation alone. Syndicalism, in short, would have had to raise the struggle to the level of politics and created a permanent political organisation coordinating the class struggle and concentrating the forces of the class.

That the syndicalists did not develop this political significance does not mean that, in time, they would not have developed this overall political organisation. The advance of syndicalism was halted only by the outbreak of war. A dialectical understanding of the proletarian movement would suggest that class conscious workers would be able to convert the economic movement and struggle into the political movement and struggle.

The criticism that the syndicalists neglected politics can be turned back upon the party-state socialists. For they neglected the working class, its organisation and its activity in favour of building ‘the party’, working for ‘the party’ and winning people for ‘the party’. Issues and events were all interpreted from the perspective of ‘the party’. The political party situation prior to 1910 was confused and the socialists on the political terrain were divided. There was precious little here to suggest socialist advance. The syndicalists managed to mobilise the workers in a new way that the socialist parties, reformist and revolutionary, had never managed to achieve over a much longer period of time.

The force of this criticism is increased with a consideration of Bolshevism. For it is the Bolshevik tradition that has been most insistent on the need for the ‘revolutionary party’ and which has been most concerned to underline the failures and gloss over the achievements of syndicalists (eg Tony Cliff’s conclusion to ‘The Tragedy of AJ Cook’’ IS 2:31).

The Russian Revolution inspired the working class and obviously became a magnet for militants in the class struggle. The importance of the soviets in Russia and the idealised accounts of soviet democracy in Russia that came back to Europe had the effect of increasing the authority of the Communist Party and of Bolshevism amongst socialists and the workers. The old movement for workers control and industrial democracy, therefore, lost its support to the Communist movement, not least because this seemed to imply a self-governing soviet democracy.

Unfortunately, the Communists were simply interested in the age old dream of party building. Everything depends upon the building of the revolutionary party and, therefore, all activity within the class is designed to promote ‘the party’. Slowly but surely the idea of workers’ control of industry died as working class militants devoted their energies to ‘the party’ rather than looking to their industrial organisations. The Communists, once more, had inverted the relation between political and social activity. The focus of Marxism ceased to be the self-activity and self-organisation of the revolutionary subject, the working class, and became instead party building under the direction of the political elites with the end of ‘smashing the state’. The notion of industrial socialist republics being constituted by the class within the old order might indeed come to appear as a petty bourgeois delusion to those who came to identify socialism with a Communist totalitarianism that extended the state power and imposed the most brutal and intensive of capitalist industrial practices upon the workers.

With the Communist hegemony the idea of workers’ control of industry was considered to be something subordinate to the dictatorship of the proletariat embodied in the party. The class was subordinate to the party and its control. This all rested upon the ideological identification of the party with the class. The dictatorship of the proletariat was thus the same thing as the dictatorship of the (Bolshevik) party. The centralisation of power, authority and control followed the unification of political and economic power in the hands of the state. The workers had been robbed of their socialism. The syndicalists had promoted industrial unionism, functional and active democracy, the ending of economic autocracy and the wages system, the autonomy of the workers. All these goals were turned on their head under the Bolshevik hegemony. The party political socialists had re-asserted their control and domination again and, correspondingly the workers took a back seat.

If the criticism is levelled that the syndicalists neglected politics, the party and the state then one need only detail the role of the Communist movement in the demobilisation and disorganisation and deactivation of the working class. The working class lost a sense of its own autonomous strength, its own class organisations and was thus fractured and rendered passive.

Syndicalism had initially developed as, in large part, a reaction to the manifest inadequacies of political socialism, the electoralism and parliamentarism of the reformists, the sectarianism of the revolutionaries. The syndicalistic spirit of the years from 1910 had economic causes, particularly in fighting falling real income. But it was also due to the ‘treachery or incompetence of the politicians of the Labour Party’ (The Syndicalists October 1912). Trade union officials too were experienced as remote, as detached from the class and its concerns. Parliamentary socialism and collective bargaining mechanisms were a class collaborationist dead end. The syndicalists thus developed the notion of an expropriatory general strike as ‘the actual Social and Industrial Revolution’ (The Syndicalist, January 1912).

The rank and file movements that acted upon the syndicalist suspicion that the trade unions were no longer the vehicles of economic emancipation that they should be but had, instead, come increasingly to be incorporated into the system with the war, unions were drawn into the apparatus of the state. It seemed that unions were becoming arms of the state, effective means of controlling the workers. This was a view shared by members and representatives of the ruling class. For Andrew Bonar Law ‘the trade union organisation was the only thing between us and anarchy’.

When the limitations of syndicalism are recognised and accepted, one can still consider the movement as a vigorous expression of social conflict which, whatever its economic aspect, also had a profound moral dimension. Workers themselves were refusing to be treated as mere passive objects of industry, submissive before the industrial autocracy of the employing class. The working class were growing in consciousness as a class but also as human beings. And it was highly political. The revolt against wage slavery did indeed strike a blow for the dignity of labour, it also shifted the emphasis within the socialist challenge from ‘passive’ measures of redistribution i.e. measures  of reform through existing institutions, to the political question of the control of industry, something which would activate the class in a political struggle.






The figure of Tom Mann looms large in the British syndicalist movement. Mann’s significance, however, is much wider than this. He played a crucial role in the rise of New Unionism and had led, with Ben Tillet and John Burns, the famous London dockers strike of 1889. He was secretary of James Keir Hardie’s ILP between 1894 and 1896, the founded the Victoria Socialist Party in 1906, he founded the Transport Workers’ Federation, The Industrial Syndicalist and The Industrial Syndicalist Educational League in 1910 and was therefore the leader of British syndicalism. Mann was general secretary of the Amalgamated Engineering Union between 1919 and 1921 and became a founder member of the Communist Party of Great Britain in 1920. Further mention could be made of Mann’s involvement in the early development of the Social Democratic Federation, the important contribution he made as a member of the Royal Commission on Labour, his involvement in non-socialist radical reform movements, like the National Democratic League for which he acted as organiser (1900-1). Mann left Britain for eight years in New Zealand and Australia. He had been attracted but soon disappointed by schemes of arbitration and conciliation being enacted. The only way to ensure that the working class benefited materially was to create effective trade union organisation. In Melbourne, Mann took up this question and this task, connecting it with the propagation of social democracy through ‘The Socialist’, the paper of the Victorian Socialist Party. Mann had come to realise that trade union organisation, not politics, was being neglected and that this was having a detrimental effect upon the condition of the working class.

I maintain that highly organised Trade Unions are now, and will be in the future, vitally necessary for attaining and maintaining the standard of efficiency and well being …. The unions are still more effective than any other machinery the workers possess.

Mann ‘Is Trade Unionism Played Out?’, The Tocsin, Dec 8 1904

It would seem, therefore, that Mann would be inclined to relegate the role of politics to being merely secondary to economic action. Such would be the standard accusation. Except that this is not the case. Mann was a Social Democrat became a founder of the British Communist Party. In 1905, he made a powerful case for political action:

The battle of the working class against capitalist exploitation is necessarily a political battle. The working class cannot carry on the economic battles or develop its economic organisation without political rights. It cannot effect the passing of the means of production into the ownership of the community without acquiring political party.





Similar passages could be quoted to give lie to the view that syndicalism neglected politics and placed its faith in a naïve spontaneism. 

The Broken Hill lockout of 1909 delivered some fairly harsh lessons. Though the unions obtained an injunction from the Arbitration Court preventing the Broken Hill Proprietary Company from shutting down the mines, the ruling was worthless because it would not be enforced. The mines were closed and, in the struggle, the police intervened heavily, enabling ‘free labourers’ to keep the smelting works at Port Pirie in operation. This had the agreement of the South Australian Lib-Lab coalition. The workers were forced into submission, but even then the employers refused to open the mines.

The lessons were that arbitration machinery could not be even handed in operation but was imposed upon unions when they took the initiative but not upon employers when they were aggressive against the workers; that employers retained the economic power that enabled them to be aggressors and that power should be removed rather than regulated; that the state would intervene on the side of the capitalist class in any struggle; that a Labour Party in government made little difference to the class bias of the state.

Mann noted the significance of Broken Hill 1909.

During the latter part of 1909 I devoted special attention to industrial unionism. As a result of the Broken Hill experiences. I realised more clearly the need for perfecting industrial organisation. It was plain to me that economic organisation was indispensable for the achievement of economic freedom. The policy of the various Labour Parties gave no promise in this direction, nor did the superadding of political activities to the extant type of trade unionism seem any more hopeful.

Mann, Tom Mann’s Memoirs

Mann wrote a pamphlet ‘The Way to Win: Industrial Unionism’ and called a conference at Adelaide with the purpose of getting trade unionists to act on the lessons being learned and the conclusions being drawn. Mann was explicit concerning the declaration that the conference was to make.  In a leaflet designed to publicise the conference, written in July 1909, Mann states:

that the present system of sectional trades unionism is incapable of combating effectively the capitalist system under which the civilised world is now suffering, and such modifications and alterations should be made in the existing unions as will admit of a genuine federation of all organisations, with power to act unitedly for industrial purposes.

Having learned from his practical experiences in Australia, having learned the principles of Daniel De Leon and the IWW, Mann returned to Britain in May 1910. Mann stated his intentions to a member of the press that he was going ‘to advocate especially that kind of unionism known as industrial unionism. He attached far greater importance to industrial organisation at the present time than to political action; the weakness of the existing union movement was extremely pitiable, because of its sectional character’ (The Times May 11 1910).

Mann was not deficient in political education. His involvement in the SDF had given him a firm grasp of Marxist principles concerning exploitation, class and surplus value. He joined the Social Democratic Party in the month of his return to Britain. This membership he combined with his editorship of The Industrial Syndicalist.

Mann, however, had a tense time inside the SDP, disagreeing with the significance the party assigned to fielding candidates in elections. The number of labour and socialist mps had increased, but these had done ‘exceedingly little’.

Many had during recent years become so thoroughly absorbed in parliamentary work that they had given no attention whatever to the industrial side. They had come to consider that trade unionism had served its day and was now a negligible quality.

Mann thought that this attitude was completely mistaken, dangerously so for the working class. Mann thus came to insist upon industrial organisation as the condition for effective political activity. Any change that could be accomplished through politics that leads to socialism had to be preceded by effective industrial organisation (Justice May 14 1910). There is no doubt that Mann had the SDP itself in mind when making these points. In the midst of the industrial unrest the SDP continued to argue that strikes are of ‘little use’ without political action. The point that the SDP, like other political parties, missed is that political action  by itself is rootless without industrial organisation allowing the class to seize the initiative.

Not without cause and provocation – for Mann had expressed his view in numerous speeches at SDP branches – the SDP leadership moved to distinguish their position from Mann’s. Mann’s views, they pointed out, were those of the industrial unionists, views which had been associated with attacks on the trade unions and upon political action such as that engaged in by the SDP (SDP News, August 1910). An Executive Committee meeting on 24 July decided that Mann should make his position clear through a statement to be published in Justice. Mann did so, but his resignation was merely a matter of time. Mann stated his position and underlined his differences with the socialism of the political party.

Dear Sir and Comrade – I hereby tender my resignation as a member of the SDP. I do so .. because, since my return to this country, I find myself not in agreement with the important matter of Parliamentary action. My experiences have driven me more and more into the non-Parliamentary position; and this I find is most unwelcome to most members of the Party. After the most careful reflection I am driven to the belief that the real reason why the trade unionist movement of this country is in such a deplorable state of inefficiency is to be found in the fictitious importance which the workers have been encouraged to attach to Parliamentary action … I am driven to the belief .. that economic liberty will never be realised by such means. So I declare in favour of Direct Industrial Organisation, not as a means, but as the means whereby the workers can ultimately overthrow the capitalist system and become the actual controllers of their industrial and social destiny.

Mann, Justice May 11 1911

Mann went to France. As he had said to Guy Bowman at Victoria Docks: ‘Lets go and see the men of Direct Action’. Mann meant to see the leaders of the CGT (see Bowman Introduction to Mann From Single Tax to Syndicalism). Mann and Bowman arrived in Paris on May 30 1910. Through Charles Marck, treasurer of the CGT and on old associate of Mann’s, Mann and Bowman met many of the leaders of the CGT. Mann spoke at meetings, with Bowman translating and built lasting contact with the editorial staffs of the Bulletin International du Mouvement Syndicaliste and Pierre Monatte’s and Alfred Rosmer’s La Vie Ouvriere, revolutionary syndicalist papers possessing an international dimension.

Upon their return to Britain, Mann and Bowman decided to publish The Industrial Syndicalist, Bowman as publisher and Mann as editor. From July 1910 these were published every month for ten months. A couple of years later Mann affirmed ‘These publications had a wide circulation and an immense influence’ (Mann, From Single Tax to Syndicalism).

It is not that Mann’s Industrial Syndicalist caused the labour unrest of 1910 to 1914. It is that working class militants could draw upon a consistent body of doctrine that theorised and clarified their struggles and could be incorporated into their struggles. Industrial syndicalists and their ideal came to the fore in a number of important industries.

The industrial unrest of 1910-1914 was without parallel in Britain. It was also a period of rapid trade union expansion. Membership increased from 2.6 millions to 4 millions, with the greatest advances being made amongst the unskilled. The emergence of the Workers’ Union is highly important in this respect.

Excluding the year 1908, the average annual work days lost on account of strike action 1900 to 1909 was between two and a half to three millions. 1908 was an exceptional year and, in retrospect, gave a foretaste of later developments with 10,790,000 days lost. In four years, 1910, 1911, 1913, 1914 there were some ten million work days lost to strikes in each year. In 1912 alone some 40 000 000 days were lost (Henry Pelling ‘The Labour Unrest 1911-1914’).

One can detail the major strikes involved - dockers, seamen and railwaymen in 1911, a national miners strike in 1912, a Black Country strike of the less skilled in the metal working industries. But names and dates and places, figures on strikes and work days lost, however impressive, do not adequately convey the impact of the labour unrest upon contemporaries, the shock and alarm felt by the authorities, the employers and the press, the confidence and assertiveness displayed by the workers. Conservative opinion was moved to declare a state of crisis, social malaise and breakdown. Socialist workers could entertain notions of revolution. Looking back in the year 1946 the journalist Philip Gibbs could refer that this period was ‘as near to a revolution as anything I had seen in England’.

The Welsh miners rioted at Tonypandy. I saw them marching down the Rhondda Valley. I saw baton charges not pleasant to see… There was a general strike in Liverpool to which I was sent. It was as near to a revolution as anything I had seen in England. It started with a strike of the transport workers, and spread to other unions who declared sympathetic strikes. For many weeks – nearly three months – nothing moved in Liverpool. The dockers did not handle any cargoes. The railway porters came out. The trainwaymen were idle. Even the roadsweepers declined to work. Some troops were sent into the city to maintain order but increased disorder because they were stoned by the strikers and were not allowed to fire in self-defence. They had to retreat under showers of kidney stones with which the mob armed themselves. The situation was alarming and not without brutality among the strikers, whose passions were aroused.

Philip Gibbs, The Pageant of the Years 1946:125

Sir George Askwith, the government’s Chief Conciliator, records that in Hull in the summer of 1911 he ‘heard a town Councillor remark that he had been in Paris during the Commune and had never seen anything like this … he had not known there were such people in Hull’ (Lord Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes 1920:150).

Askwith and Lloyd George, who had been hard pushed in the disputes of 1909 and 1910, were simply overwhelmed. Askwith sank into depression. The national miners strike had exceeded the government’s capacity to resist. Protection could not be offered to strike breakers. ‘There are only 80 000 troops available for the purpose, and the Territorials cannot be trusted’. Austen Chamberlain, who recorded these remarks, also noted that Askwith had had the ‘gloomiest’ reports concerning transport and dock workers. Chamberlain repeated a story that a wholesale armourer had sold 100 revolvers in just two days to ‘gentlemen’, worried that the workers were poised to expropriate the expropriators.

It is strange to have such experiences in England. We are living in a new world, and the past gives us little guidance for the present. More works are being closed down every day. More trains are being taken off the railways. The whole machinery of national life is slowly stopping.

Letter of 12 March 1912 in Austen Chamberlain, Politics from Inside 1936:443/4

Contrary to the view that the syndicalist advance was halted by the end of 1912, Askwith, whose job with the ruling class was to know such things, saw the labour unrest as continuing. At a speech at the Cavendish Club in Bristol in November 1913 he argued:

That the present unrest will cease I do not believe for a moment; it will increase, and probably increase with greater force. Within a comparatively short time there may be movements in this country coming to a head of which recent events have been a small forshadowing.

Lord Askwith, Industrial Problems and Disputes 1920:349

Imagine, then, the alarm in ruling class circles when the labour unrest began to take on a more permanent and formal form with the formation in 1914 of the Triple Alliance. Miners, transport workers and railwaymen – all individually strong – joined together to consciously threaten concerted industrial action. But before the war between classes broke out in earnest, war between the nations broke out. It was the 1914-18 war which halted the syndicalist advance. Had that war not been declared, the industrial struggles may have taken an explicitly revolutionary form.

It was a period which, if the war had not broken out, would have, I believe, seen one of the greatest industrial revolts the world would ever have seen.

Ernest Bevan in W.G. Runciman Relative Deprivation and Social Justice 1972:57

Lloyd George realised the revolutionary implications of the situation. If the Triple Alliance was to be put into effect in an industrial struggle ‘the situation will be the gravest with which any government has had to deal for centuries’ (quoted in E Halévy, A History of the English People in the Nineteenth Century, VI, The Rule of Democracy 1905-1914, Book II 1952:486).

Tom Mann seemed to be everywhere during the labour unrest. In 1910 he was at Tonypandy during the struggle with the Cambrian Combine; he was chairman of the strike committee in the Liverpool transport strike in 1911; before, during and after the national miners strike of 1912 he was active in the coalfields; in 1913 he was in the Black Country; he acted as organiser for Ben Tillett’s Docker’s Union and for Havelock Wilson’s National Sailors’ and Firemen’s Union; he spoke on hundreds of occasions all over Britain relating to the industrial unrest; he spoke at ILP, SDP meetings and at meetings organised by other socialist bodies and by the trade unions; he could be found in France, Scandanavia, the USA, Ireland and South Africa; he could even be found in prison in Manchester after the ‘Don’t Shoot’ controversy; and throughout all this activity, Mann kept his own organs The Industrial Syndicalist Education League and The Industrial Syndicalist, followed by The Syndicalist, going strong. In speech and in print Mann’s ideas impressed. As an organiser, too, Mann had great ability.

Mann repeated and reinforced one basic theme – the need for an aggressive trade unionism organised on industrial lines, mass strike activity, solidarity and sympathetic striking. His long term ambition was to restructure trade union organisation through the formation of industrial unions and their federation together. Mann distinguished his industrial unionism from that of those in the SLP by arguing that it was necessary to work within the existing trade unions as opposed to creating new, doctrinally pure trade unions. Mann, therefore, was subjected to much criticism from industrial unionists. Mann’s industrial unionism, it was pointed out, was not the real thing. So ‘The Socialist’, the Edinburgh based industrial syndicalist paper, argued even before Mann had returned to Britain. They published an exposure by IWW clubs in Australia of Mann’s ‘industrial unionism’. But what was the real, practical value of doctrinal purity? The SLP repeated the criticisms of Mann. However, in October 1913 The Socialist had to point out that the SLPs industrial organisation, the Industrial Workers of Great Britain, had ‘failed to attract to our organisation even the workers who believed in industrial unionism’.

In contrast, Mann had taken pains to situate his activity and his argument within the actual social practices of the workers, ensuring that the ‘industrial unionism’ was in the centre of the mass strike activity in a way that the SLP was not. And Mann could record successes in the attempt to restructure trade union organisation. His argument certainly influenced the formation of the National Transport Workers’ Federation in 1910 and the creation of the National Union of Railwaymen out of three of five railway unions in 1913.

The industrial syndicalists did not cause the labour unrest. Agitators need something to agitate about. Tom Mann articulated the latent aspirations and demands of the workers. Mann performed the positive and constructive function of directing, guiding and channelling the revolt of the workers in such a way as to maximise effect and achieve permanent result. Mann intervened in an existing reality and related his activity and propaganda to this reality as a field of possibilities. Mann sought the tendencies and trends in the present that would lead to a new social order. The revolutionary spirit of the workers had to be made conscious and embodied in a permanent organisational form. To this extent, Mann was not some external agitator but was part of the spontaneous movement of the class taking a more organised, permanent form.

Syndicalism possessed all the revolutionary ingredients. There is the economistic strand. Workers had suffered losses in their real wages and were determined to recover lost ground. Impoverishment, however, is not sufficient as a cause of the unrest. Workers needed to expect that they were strong enough to be victorious in the economic struggle. Wage reductions and decline in real wages are factors rather than real causes of the unrest and do not explain the militant form that thus unrest took. It would appear that the years 1910-1914 were years of low unemployment and good trade. Workers could be confident in resisting employers in such conditions. And workers could be more inclined to confront their employers especially when employers especially when employers looked to impose wage reductions.

There is, therefore, an economic dimension and this does not necessarily refer to ‘immiseration’ or impoverishment. Workers were strong and were beginning to feel their strength.

Workers, moreover, were beginning to value themselves. Workers thus rejected the way that they were treated by employers and rejected the social conditions that were imposed upon them as incompatible with their new dignity. The workers were coming forwards as the true subjects of industry, citizens of the process of production, and were thus rejecting a position in which employers used them as mere passive instruments of production, subordinate, obedient and submissive. Workers were repudiating this degradation.

In short, syndicalism involved an increase in proletarian subjectivity. The working class were moving as a class and were becoming class conscious. This created a fertile ground for syndicalist ideas. Workers would be receptive to the ideas of Mann. Workers were indeed becoming ‘syndicalistic’ without having to make a conscious commitment to syndicalism. Their syndicalism was latent and was coming to the surface. The workers did not need to read and repeat the theory of industrial unionism or syndicalism in order to become convinced of their cause. Their education was the self-education of circumstances. Theory clarified their experience. As such, syndicalism was inherent in the growing consciousness of the working class. The theory of syndicalism thus corresponded with the spontaneous movement and consciousness of the working class and it is this that explains the influence of the industrial syndicalists.

In the twentieth century it is no longer possible for members of any political or religious party whatever to deny that there is, on foot, a great world movement aiming definitely and determinedly at the economic emancipation of the workers.

Mann The Industrial Syndicalist vol No 1 p1

I, myself, have had the privilege of sharing in the efforts to extent working class solidarity, cheerfully abandoning myself to the great work of educative agitation, and assisting others in the stupendous work of industrial and political organisation of the toiling millions who, while called the working class, constitute ninety per cent of the total population.

The capitalists are more afraid of these silent, earnest multitudes than of the old time rioters. For they suggest the possibility of organisation – and organisation is the one thing that the capitalist dreads more even than the ballot box.

Mann IS vol 1 no 1 ¾

The working class, therefore, must organise itself in the class struggle. Organisation is the key. Spontaneous movement may express a revolutionary spirit but, to be truly revolutionary, to change reality, requires that this spirit takes permanent organisational form.

Tom Mann criticises parliamentary socialism and trade unionism as having proved incapable of transcending bourgeois institutions and relations.

Certainly nothing very striking in the way of constructive work could reasonably be expected from the minorities of Socialists and Labour men hitherto elected. But the most moderate and fair minded are compelled to declare that, not in one country but in all, a proportion of those comrades who, prior to being returned, were unquestionably revolutionary, are no longer so after a few years in Parliament. They are revolutionary neither in their attitude towards existing society nor in respect of present day institutions. Indeed it is no exaggeration to say that many seem to have constituted themselves apologists for existing society, showing a degree of studied respect for bourgeois conditions, and a toleration of bourgeois methods, that destroys the probability of their doing any real work of a revolutionary character.

The workers succeeded in obtaining political recognition with the right to vote; but, beyond that, nothing that they actually did, or tried to do through Parliaments or through the Unions, could be said to have constituted any considerable advance.

Trade Unionism up to date has shown itself unable to reduce the universal exploitation…

Mann IS Vol 1 no 1 5/7

Parties and Unions, in situating themselves on the terrain of bourgeois politics and society, comes to reproduce ‘bourgeois’ methods of organisation and action. As a result they are incapable of leading the proletarian revolutionary struggle for socialism.

Mann then turns his critical gaze upon ‘the curse of sectional unionism’. ‘There are innumerable pettifogging sectional interests and very little that is soul inspiring’. There are, Mann notes, two and a quarter millions of workers organised in the trade unions, but an eligible working population of 12 millions. The weakness of the movement, however, is not the disparity between organised and unorganised.

That weakness is to be found simply, if not solely, in the sectional character of the eleven hundred Unions of the United Kingdom – in the complete absence of the true spirit of working class solidarity and, therefore, in the inability of the Unionists to utilise the machinery at their disposal for scientifically conducting the class war.

Mann IS vol 1 no 1 8/9

Sectional unionism is a curse which can be overcome only by industrial unionism.

The unit of organised efficiency must be the whole of the workers connected with an industry, no matter how many trades there may be.

All the workers in various industries ‘must combine and, for fighting purposes, act as one man’. Mann refers to the formation of the Industrial Workers of the World as an attempt to overcome the weakness and inefficiency of the Trade Union Movement. The essence of the new organisation ‘is the organisation of all workers on the basis of working class solidarity irrespective of occupation. It declared that the old method of organising to protect the interests of those connected with a particular craft or trade is essentially mischievous, and harmful to working class interests as a whole. It creates and perpetuates divisions, instead of making for the unity of the working class’ (IS vol 1 No 1 43).

Mann distinguishes his position from the industrial unionists. It is better to proceed through existing trade unions rather than create entirely new organisations. Mann endorses all the main principles of the IWW and acknowledges the limitations of British trade unionism. But the best way to achieve industrial solidarity is to work within the trade unions, not create new unions.

I know it will be a formidable task to get the existing unions to unite whole-heartedly and share courageously in the class war. But I believe that it can be done.

I am entirely satisfied that the right course to pursue here in Britain is not to show hostility to the existing Unionist Movement, but rather to make clear what it ought to be – the real class conscious fighting machinery for the overthrow of capitalism and the realisation of Socialism.

Critics may doubt whether trade unions could act as vehicles for winning the class war and realising socialism. Take the argument that trade unions are not political or revolutionary organisations but organisations for the sale of labour power. This is true, but is it not possible that, with the movement of the class, they could be more than economic organisations. Marx himself entertained this notion, and one needs to understand why. Marx understood that trade unions come too much to concentrate upon the economic struggle with capital whereas they should be looking to abolish capitalist relations; the wages struggle should be converted into the struggle for the abolition of the wages system. It is argued that the trade unions cannot do this. But Marx’s argument needs to be understood. For Marx, it is not the organisation, of any kind, that acts but the working class as the subject and creative agency. The working class itself converts its economic struggles and interests into the revolutionary socialist objective. Marx’s conception is dialectical and establishes continuous development of the proletariat from being the most exploited, oppressed and dehumanised class to constituting itself as the revolutionary class capable of overthrowing society. The appropriate organisational forms, and their character, are determined by the class movement. The argument that trade unions are merely organisations for the sale of labour power can be considered as failing to appreciate the political inherent in the economic, the political potential of the wages struggle, the possibility of converting the economic movement of the class into the political. It is undialectical. It is akin to arguing that the working class exists permanently as the class of labour power and is incapable of becoming the revolutionary class challenging capitalist relations.

Tom Mann can be considered to be in the true line of Marx in emphasising the activity, the development and the consciousness of the working class, thus refusing to fetishize the organisational form. For it is the working class itself which possesses subjectivity. It is the constitutive class praxis of the workers that will determine the character of the organisation.

Mann insists upon the self-activity of the working class, controlling its own organisation.

The engines of war to fight workers’ battles to overthrow the Capitalist Class, and to raise the general standard of life while so doing – must be of the workers’ own making. The Unions are the workers’ own; and with a clearer conception of the use to which they should be put, and the determination and ability scientifically to unite and use them, locally, nationally, and internationally they can and will, speedily become a stupendous power, affording the necessary fulcrum upon, which to rest our lever for removing the obstacles that bar our progress.

Mann IS vol 1 No 1 14/5

Mann comes to French Revolutionary Syndicalism, recording what he had come to learn from his contact with the leaders of the CGT.

There are 700 000 Unionists in France; and a large majority of these are covered by the CGT. They possess the fighting instinct. They are genuinely revolutionary. They, too, seek to secure better conditions on route, always giving attention to the reduction of working hours. And they are bent on an international propaganda for the overthrow of the Capitalist System.
Their plan is to organise first in the Syndicates or Unions; then, for each Industry a federation of Syndicates is formed; then, over all these Industrial federations is the General Confederation. It is the latter body that issues the Union cards to the Federations of Industry, and these again to the unions. The subscription card contains spaces for each month’s subscription to the Trade or Industrial Federation and to the Trades Councils – so that harmonious relations are secured and common methods followed.
They have eliminated the antagonisms and sectional craft interests, and they prove by their behaviour, that they dare fight, and know how to fight. They declare themselves revolutionary. They favour resorting, when advisable, to the General Strike. But while working for the Revolution they do not neglect to do all possible to secure general betterment.
They are, for the most part, anti-patriotic and anti-militarist e.g. they declare that the workers have no country, and are not prepared to fight in the interests of a bureaucracy; but most distinctly are prepared to fight for the overthrow of Capitalism in France and elsewhere.

Mann IS vol 1No 1 46/7

The French policy, Mann argues, suits for the British movement. Mann affirms that there are genuine. Class conscious proletarians in the Trade Unionist movement, thousands who understand the class war. Mann therefore again argues that it is not necessary to create new organisations and that the existing machinery could be made equal to the work ahead. The General Federation of Trade Unions, Mann argues, should become ‘the responsible, reconstructive agency, and supervise, control, and direct the entire Unionist Movement’. What, therefore, is called for?

But what will have to be the essential conditions for the success of such a movement? That it will be avowedly and clearly Revolutionary in aim and method.
Revolutionary in aim, because it will be out for the abolition of the wages system and for securing to the workers the full fruits of their labour, thereby seeking to change the system of society from capitalist to socialist.
Revolutionary in method, because it will refuse to enter into any long agreements with the masters whether with legal or state backing, or merely voluntarily; and because it will seize every chance of fighting for the general betterment – gaining ground and never losing any.

Mann is aware of the charge that such arguments are neglectful of politics and sets about answering.

Does that mean that we should become anti-political? Certainly not. Let the politicians do as much as they can, and the chances are that, once there is an economic fighting force in the country ready to back them up by action, they will actually be able to do what now would be hopeless for them to attempt to do.

The workers should realise that it is the men who manipulate the tools and machinery who are the possessors of the necessary power to achieve something tangible; and they will succeed just in proportion as they agree to apply concerted action.

Mann IS vol 1 No 1 19/20

When the workers are united and taking concerted action, ‘police and cabinet alike become powerless to enforce the dictates of the bureaucracy’.

Mann’s emphasis, at all times, is upon the class itself, its movement, development and activity. Mann thus looks upon class in terms of its self-development.

We are learning how to circumvent the capitalist system and develop our fighting forces which we know better how to use than ever before.

Mann IS vol 1 No 2 3

This entails a principle of proletarian self-emancipation. Who is to alter conditions? ‘The men themselves must do it…. by proper Industrial Organisation’ (Mann IS vol 1 No 2 7). Mann’s socialism thus incorporates the critical and emancipatory themes of proletarian self-activity and self-emancipation. Proper industrial organisation means the working class increasing its unity and solidarity and coming to use this new power for fighting purposes.

It is surely high time we learned how to organise as a class, and develop the courage to fight as a class.

Mann IS vol 1 No 2

But the present concentration of the labour movement upon parliamentary activity and legal and peaceful methods, embracing even the trade unions, is destroying the class consciousness and capacity of the workers. As a result of respect for parliamentary methods of procedure ‘the workers are becoming a supine and spineless multitude never daring to give themselves the glorious experience of a genuine battle with the workers’ enemies’ (Mann vol 1 No 2 19).

Mann affirms the educational value of the trade unions as working class institutions and urges workers to get involved in union activity.

The Union is the place for fellow workers to fraternise; the real educational institution where information should be forthcoming about the World’s Movements of Workers, all struggling for economic emancipation.

The Union is conducive to good fellowship. It should and will explain the ‘Class War’ and the stages of progress made in that war. It lifts the worker out of the mere routine of working for bread, and tends to brighten and broaden his views of life. Comrades, get into the Union according to your occupation. Don’t receive advantages for which other men fight without doing a share yourself. Join and attend well, and do a share of work, and get others to join, and get and keep your eyes on the goal, the true goal of working class emancipation, the wiping out of the Capitalist System of Society and the ushering in of a worthier and happier time. Line up then inside the Unions; whatever is wrong we can put right, far better inside than outside.

Mann IS Vol 1 No 2 21

In ‘Forging the Weapon’ (IS vol 1 No 3) Mann develops the argument that only the industrial organisation of the working class can enable the workers to emancipate themselves from their economic enslavement. The weapon forged must be of the workers’ own making and must remain under the control of the workers. Mann establishes the true (Marxist) relation between politics and economics. Contrary to the party political socialists the struggle to build the party and win state power is not the main struggle but has to be preceded by the effective (self) organisation of the workers in civil society. Only then will political action leading to socialism be at all possible. For the workers will have already prepared the new society in the shell of the old.

Now Parliamentary action is at all times useful, in proportion as it makes for economic emancipation of the workers. But Socialists and Labour men in Parliament can only do effective work there in proportion to the intelligence and economic organisation of the rank and file.

there is no possibility of achieving economic freedom, nor even of taking any steps towards that end, unless the workers themselves are conscious that what they suffer from, as a class, is economic subjugation and consequent exploitation by the capitalists.
Moreover, unless the workers themselves protest against this subjugation and exploitation, and themselves form organisations for the specific purpose of persistently fighting the enemy until freedom shall be won – then all else is as nothing. The strong right arm of the Labour Movement is direct economic organisation. This alone makes possible concerted action, whereby the workers may be enabled to decide the conditions under which production can be carried on.

Mann IS vol 1 No3 1/2

Mann insists upon the revolutionary and emancipatory objective so as to orient the trade union movement.

But it must be made clear that neither industrial organisation, nor Parliamentary action, nor both combined, can achieve the emancipation of the workers unless such emancipation is definitely aimed at.

Unionism that aims only at securing peace between employers and men is not only of no value in the fight for freedom, but is actually a serious hindrance and a menace to the interests of the workers.
Political and industrial action direct must at all times be inspired by revolutionary principles. That is, the aim must ever be to change from capitalism to socialism as speedily as possible. Anything less than this means continued domination by the capitalist class.

Mann IS vol 1 No 3 2/3

Sectional trade unionism has dissipated the forces of the workers. Industrial Syndicalism, Mann argues, is the basis of future industrial activity for fighting purposes.

Mann quotes from the IWW Preamble. These are the scientific principles upon which industrial unions will enable the class to prosecute the class struggle with the maximum effect.

The working class and the employing class have nothing in common. There can be no peace so long as hunger and want are found among millions of working people and the few, who make up the employing class, have all the good things of life.

Between these two classes a struggle must go on until the workers of the world organise as a class, take possession of the earth and the machinery of production, and abolish the wage system.
We find that the centering of the management of industries into fewer and fewer hands makes the trade unions unable to cope with the ever-growing power of the employing class.

These conditions can be changed and the interest of the working class upheld only by an organised formed in such a way that all its members in any one industry, or in all industries if necessary cease work whenever a strike or lockout is on in any department thereof, thus making an injury to one an injury to all.
Instead of the Conservative motto ‘A fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work’, we must inscribe on our banner the revolutionary watchword, ‘Abolition of the wage system’.

It is the historic mission of the working class to do away with capitalism. The army of production must be organised, not only for the every day struggle with capitalists, but also to carry on production when capitalism shall have been overthrown. By organising industrially we are forming the structure of the new society within the shell of the old.

This is an important argument and brings out the defining character of syndicalism. Far from putting its faith in the spontaneous revolt of the working class, still lest the voluntarist uprising of the political party, the syndicalist argument conceives revolution as a process in which the workers develop their intellectual, organisational and technical ability to assume control of the new social order. The workers thus come to create the foundations of the future social order within the shell of the present society. Hence the importance of the point that the workers will possess the capacity to carry on production having ejected the employing class. The workers, in short, from dehumanised and degraded under capitalist relations, would become capable of directing their own lives, taking the future in their own hands and assuming control of the new social order.

This argument is highly important. For the party political socialists are quick to criticise the attempts to build the industrial republics in the old society, to encroach upon capitalist control and to organise so as to enable workers to assume greater control of the apparatus of production. This is a delusion, it is pointed out. All of this will only be possible if the socialist party has captured state power and used this power to abolish capitalist relations.

The power of the state and of capital is indeed to be challenged and overthrown and this does require political organisation. But political activity with a socialist aim has to have a social basis if it is to be effective. The industrial (self) organisation of the working class, enabling it to exercise responsibility and initiative in the old and the new society, is the foundation of socialism. Workers have every reason to be suspicious of political parties which devalue working class activity and organisation as ‘economistic’. Not only do they fail to appreciate how workers’ organs can assume political-governing functions, they act to subordinate workers organs to the control of the privileged party. The seizure of the state power and the abolition of capitalist relations on this basis will lead to new class relations, the continued subordination and exploitation of labour. In sum, proletarian autonomy has to emerge as the essential control of the revolutionary process.

Mann writes of his meeting with Big Bill Haywood and records the comments he asked Haywood to make on industrial unionism.

Industrial Unionism is the merging of Labour forces into one gigantic organisation, wherein the workers will become citizens of the industry in which they are employed, rather than subjects of the state in which they reside.

Industrial Unionism will unite the workers of all parts of the world, no matter what the race, creed or colour.

In operation it is the fulfilment of the socialist programme.

Primarily the purpose of Industrial Unionism is to amalgamate the overwhelming power of Labour that it may take and hold the machinery they now operate and which they and none other have produced, and manage the same themselves in their own interest.

A fight well fought, though lost, is infinitely better than compromising with an enemy.

No contracts, no agreements, no compacts; these are unholy alliances, and must be damned as treason when entered into the capitalist class.

EJB Allen writes at length on the syndicalist principle of building the new social order within existing society. Such arguments indicate the importance that the Industrial Syndicalist attached to preparing the foundations of the new society. For the Syndicalists not only were the workers capable of self-emancipation, their development of their organisational, technical and intellectual capacities would establish the foundations for the new, regenerated proletarian society. The process of self-emancipation is thus also the revolutionary process itself. This destroys the caricature of syndicalism as being vague about revolution. The ‘masses’ were not simply to revolt in an expropriatory general strike. There would be solid industrial preparation and organisation behind such activity. Without the self-development of the working class, revolution would amount either to a dissipation of proletarian forces or to a new class system exploiting and dominating the workers.

Allen, in ‘Working Class Socialism’, makes an argument which has obvious parallels with Gramsci’s conception of workers’ democracy and the proletarian state.

Industrial Unionism is working class socialism; it is the only logical form of working class organisation able to cope with the conditions that have been inaugurated by the great development of machinery, and the minute subdivision and simplification of industry attendant thereto. The Industrial Unionist seeks to unite all the workers of an industry into one union, and so establish a complete cooperation of all the industrial organisations, with the object of not only obtaining the best results in the daily wage wars, but also to effect their emancipation from the system of wage slavery.

The union movement is the only one capable of uniting the workers as a class on the grounds of their economic interests. The real interests of the workers are the full proceeds of their labour, their productive energy; and this necessarily means the taking into possession of the mines, railways, factories, and mills, by those who operate them.
We have seen that Labour legislation is of little use without an adequate organisation to see that the reform regulations are properly enforced. We have seen, further, that an adequate organisation can enforce reforms, whether on the Statute Book or not.
Many working class representatives have been elected to public bodies, and after some time have passed ‘to the other side of the barricades’; the industrial union is the only safeguard against wholesale treachery that the workers can have. It is the bulwark alike against a State bureaucracy or a military despotism.

Allen IS vol 1 No 5 10/1

The industrial (self) organisation of the workers enables the workers to create a (proletarian) state within the state.

The industrial union organisation, when completed, will be the embryo of a working class republic. Our national unions, local unions, and other bodies will be the administrative machinery of an industrial Commonwealth.

Allen presents the Syndicalist critique of political (abstract) representation and makes the case for functional representation and (active) democracy that rests upon the capability and practical experience of the working class.

We claim that no 670 men, elected to Parliament from various geographical areas, can possibly have the requisite technical knowledge to properly direct productive and distributive capacities of the nation. The men and women who actually work in the various industries should be the persons best capable of organising them.

We shall unite all the workers in any one industry, and unite all industries. We will build a ‘state within a state’, a workers’ democracy in opposition to the capitalists oligarchy.

The workers should own and control their places of work, the productive basis of society.

The union movement, by making the individual worker conscious of the power that his class can wield, creates the desire for power within his mind. He begins to despise his condition of a wage-slave who is bought and sold at a certain market price, like coal, pig-iron, or a bale of shoddy. The revolutionary worker longs for room to develop his creative faculties, to exercise the social power that he is entitled to, for a greater freedom in every way; and the industrial union shows him the way to realise these thoughts; and by its voluntary discipline, necessary for the conducting of strikes and boycotts, and by forcing on him his responsibilities by levies for the support of other workers who are engaged in actual combat, gives him that sense of moral responsibility to his fellows that fits him for the task of controlling society.

The industrial organisations of the working class enable the workers to think and to act as a class. The workers, as it were, cease to be merely a class in itself, unconscious and an objective reality only, and come to constitute themselves as a class for themselves.

The industrial union is destined to become the most powerful instrument in the class struggle by showing the working class how to hold in check the rapacity of their masters and the tyrannies of the state by direct pressure of their collective economic strength; which power reaches its highest expression in the complete paralysis of the whole of the normal functions of capitalist society by means of the general strike. The use of the general strike must be amplified and extended, embracing a larger and larger number of workers in the actual combat; evolving that unity of action and sameness of inspiration which will make them think and act as a class for the direct and forcible expropriation of the capitalists.

It is not a question of political ideals – and the interminable dissension that they cause – but as material interests which workers have in common and may identify. Politics and theory are distilled from the class praxis of the proletarian movement, which organises and acts on the terrain of social and economic realities.

Here, on the field of the class struggle, in the places where we are robbed, before the solid fact of our common exploitation, differences of political theories and speculative philosophies vanish into thin air. Our employer robs us, other employers rob their workers; as such, we are all in the same position. Therefore let us unite!

Industrial Unionism will unite all workers against all exploiters; we shall fight all parasites, even those clothed in the sanctity of a State uniform.

State socialism is a delusion, a substitute socialism. There is no reformist road to socialism. The state is not a neutral instrument.

The reform legislation of our masters does not deceive us; they will do anything and everything except to cease to live upon their robbery of the workers. The state, their instrument, which is to inaugurate the various reforms, is invariably in the last instance used as a final rampart to protect their interests. State ownership, with the capitalist in control, is as big a foe as the private exploiter, and often more powerful.

Allen points to sweating in the State industries, to the Osborne and Taff Vale judgements, to the use of troops against strikers – ‘so much for the state as employer’, ‘so much for the state as an administrator of Justice’, ‘so much for impartiality in these cases’.

Direct Action is the only way for the workers to achieve their emancipation, and the industrial union will be the training ground for the exercise of direct action. There can be no peace whilst we are robbed. The industrial union movement seeks to rally all the exploited into its ranks in order to bring to a speedy termination a social system that robs the worker of all that is essential for his liberty and well-being and gives him nothing in return. The industrial union movement itself is a declaration of the Social War – the war that shall cease only with our emancipation.
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Parliamentary action is secondary in importance to industrial action; it is industrial action alone that makes political action effective; but, with or without Parliamentary action, industrial solidarity will ensure economic freedom, and therefore the abolition of capitalism and all its accompanying poverty and misery.

Will Hay IS Vol 1 No 5 24

The industrial syndicalists recognised revolution as a process in which the working class, through their industrial organisations, assume power. This contrasts with the political approach which, lacking a foundation in material organisation, proceeds immediately to seize state power. Such a seizure may or may not succeed. However, it lacks revolutionary content. This is the meaning of ‘Industrial Syndicalism: What it is and What it isn’t’

There is no man in the Trade Unionist Movement worth any consideration but agrees that sectional unionism is a serious cause of weakness and unionist inefficiency.
It is known and admitted that it would be a great advantage if we could unite the various Unions on a common basis, retaining all that is good, but getting rid of all that is faulty in the Trade Unionist movement.
This is exactly what Industrial Syndicalism (also called ‘Industrial Unionism’) or Organisation by Industries, instead of mere Organisation by Trades, will do.
Union by Industries is what is really aimed at by all who have tried to federate the kindred trades; whether in the Metal Trades, Building Trades or what not.
Industrial Syndicalism is not an influence that will break up the existing Unions, but a power that will unite them. It is not a force seeking to destroy what our fathers did; on the contrary, it aims at making the existing movement a real fighting agency capable of scientifically conducting a Class War, the aim of which is to capture the industrial system.
The French Proletariat have, three times in less than a century, committed the same mistake – in 1793, in 1848, and in 1871. Availing itself of the faults of the bourgeoisie, it swung itself in a magnificent rush towards the conquest of power, and seized it. But in each case, ignoring the economic mechanism, they had to entrust it to politicians who not only swanked them, but finally shot them down.
Industrial Syndicalism, therefore, aims at perfect organisation, so as to enable the workers to manage the industrial system themselves, once they have seized it.
The word ‘syndicalism’ should serve to remind us that we must combine with our native ability for organisation something of the fine revolutionary spirit of our French comrades.

IS vol 1 No 6 45

Mann gave a concise definition

And syndicalism, as the word is used, means a combining together, to unify the whole of the industrial forces to work out their salvation with a minimum of parliamentary action through a plutocratic House, and with a maximum of direct organisation, using their power as workers industrially organised, to achieve the economic emancipation.

Mann IS vol 1 No 7 19

From ‘Forging the Weapon’ to ‘The Weapon Shaping’.

The whole point of industrial syndicalism, of the industrial solidarity of the working class, is, Mann argues

to show that economic emancipation of the working class can only be secured by the working class asserting its power in workshops, factories, warehouses, mills and mines, on ships and boats and engines, and wherever work is performed, ever extending their control over the tools of production, until, by the power of the internationally organised Proletariat, capitalist production shall entirely cease, and the Industrial Socialist Republic will be ushered in, and thus the Social Revolution realised.

IS vol 1 no 9 5/6

‘No More Intermediaries’ could be said to be the syndicalist slogan par excellence, the syndicalist principle in a nutshell. Mann makes this point when dealing with the question of unemployment:

Every Syndicalist must continue to battle on behalf of the unemployed until unemployment is cured. We have approached Parliament times enough during the last twenty years. Now, we are out to demonstrate our ability to deal with it effectively on the industrial plane, without the intermediary of either Parliament or parliamentarians.

Mann IS vol 1 No 9 8/9

AG Tufton gives his definition of industrial syndicalism.

In future the Unions must exist for preparing to take over, own, and control the whole of industry. That, and that alone, must the Trade Union live for in the future. In short, the Trade Unions must organise in order to provide the necessary machinery for the conduct of industry in the future state. This is what is meant by Syndicalism.

Tufton vol 1 No 9 14

The working class is to own and control the apparatus of production, something which it can do only through the creation of appropriate industrial organisations. ‘No intermediaries’ means that no agency, political or otherwise, can be allowed to insert itself between the class and the means of exercising social power and control.

The wages system has to be abolished. The industrial syndicalists, far from seeing trade unions only as sellers of labour power, looked to industrial organisations as revolutionary vehicles for the abolition of the wages system.

Our attention, therefore, must be turned towards that wages system and large and difficult as the problem may seem to be, we have yet to tackle it, for the brutal competition for wages must be abolished, and this is what is to form the basis for the continued existence of the Trade Unions in the future.

In fact, no man in his right senses would argue today that the workers do not produce more than they subsist upon, therefore, it follows that as all wealth is produced by the application of labour to raw material and natural resources, the worker produces all wealth; but he is robbed in the process of production, and not by the landlord or the box office. The worker has but one problem before him, and that is how to control production in the interest of himself and the community.




I understand Syndicalism is to use some of its efforts at making the worker take a vital interest in the industry he is connected with, thereby preparing him for the democratic conduct of the industrial community of the future.

A G Tufton IS vol 1 No 9 20

Tufton makes an important distinction between party political or state socialism on the one hand and syndicalist or workers’ socialism on the other.

There are nowadays two distinct schools of thought in the working class movement, Political socialism and what may be called best by the new term, Syndicalism. Political socialism works by legal means from above; Syndicalism works from underneath, irrespective of legality.

Quite so. Revolutionary socialism penetrates the fetish systems of production and politics and hence subverts existing structures and relations of authority in order to constitute its own. The working class must act.

The Political Socialist sees in everything the need for the State or the Municipality to do something, thereby forgetting the class nature of that state and his own teaching that anything to be done, must be done by the workers themselves, and that no law will be enforced effectively in the workers’ interest, until the workers can enforce it themselves.

The politician of today attaches so much importance to ‘getting elected’ that his chief concern has become that of getting votes, thereby neglecting what used to be his main endeavour, the education of the worker himself. And when he gets into Parliament, he simply gets swamped by his new environment.

So far, therefore, as good coming from parliamentary socialism to the organised worker, is concerned, it is very difficult for him to see it, for in any case, the process is too slow, and as a rule the worker only sees what is in his hand.
What does this mean? Simply that if any new laws are wanted, the necessary propaganda must be carried on in order to prepare the minds of the people for them.
The purpose of Syndicalism is to educate the organised worker to the extent that he will see and feel the necessity for the fullest share of economic freedom. Hence the complete division between the industrially organised worker and the state socialist. After all, I do not think the workers have much to gain by the state socialist coming into power, for the organisation of industry by the State means to the organised worker the further power of the political machine, the political power extended to the industrial. This .. the workers would have to fight even more than they do present governments. In fact, the only endeavours of the workers towards the state of today is to make it a model employer. But to help building up an all-powerful bureaucracy with its own laws, and its own army and police to support it, would be, on the part of the workers, the greatest of mistakes.

A G Tufton IS vol 1 No 9 21/2

Socialism does not concentrate political and economic power in the hands of the state. Such power would remain ‘alien’, external and hostile to the workers and citizens. Rather, socialism reorganises this alien power controlling people as a social power exercised through the democratic social control of organisations based upon a restructured civil society that has abolished capitalist relations. The alien powers of capital and the state are the alienated powers of labour and society; they are to be reappropriated and subject to social control, thereby regulated by all, through their material political organisations, in the interests of all.

The industrial syndicalists were demanding nothing less than social control. Mann addresses the question of control when criticising the claim of the political socialists that parliament will run industries in the common interest of all alike.

The Industrial Syndicalist declares that to run Industry through Parliament, i.e., by state machinery, will be even more mischievous to the working class than the existing method, for it will assuredly mean that the capitalist class will, through Government departments, exercise over the natural forces, and over the workers a domination even more rigid than is the case today. And the Syndicalist also declares that in the near future, the industrially organised workers will themselves undertake the entire responsibility of running the industries in the interest of all who work, and are entitled to enjoy the results of Labour.

Tom Mann IS vol 1 No 10 1/2

The workers must not overthrow the capitalist class only to ‘turn to yet another dominator, Parliament..’ The only true guardians of the common interests of all are the workers as organised members of this “all”. The Syndicalists thus referred to the real public of the industrially organised and self-governing working class. Thus, as Mann writes, concerning the railways:

the actual control of working hours on the Railways by the men themselves, through their industrial organisations, will become a fact; and later still, this same organisation will be entrusted by the community’s interest and, of course, with due regard to their own well-being.
Syndicalists do not demand the nationalisation which means the capitalisation of the railways, but the entire control and management of them in the common interest by themselves.
… let it suffice to guard against the notion of nationalisation and to tilt thought on to the truer views of direct control by the workers for the community.

Mann IS vol 1 No 11 1/2

State ownership, parliamentary action and Labour politicians offer no solution to the workers’ problems, achieve only a substitute and illusory socialism that, in truth, cements the alliance between the state and capital. Charles Watkins writes:

With their recent experience in mind, railwaymen have little reason for placing any degree of confidence in the state as an employer. As the conflict ‘twixt capital and labour becomes keener, the workers are having impressed on them the real character and functions of the existing state.

The state, which now sends British soldiers and police to protect blacklegs and to bludgeon British workers who are fighting for their bare rights to existence, can hardly be expected to inspire the workers with much confidence as to its intentions as an employer of labour. The lesson of the recent railway strike in France, where the Premier ‘socialist’ – Briand – compelled the State railwaymen who had come out on strike, to return to work, or else undergo all the penalties of military law, has not been lost on British railwaymen.

Watkins’ argument shows that the Syndicalists appreciated that state ownership or state socialism, far from constituting a new social order, would actually represent the highest and most complete form of development of the centralising and abstracting tendencies of capitalism. Workers, more than ever, would be separated from their means of exercising social control.

As being the highest form of capitalist concentration and organisation, state ownership of the Railways may offer to the trading and travelling public certain facilities and advantages it does not get at present, but in its relationship with its employees it is likely to be as unscrupulous an exploiter as is the private corporation. And this need hardly be wondered at. The State is essentially a ruling-class organisation, and its functions are chiefly coercive. The State came into existence with the rise of private property and a privileged class; its main functions have always been the protection of ruling class property and the keeping of the masses in subjection. No matter how property in the resources of production may have changed hands during the course of its history, or how one ruling class has been superseded by another, the nature and functions of the State have remained practically constant throughout.

Watkins IS vol 1 No 11 22/3

Watkins calls for new methods of industrial organisation if the workers are to achieve their economic emancipation. The railway workers should come together in one effective industrial organisation based upon a militant policy. Organised in this way, the railway workers should link up with the other Transport Workers Unions, nationally and internationally.

railwaymen would be given a power that would be absolutely invincible. The transport workers occupy a position that is unique in the strength it gives and in the possibilities it opens out.
Not only have they the power at hand for preventing the gang of international financiers from plunging the nations into war whenever it may serve the purposes of high finance, but they are also the most favourably situated for taking the initiative in the formation of that world wide confederation of workers which is the necessary prelude to the realisation of social freedom in an organised Industrial Commonwealth.

Watkins IS vol 1 No 11

In the section ‘The Sophistries of Labour M.P.s’, Watkins makes clear not only the syndicalists repudiation of the parliamentary socialists but also of the elitist and authoritarian notion that the working class, given its alleged backwardness – to which the Bolshevik tradition euphemistically refers to as ‘unevennesss’ – require the leadership of politicians and theoreticians. On the contrary, the working class is quite capable of generating its own politics and theory. The class educates, organises and leads itself.

The first prerequisite to a scientifically organised, vigorously conducted working class movement is a clearer understanding on the part of the workers of the actual relation existing between themselves and the capitalists, and a more intelligent appreciation on their part of the importance of the class struggle. To gain these, the workers must rely on their own experience and on the knowledge gained through the study of industrial history and working class economics. But even without a knowledge of economic theory, the workers will find their class instincts far more reliable as a guide than much of the advice tendered by some of their ‘leaders’.

Watkins notes the bourgeois arguments expressed by representatives of the labour movement. The representatives fail to represent labour principles and turn against labour.

Hence the importance of the class struggle and making class the basic organising principle.

As against the sophistries of Labour M.P.s and the special pleadings of capitalist apologists may be put present day facts and the whole history of capitalist developments. These reveal not an identity of interests but a fundamental and irreconcileable antagonism.

Watkins IS vol 1 No 11

Conflict is the normal condition of things given the exploitative relation between capital and labour. The capitalist class lives by appropriating the surplus value produced by labour. Labour must organise itself as a class, on industrial lines and assume social control in the interest of the community.

All these developments point to but one possible solution as far as the workers are concerned. The working class must perfect its system of organisation, in order that it may assume ownership and direction of the industries in the interests of the organised working community.

With the industries in the possession of the organised working class movement, the production and distribution of wealth will be arranged on conscious and systematic lines, and all the insecurity and misery caused by the present industrial and social anarchy may then be completely abolished.

Watkins IS vol 1 No 11 30

Tom Mann pre Industrial Syndicalist

To trade unionists I desire to make a special appeal. How long will you be content with the present half-hearted policy of your unions? I readily grant that good work has been done in the past by the unions but .. what good purpose are they serving now? All of them have large numbers out of employment even when their particular trade is busy. None of the important societies have any policy other than that of endeavouring to keep wages from falling. The true unionist policy of aggression seems entirely lost sight of; in fact, the unionist of today should be of all men the last to be hopelessly apathetic, or supporting a policy that plays directly into the hands of the capitalist exploiter.

Mann The 8 Hour Day 1886

Mann always opposes workers socialism to managerial and bureaucratic conceptions of socialism. It is a distinction between the alien socialism of the State and the democratic socialism of the working class.





Mann proceeded to industrial syndicalism. Mann’s ‘The Way to Win’ (1909) is described as ‘an open letter to trade unionists on methods of industrial organisation’.





to direct attention to the machinery that is necessary to enable us to achieve our object.
THE PRELIMINARY ESSENTIAL CONDITION IS WORKING CLASS SOLIDARITY

Without this solidarity, i.e. without the power and the disposition to act in concert as the working class against the dominating plutocratic class, there is no hope.
At present we have not got this solidarity, either industrially or politically.

Note ‘or politically’. Politics is important for Mann; the working class should be politically united and active as a class. But appropriate economic organisation is the key.

The weakness of our industrial organisation lies less in the fact that only one-fourth of the workers are organised, than in the much more serious fact that those who are organised are not prepared to make common cause with each other.

The organisation of the working class must improve so as to take account of the development of capitalist industry. More than this, workers organisation must put itself in a position to challenge capitalism.

Sectionalism must disappear, and the industrial organisations must be equal to state, national and international action, not in theory only, but in actual fact.

Mann establishes the real relation between politics and industrial action. What Mann learned from his experience in Australia was the need to separate the industrial from the political so as to facilitate growing activities.

I am not wishful to deprecate political action, but it is necessary to say that during recent years in Australia, undue importance has been attached to political action; and although the actual membership in industrial organisations may be as large, or even larger, than in the former years, there is not held by the typical unionist a proper understanding of the fundamental and vital importance of economic or industrial organisation. Indeed to listen to the speeches of the typical Labor politician it is clear that he is surfeited with the idea that which is of paramount importance is the return to the legislative bodies of an additional number of Labor men, and that all else is secondary and relatively.

The ‘politicians’ neglected industry and the working class.

In absolute fact, the very opposite is the case. Experience in all countries shows most conclusively that industrial organisation intelligently conducted, is of much more moment than political action, for entirely irrespective as to which school of politicians is in power, capable and courageous industrial activity forces from the politicians proportionate concessions.
It is an entirely mistaken notion to suppose that the return of Labor men or socialists to Parliament can bring about deep seated economic changes, unless the people themselves intelligently desire these changes, and those who do so desire know the value of economic organisation.

The consequences of the working class failing to organise itself industrially as a class means the barbarism of war.

To remain in the present forcibly feeble condition characteristic of present day unionism would be to stamp ourselves as incapables; and would admit of an indefinite prolongation of capitalist tyranny.
On all sides we see hysterical efforts being made by the plutocratic Governments of the different countries to prepare for war on an unprecedented scale, as a relief from glutted markets.

Mann The Way to Win 1909

In the end, labourism hung on against the revolutionary of industrial syndicalists. It is, however, at least arguable that the world would have been a much better place had Mann and his ideas won out. Mann gave socialist form to the old idea of the citizen of the world.

Our comrades realise that they are members of a world wide Brotherhood and Sisterhood. No narrow nationalism can satisfy our people. Nothing short of Cosmopolitanism can really satisfy a world citizen ‘The world is my country!’ is the declaration of every Socialist. It is our mission then to speed the day when racial antipathies shall be completely obliterated, when national boundaries exist only as indicating that certain areas were the cradles of certain peoples. But no longer will the tax gatherer be ready to pounce upon the traveller; no more shall soldiery be wasting their days tramping up and down in defence of a plutocracy; the requirements of all people will be supplied; identity of interests will again be understood and acted upon, and the people will be economically free, intellectually alert and morally strong to live the allotted span under healthy and lovable conditions, all reasonably sharing in the joys of healthy life.

Mann ‘Socialist’ 31 July 1905






Connolly was more than a leader, an activist and an organiser; he was a thinker who sought to infuse political practice with a degree of theoretical awareness. Born June 5 1868 in Edinburgh, Connolly became a socialist active in the Socialist League. Connolly later became a member of the Scottish Socialist Federation, SSF, and began to write in Justice, the journal of the Social Democratic Federation. Suffering from unemployment and poverty, Connolly took the job of organiser of the Dublin Socialist Club (May 1896). In Ireland, Connolly played a leading role in the formation of the Irish Socialist Party (ISRP). Connolly proceeded to connect socialism and Irish nationalism. The other object of Connolly’s programme was:

Establishment of AN IRISH SOCIALIST REPUBLIC based upon the public ownership by the Irish people of the land, and instruments of production, distribution and exchange. Agriculture to be administered as a public function, under boards of management elected by the agricultural population responsible to them and to the nation at large. All other forms of labour necessary to the well-being of the community to be conducted on the same principles.

Ireland for the Irish followed as Connolly’s first major political essay. Connolly’s promotion of the Irish cause, which inevitably meant condemning British imperialism, drew criticism from British socialists. This cause of Irish independence was, it was claimed, ‘a mere chauvinism’. Connolly, however, had no difficulty in combining socialism and nationalism.

Under a Socialist System every nation will be the supreme arbiter of its own destinies, national and international; will be forced into no alliance against its will, but will have its independence guaranteed and its freedom respected by the enlightened self-interest of the social democracy of the world.

The statement that our ideals cannot be realised except by the path of violent revolution is not so much an argument against our propaganda as an indictment of the invincible ignorance and unconquerable national egotism of the British electorate, and as such concerns English Socialists more than Irish ones.

Connolly Labour Leader Jan 1898

In March 1899 Connolly published his first major theoretical work ‘Erin’s Hope – the End and the Means’. March 1898 saw the publication of a manifesto called ‘The Rights of Life and the Rights of Property’. In August 1902 Connolly left for the USA having been invited to lecture by the American Socialist Labor Party. Connolly himself joined the SLP and contributed articles to the Weekly People (1903). It was while Connolly was in America that the Industrial Workers of the World were founded in Chicago, formed out of Eugene Debs’ American Labor Union. Having to defend themselves against the private armies of employers the workers came to realise that their strength lay in the union of workers of all trades. The creation of the IWW thus established itself on the basis of industrial unionism and the workers’ control of production. A genuine workers’ movement was born. Industrial unionism or syndicalism thus came to oppose the ‘orthodox’ social democratic view that the socialist society could be legislated into existence through parliament and the political party. On the contrary, the industrial unionists argued that the syndicates or trade unions were the revolutionary instruments enabling the working class to assume power and exercise social control.

As Connolly argued, industrial unionism was

simply the discovery that the workers are strongest at the point of production, that they have no force available except economic force, and by linking the revolutionary movement with the daily fight of the workshop, mill, shipyard, factory, the necessary economic force can be organised. Also that the revolutionary necessary for that purpose provides the framework of the Socialist Republic.

With Patrick Quinlan, Connolly formed a branch of the IWW in Newark, New Jersey. Though elected to the National Executive Committee of the SLP, Connolly’s conflict with Daniel de Leon forced his resignation in October 1907. By this time, however, Connolly had founded the Irish Socialist Federation (ISF) among Irish-American workers. Connolly became the New York correspondent of the Industrial Union Bulletin, increasing his profile in the world of labour. ‘Labour in Irish History’ was completed at this time.

In January 1908 Connolly launched The Harp as the paper of the ISF. Shortly afterwards, Connolly established the IWW Propaganda League to expound and disseminate the ideas of industrial unionism and encourage workers to join the IWW. Connolly presented these ideas in theoretical form in ‘Socialism Made Easy’. A section of this was later published as ‘The Axe to the Root, and Old Wine in New Bottles’ in the yearbook of the Australian Syndicalist One Big Union Movement. The quality and the clarity of Connolly’s arguments gave him a central place in the spreading of industrial unionism.

By the time that Connolly returned to Ireland (26 July 1910) he was an experienced and knowledgeable member of the labour movement, a prominent figure with great qualities of leadership and organisation, but also possessing theoretical depth and insight. The Irish, while Connolly was away, had been fighting for the right to combine in trade unions. It was a bitter struggle against recalcitrant, unenlightened employers and had literally to be fought town by town. British trade unionism was more hindrance than help in this struggle and trade union officialdom sought to strangulate the new movement. Jim Larkin, in response, formed the Irish Transport and General Workers’ Union. This, for Connolly, was the ‘one big union’ that he had been calling for. The ITGWU had to fight for survival not only on account of the employers but also of the hostility of British trade unionists who saw independent Irish organisation as ‘perpetuating national rivalries and race hatreds’. But what had British trade unionism done to aid the Irish in their struggle against employers for the right to combine?

Larkin, of course, had become public enemy number one as far as the authorities and the employers were concerned. By the time Connolly had returned to Ireland, Larkin had been imprisoned. Connolly immediately set about forcing Larkin’s release, publicising the issue, organising petitions and demonstrations. Within three months, Larkin was out of prison.

In this year, 1910, Connolly secured his position as a Marxist theoretician of the first order with the publication of Labour, Nationality and Religion in the August and Labour in Irish History (now in book form having been previously published in a series of articles) in the November. Connolly’s position as a practical revolutionary was further enhanced when he became organiser of the Socialist Party of Ireland, establishing branches in Cork and Belfast.

Connolly’s skills as an organiser were to be much employed in 1911, and in the years after. In March 1911 Connolly joined the ITGWU and became its Ulster district organiser and secretary. He led the Belfast mill girls strike in the October and formed the Textile Workers’ section of the ITGWU in the November, becoming the unions delegate to the Belfast Trades Council. On 30 January 1912 Connolly led and organised strikers and locked out workers after the arrest of P T Daly, local ITGWU organiser. The Wexford ironmasters were out to break the union and to this end closed down all works containing union members. Police violence failed to intimidate the workers and the arrest of Daly did not succeed either in undermining solidarity. Connolly intervened to encourage the workers to form the Irish Foundry Workers’ Union, affiliated to the ITGWU. The employers were forced to concede to the proposal and had to allow the workers to join the new union, which in time merged in the ITGWU. It was a victory that workers, through collective solidarity and organisation, had achieved against the employers. But the employers began the employers. But the employers began to prepare their counter attack. The aim was to smash the ITGWU. The man who was to lead this employers offensive was William Martin Murphy, Ireland’s leading capitalist, chairman of the Employers’ Federation, owner of Dublin Tramways and of the Irish Independent newspaper group. Murphy decided to provoke conflict and called meeting of his newspapers dispatch department to give workers the ‘option’ of leaving the ITGWU or of accepting dismissal notices. The workers were also obliged to sign a declaration of loyalty and an assurance that they would not strike. The ITGWU in response blacked Murphy’s newspapers. Murphy locked out all union members. On 26 August 1913, 700 workers at Murphy’s tramways company walked off their trams. War broke out. The Employers Federation had prepared itself for this eventuality. The ITGWU was to be broken and, to this end, some 400 employers agreed to lock out the workers. By 22 September some 25 000 workers were locked out in Dublin. Larkin and Connolly were arrested, but forced their release before the full sentences were served.

The Government had to intervene given the magnitude of the crisis. The Board of Trade Inquiry it appointed reported that the onus for settlement  was firmly upon the employers. Murphy and his associates took no notice. The obstinacy, arrogance and brutishness of the employers was revealed to all. The harsh treatment and appalling social conditions suffered by the public was made public. Ireland’s greatest figures, Yeats, Pearse, Shaw, A.E., O Sullivan, all identified themselves with the workers’ cause. Even The Times in London expressed horror at the employers’ crude attempts to starve workers to submit to their autocratic rule.

Yet, ultimately, the workers of Dublin were on their own. With workers being subjected to the organised assaults of the police force and the hired gangs of the employers, Connolly, with Captain Jack R White DSO, took the initiative in forming the Irish Citizen Army. This, for Connolly, was to be not just a defensive organisation but a revolutionary one. The Irish Citizen Army would form the nucleus of the revolutionary force overthrowing the British in Ireland and establishing the Workers’ Republic.

An armed organisation of the Irish working class is a phenomenon in Ireland. Hitherto the workers of Ireland have fought as parts of the armies led by their masters, never as a member of any army officered, trained and inspired by men of their own class. Now, with arms in their hands, they propose to steer their own course to carve their own future.

Connolly Workers’ Republic, 30 October 1915

Unfortunately British trade unionists had failed to assimilate the simple truth that the fight of each section of the working class was a fight that all of the working class had to engage in. Some appreciated that the struggle of the Irish workers was also a struggle of the British workers. The Irish workers struggle and the British workers struggle was one and the same. A defeat for the Irish would make the situation facing the British workers all the more difficult. Yet British trade unionism failed to convert sympathy into sympathetic strike activity, let alone official support and industrial action. The failure of the British to commit themselves to an industrial war – as though Dublin 1913 were merely an Irish matter – really condemned the workers movement in both countries to defeat. At the decisive moment, the workers movement failed to display the necessary solidarity and declare industrial war upon the capitalist class. This, in effect, led workers to be slaughtered in the 1914-18 war. Connolly noted, with bitter irony, as the very socialists and trade unionists who had condemned his demands for Irish independence as ‘mere chauvinism’ all flocked as an unthinking herd to be gunned down under the national flag, uninformed and murdering each other in an imperialist war. An industrial war, ‘a great continental uprising of the working class’, would replace any world war with a struggle for a better world.

Should the working class of Europe, rather than slaughter each other for the benefit of Kings and financiers, proceed tomorrow to erect barricades all over Europe, to break up bridges and destroy transport services that war might be abolished, we should be perfectly happy in following such a glorious example and contributing our aid to the final dethronement of the vulture class that rule and rob the world. But pending either of these consummations it is our manifest duty to take all possible action to save the poor from the horrors this war has in store.

Connolly posed the question that was designed to expose the hollowness of the socialism of too many in the socialist movement.

What then becomes of all our resolutions; all our protests of fraternisation; all our threats of general strikes; all our carefully built machinery of internationalism; all our hopes for the future?

Connolly Forward 15 August 1914

What is, perhaps, most unfortunate is that James Connolly’s contribution to industrial unionism has been devalued. Connolly has been appropriated by Irish nationalists and has also been considered something of an immature Bolshevik, a Lenin before his time. Between them, nationalism and Communism have come to devalue or discard Connolly’s workers’ socialism, his industrial unionism. Of course, such an interpretation is self-serving. Connolly’s intellectual and moral authority can be appropriated for the particular cause being promoted. This, however, has the effect of deprecating the significance of Connolly’s industrial unionism and distorts the character of Connolly’s socialism. The very same thing would happen to Gramsci’s writings on the factory council movement. Gramsci never repudiated those writings. Similarly, Connolly nowhere devalued the ideas of industrial unionism and the workers’ socialism of syndicalism. Connolly can be found vigorously promoting industrial unionism just a few months before the Easter Rising. It is quite easily combined by Connolly with Irish nationalism. The idea is there in The Reconquest of Ireland. Not one sentence can be found to justify the Communist interpretation that Connolly came to acknowledge and repudiate his writings on industrial unionism as an ‘anarcho-syndicalist’ error. C Desmond Greaves argues that Connolly’s industrial unionism was merely part of his development towards a more mature (Bolshevik) position.

To argue that the Communist appropriation is nonsense does not imply that Connolly neglected politics or ‘party building’. Just as Mann called for the political as well as the industrial unity of the working class, so Connolly proposed that an Independent Labour Party of Ireland be formed to act ‘as the political weapon of the Irish working class’. Rather than opt for easy but illusory victories against straw man syndicalism, time is more profitably spent dealing with the relations established between industrial and political organisation and action. Connolly’s view on the party of the working class possessed a firm foundation in the primacy of the industrial organisation of the working class. Given effective industrial organisation, the working class could form and sustain a broad political organisation without it becoming a political arm independent of and in dominant relation to the class. It is not a question of the political party ‘leading’ the class but actually of the class leading itself through its own political party.

Those who concentrate upon ‘party building’ will no doubt view Connolly’s industrial unionism as of secondary importance to the need to create ‘the party’. But, for Connolly, industrial organisation is the foundation for effective political action. Cutting through the distorting lenses of the political socialists one comes to the class, not as an abstract entity, an object to be managed, manipulated and ‘led’ in the political process, but as a self-acting and self-organising reality. This development is a self-development that avoids the artificial and imposed ‘evenness’ of ‘the party’ representing ‘the proletariat’ as an ideal type.

Connolly actually has a prominent place as a working class militant and revolutionary,  a theoretician and a politician generated from the working class itself. Connolly was an early member of the IWW, the ‘Wobblies’, played an active role in organising the movement and in propagating the idea of industrial unionism. James Connolly was not only an organiser of ability, a practical revolutionary, but a working class intellectual who pioneered and developed the ideas of industrial unionism or syndicalism and, as an intellectual, had an impact in three continents.

Connolly states the industrial syndicalist case with boldness and intelligence. Socialism is a creation of the working class, self-organising in society itself. Socialism is constituted from below, not imposed or legislated from above. For Connolly

the enrolment of the workers in unions patterned closely after the structure of modern industries, and following the organic lines of industrial development, is par excellence, the swiftest, safest and most peaceful form of constructive work the Socialist can engage in.

Quite so, since in this activity the workers’ educate themselves, develop their organisational capacity, and make themselves fit to govern and regenerate society.

It prepares within the framework of capitalist society the working forms of the Socialist Republic, and thus, while increasing the resisting power of the worker against present encroachments of the capitalist class, it familiarizes him with the idea that the union he is helping to build up is destined to supplant that class in the control of the industry in which he is employed.

Connolly is well aware of the need for the transformation of the working class. But it is a self-transformation, not something that can be achieved ‘from the outside’.

The power of this idea to transform the dry detail work of trade union organisation into the construction work of revolutionary socialism and thus to make the unimaginative trade unionist a potent factor in the launching of a new system of society cannot be overestimated.

Connolly Socialism Made Easy

Far from having a naïve faith in trade unionism, Connolly was well aware that the trade unions had come to concentrate upon the ‘economistic’ aspect of the wages struggle, thus failing to challenge and transcend bourgeois relations. Connolly condemned ‘the tendency in the labour movement to mistake mere concentration upon the industrial field for essentially revolutionary advance’. The expansion and the amalgamation of trade unions in Britain had not brought socialism any nearer; on the contrary, trade unions had become ‘engines for …. Suppressing all manifestations of revolutionary activity’.

The greater unionism is found in short to be forging greater fetters for the working class; to bear to the real revolutionary industrial unionism the same relation as the servile state would be to the Co-operative Commonwealth of our dreams.

There is a clear response to this. Trade unions are not revolutionary vehicles; they are capitalist and commercial institutions, not communist ones. Trade unions organise workers as wage slaves selling labour power as a commodity. There is thus a clear case for a mediating agency between the working class as it is and the working class as a revolutionary force. This mediating agency has to be something outside of and opposed to bourgeois relations. The ‘revolutionary party’, however, is of no value as a political agency separate from the class since such a notion rests upon the devaluation of the capacities of the working class.

James Connolly’s Marxism was one which stressed the industrial organisation and the class praxis of the proletariat. Thus Connolly justified the Industrial Workers of the World.

The fact that it had its inception among men actually engaged in the work of trade union organisation … and not in the theories of any political party … is the most hopeful augury of the future.

The proletarian movement was coming to consciously participate in the revolutionary process and was operating according to its own self-generated principles, not the ‘sectarian principles’ of the professional revolutionaries.

Marx refers to trade unions as centres of organisations building the social republic within the shell of the old society much as the municipalities and communes functioned for the bourgeoisie. This leads to the classic syndicalist argument that the victory is possible only on the basis of strong industrial organisation giving the workers greater social power and control in relation to the state and capital. Thus Connolly argues:

The first act of the workers will be through their economic organisations seizing the organised industries; the last act the conquest of the political power.

In this the working class will, as they must, follow the lines traversed by the capitalist revolution of Cromwellian England … the capitalist class had developed their economic power before they raised the banner of political revolt.

Connolly The Harp April 1908

Marx insists that the proletariat must also, in addition to their economic organisation, develop its political movement. There is a danger that the emphasis upon economic organisation, upon building socialism gradually within capitalist relations, becomes an ‘economistic’ version of political reformism. Thus, capitalist relations will not be slowly strangulated out of existence by the gradual encroachment upon the power and control of capital. Sooner or later capital react and force the revolutionary issue. To succeed in this struggle, the workers will need more than economic organisation. They will need to be politically organised as the leading class in the nation, using its ‘political supremacy to wrest by degrees all capital from the bourgeoisie’ (Marx Manifesto of the Communist Party). Marx, in short, nowhere deprecates the political dimension but, rather, insists upon it. The working class must convert its economic movement into its political movement if it is to challenge and overthrow the power of capital and the state. It is this essential dimension that is generally absent in syndicalism. To this extent the criticism of syndicalism from a Marxist perspective is justified.

It is, however, the case that Marx made the economic organisation and activity of the working class the condition of an effective political movement that is capable of overthrowing the state and capital. This follows from Marx’s distinction between political emancipation – which abolishes an alienation – within a general alienation – and social emancipation which abolishes alienation in general. One should always bear in mind Marx’s argument concerning human emancipation in On the Jewish Question.

The question is how do we get to this self-governing society. The action of the political movement must possess a self-acting and self-organising basis in the organisation of the working class in civil society. For Marx is indeed arguing that political or governing power is to be incorporated into the organs of civil society, losing their coercive, class character.

In recognising the limitations of syndicalism, therefore, one can still recognise its real achievements in grasping revolution as a process in which the working class acts and organises and gradually subordinates power to social control on the terrain of social reality, i.e. not the abstract sphere of the political state.

Thus one can appreciate Connolly’s argument that:

The struggle for the conquest of the political state of the capitalist is not the battle, it is only the echo of the battle. The real battle is being fought out, and will be fought out, in the industrial field.

The workers, not the party (state), must organise to administer the process of production. It is in the industrial field that the workers come to create the workers’ industrial republic. Thus, April 1908, in The Harp, Connolly quotes Stirlin favourably.

Political institutions are not adapted to the administration of industry … only the industrial form of organisation offers us even a theoretical constructive socialist programme. There is no constructive socialism except in the industrial field.

Connolly took seriously the idea of socialism as the society of free and equal producers, as a self-governing society that has transcended the political state.

Under socialism, states, territories, or provinces will exist only as geographical expressions and have no existence as sources of governmental power, though they may be seats of administration bodies.

The administrative force of the Socialist Republic of the future will function through unions industrially organised.

Socialism is not ‘built’ by the state power or by the party in possession of the state power. Rather socialism is a process is something which emerges as the result of a process whereby the proletariat come to constitute itself as a revolutionary class and comes to organise its power in civil society, particularly in the process of production. Connolly’s emphasis upon the ‘administration of industry’, upon the ‘industrial form of organisation’ is thus to be commended as an intelligent attempt to conceive how the self-governing society based upon the free association of the producers could be constructed from below. Compare Marx’s argument concerning human being converting political force in the alienated state into social power with Connolly’s argument that:

The administrative force of the Socialist Republic of the future will function through unions industrially organised.

The party-state approach leads directly to a bureaucratic and instrumental conception which is far removed from the notion of a self-governing society. Means and ends are not separated in the conception of the industrially organised society. The means are the ends in the process of becoming. This is something that pertains to the mechanical conception of the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ and the revolutionary party and reduces itself easily to the party seizing, monopolising and reinforcing state power. The industrial organisation of the working class enables the working class to achieve the cooperative commonwealth. Means and ends are combined as the new order is prepared within the old. In ‘The Axe to the Root, and Old Wine in New Bottles’, Connolly writes:

In the present article I desire to show how they who are engaged in building up industrial organisations for the practical purposes of today are at the same time preparing the framework of the society of the future. It is the realisation of that fact that indeed marks the emergence of socialism as a revolutionary force from the critical to the positive stage. Time was when socialists, if asked how society would be organised under socialism, replied invariably, and airily, that such things would be left to the future to decide. The fact was that they had not considered the matter, but the development of the Trust and Organised Capital in general, making imperative the Industrial Organisations of Labour on similar lines, has provided us with an answer at once more complete to ourselves and more satisfying to our questioners.

Connolly affirms that political institutions are not adapted to the administration of industry.

The political institutions of today are simply the coercive forces of capitalist society; they have grown up out of, and are based upon, territorial divisions of power in the hands of the ruling class in past ages, and were carried over into capitalist society to suit the needs of the capitalist class when that class overthrew the dominion of its predecessors.

Connolly distinguishes the new social order from the old in terms of a distinction between the old abstract and geographical representation of the state and the new functional representation based upon the practical experience and organisation of the working class in the industrial field.

The delegation of the function of government into the hands of representatives elected from certain districts, states or territories, represents no real natural division suited to the requirements of modern society, but is a survival from a time when territorial influences were more potent in the world than industrial influences, and for that reason is totally unsuited to the needs of the new social order which must be based upon industry.

The Socialist thinker, when he paints the structural form of the new social order, does not imagine an industrial system directed or ruled by a body of men or women elected from an indiscriminate mass of residents within given districts, said residents working at a heterogeneous collection of trades and industries. To give the ruling, controlling, and directing of industry into the hands of such a body would be too utterly foolish.
What the Socialist does realise is that under a social democratic form of society the administration of affairs will be in the hands of representatives of the various industries of the nation; that the workers in the shops and factories will organise themselves into unions, each union comprising all the workers at a given industry; that said union will democratically control the workshop life of its own industry, electing all foremen, etc. and regulating the routine of labour in that industry in subordination to the needs of society in general, to the needs of its allied trades, and to the departments of industry to which it belongs; that representatives elected from these various departments of industry will meet and form the industrial administration or national government of the country.

Connolly’s socialism is a socialism from below that organises society from the base upwards. This contrasts with the top down politics of the modern state, something which party-state socialism reproduces. Connolly opposes social democracy to political democracy. He repudiates the bureaucratic and managerial approach to politics and to socialism and instead concentrates upon the industrial organisation of the working class.

In short, social democracy, as its name implies, is the application to industry or to the social life of the nation, of the fundamental principles of democracy. Such application will necessarily have to begin in the workshop, and proceed logically and consecutively upward through all the grades of industrial organisation until it reaches the culminating point of national executive power and direction. In other words, social democracy must proceed from the bottom upward, whereas capitalist political society is organised from above downward.

In presenting the argument for socialism in these non-bureaucratic terms, Connolly met head on the objection that socialism would lead to the ‘servile state’.

It will be seen that this conception of socialism destroys at one blow all the fears of a bureaucratic State, ruling and ordering the lives of every individual from above, and thus gives assurance that the social order of the future will be an extension of the freedom of the individual, and not the suppression of it. In short, it binds the fullest democratic control with the most absolute expert supervision, something unthinkable of any society built upon the political state.

To focus the idea properly in your mind you have but to realise how industry today transcends all limitations of territory and leaps across rivers, mountains, and continents; then you can understand how impossible it would be to apply to such far-reaching intricate enterprises the principle of democratic control by the workers through the medium of political territorial divisions.
Under Socialism, States, territories or provinces will exist only as geographical expressions, and have no existence as sources of governmental power, though they may be seats of administrative bodies.
Now, having grasped the idea that the administrative force of the Socialist republic  of the future will function through unions industrially organised, that the principle of democratic control will operate through the workers correctly organised in such industrial unions, and that the political territorial State of capitalist society will have no place or function under socialism, you will at once grasp the full truth embodied in the words of this member of the Socialist Party whom I have just quoted [Stirton], that ‘only the industrial form of organisation offers us even a theoretical constructive socialist programme’.

Connolly opposes a workers’ socialism, structured through industrial unionism, to state socialism. State socialism reproduces the ‘above downwards’ politics of the modern capitalist political society.

To some minds constructive socialism is embodied in the work of our representatives on the various public bodies to which they have been elected. The various measures against the evils of capitalist property brought forward by, or as a result of, the agitation of socialist representatives, on legislative bodies are figured as being of the nature of constructive socialism.

As we have shown, the political state of capitalism has no place under Socialism; therefore, measures which aim to place industries in the hands of, or under the control of, such a political State are in no sense steps towards that ideal; they are but useful measures to restrict the greed of capitalism and to familiarize the workers with the conception of common ownership. This latter is, indeed, their chief function.
But the enrolment of the workers in unions patterned closely after the structure of modern industries, and following the organic lines of industrial development, is par excellence the swiftest, safest, and most peaceful form of constructive work the socialist can engage in. It prepares within the framework of capitalist society the working forms of the socialist republic, and thus, while increasing the resisting power of the worker against present encroachments of the capitalist class, it familiarizes him with the idea that the union he is helping to build up is destined to supplant that class in the control of the industry in which he is employed.

Connolly, therefore, fully understands the principles of proletarian autonomy and subjectivity. The achievement of the socialist republic is a process in which the working class are present at every point.

All the classic syndicalist elements are present in Connolly’s argument. The unions are to be organised on industrial lines and are to become the basis of the new social order. The control of the political state is abstract and alien, based upon capitalist class coercion, whereas the control of the unions as organs of self-government is organic and rooted in social and economic reality. Connolly presents a principle of functional democracy or representation, which in fact is a self-representation exercised through the workers’ control of industry. And through this self-organisation rooted in industry, the workers create within the framework of capitalist society the working forms, the organs of the producers’ self-government, which constitute the basis of the socialist republic. The working class can struggle with capital, build organisations which seize power from capital, ‘the unions can build freedom’.

The power of this idea to transform the dry detail work of trade union organisation into the constructive work of revolutionary socialism, and thus to make of the unimaginative trade unionist a potent factor in the launching of a new system of society cannot be over-estimated. It invests the sordid details of the daily incidents of the class struggle with a new and beautiful meaning, and presents them in their true light as skirmishes between the two opposing armies of light and darkness.

In the light of this principle of industrial unionism every fresh shop or factory organised under its banner is a fort wrenched from the control of the capitalist class and manned with the soldiers of the Revolution to be held by them for the workers.
On the day that the political and economic forces of Labour finally break with capitalist society and proclaim the Workers’ Republic, these shops and factories so manned by industrial unionists will be taken charge of by the workers there employed, and force and effectiveness be thus given to that proclamation. Then and thus the new society will spring into existence, ready equipped to perform all the useful functions of its predecessor.

Connolly The Axe to the Root

Connolly did not seek to avoid the difficult questions that surround the socialist revolution and the socialist society. For Connolly, socialism is not something delivered from the outside by the political party. Rather, socialism is the practice and the consciousness of the working class and as such is something generated within the class. This does not mean ‘spontaneity’, only that the spontaneous movement of the working class moves in a socialistic direction. This movement needs to be organised and made conscious of itself. In this way, socialist politics and theory are organically connected to the class movement itself and are not introduced from the outside.

Connolly’s emphasis falls heavily upon the working class itself and its self-development. The working class must develop its capacities, act, organise and attain class-consciousness. This it can achieve only by itself. It is quite pointless – and idealistic – to introduce the political party, as somehow being the embodiment of proletarian class-consciousness, into this process of self-development. It is the proletariat, not the party, which should have this class-consciousness.

Connolly identifies three stages in the development of labour. In the first stage, labour looks to escape its present bondage by going back to ‘the good old days’. In the second stage labour, the subject class, looks to improve its lot within existing society. It is thus a conservative force. Only in the third stage does labour as the subject class constitute itself as the revolutionary class.

In the third period the subject class becomes revolutionary, recks little of the past for inspiration but, building itself upon the achievements of the present, confidently addresses itself to the conquest of the future. It does so because the development of the framework of society has revealed to it its relative importance, revealed to it the fact that within its grasp has grown, unconsciously to itself, a power which, if intelligently applied, is sufficient to overcome and master society at large.

Connolly Socialism Made Easy 1908

As applied to labour, this means the development of proletarian subjectivity. The working class comes to value itself and, as a result, comes to attempt to break through the relations of existing society. And it is something generated by the class itself, not something introduced from the outside by the political party. The proletarian movement is not to be moulded by sectarian principles; the proletariat can achieve subjectivity only through its own self-development.

The rise of industrial unionism is the first sign that the second stage of the mental evolution of our class is rapidly passing away. And the fact that it had its inception amongst men actually engaged in the work of trade union organisation, and found its inspiration in a recognition of the necessities born of the struggles of the workers, and not in the theories of any political party – this fact is the most cheering sign of the legitimacy of its birth and the most hopeful augury of its future. For we must not forget that it is not the theorist who makes history; it is history in its evolution that makes the theorists. And the roots of history are to be found in the workshops, fields and factories.

Connolly is well aware that the capitalist class will not allow labour a free hand in building the structure of the new order within the framework of the capitalist order. He compares the battles at the point of production, fought between capital and labour, to the European ‘battles between old dynasties’. Belgium, the battleground, was the cockpit of Europe.

In like manner we can say that the workshop is the cockpit of civilisation because in the workshops has been and will be fought out those battles between the new and the old methods of production, the issues of which change the face and the history of the world.

Connolly affirms that the ‘economic heart of the nation’ is the live reality which the working class must conquer. The social revolution has priority over the political revolution.

I have said that the capitalist class became a revolutionary class when it realised that it held control of the economic heart of the nation. I may add when the working class is in the same position it will also as a class become revolutionary, it will also give effective political expression to its economic strength. The capitalist class grew into a political party when it looked around and found itself in control of the things needed for the life of the individual and the State, when it saw that the ships carrying the commerce of the nation were its own, when it saw that the internal traffic of the nation was in the hands of its agents, when it saw that the feeding, clothing and sheltering of the ruling class depended on the activities of the subject class, when it saw itself applied to furnish finance to equip the armies and fleets of the King and nobles; in short, when the capitalist class found that all the arteries of commerce, all the agencies of production, all the mainsprings of life in fact, passed through their hands as blood flows through the human heart – then and only then did capital raise the banner of political revolt and from a class battling for concession become a class leading its forces to the mastery of society at large.

Connolly repeats the Marxist axiom that politics acts to realise potentialities immanent in existing social relations. Socialism requires social revolution and not merely a political revolution. Social revolution will, however, have a political expression. Connolly does not neglect politics but, rather, argues that industrial organisation of the working class will enable the workers themselves to become the masters of all the agencies of production, of all the mainsprings of life. And it is this that enables the working class to conquer politically.

This leads me to the last axiom of which I wish you to grasp the significance. It is this that the fight for the conquest of the political state is not the battle, it is only the echo of the battle. The real battle is the battle being fought out every day for the power to control industry, and the gauge of the progress of that battle is not to be found in the number of votes making a cross beneath the symbol of a political party, but in the number of these workers who enrol themselves as an industrial organisation with the definite purposes of making themselves masters of the industrial equipment of society in general.

That battle will have its political echo, that industrial organisation will have its political expression. If we accept the definition of working class political action as that which brings the workers as a class into direct conflict with the possessing class AS A CLASS, and keeps them there, then we must realize that NOTHING CAN DO THAT SO READILY AS ACTION AT THE BALLOT-BOX.

In no way does Connolly neglect the political action and movement of labour.

Such action strips the working class movement of all traces of such sectionalism as may, and indeed must, cling to strikes and lock outs, and emphasizes the class character of the Labour Movement. IT IS THEREFORE ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE FOR THE EFFICIENT TRAINING OF THE WORKING CLASS ALONG CORRECT LINES THAT ACTION AT THE BALLOT-BOX SHOULD ACCOMPANY ACTION IN THE WORKSHOP.
I am convinced that this will be the ultimate formation of the fighting hosts of Labour. The workers will be industrially organised on the economic field, and until that organisation is perfected, whilst the resultant feeling of class consciousness is permeating the minds of the workers, the Socialist Labour Party will carry on an independent campaign of education and attack upon the political field, and as a consequence will remain the sole representative of the socialist idea in politics. But as industrial organisation grows, feels its strength, and develops the revolutionary instincts of its members, there will grow also the desire for a closer union and identification of the two wings of the army of Labour.

But it is the working class that must constitute itself into a political party, as part of its own development as a revolutionary class.

Two things must be kept in mind – viz., that a Socialist Political Party not emanating from the ranks of Labour is, as Karl Marx phrased it, simply a Socialist sect, ineffective for the final revolutionary act, but that also the attempt to craft organised unions to create political unity before they have laid the foundation of industrial unity in their own, the economic field, would be an instance of putting the cart before the horse.

Connolly, therefore, affirms the correct relationship between politics and society. The industrial organisation of the working class enables the fusion of politics and economics which defines socialism.

But when the foundation of the industrial union is finally secured then nothing can prevent the union of the economic and political forces of Labour. I look forward to the time when every economic organisation will have its Political Committee, just as it has its Organisational Committee or its Strike Committee.

Industrial organisation is the absolute condition of effective political action. Political action without this foundation is groundless and impotent.

When time comes we will be able to count our effective vote before troubling the official ballot-box, simply by counting our membership in the allied organisations, we will be able to estimate our capacity for the revolutionary act of Social Transformation simply by taking stock of the number of industries we control and their importance relative to the whole system, and when we find that we control the strategic industries in society, then society must bend to our will – or break.

Connolly’s argument is classically Marxist. The starting point of Marx’s analysis was the separation of the state from civil society. The state, as a result, became an abstract political sphere raised above the true reality of civil society. The working class should organise itself on the terrain of civil society. Socialism can only come through a social revolution that facilitates the practical reappropriation of social power, alienated to the state and capital, and their exercise through organised social bodies – an industrially organised society administered through the trade unions, a syndicalist might argue.

The point is that the workers organisation must be rooted in material reality and not in the abstraction of the political sphere. The working class organises itself according to the material interests which it holds in common, not according to political ideals that would divide the workers according to abstract and a priori principles of rationality. Connolly opposes the political-economic movement of the proletariat that he has theorised to the political party.

Compare the political action of such a body with that of any party we know. Political parties are composed of men and women who meet together to formulate a policy and programme to vote upon. They set up a political ticket in the hope of getting people, most of whom they do not know, to vote for them, and when the vote is at last cast, it is cast by men whom they have not organised, do not know, and cannot rely on to use in their own defence. We have proven that such a body can make propaganda, for Socialist principles, but it can never function as the weapon of an industrially organised working class. To it such a party will always be an outside body, a body not under its direct control, but the political weapon of the Industrial Organised Working Class will be a weapon of its own forging and wielded by its own hands.

There is more than enough in this passage to make Connolly suspect from the Leninist point of view. As opposed to introducing socialism ‘from the outside’ through the revolutionary party, Connolly presents industrial unionism as undoubtedly an organisational form forged and wielded by the workers, developing their class capacities and enabling them to create the new social order within the framework of the old.

I believe it to be incumbent upon organised Labour to meet the class class upon every field where it can operate to our disadvantage. Therefore I favour direct attacks upon the control of governmental powers through the ballot box, but I wish to see these attacks supported by economic organisation. In short, I believe that there is no function performed by a separate political party that the economic organisation cannot help it to perform much better and with greater safety to working class interests. Let us be clear as to the function of Industrial Unionism. That function is to build up an industrial republic inside the shell of the political State, in order that when the industrial republic is fully organised it may crack the shell of the political State and step into the place in the scheme of the universe. But in the process of upbuilding, during the period of maturing the mechanism of the political State can be utilized to assist in the formation of the embryo Industrial Republic.

Connolly Socialism Made Easy 1908

Connolly’s understanding is organic and immanentist. Socialism is not just ‘built’, as though legislated or implemented as a party political programme. Socialism is the immanent society that exists already as a  repressed potential. The working class must realise this potential contained in the social structure by winning the battle for control in society. The workers must assert their social power. Connolly affirms the priority of the economic over the political.

In Cromwellian England, in Colonial America, in Revolutionary France, the real political battle did not begin until after the bourgeoisie, the capitalist class, had become the dominant class in the nation. Then they sought to conquer political power in order to allow their economic power to function freely.

Connolly Socialism Made Easy

At risk of presenting Marxism as an economic determinism, the political expresses the will of economic relations (Marx The Poverty of Philosophy). The task facing socialists and the proletarian movement is to ensure that socialist relations replace capitalist relations:

In all three countries the political rebellion was but the expression of the will of a class already in possession of economic power. This is in conformity with the law of human evolution, that the new system can never overthrow the old until it itself is fully matured and able to assume all the useful functions of the one they seek to dethrone?

Connolly Socialism Made Easy

Again, there is an acute awareness of the need to create the organs capable of assuming political and economic power and hence performing the legitimate functions of any political and social order. The revolution is no mere mechanical act but is a process that dissolves (alien) political and economic power into social bodies under the conscious control of the working class. Thus the workers have to have developed the capacity to assume the governing functions of the social order. The workers will control the apparatus of production and this will enable it to assume political power, dissolving it into its own social organs of self-government. Political force (alien) will therefore be transformed into social power (organic).

This social revolution, for Connolly, depends upon the industrial organisation of the proletariat.

The conquest of political power by the working class waits upon the conquest of economic power and must function through the economic organisation.

Connolly Socialism Made Easy

Connolly does not expect some peaceful evolution. He does not see a slow and gradual building of the socialist republic within the capitalist framework as occurring without a fight. Industrial organisations are fighting organisations.

Industrialism is more than a method of organisation – it is a science of fighting.

Connolly International Socialist Review Feb 1910

Our party must become the political expression of the fight in the workshop, and draw its inspiration therefrom. Everything which tends to strengthen and discipline the hosts of labour tends irresistibly to swell the ranks of the revolutionary movement, and everything which tends to divide and disorganize the hosts of labour tends also to strengthen the forces of capitalism. The most dispersive and isolating force at work in the labour movement today is craft unionism, the most cohesive and unifying force, industrial unionism.

Connolly International Socialism Review Feb 1910

Connolly meets head on the objection that the industrial unionists are neglectful of politics.

In view of that fact all objections which my comrades make to industrial unionism on the grounds of the supposedly, or truly, anti-political bias of many members of the Industrial Workers of the World is quite beside the mark. That question at the present stage of the game is purely doctrinaire. The use or non-use of political action will not be settled by the doctrinaires who may make it their hobby today, but will be settled by the workers who use the Industrial Workers of the World in their workshop struggles. And if at any time the conditions of a struggle in shop, factory, railroad or mine necessitate the employment of political action those workers so organised will use it, all theories and theorists to the contrary notwithstanding. In their march to freedom the workers will use every weapon they find necessary.

Connolly International Socialist Review Feb 1910

The working class, as the revolutionary class, will indeed be able to create the organisational forms appropriate to their self-determined needs. These forms will give expression to the aspirations of the workers, proletarian subjectivity and autonomy. The working class itself, therefore, determines its own political agenda and politically expresses its own interests and needs. Doctrinaires, waging an abstract class struggle through ‘the party’ as an ideal instrument, cannot achieve this workers’ socialism.

Far from being ‘economistic’, Connolly reaffirms Marx’s view that trade unions are schools for socialism. Connolly has every respect for the workers and their capacity to develop a socialist consciousness. The working class can create the socialist-proletarian methods of organisation, thought and action that the party political socialists (Kautsky, Lenin) were concerned to deny. The tragic irony is that Kautsky and Lenin (Social Democracy and Communism), in denying the workers’ autonomous ability to develop socialist consciousness and organisations, could not themselves transcend bourgeois methods and conceptions but instead only create a managerial politics that was bourgeois to the core. Against this, one can cite Connolly and his workers’ socialism.

As the economic struggle is the preparatory school and training ground for socialists it is our duty to help guide along right lines the effort of the workers to choose the correct kind of organisation to fight their battles in that conflict. According as they choose aright or wrongly, so will the development of class-consciousness in their minds be hastened or retarded by their everyday experience in class struggle.

Connolly International Socialist Review Feb 1910

Connolly therefore puts the emphasis upon the reality shaping, self-transforming class power of the proletariat. Connolly gives an articulate presentation of the idea of industrial unionism. Prominent in Connolly’s argument is the view that the means and ends interpenetrate. Hence Connolly’s emphasis upon the process whereby the foundation of the new social order is laid within the shell of the old.

Connolly makes Marx’s argument on the ‘dual’ character of the trade unions. The unions are organisations for enabling labour to struggle against capital within capitalist relations. But they can also be revolutionary organisations, enabling the working class to transcend capitalist relations.

The workers build their own organs of self-administration and these become the foundation of the new social order. These organs enable the workers to assume the functions for governing society.

This, Connolly explains, is the idea behind industrial unionism.

In the year of grace 1905 a convention of American Labour bodies was held in Chicago for the purpose of promoting a new working class organisation on more militant and scientific lines. The result of that convention was the establishment of the Industrial Workers of the World – the first Labour organisation to organise itself with the definite idea of taking over and holding the economic machinery of society. The means proposed to that end – and it is necessary to remember that the form of organisation adopted was primarily intended to accomplish that end, and only in the second degree as a means of industrial warfare against capitalism – was the enrolment of the working class in unions built upon the lines of the great industries. It was the idea of the promoters of new organisation that craft interests and technical requirements should be met by the creation of branches, that all such branches should be represented in a common executive, that all united should be members of an industrial union which should embrace all branches and be co-extensive with the industry, that all industrial unions should be linked as members of one great union, and that one membership card should cover the whole working class organisation. Thus was to be built up a working-class administration which should be capable of the revolutionary act of taking over society, and whose organisers and officers should in the preliminary stages of organising and fighting constantly remember, and remembering, teach, that no new order can replace the old until it is capable of performing the work of the old, and performing it more efficiently for human needs.

Connolly Forward 23 May 1914

In this article Connolly makes it clear that the class takes priority over the organisation. Connolly does not fetishize the organisational form. It is the class, not the organisation, which possesses existential significance. Connolly’s overwhelming emphasis is on the action of the working class, its own development and attainment of consciousness. Thus Connolly refers to ‘that working class spirit which is more important than any organisation’ (Forward 23 May 1914).


5 FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY SYNDICALISM

The origins of revolutionary syndicalism lie in France and the reaction against reformist state socialism. Revolutionary syndicalism was, however, much more than this. It developed a thoroughgoing and a coherent theory and practice of the self-governing society. It also developed a critique of revolutionary party-state socialism that, well before the Bolshevik Revolution, anticipated the authoritarian tendencies in the ‘revolutionary party’ achieving state power.

Most explicitly, the French Revolutionary Syndicalists repudiated the reformist and parliamentary socialism that came with party politics. This parliamentary socialism was associated most clearly with Jean Jaures and most controversially with Alexander Millerand, the man who joined a government containing the ‘butcher of the Commune’.

The French revolutionary syndicalists were concerned to expose the fallacy underlying parliamentary socialism. The state is not neutral instrument but a class instrument that is integrated with the power of capital, defending capital through an apparatus of coercion. As such an instrument of class power and coercion, the state could not simply be captured by electoral means and used to legislate socialism into existence, par decret du people, as it were. Parliamentary institutions are inextricably connected with bourgeois relations and cannot therefore serve as a vehicle for working class emancipation. Working class emancipation is a self-emancipation in which workers’ transform social relations through their self-organisation.

The revolutionary syndicalists made Pannekoek’s argument that the party-state socialists, working through parliament, had transformed socialism into a ‘passive radicalism’. For socialism is not to be achieved from below, by the working class, but from above, through the agency of parliament and the political party. The working class remain passive in the whole process. Moreover, such a passive radicalism reinforces the state power – hence keeping social relations unchanged – whereas the point is to dissolve this state power, as political (legitimate) government into social bodies discarding the coercive class functions. This is how Marx justified the Paris Commune.

The Paris Commune was, of course, to serve as a model to all the great industrial centres of France.. the old centralised government would in the provinces, too, have to give way to the self-government of the producers... the commune was to be the political form of even the smallest country hamlet, and that in the rural districts the standing army was to be replaced by a national militia, with an extremely short term of service. The rural communes of every district were to administer their common affairs by an assembly of delegates in the central town, and these district assemblies were again to send deputies to the national delegation in Paris, each delegate to be at any time revocable and bound by the mandat imperatif (formal instructions) of his constituents. The few but important functions which still would remain for a central government were not to be suppressed . . but were to be discharged by Communal, and therefore strictly responsible agents. The unity of the nation was not to be broken, but, on the contrary, to be organised by the Communal constitution and to become a reality by the destruction of the state power which claimed to be the embodiment of that unity independent of, and superior to, the nation itself, from which it was but a parasitic excrescence. While the merely repressive organs of the old governmental power were to be amputated, its legitimate functions were to be wrested from an authority usurping preeminence over society itself, and restored to the responsible agents of society. Instead of deciding once in three or six years which member of the ruling class was to misrepresent the people in parliament, universal suffrage was to serve the people, constituted in communes, as individual suffrage serves every other employer in the search for the workmen and managers in his business. -And it is well known that companies, like individuals, in matters of real business generally know how to put the right man in the right place, and, if they for once make a mistake, to redress it promptly. On the other hand, nothing could be more foreign to the spirit of the Commune than to supersede universal suffrage by hierarchic investiture.

Marx CWF FI 1974:210/1

Government is thus fully accountable and transparent, based upon responsible, revocable agents organised in society. Marx presents a view of direct democracy based upon a principle of functional representation.

The French revolutionary syndicalists exposed the political passivity of the parliamentary socialists believed that the power of the capitalist class could be gradually undermined through parliamentary reforms corresponding to changes in the capitalist economy. Indeed, these social (parliamentary) democrats believed that the transition to socialism could be peaceful, reasonable and legal, an optimistic view deriving from the ideals of the Enlightenment. It was believed that socialism would occur through a process of social evolution. Political action through parliament would simply confirm the socialism implicit in the socialisation of production. This socialisation opened up contradictions between the forces and the relations of production which could be resolved only through socialism. A clear assumption behind this argument is that socialism was evolving through the process of capitalist development. The problem with this is that it ignores Marx’s argument that the objective and unsocial socialisation of the capitalist economy has no socialist character without the alteration of social relations. The social/parliamentary democrats ignored the necessity of abolishing capitalist class relations and of replacing them with socialist relations. In short, they failed to take the question of revolution seriously which merely meant that capitalist socialisation continued to proceed from capitalist relations.

The revolutionary syndicalists clearly perceived the dangers and delusions of the social democratic, parliamentary road to socialism. For it encouraged amongst the working class the belief that need not act to achieve socialism, merely transfer their initiative and responsibility – call it sovereignty – to parliamentary agents and wait for these politicians to legislate socialism into existence. One slight problem in this benevolent process was that the socialist party had to first win a majority in order to form a government. The class struggle was thus translated into the parliamentary and electoral struggle, a struggle prosecuted wholly on the terrain of the abstract bourgeois political society. The working class were thus deactivated, disorganised and demobilised. They were now voters – individual and isolated – rather than workers, potential producer-citizens participating in a public community. They were excluded from political activity and rendered passive. The parliamentary and electoral struggle involves the bureaucratic conception of politics as the management and manipulation of ‘the masses’. The masses, that is, as a passive object to be subject to political control from above. Against this, the revolutionary syndicalists demanded political participation for everyone, certainly in relation to their productive activity. The working class had to act to achieve socialism for themselves and certainly could not rely upon bourgeois politicians whose activity was exclusively parliamentary and electoral. The revolutionary syndicalists suspected that bourgeois politicians, removed from the public, were so benevolent or benign. Moreover, the syndicalists also appreciated that proletarian subjectivity was the very heart of the revolutionary process. Socialism does not refer to the institutional machinery which politicians can set above building. It refers to working class autonomy, a new consciousness. The class had to make socialism, transforming society and transforming themselves in the process.

The revolutionary syndicalists assigned a prominent place to producer values and argued that the working class as the productive class could regenerate society. The great fear was that the political passivity of parliamentary socialism would incorporate the working class within bourgeois society and its institutions, reconciling the workers to the system through social reforms and material gains. Bourgeois society and institutions would thus win out as workers, passive and depoliticised, reconciled themselves to an existent reality.

The key figures in French revolutionary syndicalism are Fernand Pelloutier, Victor Griffuelhes, Émile Pouget, Paul Delesalle, Hubert Lagardelle, Edouard Berth, Pierre Monatte and Georges Sorel. Again, certain myths misrepresentations have to be rejected from the beginning. These individuals were known to each other, no distinction exists between theoretical and practical syndicalists, the philosophers of the nouvelle école of socialism and the working class militants of the CGT did maintain relations. Thus, for example, Griffuelhes and Pouget contributed regular articles to Lagardelle’s Le Mouvements Socialiste; Berth and Lagardelle worked with the CGT leadership on the Syndicalist papers L’Action directe, L’Avant-garde and La Revolution; Lagardelle and Pouget debated with Durkheim when the syndicalists had to respond to public criticisms over its stand on class war and patriotism; Sorel wrote the preface to Griffuelhes’ Les Objectifs de nos lutes de class and sent complimentary copies of Reflections on Violence to Griffuelhes, Delesalle and Yvetot, the general secretary of the Bourses du Travail section of the CGT. The connections between the individuals associated with revolutionary syndicalism are, therefore, demonstrable.
 
Why is this such an important issue? There have been denials that such connections existed, assertions that theoreticians and practitioners of revolutionary syndicalism were detached from each other and doubts as to whether a revolutionary syndicalist movement as something coherently revolutionary existed, as opposed to some spontaneous revolt of the workers.

Such misrepresentation was encouraged by the explicit ouvrierisme and anti-intellectualism of the syndicalist movement. The belief in the primacy of the producer and the celebration of  a producers’ ethic necessarily meant downgrading the importance of politicians and theoreticians in the socialist movement. It would be difficult for such a movement to be able to reserve much of a space for intellectuals and for theory and to be able to assign a prominent position to the theoretical dimension. Certainly the syndicalist movement privileged the working class and was revolutionary in the most practical sense. Nevertheless, whilst such an explicit workerist and anti-inellectualist position lends itself to caricature, it is clearly the case that supporting a very genuine ouvrierism is a philosophical position which gives a much more profound justification for revolutionary syndicalism than was presented in the British and American movements. 

The position is much more complex than it would appear. Revolutionary syndicalism was continually presented as a practical movement. The revolutionary syndicalists were indeed practical revolutionaries. But they also took ideas seriously and incorporated a theoretical dimension into their practical activity.

What the syndicalists were most concerned to guard against was the infiltration of bourgeois intellectuals into the workers’ movement, introducing bourgeois attitudes, corrupting and dominating the workers and blocking proletarian self-development. Thus, Monatte, writing in 1952, referred to the intellectuals entering the socialist movement as ‘without any sentiment of class … without freeing themselves from their own sense of superiority’. The intervention of such intellectuals in the workers movement would clearly have a destructive influence and arrest the development of the working class. Proletarian self-emancipation would be effectively blocked. The important thing is that the working class should become able to generate its own ideas and intellectuals, not have them imposed from the outside. The syndicalists therefore looked to protect the workers’ movement against intellectuals who would be parasitic upon the class, achieving positions of political power and privilege for themselves on the back of the working class.

But intellectuals did have a role in theorising and supporting the syndicalist movement. And syndicalism did possess such intellectuals. What mattered is that intellectuals theorised the real movement of the class rather than pressing that class movement into the pre-determined categories of theoreticians. As Lagardelle wrote in 1905:

At L’Avant-garde and Le Mouvement socialiste, where the ‘worker’ members are more numerous than the ‘intellectual’ members, we are only the interpreters of a real movement, which is exterior to us, which we do not create, and of which we only translate its principal expressions.

H Lagardelle ‘Intellectuals et Syndicalisme’, L’Avant-garde, 3 September 1905

Marx had argued that the proletarian movement is not to be moulded ‘from the outside’ according to ‘sectarian principles’. ‘Sectarian’ in this sense means separate from the working class. Marx describes the proletarian movement as ‘conscious participation’ in the historical process (Herr Vogt). Ideally, the proletariat should generate its own ideas and intellectuals as something ‘organic’. But Marx himself was from outside the working class. Should he not then have been excluded from the proletarian movement? Not as a supporter of that movement, theorising the real movement and developing theoretical perspectives which the workers’ could incorporate into their class praxis.

For Lagardelle, intellectuals had a legitimate role to play as supporters of the proletarian movement. Nevertheless, they still remained outside of that movement.

Syndicalist scepticism towards intellectuals is thus apparent. This could lead to a situation in which Fernand Pelloutier, who had every reason to claim to be the father of Revolutionary Syndicalism, was not allowed to take his rightful place in the movement. As Sorel wrote to Berth in 1912, because Pelloutier was a ‘déclassé .. the revolutionaries always had the feeling that they had a stranger in their midst’ (Lettres de Georges Sorel a Edouard Berth: Troisieme partie 1911-1917, Cahiers Georges Sorel, 5 1987:174/5).

The ouvrierisme of the revolutionary syndicalist movement was for real and was justified in terms of developing working class political (governing), organisational, intellectual and moral capacities. These skills and abilities could not be imported from the outside without blocking proletarian self-development.

One final myth to lay to rest is that revolutionary syndicalism, as an activist, extra-parliamentary movement, led directly to fascism. This is a crude and superficial view that fails to make the clear distinctions that separate syndicalism, as a revolutionary and workers’ socialism, from fascist activism as a right wing revolt. True, syndicalism and fascism shared a critique of parliamentary representation. But this does not mean that functional representation through producers’ self-governing organs is the same as a fascist corporatism which integrates the relation between the big state and capital.

French revolutionary syndicalism proceeded from what had been Marx’s starting point – the classic bourgeois separation of the state from civil society. Given this separation, Marx argued, there is a split between the public and the private realms. There is a bifurcation in the human being, split between the citoyen and homme privé. But, Marx notes, the political sphere is an abstract sphere divorced from the real life of industry, work and commerce. The equality provided by the political sphere was thus formal and was quite compatible with a reality of inequality.

And it was upon this contradiction that the revolutionary syndicalists focused. The rights of the citizen were merely abstract and were contradicted by the reality of subjugation and degradation facing the producer. Universal suffrage had made all the working class members of a parliamentary democracy as voters. Contrary to the claims of the parliamentary socialists, however, this had not brought socialism closer. If the Republic had diminished aristocratic and clerical power, it had also created a new political elite drawn from the bourgeoisie. It was the bourgeoisie, not the working class, who had benefited from parliamentary democracy. Indeed, as late as 1884, after Marx’s death, the trade unions or syndicates were still illegal. Even after legal status had been obtained employers in the main still refused to recognise the unions right to negotiate on behalf of their members. And so very far from state ownership and control offering a solution, trade union membership was prohibited for state employees.

One can therefore understand the revolutionary syndicalist movement as a reaction to this social and political exclusion suffered by the proletariat. Marginalised in this way, the syndicalists could indeed develop the idea of proletarian autonomy. The proletariat were independent of the existing social and political order for the very simple reason that they were excluded from that order. What the syndicalists attempted to do was to turn this exclusion to their advantage by cultivating amongst the proletariat a sense of their autonomy as the productive class, the class upon which society rests. Through this movement of proletarian autonomy the syndicalists hoped to turn the exclusion imposed upon the working class into a conscious revolutionary commitment by the workers to transform the political and social order.

This does, in part, explain the importance of revolutionary syndicalism in France. The Proudhonist workers’ self-management could make a great deal of sense in the context of nineteenth century politics in France. From the July Monarchy under the ‘bourgeois king’ Louis Phillippe to the failure of Louis Blanc’s State Socialism under the Second Republic (1848-1852) to the Second Empire of Napoleon III, the workers were, first of all, effectively excluded and finally actually excluded from politics. They, therefore, had to rely upon their own efforts. Associationalism was not something originating with the syndicalists but ran through French socialism in the nineteenth century. It also had an influence upon Marx, finding its way into the Manifesto but also in later works as the freely associated producers.

Given this background it can certainly be understood why ‘politics’ could be held in so little esteem. For, in a very real sense, ‘politics’ was something abstract and external, separated from the workers in society and in hostile relation to them. Politics was ‘bourgeois’ and corrupt. The workers were excluded from politics but, in any case, should seek to exclude themselves from such a dubious business. Politics corrupted and divided the workers whereas material interests activated and united the class.

Imagine, then, the difficulties that faced Jules Guesde and his Parti ouvrier francais. For Guesde was a party-state socialist looking to develop what was considered to be the ‘orthodox’ Marxist position in France. The revolutionary syndicalists were in no doubt that this ‘marxist’ attempt to realise socialism through political action, especially through parliamentary institutions, was plainly a delusion.

Guesde stated the classic party-state socialist argument that industrial action and organisation by the working class should be strictly subordinate to the political action of the party and the politicians. Industrial action, in short, was secondary to political action and of much less significance. And, sure enough, with the creation of the Fédération Nationale des Syndicats following the legislation of the trade unions in 1884 the attempt was continuously made to subordinate the syndicates to the control of the political party (M Branciard, Syndicats et parties, vol I 1879-1947 1982). Attempts to turn independent workers organisations into mere appendages of the political party are many in the history of socialism. For the party political socialists do not and cannot doubt their legitimacy as the ‘enlightened’ leaders of the working class movement. The political party embodies the true proletarian consciousness, the party socialists genuinely believe. As such, independent workers’ organisations are to be subordinated to the control of the political party in the interests of the workers’ themselves.

In the French context Guesde had a rough time. There were many, such as the Blanquists led by Edouard Vaillant, who made a virtue of the independence of the syndicates as workers’ organisations. There were those who argued that proletarian self-emancipation meant precisely what it said, that it is the proletariat, through their own organisations, who achieve their own emancipation, not the party of professional politicians or revolutionaries who achieve emancipation for the working class. The failure to situate the relation between political and industrial action, party and class upon the proletarian movement, and thus to argue that it is the working class who, in their self-development, come to constitute their class interests in a political party, continued to blight socialist politics. It is a failure that derives from the inability to overcome the bourgeois separation between politics and economics and to take seriously the class praxis of the proletariat. The working class is an actor in politics, not a mere object to be manipulated this way and that.

The legislation of the trade unions and the increase in strike activity only served to increase the difficulties of the party political socialists. Coming into the 1890’s, it became less and less obvious that the workers were impotent without the political party. They were acting themselves, though their own organisations. Initial scepticism towards strikes gradually disappeared with the extensive and often successful strike activity in the years 1878-1880. Strike activity came to be considered as a natural and legitimate weapon to be wielded by the working class in pursuit of their objectives. Throughout the 1880’s the question of strikes was discussed at all the major workers’ congresses. This process culminated in 1894 when, at Nantes, a majority at the Fédération Nationale des Syndicats gave their support to the principle of the general strike. This is important. For there has been a tendency to consider the general strike as functioning as a myth to mobilise the workers. The general strike was not a myth. The commitment to it was preceded by increased, widespread strike activity. In short, the practice came before theory.

At the 1894 Congress it was decided to create a new organisation. The Confédération générale du travail (CGT). By this time Guesde’s attempt to establish the domination of the socialist party over the labour movement had come under threat from other forms of working class organisation. The Bourses du Travail (Labour Exchange) movement was an attempt at working class organisation independent of the state and the socialist political party. The first bourse opened in Paris in 1887. There were fourteen such bourses by the time of the constituent congress of the Fédération des Bourses du Travail took place in 1892. By 1908 there were one hundred and fifty seven.

The Bourses du Travail were initially created as labour exchanges, with the express intent of facilitating the movement of labour. The bourses, however, came to develop a much greater significance than this. They became a place for all the local syndicates to meet and hence became independent centres for trade union activity. From the very beginning, the Bourses du Travail abstained from political activity and insisted upon independence from the state and from socialist parties.

The Bourses du Travail movement thus established a network of proletarian organisations that had succeeded in resisting the attempt of the party socialists to subject the labour movement to political control. The Bourses du Travail movement sustained a network of national workers organisation that was independent of party political control. The independence of the syndicats had been secured and given a permanent structure through which to contrive to resist attempts at political control.

The Bourses were a form of proletarian self-organisation which abolished the institutional separation between the state and civil society which characterised bourgeois society. The Bourses thus operated as the embryonic form of the new proletarian public order, the new society being created within the shell of the old.

Unfortunately, proletarian autonomy came with a certain loss in organisational efficiency. Decentralisation in organisational structure could create greater opportunity for the expression of autonomy but it also meant a certain overlapping of competences and competition for and between constituencies. The syndicats were joined horizontally through the Bourses du Travail and vertically with the different federations for each industry. Not until 1902 did the Federations des Bourses du Travail and the CGT merge. It took another decade for a more coordinated structure to be established.

Organisational inefficiency was accompanied by numerical deficiency. Years of recruitment to 1914 brought the total membership of the CGT to only 600 000. Compare this with the expansion of trade union membership in Britain from 2 600 000 in 1909 to 4 000 000 in 1914.

And yet, despite weaknesses, the strike wave unleashed by the CGT from 1902 caused alarm. The strikes were dramatic, widespread and lengthy, increasing tension and conflict and generating a genuine fear and panic amongst the bourgeoisie. The authorities looked upon the strike wave with increasing alarm. With good reason. The CGT mobilised the workers and had an impact to an extent all out of proportion to what one could expect given organisational and numerical weaknesses. There were 1026 stoppages in 1904, resulting in nearly 4 000 000 work days lost. The respective figures for 1906 were 1309 stoppages. Most importantly, some 438 500 workers participated in these stoppages, a record number. In the October of this year the CGT Congress at Amiens a majority of 834 to 8 endorsed the Charter of Amiens as a statement of aims.

The CGT brings together, outside every political school of thought, all those workers conscious of the struggle necessary to obtain the disappearance of wage earners and employees.

The Charter of Amiens is the clearest statement of the principles and aims of French Revolutionary Syndicalism. This document was drawn up in accordance with the decisions taken at the Amiens Congress of 1906. Here, the syndicalists declared their hostility towards parliamentary institutions, piecemeal reforms, socialist politicians, anarchists and all other forces, actions and 'sects' extraneous to the revolutionary trade union movement. 

Three different streams were represented at the Congress: 
(1) reformist trade unionism, which advocated the strict separation of union and political activity; 
(2) 'political' syndicalism, which held that trade union activity is inherently political. This view maintained that ties between the French Socialist Party and the CGT need to be strengthened in order to maximise the gains of the labour movement as a whole; 
(3) revolutionary syndicalism, which argued for the complete autonomy of the working class organised in trade unions and sought to overthrow the capitalist regime through the General Strike. 
The revolutionaires won an overwhelming victory, approving Griffuelhes's motion by 834 to 9. The ideas and principles of the Charter of Amiens remained the guiding principles of the revolutionary syndicalist movement. Writing in L'Humanite, the daily newspaper of the French Communist Party, in 1920, Griffuelhes argued that it was at Amiens that Syndicalism emerged as a revolutionary ideology and movement independent of Socialism, Marxism and Anarchism. 

In the daily fight, Syndicalism pursues the co-ordination of workers' struggles, and the increase of working class welfare through the achievement of immediate reforms such as a decrease in the hours of the working day, increased salaries, etc.... But this task is only one aspect of Syndicalism, which also prepares the ground for complete emancipation. This can only be realised by the expropriation of the capitalists through the General Strike. The trade union, which today is a defensive institution, will be, in the future, the basis of production, distribution, and the re-organisation of society.

Maitron, Histoire du mouvement anorchiste, p. 296; Julliard, Autonomie ouvriere, pp. 199-222.

Such a view combined short term and long-term goals, pursuing immediate ‘economistic’ goals but connecting these with the long-term objective of overthrowing capitalism as a whole. In pursuing both immediate and long-term goals in this way, the revolutionary syndicalists rejected not only socialist politicians, but repudiated political parties and the parliamentary system as a whole. The syndicalists therefore extended their hostility towards professional politicians to the parliamentary system as such. Both Pouget and Hubert Lagardelle considered parliamentary democracy as a contradiction in terms, the management and manipulation of the passive masses by a political elite. In complete contrast, the producers formed an elite group representing the most healthy and productive and essential elements in society. Revolutionary syndicalism therefore saw itself as a struggle undertaken by the most crucial elements of society against all the parasitic forces in society - the clergy, the army, the politicians and the bureaucracy. Whereas the French Revolutionary tradition championed the inalienable right of universal suffrage, the syndicalists saw such political measures a the means by which the ruling class duped the population into sacrificing their productive energies and lives for the parasites, all dressed up in the mythical tones of la patrie - the country. As against these myths of national unity, the syndicalists insisted that the exploited of all lands had a common interest in overthrowing the exploiters. In attacking exploitation, the syndicalists were emphasising the centrality of class struggle, 'the alpha and beta of Marxism' which had been forgotten due to the influence of reformist politicians like Bernstein and Millerand on the one hand, and positivist intellectuals on the other. By stressing the historical inevitability of socialism, the apostles of scientific socialism had deprived Marxism of its ability to inspire proletarian effort and action, the very things essential to realising socialism. The syndicalists sought to recover the virtues of proletarian self-emancipation. (	Louzon, Introduction, p. 41; Jennings, Syndicalism in France, p. 40; see also Jennings, Georges Sorel, pp. 122-4.)

The Charter of Amiens stated the principle of proletarian autonomy but, more than this, consciously committed the workers’ movement to the attainment of revolutionary objectives. It was an affirmation that the industrial action and organisation of the workers’ could best secure workers’ (self) emancipation. The attempt to secure the domination of the political party over the labour movement always rested upon extremely fragile foundations in France. Guesde’s dogmatic and authoritarian approach to political leadership, as expressed through the French Workers’ Party (Parti Ouvriere Francais or POF) only served to make the task of subordinating the proletarian movement to political control all the more difficult. Apart from anything else, the socialist parties, supposedly providing the ‘expert’ political leadership of the labour movement, had shown themselves to be fractious, divided and doctrinaire. Far from uniting the class, political splits over what could seem minor points, spread naught but confusion. The low esteem of politics was reinforced. The workers had united easily enough around their class interests in the direct action syndicalist movement.

The authoritarianism and elitism, not to mention the factionalism, of the socialist political parties, could simply cause a reaction in another direction that would reinforce deficiencies, long standing. The syndicalists were revolutionary, but were the syndicates? One can cite Marx’s ‘dual’ interpretation of the character of trade unionism here. But were the Bourses du Travail the independent organisations of workers that they were claimed to be. Perhaps they expressed the workers aspirations of autonomy. But if they were independent of the socialist political parties their relation to the state is much more ambiguous. One could be critical of this network of proletarian organisations. For they were not strictly independent. Each particular bourse du travail was partly funded by the local municipality. This brought it, to some extent, within bourgeois society undermining the capacity and sapping the will to fight against bourgeois society. The bourse could function as part of the very society that the proletariat had to abolish.

One has to face the conclusion that the importance of French revolutionary syndicalism lies in the principles that one could extract from the movement, via a certain idealisation. The principles are turned against the practice as some attempt is made to show why the revolutionary declarations of the syndicalist movement could not be translated into a genuine transformative practice. The syndicalist movement, the argument goes, failed to equip itself with the revolutionary instruments adequate to the tasks set by the syndicalists themselves.

The limitations are there, and it is possible to establish a contradiction between the revolutionary declarations and intentions of those involved in the movement and the organisational means with which they equipped themselves. The critical assessment of revolutionary syndicalism suggests the absence or underdevelopment of a revolutionary consciousness, organisation and strategy. But there is nothing in this which justifies dogmatic party-state socialists whose continued insistence upon the political control of the working class movement continues to reproduce ‘politics’ as that abstract sphere which is removed from and external and hostile to the working class.

It is this alien and inherently bourgeois politics – politics separated from the social and from economic realities – which invites a reaction to the other extreme. The solution is to fuse both spheres, something requiring the abolition of the state and of capital. If French revolutionary syndicalism did not achieve this fusion but, rather, opted for political abstentionism, it can also be acknowledged that the party-state socialists, reformist and revolutionary, had no conception of or strategy for overcoming the separation of the state from civil society. Whilst recognising the limitations, then, it can still be argued that revolutionary syndicalism at least began as a social movement that sought to overcome the bourgeois separation of the state from civil society and sought to incorporate legitimate governmental functions into bodies organised on the social terrain.

The syndicalists had at least perceived the problem and had made a contribution to formulating the solution and putting a social movement on the right lines. And it is about opening up a field of possibilities, actually moving, rather than providing immediate solutions. It is a question of getting practical movement on to the right lines of development, thus aligning activity with actual possibilities.

What is to be done at any definite, given moment in the future, what is immediately to be done, depends of course, entirely on the given historical conditions in which one is to act… No equation can be solved unless the elements of its solution are involved in its terms.





Fernand Pelloutier is ‘the father of revolutionary syndicalism’ (Monatte, Fernand Pelloutier et Aristide Briand, RP, 308, August-September 1947:129). Pelloutier was born in 1867 and died in 1901 at the age of thirty four. He began as a radical republican, became an orthodox Marxist supporting Guesde but rapidly proceeded to revolutionary syndicalism. The decisive moment in Pelloutier’s development came in 1892 when he and Aristide Briand came to declare for the principle of the general strike. In 1895 Pelloutier became secretary of the Fédération des Bourses du Travail, a position that he held until his death in 1901. For Pelloutier the state centred reformist socialism of Millerand and Jaures was a delusion that would damage the workers movement and stunt its development by putting it under political control. For Pelloutier, only revolutionary syndicalism could develop a socialism of proletarian self-emancipation. In his journalism and his books and in his practical work Pelloutier sought to develop the organisational basis for a movement and a society embodying the principle of proletarian autonomy. In his journalism for L’Ouvrier des deux mondes (February 1897 to June 1899) and in his work in the Bourses du Travail movement Pelloutier made a contribution to the syndicalist movement that none could match.

Pelloutier repudiated the materialism and the class nature of bourgeois society.

Can you deny at the source of all disorder, of bad politics and bad morals, of greed and cruelty, of egoism and envy, one always finds money. Money is the beginning and end of everything.

Pelloutier, ‘Evolution et Révolution: lettre ouverte au docteur Pioget’, La Question sociale, December 1894

Pelloutier gave this moral condemnation a more precise form when criticising capitalism for replacing use value with exchange value, hence production for use with production for profit. As a result, products came to be priced not according to their intrinsic value but according to their exchange value, what they could obtain on the market. Such a system, based on exchange value, argues Pelloutier, necessarily serves the interests of those who possess capital against those of the consumer and the producer. The labour of the producer benefits only ‘the parasite, the rentier and the financier’.

To the extent that one can say that a man is rich, the less he has worked: his useful production is inversely proportionate to his wealth.

Pelloutier ‘L’Organisation Corporative et l’anarchie’, L’Art social, October 1896:98

As a result society is divided into two classes, a productive majority who work but who are also subject to enslavement and poverty and an idle and parasitic minority who live off the labour of the majority. Pelloutier goes on to detail the idlers who live off the producers labour. The market economy requires a class of intermediaries, merchants, who buy and sell and, as a result, extract the surplus value created by the producer. The worker does not, therefore, receive the full value of the product produced. The appropriating, exploiting class, however, must create the state as an instrument of class coercion in order to protect ill gotten gains against the claims of the dispossessed. The state, in turn, sustains a whole class of non-producers parasitic upon the labour of the workers – the military, the police, government officials, the judiciary. To the robbery performed by the capitalists is added the robbery performed by the state. The producers are thus materially impoverished and politically enslaved.

Pelloutier criticised the moral and social consequences of this economic system. It was impossible to secure the common good on the basis of a competitive, individualistic society that encouraged greed, egoism, fraud and corruption, even rewarded these vices materially. The majority were condemned to degradation and poverty so long as individual happiness could only be pursued through self-interest rather than working for the well being of all. Pelloutier opposes the healthy and vigorous ethic of the producers to the shallow and superficial morality of bourgeois society. Bourgeois society rested upon deception, corruption and hypocrisy; it encouraged and rewarded vice instead of virtue. Bourgeois society was to be replaced by a system which would ensure ‘the rational functioning of humanity’ (L’Organisation Corporative et l’anarchie). This new society could be achieved only by ensuring that goods of equal value are exchanged, with each product thus having a fixed price, with the producer receiving the full value of the labour performed ‘the economic and political parasites of the present social system’ – i.e. the economic intermediaries and the state employees as a class of non-producing idlers – would be eliminated. No longer subject to material impoverishment and political enslavement the workers could build society on a wholly new ethic, a producer ethic based upon cooperation and social responsibility.





For Pelloutier, the ‘society of the future’ would have as its content ‘the voluntary and free association of the producers’ (OCA). It is as such an association that Marx had defined socialism. It is in considering how this end could be realised that Pelloutier came to abandon the republican and party-state socialism that dominated French political life.

The reasons behind Pelloutier’s rejection of parliaments and of the parliamentary road to socialism can be glimpsed in the early demand for a closer connection between political representatives and the people whom they represented. What Pelloutier was concerned to achieve was a close, continuous and permanent connection between the electors and the elected. Pelloutier describes ‘the perfect representation’ of the electorate as being ‘the very essence of universal suffrage’ (Pelloutier, ‘Dans quatre ans’, La Democratie de l’Ouest, 8 June 1892).

Pelloutier’s hopes for the universal suffrage were doomed to disappointment. For the separation of the state from civil society meant that the close relationship between the government and the governed could not be achieved. Parliamentary democracy was separated from the demos, who themselves were rendered politically passive. For Pelloutier, electoral politics means little more than reducing politics to mass manipulation. Elections are a lottery, as the demos ends up voting for the politician ‘who lies most, puts up the largest number of posters, eloquently flatters popular vanity’ (Le Mois politique et Social’, L’Art Social, July 1896). Parliament merely became a means of personal advancement for the incompetent and ambitious members of the bourgeoisie. In no time at all, Pelloutier came to the conclusion that universal suffrage, entailing an abstract and indirect principle of representation, was a complete irrelevance when, in a future society, human beings came to govern their own affairs (Pelloutier Le Suffrage, TN, 28 September 1895). Pelloutier thus agues the political Republic has to be replaced by what he calls the ‘Social Republic’.

Thinking in this way, it can be understood why Pelloutier from the very earliest could repudiate the view that socialism could be achieved through a series of social reforms legislated through parliament. A state-sponsored socialism, Pelloutier was clear, would be characterised by all the authoritarianism of the state. It could not be a genuine socialism based upon free association and producers’ self-government. Pelloutier’s critique of the political Republic was thus generalised into a rejection of all attempts to reform society through present political institutions and economic relations. Far from the state being a neutral instrument which workers could use as a bulwark against the power of capital, the whole point of the state is ‘to protect superfluous or harmful political interests’. The state is an institution which protects the wealth, privilege and power of the dominant social class, the capitalist class; it cannot therefore be appropriated by the workers and used in an attack upon the propertied class (La Tare Parlementaire’, Le Journal du people, 20 February 1899; La Vie ouvriere en France Paris 1900; Histoire des Bourses du Travail 1902).

Pelloutier details the legislation that had supposedly been introduced to improve the workers’ conditions. This legislation dealt with such things as conditions, health and safety, hours of work, women and child labour, insurance against accidents. Pelloutier shows that this legislation was ineffective and counterproductive. The legislation was badly formulated, allowing employers to evade obligations. Moreover, the workers themselves had to pay for this ineffective legislation through higher taxes. ‘Legislative action is at one and the same time useless and dangerous’ (Qu’est-ce que la question sociale?, L’Art Social, Jan 1894; La conquete du pouvoir politique et l’Internationale, TN, 3 August 1895; Les Congres Ouvriers de Toulouse; L’Ouvrier des deux mondes, Nov 1897; La loi sur les accidents du travail’, Le Monde Ouvrier en France; Histoire des Bourses du Travail p53).

Pelloutier thus rejected the Millerand-Jaures reformist road to socialism. Socialism could not be introduced by piecemeal reforms, legislated through parliament. Parliamentary institutions will legislate social reforms only on the basis of existing social relations; they will not and cannot abolish those class relations. Reformism is thus a means of preserving existing relations. What is required, therefore, is fundamental social transformation entailing the root and branch elimination of capitalism and the political arm, the state. Without this social revolution, socialism could not be achieved. Instead, there would be attempts to realise socialism through the political Republic. Capitalist relations would be unchanged. Moreover, reforms that could be of benefit to the workers – and those, indeed, that did not benefit the workers – would be paid for by the working class themselves. The capitalist class would take steps not to be out of pocket. Pelloutier is thus clear that the power of money has to be challenged and eradicated (Morale, Le Democratie de l’Ouest 27 Nov 1892; Les Congres Ouvriers de Toulouse p147; La Vie ouvriere en France p276).

Pelloutier thus presented a thoroughgoing critique of parliamentary and statist socialism. The state was not a benign institution that could be ‘purified’ and ‘moralised’; it was not a ‘simple instrument of social organisation’. Socialists in all countries, organised into political parties, and participating in parliamentary institutions, were coming to argue for the political road to socialism through the agency of the party of professional politicians. For Pelloutier, however, this entailed a complete distraction of socialists from their goal. Socialists had come to identify the achievement of socialism with the strength of the party, the competition for political power, with the electoral struggle for votes, and with a change in personnel at the top of government.

Socialism, in effect, had been relocated from the social to the political sphere, and Pelloutier noted the deleterious consequences. The domination and centrality of politics and the competition for political power, Pelloutier argued, acted as a force for demoralisation, corruption and temptation in the socialist movement. Socialists came more to seek power and authority in the abstracted political realm and to identify less and less with the social activities and organisation of the working class. This relocation of socialism from the social to the political, from the below to the above, from the class to the party, really had the result that socialist politics became a training ground for authoritarians. Political parties operating through parliament and the state were not schools for socialism. Rather, these attracted the professional educated bourgeoisie who looked upon politics as a career within the state.

Pelloutier was concerned to cultivate the discontent of the workers. Reformism through political institutions promised but did not deliver improvements in the workers’ position. The working class was well aware that the road to socialism was more problematic than the reformist politicians had suggested. Pelloutier thus sought to reinforce in the workers movement the lesson that the peaceful and legal road to socialism was a snare and that only social revolution, through class organisation rooted in social reality and not party organisation operating through parliament was the only sure road to the society of free and equal producers. The socialist politicians had not realised it, and probably could not, but the workers had – the interests of capital and labour were diametrically opposed and hence the class struggle had to be prosecuted to the full by labour.

Pelloutier’s rejection of the statist and parliamentary road to socialism constituted a critique not only of reformist socialism but also of that revolutionary socialism which prioritised the capture of state power by the socialist party. The assumption that the state power could then be used to build socialism was one that Pelloutier was concerned to deny. Pelloutier, of course, had Guesde’s POF in mind when making these criticisms. The POF concentrated its efforts not upon the building of socialism through increasing working class organisation but upon the capture of state power, whether by electoral or revolutionary means. This political revolution, for Guesde, would precede the expropriation of the capitalist class. In arguing thus, Guesde was consistent with the thinking of the party-state socialists in all countries. Industrial action was secondary to and conditional upon political action.

But, surely, the social and economic action and organisation of the working class precedes its political activity? For Pelloutier, the POF strategy would simply mean the postponement of socialism to some uncertain and indefinite future (Pelloutier Lettre ouverte au citoyen Jules Guesde’s, La Democratie de l’Ouest, 5 Oct 1892).

Pelloutier rejects the conception of revolution as the insurrectionary seizure of state power, something that was part of the French Revolutionary Jacobin tradition. In doing so Pelloutier argued that those who benefited from all such revolutions in the past were not the workers, the mass of the people, but the bourgeoisie and the leaders of the insurgents. The working class had participated in an insurrection, losing their lives, only to put a new class in power. This argument mirrored Marx’s point that all hitherto revolution’s have resulted in the centralisation of political power in the state; the point, however, is to diffuse and decentralise this power, which is why Marx conceived of revolution as a process rather than as an event.

Pelloutier, too, shared this conception of revolution as a process based upon the self-activity and self-organisation of the revolutionary subject, the working class. For Pelloutier this revolutionary process had two main strands, the general strike and the development of the Bourses du Travail.

The general strike, Pelloutier argued, was a much more genuine and effective means of proletarian self-emancipation than was the parliamentary reformism or the insurrectionism of the socialist political party. After considering the idea of the general strike at length between 1890-91, Pelloutier became from 1892 its most consistent advocate. Keeping up a polemic with the Guesdists in the process, Pelloutier formulated his view in Qu’est-ce que la greve générale?’

For Pelloutier, the general strike had a great advantage over revolutionary insurrectionism in that it would be a ubiquitous process, a revolution that was ‘everywhere and nowhere’. With the insurrectionary seizure of power the authorities had an obvious and identifiable target. The revolutionaries could be isolated, surrounded and destroyed. But how could the army counteract the activities of workers at every factory, every mine, every railway?

Pelloutier thus comes to conceive of the general strike as something more than the simple refusal to work, a passive act. Rather, the general strike is not the precondition for revolution but actually is the revolution. In every town in the country the workers would come to take control of the instruments of production, take possession of the factories. And this is something that workers would do themselves, without prioritising the agency of the party or the state. Pelloutier thus argued that the working class would achieve its own emancipation as opposed to promoting socialist party leaders to state power.

We wish to emancipate ourselves, to free ourselves, but we do not wish to carry out a revolution, to risk our skin, to put Pierre the socialist in the place of Paul the radical.

Pelloutier Qu’est-ce que la greve générale?’

Pelloutier brings means and ends together. The means employed by the socialist movement must be appropriate to the end of socialist society as based upon the free association and self-government of the producers. It is less than clear how the agency of the party-state could act as the instrument of achieving this self-governing society. But it was clear to Pelloutier how the Syndicats and the Bourses du Travail could so function. These proletarian institutions would operate to create a society based upon:

the free association of each group of bakers in each bakery, of each group of locksmiths in each factory of locksmiths, in a word, free production.

Pelloutier Qu’est-ce que la greve générale?

The means must, therefore, lead to and not contradict the end of a free association of producers. The working class must act and organise itself and hence create the institutional basis of the new order within the framework of the old. This process is the revolution, or at least, it is revolutionary and culminates in revolution, the final emergence of the new order.





Pelloutier thus returns to this theme of social duty and responsibility combined with a libertarian social order. Pelloutier advocated the general strike as the best means of creating this libertarian social order. For it entailed a revolutionary process that took place on the level of society and hence avoided the tendencies to corruption and authoritarianism involved in political action. Indeed, the revolutionary process, proceeding from below, does not lead to the old political leadership or to political parties reconstituting the old state power but, on the contrary, actually involves the elimination of the state and centralised power and authority. It is a process of dissolution, society recapturing and reorganising its powers. Pelloutier thus took it as axiomatic that the process of production is the true reality of human beings, contrasting with the abstract character of the political sphere. The workers should organise in the sphere of this true reality rather than direct and channel their activities into the abstract political sphere.

What really stood out with the general strike was the perfect congruity of means and ends in the revolutionary process. Thus, if the end in view is the free association of the producers then the syndicats and the Bourses du Travail would function as organisational means in the constitution of such a free society; if the end is the emancipation of the proletariat, then the general strike and the bourses would express the self-activity and self-organisation that would give sense to proletarian self-emancipation.





Pelloutier affirmed the capacity of the working class to emancipate itself. For Pelloutier what matters is not just the emancipation of the proletariat but that this emancipation should be achieved by the proletariat themselves. Pelloutier took the view that any attempt at revolution which was not based upon the direct action of the workers themselves would necessarily lead to the old authoritarian and hierarchical political structures being established once more, the workers effectively coming to promote a socialist politics that reinforces their political enslavement and oppression. The point is to destroy these structures and to dissolve the legitimate governing power of the state into responsible social bodies.

For Pelloutier, the revolutionary process was characterised by the development by the proletariat of their political, organisational, intellectual and moral capacities. The only way to prevent the re-emergence of the old political structures is to ensure the genuine dissolution and restructuring of power through the proletariat coming to develop, by its own efforts, the requisite intellectual, organisational and technical capacities. This would enable not only a genuine revolutionary process but would make the proletariat capable of making society anew. Revolution, in fine, is no mere technical act requiring a strategy to be executed by the political party. Such a party may be able to capture state power. However, without the self-organisation and direct action of the proletariat, the necessary revolutionary content would be lacking. Thus Pelloutier was quite right to argue that without a basis in proletarian activity and organisation, the revolution achieved by the socialist party would inevitably reconstitute the old authoritarian and hierarchical political structures. The question, then, was not one of how the political party could seize state power, but of how the proletariat could develop the technical, intellectual and organisational capacity to assume governing power. From 1894 to his death in 1901, Pelloutier examined this issue at length; it formed the centrepiece of his conception of revolution.

The caricature of syndicalism as putting its faith in the spontaneous movement of the workers, as though revolution follows the ‘mass strike’ as night follows day, is a view that can be sustained only by fixing upon the celebrations of the general strike and by ignoring the long and patient organisational work that prepares the workers for such activity. The idea of syndicalism as a ‘primitive’ workers’ movement that defines revolution in terms of spontaneity and instinct, some uncontrollable mass upsurge, is blatant caricature. Indeed, if anything, there is more of the converse danger of syndicalism becoming the reformism of the industrial sphere through arguments for the gradual encroachment upon the power of capital – guild socialism. 

Hence the conception of revolution as a process could be distinguished from gradualism and evolution workers’ self-organisation was part of the process leading to the complete regeneration of society. For Pelloutier, the basis of the new social order had to be created within the present social order. This is the consistent syndicalist thesis and it follows from the conception of revolution as a process of social transformation rather than a seizure of state power. The concern that workers should be active in laying the foundations of the new social order destroys the myth of syndicalism as investing apocalyptic hopes in some spontaneous mass upsurge. Pelloutier was quite clear and insistent upon this point. Without preparation and organisation, the attempt at revolution would be ‘a waste of energy’. Workers organisations would indeed become ‘schools’ for socialism in that workers, denied opportunities for self-direction under capitalism, would actually learn to govern the common affairs, and take control of their lives. For Pelloutier, such preparation was crucial (L’action populaire).

The institution which Pelloutier was to advocate as laying the organisational foundations of the new social order was the bourse du travail. Pelloutier explicitly conceived the Bourses du Travail movement as occurring outside of and as a genuine alternative to the state and its institutions, socialist political parties aiming at state power and bourgeois relations. The Bourses du Travail would constitute a society within the political state. They would build the social republic within the political republic. Pelloutier argued that if the proletariat sought to assert its interests within the existing institutional framework, they would inevitably have to compromise and consent to being compromised. The proletariat would be incorporated within existing institutions via their own organisations. Their own organisations would operate against them.

The lesson was thus clear. The proletariat must organise to secure its independence of the state and of bourgeois relations. The proletariat had to equip itself with independent organisations.

Pelloutier had a keen concern for education. The workers were to have independent educational institutions. Indeed, for Pelloutier, the bourses were conceived as the embryo of a new proletarian culture and civilisation. The education received would be ‘integral’, developing the intellectual capacity and avoiding the cramming and specialisation which distorts the education provided under capitalism. The state simply educated to indoctrinate, close minds, habituate workers to obedience. Pelloutier wanted workers’ organisations to provide an education that was both ‘professional’ and ‘eclectic’. Such an education would destroy ‘the dominant tendency of modern industry to reduce the child to a physical action, the unconscious tool of the machine’ (Histoire des Bourses du Travail pp120/1) and introduce workers and their children ‘to the discoveries of the human spirit’ (Histoire des Bourses du Travail). 

The Bourses du Travail were thus established as an independent proletarian institution. The educational services provided were to include libraries, Musées du travail, technical colleges, and schools giving a general education for workers’ children.

The Bourses du Travail soon developed to acquire extra functions. Mutual benefits were provided to members as a form of unemployment pay and accident insurance. The bourses acted as labour exchanges helping workers to find employment and spreading information about jobs. The bourses also operated for propaganda purposes. This meant bourses operating as information offices, collecting and disseminating information on the economic system for the benefit of other proletarian organisations. It was also considered important for the bourses to have their own newspaper. The bourses were also to help unorganised workers to set up their own syndicats. In addition to this, Pelloutier, though sceptical of their capacity to work within a capitalist economy, considered that workers’ cooperatives to be of value to the extent that they gave workers the opportunity to learn how to direct their lives. They could also operate to spread the ideas of workers’ cooperatives (Histoire des Bourses du Travail 85-148). The bourses would organise the workers’ struggle against and resistance to capital.

The functions to be performed by the Bourses du Travail make it plain that they were to be the organisational basis of proletarian autonomy, at the heart of working class life. True, the bourses were partly funded by the municipalities. Nevertheless, Pelloutier’s long term ambition was that the bourses should be self-financing and governed by the workers directly. The bourses thus represented the manifestation of Pelloutier’s desire that workers’ organisations should develop workers’ capacities to create and govern a new social order. The bourses created a new social organisation as a conscious alternative to the existing political and social order. Through the bourses, the workers would come to develop for themselves the organisational capacities necessary to enable them to constitute the new social order. Workers would emancipate themselves from the authoritarian and hierarchical structures that characterised bourgeois society and, in this very process, learn to direct their own affair.

The bourses would indeed operate as ‘schools for socialism’ but the education provided would be self-education. Workers managing their affairs would realise the image of the human being under the new free society, turning ‘workers into proud and free men’ (Les Congres Ouvriers de Toulouse, L’Ouvrier des deux mondes 1 Nov 1897). The Bourses du Travail were to be the germ cells of the new society, the foundations of the new laid within the present. ‘The ambition’, Pelloutier was clear, was ‘to constitute within the bourgeois state a veritable socialist (economic and anarchic) state’ (Pelloutier, Histoire des Bourses du Travail). The bourses represented Pelloutier’s belief in the primacy of the process of production and were to rest firmly upon a producer ethic. The parliamentary socialists had long since abandoned producer values. Their address was general, appealing to a ‘classless’, amorphous electorate. As a result, parliamentary socialism sought to accommodate workers to a corrupt and materialistic bourgeois society. Schooling themselves in their own organisations, the workers would create a new society based upon healthy and dynamic producer values, something which would contrast markedly with the corruption, egoism and materialism upon which bourgeois society rested. Technical abilities, productive labour, social duty and work for the common good in a free society thus come to be valued over the passivity, consumption, luxury and wealth which the bourgeois valued above all. Workers organisations would thus form the basis of a social republic capable of assuming the power and authority hitherto exercised by the bourgeois state.

The Bourses du Travail were thus to be the embryonic socialist society, decentralised, self-governing and based upon the free association of the producers.

The Bourses du Travail and the syndicats were thus conceived in opposition to the centralised and authoritarian state. Pelloutier’s vision is libertarian. The bourses are to have no executive authority while the syndicats were to control production and govern their own affairs ‘with the free consent of their members’ (Centralisation et Gouvernment).

Pelloutier here shifts the emphasis firmly towards anarchism. A Marxist would look to discern the principle of authority within the new social republic. That is, the Marxist would distinguish authority from authoritarianism and would thus look to see how social bodies would assume the legitimate governing functions associated with any political order. Only thus is it possible to conceive of the social republic as the positive resolution of the contradiction between the state and civil society. There is a problem, then, over the question of politics and political order which the libertarian conception of Pelloutier does not resolve.

Pelloutier would reply to this criticism by referring to his democratic conception of planning and production. If the bourses lacked executive authority, they nevertheless assumed the function of coordinating production within and between different sectors of the economy. With syndicats sending representatives to the bourses, they therefore could function as democratic and decentralised planning agencies. The problem of the centralising tendencies of planning – and the bureaucratic defects associated with a common plan – would thus be overcome. Planning does not require the central authority of the state but can occur through the coordinated efforts of decentralised planning agencies based in society. The bourses were in touch with, indeed, rooted in reality in contrast to the state, and had access therefore to the relevant information on production and consumption. The bourses, federated, would have a ‘global’ view of the economy as a whole and would not need, therefore, the state as a central planning authority. Only thus could Marx’s view of the aufhebung of the state correspond to the reality of running a modern economy. Producers would coordinate their activities through the bourses.

The end that Pelloutier always had in view was the creation of a ‘society of free men’ (L’anarchisme et les syndicats ouvriers’, TN, 2 November 1895). There is an ethic behind this, that of the full and free development of the human personality. There is





Such a personality could only develop in a free society, in a society that has eradicated hierarchy, authority and inequality. Human beings were no longer prepared to tolerate a situation in which they were to be used as machines and tools in production. The workers are the producers and hence wished to be the ‘creators’ and ‘inventors’ in the production process. Workers would actually work more efficiently and productively. Material wealth would be expanded, giving a margin for the full and free development of human capacities. Thus the workers had to develop the organisational framework which would equip them with ‘the moral, administrative and technical education’ that was necessary to create and sustain a free society (Lettre aux anarchistes).

Pelloutier refused to prescribe the arrangements and institutions of the future society. This would actually constrain free movement and deny human agency. It is the reality shaping class praxis of the proletariat, on the basis of actual relations and an actual class struggle that matters, not an abstract model of revolutionary organisation or future society. What matters is class movement. Pelloutier’s deliberate agnosticism, therefore, is justified.

What Pelloutier can – and did – do was to provide a clear set of principles to orient action and organisation. Thus Pelloutier argued for proletarian self-emancipation, workers control of the production process, rational organisation and democratic planning for the common good, distribution according to need. ‘What are we demanding?’

The perfecting of society, the utilisation of these marvellous resources it offers to human endeavour… and, at the same time, the suppression of the means by which it authorizes the individual appropriation of common resources: Money and Authority.

L’Art et la revolte

Pelloutier has a point, but one cannot help translating this argument into Marx’s terms. Marx was not looking to overcome money and authority as such but money and authority more precisely formulated as the alienated social power of capital and the state. Marx defined human emancipation in general as the practical reappropriation by society of the social powers alienated to the state and capital. Without this precise formulation there is a danger of falling into the danger of attacking only the surface manifestations of a deeper capitalist reality, with the new society coming to reproduce the process of accumulation. This was Marx’s criticism of Proudhon.





Fernand Pelloutier was a major influence in attracting Georges Sorel to syndicalism. Pelloutier, Sorel argued, had given up the role of socialist intellectual so as ‘to convince the workers that they would easily find amongst themselves men capable of directing their own institutions’. This praise came in Sorel’s preface to Pelloutier’s Histoire des Bourses du Travail. For Sorel, Pelloutier’s Bourses du Travail embodied ‘a conception of socialist life’ (Sorel, Preface to Histoire).

Born in 1847 in Cherbourg, Sorel had initially been attracted to Marxism. His ‘marxism’, however, was of a very unique kind. For Sorel possessed a pessimism and a cynicism that is nowhere to be found in Marx. Sorel could also reduce class struggle to the enervating myth of the general strike. Sorel was to insulate action from rational and political controls and hence separate himself from the Enlightenment tradition from which both liberalism and Marxism derived. Sorel never belonged to a Marxist party or political movement, showed little respect for the materialist conception of history, and freely attacked the orthodox Marxists of the day.

And yet Sorel did consider himself a Marxist. What lay behind this identification was Marx’s writing on the class struggle, proletarian self-emancipation and the autonomy of the producers. These themes were the essence of Marx’s Marxism, Sorel argued, and they were to be opposed to the party political socialism that had come to dominate Marxism. Sorel thus came to oppose Marx to the Marxists, whether organised in reformist or revolutionary parties. Marxism, for Sorel, had allowed itself to be corrupted by the pursuit of political power and state authority. Sorel certainly brought an ethic to Marxism that has its origin outside of Marx’s own work. To advocate class struggle and proletarian self-emancipation may well demand an ethic of proletarian autonomy; the free association of the producers also demands the opposition of producer values to bourgeois values. But the image of heroic and noble proletarians, whose actions, possibly involving violence, would restore honour and moral purity to the world does not derive from Marx. Sorel was drawing together an eclectic group of influences around the common theme. As Tocqueville, Proudhon, Nietzsche and Bergson joined Marx so too was class struggle, socialist revolution and proletarian self-emancipation joined by ideas of nobility, heroism, sacrifice, authenticity and greatness. Sorel’s Marxism therefore incorporated the themes of neo-romanticism which Marx himself had had cause to condemn half a century earlier.

Sorel, too, became very sceptical towards the scientific claims of Marxism. Sorel was an anti-rationalist. The Marxist movement could claim to be ‘true’ only in the pragmatic sense, as the practical expression of the movement to emancipate and regenerate humanity. Marxism was the truth of the age not on account of its scientific knowledge of the causal process underlying reality but because it expressed the movement for human emancipation at this time. Of course, there was no guarantee that the proletariat would make effective use of this instrument.

Something of the character of Sorel’s ‘marxism’ and syndicalism is revealed in his Study of Vico from 1896. Here, Sorel sought to complement Marx’s historical materialism with Vico’s conception of history as a cyclical process. Rather than class struggle concerning exploitative relations, Sorel saw history in terms of dominant and subaltern groups struggling against each other in an attempt to impose their way of life upon society as a whole. This struggle was prosecuted not merely by the use of force, but also via symbolic rituals and mythological representations. From Vico, Sorel drew the lesson that myth is a far more powerful a force than reason in inspiring human beings to engage in action. This observation inclined Sorel to support direct action as against parliamentary processes, predisposing him to proletarian self-government (Sorel ‘Etude sur Vico’ pp 1033/4). Sorel had little interest in the scientific status of socialism and clearly felt that the labour theory of value worked more as myth than as scientific explanation. Sorel therefore argued that the working class must abandon the rational-legal-parliamentary road to socialism and instead embrace a mythical-poetic approach.
There was, therefore, a need to cultivate proletarian independence of bourgeois society and politics. Sorel is a great advocate of the proletarian movement as a revolt that takes place in the name of a great myth of regeneration. Honour and nobility are to be restored to the world. But this can happen, and decadent bourgeois society destroyed, only if the proletariat does secure its independent existence and put it on a permanent organisational basis. The proletariat is to have naught but contempt for the compromises and deceptions of parliamentary politics, for the petty place seeking and unprincipled manoeuvrings of the politicians and for the watered down socialism of the reformists.

The problem that a Marxist would have with this is that Sorel’s heavy moralism makes him, politically, something of a loose cannon. How rooted is Sorel’s ethic in the class struggle and in the social practices of the proletariat? It could appear as though the proletariat exist only as instruments for remaking the world in a pure image. Sorel does have a vision of socialism and does have a commitment to proletarian autonomy and, as such, comes somewhere within the orbit of Marxism. But Sorel’s search for moral values in the world could lead him down some very dubious avenues, from French royalism to Italian Fascism.

Sorel was capable of genuine insight and certainly exercised a profound influence over Antonio Gramsci. Nevertheless, he possessed an ethical approach to class struggle and action that could take him outside of proletarian concerns.  The syndicalist policy of excluding intellectuals for their rootlessness would seem vindicated here. The proletarian movement was not a vehicle for the restoration of purity to the world. The syndicalist movement, as a genuine workers’ movement rooted in production, could extract what was of value in Sorel and incorporate this in their class struggle.

What was of value? Certainly, the conviction that production possessed primacy over exchange, that the abolition of the state is both possible and desirable, that the proletariat is a distinctive class that is capable of ending bourgeois society and effecting a total revolution. Syndicalism, for Sorel, was an authentic movement rooted in the real world of production. It was to be opposed to party political socialism. The professionalism and technical abilities of the producers contrasted markedly with the shifty and deceitful behaviour of the politicians. Sorel expressed contempt for the professional politicians of the social democratic parties. For Sorel, these politicians were careerists serving their own interests, succumbing all too easily to the temptations of political offices, privileges and power. In so far as they were not bourgeois themselves, they competed with the bourgeois for the same spoils of office. The socialist politicians would thus ride into power on the backs of the proletariat and form a new governing caste.

Against this party political socialism Sorel insisted upon proletarian independence, upon the primacy of the process of production and upon proletarian self-organisation at the point of production. Revolutionary syndicalism was a genuine workers’ socialism which Sorel advocated against socialist parties, parliamentary democracy and ‘political socialism’.

A point to be made here is that Sorel was an uncompromising opponent of the state. This led him into outright opposition to political socialism and the socialist party as leading inevitably to state socialism. Sorel’s concern was for a genuine workers’ socialism, which makes it clear how misleading it is to make Sorel the intellectual patron of Italian Fascism. Much the same thing happened to Nietzsche, the thinker who slammed the state as the new idol demanding mass worship, who hated nationalism, and yet who is frequently condemned as an inspiration for Nazism. Where Sorel and Nietzsche do bear a heavy responsibility is in their repudiation of rationalism, which goes far beyond Marx’s critique of an abstract rationality removed from the human ontology and society. This repudiation of reason makes an anti-human, anti-rational movement possible. However, there is certainly validity in Sorel’s criticisms of an abstract rationalism and of parliamentary politics as detached from the process of production.

From the time that he first turned to Marxism in 1892, Sorel was concerned to discern an ethic capable of regenerating society. This immediately separated him from the orthodox Marxists who adhered strictly to the conception of scientific socialism. Marxism, for Sorel, was nothing to do with prediction on the basis of ‘iron laws’. Sorel thus denied the scientific reference to the objective laws of capitalist development.

With this came a novel interpretation of Marxism. The class struggle, Sorel argues, is a moral struggle. At the centre of this struggle are not only material interests but values. The struggles waged by the workers was one concerning rights. Social and economic organised was to be based upon principles - proletarian emancipation and the abolition of class society. In Sorel’s view, Marx ‘never failed to highlight the juridical aspects of social welfare’ (Sorel, Morale et Socialisme, MS, 1, 1899).

In interpreting the class struggle in this way, Sorel was looking to get Marxists to abandon their belief that the collapse of capitalism is inevitable. Socialists had to abandon the passivity associated with such an approach and come to take spiritual factors more seriously. One can criticise from a Marxist perspective Sorel’s view that the ‘mission of the proletariat’ was ‘essentially moral’ (Sorel, MS), and certainly Sorel is more Proudhon than Marx in insisting upon duty and moral discipline abstracted from class struggle. Sorel calls for the ‘juridical education of the people’ (Socialismes nationaux). One can be sceptical of the Proudhonist moralism, but there is a virtue in exposing the orthodox Marxism which had interpreted morality as a mere passive reflection of the material base. Sorel had the merit of stressing the importance of stimulating the ethical consciousness of the proletariat as a condition of socialist revolution. Moreover, Sorel concluded that the juridical conscience he demanded would emerge from the organisations that the working class created and controlled themselves.

In focusing upon this subjective or spiritual factor, Sorel opened up a dimension within contemporary Marxism that had a clear impact upon Gramsci. Sorel also influenced Gramsci in his positive evaluation of modern production methods. The new technology would demand great skill and technical ability from the workers. Modern industry thus requires ‘a superior worker, capable of very qualified work, able to follow the fastest and most difficult movements of a machine and who uses skill rather than strength’ (Sorel, Les divers types de Sociétés cooperatives, La science sociale, xxviii 1899). Gramsci accepted Sorel’s argument and the conclusion that it led to. Workers possessing such skill and technical ability could actually govern the process of production and should create proletarian organisations aiming at achieving such control.

And those capable of running the factory would certainly be capable of running the country. Sorel’s insistence upon the primacy of production and upon proletarian organisation at the point of production led Sorel to reject the notion of the socialist party. Sorel directed his criticism most particularly against the German Social Democratic Party. This party was the most mature of the socialist parties and showed in the clearest form the very essence of the socialist party. The SPD, Sorel argued, was large, centralised, bureaucratic and autocratic. It was a party under the control of a leadership detached from the led and largely of bourgeois origin. As a party, the SPD reproduced the hierarchical and authoritarian structures that characterised the political state. In effect, the working class were excluded from the decision making processes of what was considered to be a working class party. The working class could not exercise control in such a party and nor could such a party create a socialist society that has overcome the dualism of leaders and led. On the contrary, the old bourgeois politics of managing and manipulating ‘the masses’ came to be reproduced within the socialist movement. The movement which was to overthrow bourgeois society actually came to reproduce it. In the SPD the workers were excluded from controlling and decision making positions, rendered passive, kept in ignorance and were controlled from above by a political leadership that looked first and foremost to secure its own position. The political strategy pursued by the SPD, Sorel argued, made it plain that ‘revolution’ for them was political and not social and hence envisaged only the transfer of political power from one class of leaders to another. The leadership of the party, therefore, was simply seeking state power for itself and looked to manage and manipulate the proletariat the proletariat to that objective. The SPD

is, in the last analysis, an organisation of workers under the direction of orators; it is an oligarchy of demagogues, governing the working class, providing its reading matter, telling it which candidates to support in elections and living off its profession as directors of the people.

Sorel, ‘Les Dissenssions de la Social démocratie en Allemagne’, Revue politique et parlementaire, XXV, 1900, pp 33-66.

And what Sorel argued about politicians he also argued about intellectuals. Sorel was concerned to protect the proletarian movement from the bourgeoisie. The lawyers, journalists, the liberal professions would enter the socialist movement and come to dominate as politicians and intellectuals. And the material interests of the professional middle class derive from outside of the production process, leading them to devalue productive reality and subordinate producer interests to their own ‘professional interests’. The professional bourgeoisie had a vested interest in preventing a proletarian revolution. The workers would remain wage slaves.

The true vocation of intellectuals is the exploitation of politics… Intellectuals wish to convince the workers that it is in their interest to carry them to power and to accept the hierarchy of capacities which puts the workers under the control of politicians.

Sorel ‘L’Avenir socialiste des Syndicats’

Sorel cautioned the workers against admitting the bourgeoisie into the class movement, for they would come to dominate the movement as politicians and intellectuals. Sorel took this criticism so far as not to demand an independent workers’ party but to repudiate such an idea. The notion of the political party is a part of bourgeois political society and aims at nothing more than to participate in that abstract sphere. For Sorel, the political party represented necessarily and inevitably the subordination of the proletariat to professional politicians. The political party, therefore, could not achieve the emancipation of the proletariat but, rather, depended upon this emancipatory project being frustrated. The socialist party, therefore, would not achieve socialism, i.e. a socialism that embodies working class self-emancipation, but a new dictatorship of party officials, political manipulators, parliamentary orators, lawyers, journalists and intellectuals.

It is no distance at all from this critique of the political party and of parliamentary democracy, with the SPD in view, to a critique of state socialism. A significant point to establish is that Sorel was never influenced by Jacobinism and was, unusually for a Frenchman, never a part of that tradition. Thus Sorel’s Marxism is characterised by a thoroughgoing hostility to what had been the dominant French Revolutionary tradition. Sorel hated Jacobinism and was not prepared to sanction the use of the state in the achievement of socialism, not even for instrumental purposes only. Sorel attacked the centralisation of power and the predilection of parties to reduce politics to the mere competition for this power. Indeed, so profound was Sorel’s hatred of Jacobinism that his syndicalism could be considered as being conceived in direct opposition. Jacobinism is attached to the state, looks to centralise power, acts through politics and exalts politicians and intellectuals as leaders over the led. And it is bourgeois to the core, aiming at state power and reproducing the dualism of leaders and led.

Coming to Marxism, Sorel not surprisingly came to condemn the ‘bureaucratic state’ of the SPD. The bureaucratic character of the SPD only confirmed Sorel in his hostility towards politics and the state as corrupting influences. For Sorel politics and the state rested upon a division between producers and non-producers, manual workers and intellectuals. The socialist party would lead to state socialism and a new class of ruling functionaries who would act and decide for the proletariat and in the name of the proletariat. Sorel’s criticism is capable of generalisation. His critique of the SPD in 1900 could well apply to the model of the Leninist party and the Russian Communism built in its image. Sorel examined the socialist party and concluded that ‘state socialism’ would follow as a ‘natural consequence’. Sorel noted how the case made for the political party rests upon the devaluation of he capacities of the working class:





Sorel thus argued that the very character of the political party, particularly the SPD, reproduced the hierarchical and authoritarian structures of the bourgeois political order. There was a need, therefore, to reject centralised and bureaucratic organisational structures in the socialist movement and this can only be done on the basis of proletarian self-organisation. The revolution that the socialist party would carry out would be merely of the political kind, transferring state power from one set of political masters to another. A political revolution would change the personnel in government whereas the point is to change the nature of government, abolish it. The seizure of state power by the socialist political party would necessarily produce state socialism. As Sorel noted, parties rested upon the view that workers’ are incapable of acting for themselves. The political party thus rested upon the denial of working class capacities. Naturally enough, the political party confirms and reproduces the incapacity of the working class. With the hegemony of the political party, the working class will never acquire those technical, administrative and moral abilities which Pelloutier identified as essential to socialist revolution. Only if the working class developed its capacities Sorel argued would it become possible to use and organise the means of production for superior ends.

The emancipation of the proletariat should be a self-emancipation with this re-affirmation. With this re-affirmation Sorel advised the workers’ movement to ‘remain exclusively working class’. And with this, Sorel reaffirmed the primacy of the production process. It is through organisation in the field of production, not through the abstract, authoritarian and bureaucratic state, that a genuine workers’ socialism would be achieved. The working class, creating its own organisations rooted in production, lays the foundations of a federalist and decentralised social order. ‘If capitalist society is characterised by uniformity and unity, the workers’ movement leads to local diversity’ (Sorel Les Dissenssions).

Sorel thus came to the trade unions and the syndicats. For Sorel, these were more than organisations to secure material benefits but would act as ‘mechanisms of moralisation’ enabling proletarian self-government. They were organisations created and governed by the working class, uniting the very best workers in their trade. The unions exerted a moral influence over their members, cultivating a sense of social responsibility and mutual obligation.

In general the trade unionists do not pursue selfish ends … They seek a general goal to the benefit of all workers, even those who made the struggle more difficult by their apathy or by their laziness.

Sorel, L’Avenir socialiste des Syndicats

This morality of the workers could only be secured by creating the organisational foundations for proletarian autonomy. For Sorel, the syndicats were exclusively proletarian organisations which thus increased the capacity of the workers to govern their own affairs. The working class, free of the leadership of politicians and intellectuals, would be able to develop their capacities and, through their organisations, material organisations rooted in production, lay the material foundations of the future society. The syndicats thus embodied proletarian autonomy, ‘the new political principle of the proletariat’. This would be a completely new and superior form of political organisation overcoming the separation between the political and the economic through government by the occupational group. The abstract citizenship provided by the political state would thus come to give way to a functional citizenship i.e. the bourgeois citizen would be replaced by the worker. The abstract political sphere would be abolished and replaced by a reality rooted in the production process.

Sorel thus looked to the development of the syndicats, workers’ cooperatives and credit associations as proletarian organisations which, networked, would provide the material foundation of the new social order, independent of the state and its institutions and of the agencies of capitalist power.

Proletarian independence was absolutely crucial. The development by the proletariat of its own material organisations was not only the precondition for a superior mode of production, it actually was the revolution itself. Sorel rejected the view of revolution as an insurrection seizing state power. Against this, Sorel proposed that the proletariat would through their own organisations come to challenge the capitalists for control of the production process. Sorel’s revolution was not an insurrection but a long term process through which the proletariat come to coordinate their various organisations. Sorel’s argument that proletarian organisations are ‘mechanisms of moralisation’ is integrated with this conception of the revolutionary process.

The Syndicats can exert a great influence on the co-operatives to the point of dictating the direction they will take, especially at the moment of their formation. It is up to the syndicats to animate them with the proletarian spirit, to keep them from turning into simple economic relief societies and to encourage the elimination of anything which smacks of capitalist enterprise from them. What is really essential to elicit from the co-operatives is the development of new juridical conceptions. For example, conceptions such as ‘seller-buyer’ and ‘loaner-borrower’ which dominate the lives of workers in their relations with shopkeepers, should give way before conceptions involving cooperation and solidarity.

Sorel, 'L'Avenir socialiste des syndicate', pp. 14-16, 77-85

The syndicats would challenge the capitalist control of the production process and assert the claims of labour, as the productive class, over those of capital. In so doing they develop new juridical conceptions. Sorel thus turns to strike activity. Strikes are the most direct challenge to the capitalist control of the factory. Through striking, workers refuse to accept the legitimacy of capitalist control and, in withdrawing their labour, assert their right to own and control their productive activity and means of production. Strikes create proletarian unity and solidarity, bringing workers together in a common struggle.

Sorel thus argues that the working class, through the material organisations, especially the syndicates, would come to create the foundations of the new society within the framework of the present society. The proletariat – unaided – would develop the technical and administrative and moral skills and abilities that would enable them to govern the new productive forces, creating a socialist morality through daily social practices. The old hierarchical structures of bourgeois society and politics would gradually lose their content and be replaced. The syndicats, the workers’ cooperatives and other working class organisations would network so as to co-ordinate their efforts and create a new mode of production.

It is clear why, therefore, Sorel came to repudiate the parliamentary and statist routes to socialism. The socialist parties acted in the abstract sphere of politics and, playing the electoral game, had to approach ‘the people’ as an abstraction, not a reality. For Sorel, the idea that socialism could be politically superimposed by the state upon a capitalist economy was a delusion that failed to appreciate that the state as an institution acts to preserve existing power relations. The socialist politicians and intellectuals, organised into parties, were thus obstructing the development of the proletarian capacities necessary to create a new social order and hence, by channelling the proletarian movement into bourgeois political institutions, were preventing the class from attacking the contradiction of the gap between the state and civil society at its material roots. Which is indeed how one would expect the socialist parties to act, in their interests as a new governing class and not in the interests of proletarian autonomy. The socialist parties thus acted to integrate the working class into existing political institutions and economics, through, for example, the electoral process or the mechanisms of conciliation and arbitration. And since orthodox Marxism also took the party political route to socialism, Sorel had no hesitation in abandoning Marxism for revolutionary syndicalism. Marxism, Sorel argued, had been emptied of the revolutionary content by the intervention and domination of bourgeois politicians and intellectuals in what should have been an exclusively proletarian movement. Sorel expressed his withering contempt for those political socialists deluded enough to believe that it was possible to gain control of the state by electoral means. This represented ‘the decomposition of Marxism’.

Sorel turned to Pelloutier and the Bourses du Travail movement. For Sorel, the bourses stood for a completely new organisational foundation for society, were non-bureaucratic and were decentralised. Sorel praised Pelloutier for consciously creating the bourses in opposition to bourgeois methods. The bourses were free of the attractions, common to political parties, towards ‘unité gouvernementale’ and were designed not to be ‘imitations of the bourgeois tradition’. The Federations des Bourses du Travail did not set up ‘a new authority’ but, on the contrary, functioned as ‘an administrative bureau, which would serve to put the bourses in contact with each other in order that they might share their ideas and experiences’ (Sorel Preface to Pelloutier Histoire). Most important of all, however, is the fact that the Bourses du Travail exist as autonomous proletarian organisations capable of creating the material foundations of the new social order.





What Sorel presented was ‘a philosophy of producers’ (Sorel, Eglise, Evangile et Socialisme 1899). Sorel’s was a socialism of the producers. The political sphere is replaced by social organisation centred upon the reality of production. This organisation exists as a school for this producers’ socialism, a form of self-education.

Revolutionary syndicalism reflected a disappointment with parliamentary socialism but also with what Sorel called ‘political socialism’. Even the Marxist parties had become entangled in the abstract sphere of politics and had thus come to lose its revolutionary content.

Yet Marx himself had advocated that the workers’ movement take this step into the political realm and castigated what he called ‘political indifferentism’. Marx had no objection to the formation of workers’ parties and to their participation in parliamentary politics so long as they did not lose sight of the main goal of proletarian emancipation. Moreover, by definition, such parties would be parties constituted by the working class, independent of the bourgeoisie.

The problem, from Sorel’s point of view, was that the social democratic parties of the Second International had all come to combine a revolutionary rhetoric with the tamest of parliamentary politics. The turn to revolutionary syndicalism could, therefore, be interpreted as a turn against orthodox Marxism. It could also be considered an attempt to recover the revolutionary character of Marxism through a more pronounced emphasis upon the economic basis of class struggle. If the emancipation of the proletariat is an act of the proletariat themselves then it needs to be recognised that the sphere where the proletariat has the greatest opportunity to act is in the economic sphere.

The revolutionary character of Marxism thus comes to be salvaged only by conceding some very significant points to Proudhonism – points that Marx himself was not prepared to concede. Proudhon repudiated party organisation and political activity and cautioned the workers’ movement against participation in parliamentary institutions. The future revolution would not be achieved through the capture and the utilisation of state power but through the subversion and replacement of this power through the federation of producers’ associations governed exclusively by the workers’ themselves.

The period of transition which Marx called the dictatorship of the proletariat has no part of this future revolution. The dictatorship of the proletariat is but a euphemism for state power; and a political party organised to secure state power for itself is hardly likely to proceed far in the dissolution of that power once it has made it its own. Marx could point to the need for a workers’ dictatorship to resist the determined and organised resistance from the capitalist class. Further, Marx’s dictatorship is not to be equated with the monopolisation of state power by a vanguard party. For Marx, the idea of building the material foundations of the new social order within the shell of the old has a great deal of sense. Marx, after all, was an ‘immanentist’ who understood that revolutionary action can only realise potentialities contained in a present social order. But foundations in themselves are not necessarily the new social order and will not become so without revolutionary action. And this, Marx argues, demonstrates the need for the broad political organisation and movement of the class. Without this political dimension workers’ economic associations and self-government in production will not be able to put an end to the competition of capitals, the imperatives of accumulation and the anarchy of production. In short, purely economic organisation and activity of the workers would simply reproduce the process of private accumulation as the coercive force dominating the lives of all.

And yet socialism had taken the political route only to get entangled in parliamentary institutions. The result was that bourgeois methods of organisation and action came to dominate in the socialist movement, thus preventing the working class from attacking the bourgeoisie at the roots of their power.

For Sorel, therefore, syndicalism had to be an exclusively proletarian movement which increases the workers’ feeling of estrangement from bourgeois politics and society. The workers had to make a clean break with bourgeois forms of thought and organisation, reject involvement in party and parliamentary politics and to defend a distinctive proletarian identity against the bourgeoisie, especially those who sought to infiltrate the workers’ movement. The proletariat would never succeed in the task of self-emancipation if it comes to adopt bourgeois methods of organisation, action and thought. The proletariat must determine to

preserve its exclusively working class character by keeping out intellectuals, whose leadership would bring about the re-establishment of hierarchies and create divisions among the workers.

Sorel, Matériaux d’une théorie du proletariat

This argument for proletarian exclusivity also has a spiritual dimension:

My friends and I are never tired of urging the workers to avoid being drawn into the rut of bourgeois science and philosophy. There will be a great change in the world when the proletariat discovers, as did the bourgeoisie after the Revolution, that it is capable of thinking in a manner appropriate to its own mode of life.

Sorel Les illusion du progress

This new proletarian culture will be centred upon production and

will afford no cause to regret the disappearance of bourgeois culture. The war that the proletariat is called on to wage against its masters is … calculated to arouse in it a sense of sublimity that today’s bourgeoisie completely lacks… We must make every effort to ensure that the rising class is not poisoned by bourgeois ideas and for that reason we cannot do enough to free the people from the shackles of eighteenth century literature.

Sorel Les illusion du progress

The new proletarian philosophy, Sorel argues, is ‘one of arms and not of heads’ (Decomposition du marxisme). What Sorel means by this is that the proletariat, through their class struggle and activity in the production process, come spontaneously to create the proletarian philosophy i.e. on the basis of the practical mode of existence rather than through the constructions of the intelligentsia. Thus revolutionary syndicalism is an exclusively proletarian movement – Sorel himself could not join – which is created and developed by workers’ according to their experience as workers, not according to their theoretical knowledge of Marxism.

Sorel thus justifies the general strike as a workers revolution. For, Sorel explains, a political revolution is based upon an anti-marxist division between rich and poor. Marx, however, explains the division of society between classes as rooted in property and production relations. A political revolution cannot abolish these relations. Nor can a political revolution deliver on its claim to abolish poverty.

For Sorel, a general strike fights the class war at its roots. It does not set up a new authority but, on the contrary, establishes workers’ control of production. The general strike is an indivisible process, not a scheme to be broken-down into stages. The conception of revolutionary socialism as a process occurring through the general strike

means that politicians’ revolutions have had their day; the proletariat refuses to have new hierarchies set up over it. Our formula has nothing to say concerning the rights of man, absolute justice, political constitutions and parliaments: it rejects not only bourgeois capitalistic government, but any hierarchy that at all resembles that of the bourgeoisie.

Sorel Matériaux d’une théorie du proletariat

Sorel’s opposition to the Jacobin and the Blanquist revolutionary tradition is again apparent. These are political revolutions in which an organised minority of conspirators – the people whom Marx called the ‘alchemists of revolution’ – seize political power in the name of the poor and then seek to use force and terror to shape society from above. Sorel’s position is consistent with Marx’s critique of ‘political understanding’ and the political subjectivism of the French Revolutionary tradition. For Sorel, Blanquism and Jacobinism aim at political revolutions in which an organised group act and take power in the name of the poor. The Marxist revolution, however, is one carried out by the producers.

Sorel’s criticism of Blanquism and Jacobinism applies to party-state socialism. The assumption of state power by socialists organised into a political party would not realise popular sovereignty but actually represents the alienation of this sovereignty by the people. The workers, Sorel explains, are thus made dependent upon professional politicians and newspaper proprietors and intellectuals. Without strong economic organisation, embodying proletarian autonomy, the workers’ dictatorship would be institutionalised as the dictatorship of party officials, bureaucrats and orators, of intellectuals and journalists, of the bourgeoisie in the proletarian movement, a ‘new class’ as it were.

In writing of the transition from capitalism to socialism, Sorel effectively adopted the doctrine of the worse the better. The working class is not to gradually subvert the processes of capitalism through compelling legislations. For Sorel, the workers’ movement conquers capitalism through a predatory spirit of expansion. Capitalism, therefore, is not to slowly decay and disappear; it is to be destroyed. And for the workers’ movement to be aware of its task it is important to avoid legislation which blunts the edges of capital domination and class struggle. The workers’ must possess an intense feeling of class division.

Sorel’s socialism is certainly ‘heroic’. What drives the workers’ movement to abolish capitalism is not some moral concern with riches and poverty, but the need to prosecute the class struggle to the full, to its revolutionary conclusion. For Sorel, the revolutionary workers’ movement has nothing to do with the politics of envy indulged in by the poor, looking for nothing but the expropriation of the rich – what Marx called a ‘crude’ or primitive communism – but concerns the organisation and direct control of production by the producers themselves, the working class. The issue is one of the autonomy of the producers, not happiness or well-being. The poor live for material riches, materialism is the morality of the poor. Sorel, however, notes that the poor are conservative rather than revolutionary and will not act to create a new social order. This new social order will be organised and governed by the producers themselves, ‘organised according to the plan of production’ (Sorel, L’Avenir socialiste..). For Sorel, the achievement of socialism is to ‘apply the workshop system to public life’ (Sorel, Matériaux …).

Sorel’s socialism is that of independent communes practising democracy in the most direct sense, autonomous in production and avoiding entanglement in exchange and commerce, to such an extent as to destroy. For Sorel, proletarian morality is the morality of producers not of merchants and intermediaries. Direct democracy would be practised on the lines of co-operative production. Sorel’s producer ethic is pronounced and dominates his work. Technical skills and abilities, creativity, discipline and social duty were all valued above the materialism, superficial and decadent, of bourgeois society. Sorel advocated a new system of values to replace the bourgeois lust for wealth. Social revolution thus implies a new morality.





Sorel, therefore, has introduced Proudhon and Nietzsche into what appeared to be a species of Marxist socialism. There is certainly an ethical component to Marxism and, no doubt, creative labour is the central motif in Marx’s argument concerning alienation and its abolition. Moreover, socialism for Marx does not reduce itself to the institutions and mechanisms of a ‘rational’ social organisation but incorporates the fundamental transformation of morality, culture, humanity in general.

The difficulty is that Sorel’s ethic of socialism was not at all of Marx’s type. Sorel, indeed, referred to Marxism as the poetry of the Great Apocalypse, demanded heroism and nobility from the proletarians and hence urged against any kind of compromise with bourgeois society. This is all far removed from Marx, with his keen awareness that the workers’ should operate within a field of political possibilities.

Sorel’s value lies in his insistence upon the class basis of socialist revolution and upon the privileged role of the producers – i.e. the working class – as the revolutionary agency. It followed from this that the proletariat must constitute itself as a revolutionary class that protects, above all else, its autonomy. The proletariat must set itself against bourgeois society and play no part in it.

Sorel’s objective was the achievement of the free society as depicted by Marx, i.e. the free association of self-governing producers. These producers would have no masters or employers over them and nor would they erect a new political class over society. Sorel, unlike Marx, could not see how bourgeois institutions – and participation in them – could do anything but damage to the proletarian movement. And Marx, it must be remembered, had died in 1883 and therefore had not lived to see the timid, watered down socialism of social democratic Second International reformism. Sorel had witnessed this social democracy and was not impressed.

Sorel is something of a loose cannon. The influence of Proudhon and Nietzsche produces an aristocratic strain in an argument couched in the Marxist terms of class war, proletarian self-emancipation and the primacy of production and of the producing class. Sorel repudiated ‘political socialism’ and socialist political parties for the same reasons that he repudiated Blanquism and Jacobinism. Party political socialism would issue in a new state tyranny. The dictatorship of the proletariat exercised through the political vehicles of party and state would simply subordinate the workers’ to the dictatorship of professional politicians, a dictatorship administered and exercised from above. Sorel recognised the truth of the anarchist argument that ‘moral revolution’ is an essential component of the social revolution:





And so Sorel comes to point out, against social democracy, that the mere nationalisation of the means of production has nothing necessarily to connect it with the emancipation of the proletariat. Nationalisation is not and does not lead to socialism as the free association of the self-governing producers. Nationalisation makes the state the national capitalist and does not, in itself, alter property and production relations. The workers’ remain wage slaves producing surplus value for new masters. Sorel concludes that nationalisation of the means of production, far from realising the society of freely associated, self-governing producers, would actually institutionalise the power of professional politicians over the direct producers.

Sorel was unimpressed by the idea of a movement led by intellectuals, lawyers, men of letters, journalists and students. These had nothing to do with the production process and would live off the productive activity of the working class. And yet Sorel came to give his support to Lenin and the Bolsheviks, whose politics were authoritarian and statist to the core. What should, however, be remembered about the Russian Revolution is that it inspired the working class of all countries. For it certainly seemed as though the workers’ were conquering power. The number of working class militants who passed straight from syndicalism into Bolshevism is to be explained by the promise that the Revolution held out for the realisation of a system of soviet self-government. This is certainly how Sorel saw the Bolshevik Revolution.

Lenin’s discourse of May 1918 on the problems of power for the Soviets has no less importance than Marx’s study of the Civil War of 1871. It is possible that at the end of the day the Bolsheviks may surrender their arms … but the ideology of a new form of proletarian state will not perish. It will survive and attach itself to the myths that will take shape in the form of popular tales of the struggles of the Soviet Republic against the coalition of powerful capitalist interests.

Sorel, Defence of Lenin, in Reflections on Violence





Born on 8 July, 1874, at Le Burgaud (Haute-Garonne) near Toulouse, Hubert Lagardelle is most well known for publishing and editing Le Mouvement Socialiste. From its first issue on 15 January 1899 to its demise in 1914, Le Mouvement Socialiste was a significant forum for intellectual debates for developing and disseminating radical ideas, and for attracting contributors of great calibre from all over Europe and beyond.

Lagardelle perceived with an unparalleled clarity the dangers and delusions of ‘Millerandism’ i.e. of seeking socialism through state sponsored reforms. In ‘Ministerialisme et socialisme’ Lagardelle subjected parliamentary and statist socialism to a thorough and biting critique.

Referring to ‘le crétinisme parlementaire’ Lagardelle argued that little had been gained for the working class through the participation of Millerand in parliamentary government. Nor had the cause of socialism been advanced. The forces of reaction and militarism were still strong at home and abroad, as shown in the violent interventions against striking workers, the repression of radicals and in the alliance with Russia. Even worse, what social reforms had been achieved merely reinforced the ‘patronage gouvernemental’ which is quite incompatible with a workers’ socialism based upon the principle of autonomy. The workers, instead, were being induced to seek their emancipation through the state and not through their own efforts, even though the latter is the only way to proletarian emancipation Lagardelle is, therefore, quite rightly, in arguing that through socialist politicians diverting the movement into the pursuit and enjoyment of state power socialism had been ‘dislocated, weakened, maimed’ (Berth, Les Elections Cantonales’, MS, VI 1901).

Lagardelle, in making this argument, was actually performing a degree of self-criticism, shifting his own position. Lagardelle, during the Dreyfus case, had insisted upon the defence of political democracy. Lagardelle believed that the democratic institutions of the Republic gave the proletariat the space to organise itself as a class and hence the opportunity to emancipate itself. Thus, in defending Millerand in 1900 Lagardelle pointed out that socialism depends upon the organisation of the proletariat as an autonomous class that has become conscious of its common aims, identity and interests. For Lagardelle this self-organisation of ‘the class which is in irreducible opposition to the existing capitalist system’ (Lagardelle, ‘La Nouvelle Loi Sur la Durée du Travail’, MS, III, 1900) could quite easily be combined with the participation of socialists in municipal elections and government. This would ‘enhance the administrative ability of the proletariat’ (Les Elections municipals et le parti socialiste’, MS, III, 1900). Lagardelle came to understand, however, that the end of proletarian self-emancipation could not be achieved if the proletariat came to channel its energies into participation in what are inherently bourgeois political movements and institutions.

From the defeat we have just suffered we can draw this conclusion: socialism will only triumph if it remains true to itself.

Lagardelle, L’Amnistie et les Socialistes

From 1901, therefore, Lagardelle directed his energies into creating a socialist movement that would embody the principle of proletarian self-emancipation. Lagardelle therefore came to demand a ‘socialisme révolutionnaire’ as opposed to the ‘socialisme gouvernemental’ that had come to dominate the socialist movement (Lagardelle, Socialisme ou Démocratie, MS, VII, 1902). And yet, at this stage, Lagardelle could still argue that the socialist political party had an active role to play in the achievement of the socialist society. It was only in 1904 that Lagardelle came to argue for ‘un socialisme ouvrier’ that prioritised the workers organisations and syndicats. The political party retained a role within the socialist movement, but only if it was prepared to accept a more modest view of its legitimate functions (Lagardelle, Avant-Propos, MS, XIII, 1904).

Lagardelle had already written on the revolutionary socialist significance of the Syndicats (L’Evolution des Syndicats Ouvriers en France de l’interdiction a l’obligation 1901). What interested Lagardelle was the potential of the syndicats to become revolutionary forms of working class life and organisation. The Syndicats had gradually increased their functions and could expand them further in coming to constitute a new social order. The Syndicats operated to bring the working class together and to increase their level of class-consciousness. The Congress of Bourges of 1904 finally convinced Lagardelle that the socialist movement could best secure its ends through revolutionary syndicalism.

The Congress of Bourges has shown to even the most blind how the syndicats when they pursue revolutionary goals, are the best instruments for struggle and for the formation of working class consciousness.

Lagardelle, Le Socialisme Ouvrier

The working class and its struggle, activity and movement is at the centre of Lagardelle’s syndicalism. The primacy of the proletariat rests upon its distinctiveness as a class. The interests of the proletariat were incompatible with and antagonistic to capitalist society. It is also the case that the working class is the strategically important class in that it is the class capable of ensuring the economic and technical development upon which the future society rests. It is from the class struggle and self-organisation of the proletariat that the material and ethical foundations of the new society are established.

With this commitment to a workers’ socialism Lagardelle came to settle accounts with party political socialism, both reformist and revolutionary. The reformist parliamentary socialism was easily disposed of. By seeking to achieve socialism through the state the reformists had to convert the socialist movement into a political party, and this party soon ceased to be a class party. In seeking victories in elections, socialist parties had to convert a class appeal into a broad, ‘classless’ appeal to ‘the people’, the electorate. As a result, the socialist political party came to be a part of the bourgeois and capitalist reality that socialism is supposed to transform. The reformist strategy is a plain delusion that rests upon a view of the state as a neutral instrument that is able to manage society according to the democratic will of the people.

To expect the administrative machinery of bourgeois society to create a socialist society is as foolish as expecting a plum-tree to produce beans or a field of corn to produce hay.

Lagardelle ‘Mannheim, Rome, Amiens’, MS, XX, 1906

Parliamentary socialism was and is manifestly ‘utopian’, the ideals it pursues – or claims to – cannot be achieved by its chosen means.

In a similar vein Lagardelle repudiates the ‘révolutionnaire électoral’ of Guesde and his revolutionary party. The revolutionary socialists who looked to seize state power by parliamentary and electoral means actually reinforced, through their participation, the bourgeois political structures that are to be overthrown.

The practices of bourgeois parliamentary democracy necessarily emptied the socialist party of its revolutionary content. 
The impossibility of conducting the class war in the world of electoral and parliamentary politics is obvious.

Lagardelle thus focused upon what had been the subject of the early Marx’s most extensive writings on politics – the separation of the state from civil society and the consequent dichotomy of the citoyen (abstract) and l’homme privé. This distinction between an abstract political or public sphere and the reality of civil society, the private sphere, was to be crucial to many of the revolutionary syndicalists.

Lagardelle’s contribution to this subject made the distinction between l’homme abstrait of democratic theory and l’homme réel of socialism. This distinction enabled Lagardelle to define the principles of a new democratic organisation based upon and controlled by the proletariat. And it was with this perspective that Lagardelle came to appraise the political party. Democratic theory, Lagardelle argues, rests upon a completely erroneous and abstract conception of human beings. The hard social and economic reality of capitalism do not penetrate this conception of democracy. The democratic conception is abstracted from capitalist reality, producing an idealised view that, leaving class power and inequality out, can only be described as ideological.

Democracy considers only the citizen, the ‘political’ man, detached from the social category to which he belongs … It disregards the differences between men and between groups of men brought about by material circumstances; it places itself above classes and class conflict.

Lagardelle ‘Socialisme ou Démocratie’

The problem with the democratic conception is that it assumed the primacy of the political over the economic. And this assumed that, because human beings – as abstract citizens – possessed equality in the political and legal sphere, then human beings were equal in reality. Political democracy and the democratic conception, therefore, come (ideologically) to assume that the abstract citizen is an actual person. This classless individual citizen is a fiction that has been stripped of the identity imposed by social and economic reality of the capitalist system.

Lagardelle subjected the concept of l’homme abstrait to critical scrutiny and revealed the ideological and conservative nature of the assumptions upon which it rested. To conceal the reality of class division and class power or to acknowledge this reality only to argue that classes can be induced to peacefully resolve their differences within an institutional framework based upon capitalist class relations is to engage in the plainly ideological project of promising an ‘illusory community’ (Marx The German Ideology 1999) of interests institutionalised by the state. Such a viewpoint rationalises existing bourgeois political structures and social relations. As a result, the political and social domination of the bourgeoisie is preserved. ‘Democracy is conservative’, Lagardelle writes.

For Lagardelle, the democratic concept of l’homme abstrait could not be considered as supplying a legitimate or viable principle of political organisation. Democracy, the whole notion of the democratic will of the people, rested upon a ‘necessary fiction’. This fiction is the view that such a thing as the ‘general will’ of all the citizens actually exists and that this will expresses itself through the political process. Of course, such a view of popular sovereignty confers legitimacy upon the laws by which society is governed. But it also assumes the actual equality of all of the citizens in deliberating and deciding upon the different aspects of social life. This is false and has no basis in reality. And because it is a false conception, detached from reality, the political activity that rests upon this argument is ‘unstable’, ‘chaotic’, ‘lacking in direction’. Government which embodies the principle of a democratic will is possible only if the citizens were all educated and capable of performing the functions of government. Marx had argued that such a thing is only possible if real human beings take the abstract citizen and incorporate citizenship into their social relations. This in turn meant the abolition of the state and a functional social democracy.

Lagardelle appreciating that so long as the separation of the state and civil society exists, politics will be a minority occupation that excludes the masses.

The area covered by politics is too vast and the questions it deals with too complicated to allow the masses to be sufficiently educated to play their role effectively.

Lagardelle Socialisme ou Démocratie 

Human beings, through the contradiction between the state and civil society, were indeed reduced to being ‘the masses’, abstract citizens, with no effective political reality, cannot and do not govern. Lagardelle’s point is well made: under a system of political democracy ‘the masses’ are dependent upon representatives. The solution is to overcome the abstract character of political representation, which, in turn, means overcoming the separation of the state from civil society.

Lagardelle thus stresses the centrality of the proletariat (‘des homes réels’) and their economic organisations.

The economic organisation of the proletariat only knows real men, workers who gather together and act together to defend their material and moral interests. We are no longer in the presence of abstract notions but are facing well-defined, concrete relations. There is nothing in common between the political and the proletarian milieus.

Lagardelle Socialisme ou Démocratie

Lagardelle thus moved into classic syndicalist territory, employing arguments later to be re-employed and developed by Gramsci and the Factory Council Movement.

Socialism, Lagardelle argues, is appropriate to the needs and interests of the proletariat des homes reels. Against the abstract sphere of ‘la démocratie politique’ Lagardelle opposed a socialism that was premised upon ‘la démocratie ouvriere’. Socialism thus possessed foundations and structures quite distinct from those of political democracy, basing itself upon the autonomous economic institutions of the working class, especially the syndicates. This was a completely new type of democracy that Lagardelle was proposing. It was a functional and proletarian democracy in which workers possessing the same trade, combining as an occupational group, joined to discuss those questions of the communal interest upon which they possessed a degree of expertise.

Workers’ democracy therefore rests essentially upon the organised groups of the proletariat … The conception of abstract equality is replaced by real equality.

Lagardelle, Socialisme ou Démocratie

It is as well to acknowledge here that Lagardelle was quite prepared to argue that a functional workers’ democracy would entail a degree of hierarchy and inequality.

From the moment that we are in the presence of real men, workers who do not have the same qualities or capacities, a necessary differentiation is produced between them.

Lagardelle, Socialisme ou Démocratie

Lagardelle argues that any new elite will rest upon competence and would therefore represent a ‘true democracy’. What he means is that a genuine division of labour, based upon a distribution of competences, would replace the random selection of elites as under a political democracy. A workers democracy, Lagardelle argues, is ‘organic’ and ‘stable’.

Lagardelle was highly critical of the political party. He contrasted ‘real’ and ‘abstract’ man so as to establish the primacy of the economic over the political. Proceeding from the proletariat as des homes reels, Lagardelle points to the centrality of the economic organisation of the proletariat, with particular reference to the syndicats. 

One returns to the classical syndicalist argument that the syndicats or unions organise workers according to interests whereas the political party organisers according to ideas and opinions.

The working class, Lagardelle argues, possesses a common interest and economic positions; it has a shared experience and a distinctive worldview. And all of this is expressed in the autonomous organisations created by the workers’, the syndicates. The syndicat:

by definition groups together only workers to the exclusion of members of every other class. And in doing so it takes the worker as producer, thus capturing his very essence, that which informs his life. From morning to night, the wage earner is dominated by the activity of production, his whole existence unfolds within this factory, around which gravitate all his preoccupations and his thoughts.

Lagardelle La Confedeeration du travail et le parti socialiste

Lagardelle, like Pelloutier and the other syndicalists, assumed that the activity of labour and production was fundamental to a person’s identity and to society’s existence. The Syndicats combine workers as producers and were the natural organisational expression of proletarian autonomy.

Not so the political party. The political party sought its mass constituency not in the producing class but in the electorate. Its point of departure was not the real worker but the abstract citizen. As a result, the party succumbed to the ‘democratic fiction’ of equality and joined together a classless bunch of individuals, i.e. individuals drawn from different classes, possessing conflicting economic interests and sharing a fragile unity over beliefs. Political parties, in Lagardelle’s words, are ‘artificial agglomerates of men’ lacking secure roots in the realities of economic existence (Lagardelle, La Confederation du travail et le parti socialiste). The political party is detached from reality and is thus ‘artificial’, ‘secondary’, ‘superficial’ remaining only on the ‘surface’, a surface phenomenon governed by the false world of appearances. Political parties are artificial constructions that achieve only a fragile unity. They are institutional expressions of an abstract political sphere and whose principles have but a transitory hold upon the enthusiasm of the workers. The unity organised around beliefs, ideas and opinions is soon shaken or destroyed through a clash of economic interests, class struggle or a changing economic reality. A class, however, ‘could not lose the members that constitute it’ (Lagardelle, La crise révolutionnaire du socialisme francais’, MS, XVIII, 1905).

Lagardelle’s hostility towards the coercive apparatus and centralised and bureaucratic power of the state informs his rejection of the political party as the instrument of achieving the socialist society. The means and ends are in flagrant contradiction. Lagardelle thus continued to emphasise that social transformation leading to socialism had nothing to do with the mere change in the personnel of government. The emancipation of the proletariat, indeed, required the abolition of hierarchical and authoritarian political structures, not their capture and manipulation. The state has to be destroyed. Not only is it a coercive and a class instrument, it deflects the socialist movement, appeals to power hunters. In short, the state corrupts.

It is not a question of conquering the state but of destroying it, of paralysing it and of divesting it of its functions and attributes.

Lagardelle, La Confederation du travail et le parti socialiste

And of investing these functions and attributes, in so far as they are legitimate, in responsible social bodies, one might add.

On sound principles, Lagardelle deliberately refused to provide a detailed picture or blueprint for the future society. He argues, correctly, that theory and practice could not be separated and that, as a result, the present and the future society would thus emerge out of the material foundations laid in the present. Lagardelle places heavy emphasis upon the syndicats. The future society is based upon the decentralised federal and autonomous structure constituted by the syndicats. Consequently, there would be ‘no more suffocating centralism and coercive power’, only:





In 1911, when called upon to state and justify his consistent position, Lagardelle wrote concerning Le Mouvement Socialiste.

From the first to the last line, in 1900 as in 1910, it has been the same question that I have asked myself: will socialism issue from workers organisations or political parties?

Lagardelle, Le Socialisme Ouvrier

And Lagardelle affirmed that his answer was always the same one: ‘Socialism was the work of economic organisations, not political clubs’. All of Lagardelle’s colleagues at Le Mouvement Socialiste agreed on this point.

For my part, I was determined to highlight the antagonism between politics and economics, party and class, citizen and producer, democracy and socialism.

This differentiation poses a question about method: the eternal opposition between the abstract and the concrete.

A joint declaration signed by Jouhaux, Dumoulin, Merrheim and Monatte, published on 27 August 1913, responded to the criticism that syndicalism had become reformist.

Today, as yesterday, syndicalism should not shelter behind the bureaucratic mechanism of the state but should destroy it and establish by its own efforts, through autonomous action, the society of the future.

It was a restatement of the original position of revolutionary syndicalism. It did, however, argue that strategy should be modified where appropriate in order to take account of economic developments. The declaration thus concluded that:

A movement which does not take account of the transformation occurring around it and which solidifies into an unchangeable attitude would be a movement without life, without a future.

Declaration a propos de l’action confédérale, BS, 27 August 1913

In time, revolutionary syndicalism was displaced on the left by Bolshevism, with emphasis shifting from the syndicats to the party. No doubt many of the syndicalists who joined the Communists were attracted by the prospect of soviet democracy. In coming out against Bolshevism, A Merrheim attempted to retain the syndicalist commitment to a workers’ socialism rather than to a politicians’ socialism. Merrheim’s position was a controversial one, given that the Bolshevik Revolution had inspired the enthusiasm of workers in the west. Workers in Merrheim’s own union began a wave of unofficial strikes, which Merrheim opposed as being political. Merrheim’s distance from the rank and file left him in an exposed position. He responded with a penetrating critique of Bolshevism. Merrheim was particularly concerned to ensure that Bolshevik methods did not come to dominate the French labour movement.

Some of Merrheim’s criticisms could be vicious. He wrote, for instance, of the ‘sarcastic and satanic dialogues of Lenin’ and castigated Lenin for being all too willing to ‘employ tricks, deceit and lies’. More specifically, Merrheim argued against membership of the Third International on account of its insistence that all member organisations should be prepared to employ violence and engage in illegal acts in order to secure its political ends (A Merrheim, ‘Parlons clair et net’, 105, 23 Sept 1920).

Merrheim can be condemned for his distance from working class militancy. Nevertheless, Merrheim’s virtue is not to have suppressed the critical faculty in being caught up in the enthusiasm following the revolution. Thus, in 1920, Merrheim argued that what was being created in Russia was not the dictatorship of the proletariat but a party dictatorship which will be exercised over the proletariat. Merrheim condemned Lenin as ‘the red Czar’ (Une nouvelle maladie infantile de la bolchévisme russe’, 105, 23 Feb 1921). Such a view was hardly likely to play well with those radicalised by the Russian Revolution. Merrheim however was adamant that Bolshevism had nothing to do with autonomous workers’ organisations but was a theory and practice of ‘a restricted, Prussianised, militarised political party led by an elite’. This party now came to institute a dictatorship over the proletariat. The Russian Revolution therefore reinforced the state power and extended centralisation and ‘bureaucratisation’ to an unparalleled extent. The workers cooperatives and soviets soon lost their autonomy and, in accord with the Bolshevik primacy of the political over the ‘economistic’/trade union dimension, came to be subordinated to the control of the party-state. The party had constituted itself as a state or, in other words, had reconstituted the state power by destroying the soviets as an alternative form of popular self-government. Workers’ organisations, rooted in production, were ‘bowed beneath the dictatorship of the handful of communist functionaries’ (Merrheim, Parlons …).

Trotsky’s demands for ‘the militarisation of labour’ ought to have provoked much more critical comment than actually occurred. That it did not provoke widespread condemnation indicates the confusion and ambiguity which the Russian Revolution had brought into the workers movement. The Bolshevik government, after all, was a proletarian dictatorship in name. But was it so in nature? Merrheim understood clearly what was implied by Trotsky’s ‘militarisation of labour’.

to dictatorship, he adds tyranny and thereby turns Russia into an immense industrial barracks where the worker is treated like a farm animal.

Merrheim, ‘La Dictature imposée aux Syndicats’, 105, 29 August 1920

Merrheim’s worst fears were confirmed by the vicious suppression of the Kronstadt revolt. Kronstadt was a revolt against state tyranny, not the counter-revolutionary rising which was the official interpretation. And it was

criminal and odious to see a supposedly worker and communist government crush the insurrection with machine-gun fire, flame-throwers and cannon and at the same time seek to vilify and slander the rebels.

Merrheim, ‘L’Insurrection contre la dictature’, 105, 13 March 1921; Les Maladies infantiles du communisme russe, 17 March 1921; La Révolte de Cronstadt, 3 April 1921.

Merrheim continued his assault upon Bolshevism with reference to the New Economic Policy (L’Opportunisme de Lenine, 105, 12 December 1920, 6 January 1921, 12 January 1921, La Capitulation definitive de Lénine devant les exigencies capitalistes, L’Atelier, 21 January 1922 and Les Bolsheviks a genoux devant le capitalisme, 4 March 1922). The ‘capitulation’ of Lenin was that of Bolshevism to capitalism. Bolshevism capitulated to capitalist exigencies, involving the restoration of the bourgeoisie and private property. Crucially, Bolshevism had failed to solve the ‘problem of production’ and, as a result, could not establish society on a new basis. Bolshevism was thus a destructive rather than a constructive force; it destroyed the ‘sources of activity, life, production and experience’ and hence could produce only poverty and misery.

Merrheim was under no illusions. The hegemony of Bolshevism within the worldwide socialist movement clearly implied the domination of that political or governmental socialism that revolutionary syndicalism had taken pains to expose as merely reinforcing elitist and authoritarian political structures. And this domination of party-state socialism meant a corresponding devaluation of the significance of the syndicats and their subordination to the political control of the party. Merrheim was thus attempting to expose Bolshevism in the eyes of a radicalised French proletariat. He was also attempting to defeat those in the CGT who were actively operating to split the syndicalist movement and deny the revolutionary significance of the syndicats so as to establish the hegemony of the Communist Party (Merrheim, ‘Nos futures dictatuers’, 105, 23 Jan 1921; Le Syndicalisme francais en péni, 105, 26 May 1921). Syndicalism, frankly, was fighting for its very existence against the increasing centrality of the Communist Party.

It is Syndicalism which is at stake, its independence and above all its doctrine and if we succumb it is not only Syndicalism but the CGT which is finished.

Merrheim, Amsterdam ou Moscow? 1921

Merrheim’s critical analysis could be said to have been vindicated by the subsequent degeneration of Bolshevism into a bureaucratic, state capitalism. The soviets were not allowed to form a constructive alternative government but were instead subjected to rigorous control by the party-state. In other words, the primacy of the destructive force of politics won out over the constructive life forces of production. Merrheim, respecting classic syndicalist principles, had foreseen the later degeneration though an awareness of the political delusions inhering in Bolshevism.

One needs therefore to understand why so many of the revolutionary syndicalists – and industrial unionists in other countries, like Tom Mann in Britain – could be so enthusiastic for Bolshevism. The centrality of the soviets in the Russian Revolution and the promises of self-government through the soviets signified a revolution of the producers against the politicians, the intellectuals and the bourgeoisie. It seemed as though a completely new form of state had been created, a proletarian state that broke with parliamentary democracy and rested upon production. The soviet system was the institutional expression of the proletarian autonomy that was embodied in the producer ethic. This idealisation of the role of the soviets in Russian Communism was adopted by Antonio Gramsci and incorporated in the perspectives of L’Ordine Nuouvo. The soviets had given institutional reality to proletarian autonomy and it was precisely this embodiment that Gramsci sought in the Factory Council Movement. At this early stage, therefore, the polarity that Merrheim had sought to establish between Bolshevik political socialism and revolutionary syndicalism was far from obvious and apparent.

For Edouard Berth, the imposition of the Bolshevik revolutionary model upon the West rested upon a flawed perspective and could only have damaging consequences. Berth had hoped that the Bolshevik Revolution would inspire the revolutionary enthusiasm of the workers in the West. He soon acknowledged that these hopes had been dashed. Even worse, Bolshevisation had proceeded systematically to suppress any independent organisation or activity within the proletarian movement. This assault upon proletarian autonomy actually ensured that the proletariat would be deprived of independent organisations and hence the organisational capacity to resist and fight. The workers were denied power, autonomy, initiative and responsibility at the base. There is no surprise, then, that the repeated calls by party cadres to join ‘the party’ and overthrow capitalism could not gain anything more than a minority constituency. The working class had been de-activated, de-mobilised and de-organised, deprived of their own independent organisations under their conscious control.

For Berth, the CGTU had, as a result, been transformed into an ‘appendage of a party of NCO’s and mercenaries’. L’Humanité was now ‘unreadable’ so bankrupt of intellectual content was it. Everything conspired to induce proletarian passivity. The regimentation and control from above might have been appropriate to a backward Russia looking to industrialise, Berth acknowledged. In the West, such a political strategy operated only by suffocating the vital and constructive life forces that alone were capable of overthrowing capitalism. The working class, Berth noted, was the only class capable of overthrowing the capitalist plutocracy. Yet Bolshevisation had destroyed proletarian institutional autonomy and, as a result, had transformed the revolutionary class into a mere lumpenproletariat, lacking in dignity and ‘inferior in its destiny’ (Berth, Du ‘Capital’ au ‘Reflexions sur la Violence’ 1932).





Exalted claims had been made for the ‘revolutionary party’ and, correspondingly, workers own organisations had been devalued as ‘economistic’. ‘The party’ had acquired absolute priority. The hegemony of the political party conception of socialism had been secured through Bolshevisation. And what had the party achieved? A defenceless, unorganised and a depoliticised working class facing depression, fascism and war. The syndicalists had proven one of their basic points – politics and parties organise around rootless and transitory ideas and opinions and hence divide rather than unite the class. The class had been split from head to toe.

Moreover, the whole point and character of socialism had been lost in this obsessive, myopic politics of party-building. It was left to Lagardelle to give a restatement. Powers ‘usurped’ by the state were to be recovered by the ‘spontaneous institutions of life’, the ‘living forces’ of the producers and the professionals (Lagardelle, Sud-Ouest: une region économique). As a result, the distortion and instability that the French Revolution had imposed upon society through its primacy of politics and the ‘absolutist state’ would be overcome. The irrational notion of parliament as the ‘sole master’ of the nation would be discarded, resulting in the ‘disqualification of the regime of intermediaries, of eloquence and of bureaucracy’. Initiative, power and responsibility would thus be restored to the productive basis upon which the life of the nation depended. ‘L’homme réel takes his revenge’ (Lagardelle, Sud-Ouest: une region francaise).

Slowly, very slowly, the scales began to fall from the eyes of revolutionary socialists. In January 1925 Pierre Monatte, recently expelled from the Communist Party, launched La Révolution prolétarienne. This possessed the revealing sub-title ‘revue syndicaliste-communiste’. The intention was ‘to work for the reconstitution of syndicalist unity, at a national and international level’ (Monatte, ‘Entre nous’, RP, 2 Feb 1925).


La Révolution prolétarienne certainly challenged dominant conceptions. Monatte, Alfred Rosmer and Victor Delagarde, all vilified for opposing the Communist Party leadership and all expelled from the party, continued to condemn the autocratic and bureaucratic methods of the party leadership. To the accusation of Trotskyism, Rosmer replied

Whoever resists is immediately classified as right-wing, menchevik, petit-bourgeois, (objectively) counter-revolutionary, etc. But where is this Communism?

Rosmer, La Légende du trotskyisme, RP, 2 Feb 1925

Rosmer had asked the crucial question. There was precious little evidence that ‘the party’ was leading the working class to the communist society. The revolutionaries of La Révolution prolétarienne thus put themselves forward as the ‘true communists’. The party members who were engaging in the process of Bolshevisation were, it was argued, sabotaging the proletarian movement and betraying the working class (Rosmer, La Réponse du ‘noyau’ a deux demandes de Trotsky, RP, 10 Oct 1925).

The critical eye focused upon Russian Communism gradually revealed the truth. What was being presented in the west as a new world of social justice was actually a world in which first the party, then the state bureaucracy and finally the dictator removed power and autonomy from the proletariat and its organisations and concentrated governmental force in their own hands. All opponents and critics, all independent organisations, like the soviets, were suppressed in the process. Rosmer in 1926 was accusing the Russian Revolution of ‘turning its back on Communism’ (A Rosmer, ‘Les Problemes de la revolution russe’, RP, 24 Dec 1926). And yet Rosmer, despite being condemned by Trotsky, despite Trotsky justifying his exclusion, along with Monatte, from the party, came to join the Trotskyite movement. Monatte, in contrast, was prepared to make a clean break. He had found little difference between the Trotskyites and the Communist Party.

I there again found the eternal opponents of syndicalism .. the décor changes, the personalities also, but it is always the same comedy, the same drama, which is being played out.

Monatte ‘Le Scandale de la direction unique, RP, 25, 1 Jan 1927

Monatte’s cynicism when confronted with this kind of stereotypical thinking no doubt sharpened his opposition to Trotsky’s attempt to create a ‘parti communiste idéal’

We did perhaps commit an act of folly in 1919, but in 1929 this would constitute a grave mistake.

Monatte, ‘L’Autonomie syndicale, formule d’avenir, RP, 94, 15 dec 1929

What is most striking about such obsessive party-building is its thoroughly abstract character. One of the criticisms that Monatte, Rosmer and Delagarde had made was that party leaders had a petty bourgeois conception of the inability of the workers to do anything autonomous and creative in politics. The workers had to be educated, disciplined, organised and directed from above. With such a poor view of the working class capacities it comes as no surprise that party leaders and professional revolutionaries would reserve all significant, creative political activity to themselves and deny it to the working class. Trotsky’s ‘parti communiste idéal’, as Monatte aptly called it, was merely the latest episode in party-building in abstraction from the working class and its revolutionary praxis.

Noting the similarities between Trotsky and Stalin and stressing the common origin in the Bolshevik conception of party organisation, Monatte had no difficulty in reaffirming revolutionary syndicalism, calling for the autonomy of the syndicats as the only strategy that is able to defend and promote the material interests of the proletariat on a permanent basis. The criticisms from Trotsky that this was an outdated and ‘dangerous’ – for whom? – position were predictable. All too predictably, party-state socialism, organised around contestable ideas and opinions rather than unifying material interests, had broken up the socialist movement into myriad sects and factions, parties fighting and splitting over political principles and power struggles that had nothing to do with workers’ interests.

The Ligue Syndicaliste was created with the explicit purpose of uniting the proletariat on the basis of its material interest in an explicitly class organisation. The Ligue, it proclaimed

does not wish to direct the syndicalist movement: it wants the syndicalist movement to relearn to direct itself.

Ce qu’est, ce que veut la Ligue Syndicaliste, RP, 19 July 1926

Unity could only be built around ‘the practice of class struggle and the independence of the Syndicalist movement, beyond all interference by political parties, factions or sects, as well as governments’ argued  Le Cri du Peuple, the weekly paper of the Comité pour l’independence du syndicalisme as expressed in the Manifeste des 22 (9 nov 1930).

Revolutionary Syndicalism – conclusions

Plenty of hopes were to be dashed in this attempt to revive the revolutionary syndicalist movement. The syndicalists were now confronting not only the parliamentary reformist tradition but also the Communist hegemony over revolutionary socialists.

In attempting an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of revolutionary syndicalism one has to point out that syndicalism was up against not only the agencies of class power, the state and capital, but against a socialist status quo as it were. Between them social (parliamentary) democracy and Communism established the domination of party-state socialism over the tradition of socialism from below via autonomous working class organisations.

What the revolutionary syndicalists attempted to do is to give institutional reality to the principle of proletarian autonomy. And they attempted to preserve this commitment through the monstrous deception that Communism proceeded to practice upon the international socialist movement, dividing and disillusioning the workers as it did. But the commitment to proletarian self-emancipation is strong enough to withstand the false dawns of social democracy and Communism, even though there is no doubt that such a self-emancipation through organs created by the workers themselves, is a long and tortuous route, with more than enough detours and defeats. Yet, through all this, the proletariat would remain the revolutionary class who would remain capable of organising itself and once more aspiring to transform society. The Syndicalists as such did not ‘fail’ but made a concerted effort to stimulate and develop working class consciousness, to inspire confidence in the class, so that the workers’ came to value their ability to regenerate society and refound society anew. Thus syndicalism continued to operate as a genuine workers movement dedicated to developing the administrative, technical and moral capacities of the working class. This was the objective first set by Pelloutier and it retains all of its old relevance and vitality. Without the working class, without proletarian autonomy and subjectivity, all socialism is abstract and illusory, an institutional shell lacking content. The revolutionary syndicalists attempted to achieve this revolutionary content through proletarian self-activity and self-organisation. The heavy emphasis was upon autonomous workers’ organisations rather than short cuts via institutional means.

The revolutionary syndicalists took on the revolutionary inheritance of 1789. The Jacobin tradition was party and state centred and it is this distinctively political doctrine that came to shape the socialism of the Second International and after. The revolutionary syndicalists challenged the domination of this political socialism and focused their activities upon civil as against political society. The syndicalists, naturally, emphasised proletarian autonomy through the syndicats. Rooted in production, these syndicats stood for true reality against the artificial and abstract sphere of politics. The abolition of the state implied the diffusion and decentralisation of political power. This presented a vision of functional democracy operating through the free association of autonomous proletarian groups and organisations.

The revolutionary syndicalists can claim any number of achievements in their attempt to emphasise the ‘social’ and proletarian character of socialism. The primacy of production and labour over politics, the explicit ouvrierisme that stressed the centrality of developing working class capacities, the insistence that action, organisation and education should be appropriate to proletarian self-emancipation, the ideas of workers’ control, the general strike and direct action, the critique of the abstraction of political representation and parliamentary democracy, the rejection of the notion of a democratic or ‘general’ will on account of its totalitarian implications, the critique of party-state socialism as reproducing hierarchical and authoritarian bourgeois methods of organisation – all of these can be counted as achievements. Most of all, the revolutionary syndicalists gave force to Proudhon’s and Marx’s vision of the socialist society as an association of free and equal producers.

The revolutionary syndicalists pursued a conception of a democratised civil society actively and functionally governed through proletarian organisations. Such a society would put proletarian autonomy on a permanent institutional basis.

To reach this end it was necessary to avoid compromising the proletarian movement through channelling it into bourgeois institutions and relations. Gradualism and reformism, the syndicalists understood, would either reproduce capitalism or achieve a state socialism that differed from capitalism only by replacing the capitalist class with a political or bureaucratic class.

The revolutionary syndicalists set themselves on an alternative course, following the example of the Paris Commune. The working class would not lay hold of the state machinery and use it for their own purposes.

The syndicalists challenged the statist and parliamentary orientation of the socialist party. For the syndicalists the material and organisational basis of the new social order lay in the syndicats or the trade unions. As a result, they argued that the point is not to appeal to the state for the reformation of social and economic reality. This appeal to state power would reinforce the authority of the state and induce passivity in the working class. The fact is that it is only the working class, through its autonomous organisations, which can achieve this social transformation. The workers do not need to appeal to the state but must use their material organisations to create an alternative society within the shell of the political state. The syndicalists attempted to keep socialism fixed upon its roots in labour and production. Rejecting bourgeois liberal ideology concerning the political-institutional resolution of class conflict, the syndicalists understood that the real source of conflict lies in class structured property and production relations. The syndicalists also followed Marx’s view that the Commune was the political form for the economic emancipation of the working class. Civil society would be re-politicised and democratised through the workers’ organisations, especially the Syndicats.

The French revolutionary syndicalists can be considered to have put aside the enmity between Proudhon and Marx, between anarchists and Marxists, and have effected a synthesis of the two wings by critically assimilating Proudhon’s ideas on economic organisation in order to attenuate the centrality of class praxis to Marx. This offered a ‘marxism’ that contrasted with the party political socialism of ‘orthodoxy’. Proudhon’s hostility to the state and to politics was combined with Marx’s writing on the Paris Commune. The critical issue concerned the ownership and control of the means of production. And the syndicalists, unlike the political socialists (including Marxists), were clear that state ownership of the means of production would necessarily lead to the domination of the state bureaucracy and public officials over society, of bourgeois politicians and intellectuals in the socialist movement over the working class.

The revolutionary syndicalists had developed a critique of party-state socialism pre-1914 which also applied to the state capitalism which followed in the wake of the Russian Revolution. Here Proudhon’s influence was cited as demonstrating that the power of the state was every bit as oppressive and exploitative as that of capital. There could be no solution to the domination and exploitation of the working class through replacing the power of the capitalist class with that of the state. The attempt to impose the state power on capital would lead to state capitalism.


The revolutionary syndicalists were concerned to realise a society in which the producers’ collectively controlled their means of production. The state would not need to act as the central planning agency. Rather, responsible social bodies would coordinate activities between each other, between producer and consumer groups, within and between industries. This is a decentralised and democratic form of planning that does not require the alien forms of control and coordination exercised by the state and market.

The syndicalists can also be credited with having understood that state ownership in place of private ownership would still possess an alien character on account of removing the means of production from the control of the producing class. The question is one of control, and state socialism is characterised by the separation of those who control the means of production and the actual producers who remain wage slaves. State socialism must necessarily reproduce capitalist relations. Socialism, the syndicalists affirmed, can only be realised through autonomous workers’ organisations making possible a system of direct workers’ control of production. Only such material organisations, created and controlled by the working class, would positively overcome the separation between owners/controllers of the means of production and the producers. The transfer of private industry to the state power would simply work to elevate a political-bureaucratic class to the position of minority control, exercising what would still be – given the fact of separation – a private power.

The revolutionary syndicalists would thus argue that the socialist society had to be managed by production units under the direct control of the producers. With the vision of the Commune in mind, the local commune would take over governing functions and would be federated with other communes according to competence, thus giving an overarching control of the whole economy.

And the syndicalists can be credited with having intuitively grasped what Marx had theorised as the ‘aufhebung’ of the state and of private property. Abolition would be a positive transcendence rather than a destruction. The autonomous material organisations of the workers, rooted in the productive base of society, would come to incorporate and absorb the legitimate governing functions of the state.

The question is could the workers’ material organisations function for the practical reappropriation and reorganisation of alienated social power? The Charter of Amiens of 1906 affirms the capacity of the Syndicats to undertake this task:

In the daily fight, Syndicalism pursues the co-ordination of workers’ struggles, and the increase of working class welfare through the achievement of immediate reforms such as a decrease in the hours of the working day, increased salaries, etc… But this task is only one aspect of Syndicalism, which also prepares the ground for complete emancipation. This can only be realised by the expropriation of the capitalists through the General Strike. The trade union, which today is a defensive institution, will be, in the future, the basis of production, distribution and the re-organisation of society.

This argument savours of Marx’s affirmation of the ‘dual’ character of the trade unions. In making this argument the syndicalists questioned the effectiveness of the political party in the realisation of a socialist society characterised by the association of free and equal producers. It takes a monumental leap of faith to believe that a party organisation designed to capture state power could be capable of dissolving that power. The syndicalist strategy of reabsorbing political power into social organs ensures that means and ends correspond to rather than contradict each other.

For syndicalists, the political party expresses the separation of the state from civil society. Here lies the fundamental difference between the two traditions of socialism – from above and from below.

At this stage, some points can be made to question just how revolutionary syndicalism was or ever could be. The question returns to the nature of trade unionism. It is quite legitimate to call for proletarian autonomy, as Sorel did, but could such autonomy be embodied or institutionalised in the syndicats? In the French context of proletarian exclusivity such a view could seem plausible. Trade unions were banned until well into the 1880’s and hence could appear to be vehicles of revolution, strengthening proletarian independence from and opposition to bourgeois society. The syndicalists had hit upon the revolutionary principle of building the new social order within the framework of the old, but were the syndicats appropriate vehicles? Sorel soon lost his enthusiasm for the British trade unions and came instead to invest his hopes in the Bourses du Travail movement. Similarly, Gramsci, despite a strong syndicalist strain in his writings, came to contrast the commercial and capitalist character of the trade unions with the communist character of the factory councils. The councils organised workers as producers and not, as did the trade unions, as wage slaves. The councils institutionalised the producer ethic and proletarian autonomy that Sorel demanded. The syndicats were not revolutionary organisations in this sense and could not effect the transformation of the bourgeois society of which they were a part. Trade unions are labour organisations that accept rather than challenge the commodity status of labour and the employment relation. They are, therefore, reformist organisations that function within bourgeois society in order to secure piecemeal improvements in wages and conditions. Such organisations, therefore, are incapable of generating revolutionary social transformation.

The lesson is plain. The working class requires another organisational form, one that is designed to transcend bourgeois society and which institutionalises working class separation from bourgeois society. This new organisational form would also exist as the embryonic proletarian state. The argument must move on to Gramsci’s solution, the political party constituted by the consiliar self-activity and self-organisation of the working class.

The Syndicalists were not naïve as far as the nature of trade unionism was concerned. The Syndicalists did know that trade unions had a reformist practice. So, too, did Marx. This did not stop Marx from entertaining a dialectical conception of the ‘dual’ character of trade unions. As working class organisations, the trade unions would be converted from the wages struggle to the struggle to abolish the wages system as the working class developed from being a class in itself, with an ‘objective’ significance only as wage slaves, to being a class for itself, with a subjective reality as the value producing class.

In defending the revolutionary syndicalists it should be born in mind that Marx himself placed the greatest stress upon the agency of the revolutionary class, the proletariat. The organisational form itself – party, council, syndicat – is not in itself revolutionary but only comes to possess a revolutionary content through the self-development of the working class. The working class is revolutionary or it is nothing, Marx wrote. No organisational form can compensate for the lack of revolutionary development. The point is to get the working class moving, acting, developing. When it becomes revolutionary, the working class will be more than capable of determining the form and the character of its organisations, organisations created by the class and remaining under their direct and conscious control. In making the case for freedom as human self-determination, Marx was quite prepared to allow the human agency to penetrate the fetish systems of politics and production, overthrow objective economic and institutional constraints and actually come to determine the principles by which the world was to be governed. It would be illogical from Marx’s perspective to argue that there is a ‘logic’ of organisation and an ‘objective’ constraint which human beings cannot penetrate or overthrow by their creative praxis. Marx’s critique of alienation exposes the inertia of institutions to human self-activity and self-initiative. Hence Marx’s dynamic, dialectical conception of the ‘dual’ nature of trade unionism has much more to commend it than outright rejections of the trade unions or syndicats as bourgeois.

The syndicalists were aware that trade unions could quite easily accommodate themselves – and hence the working class – to bourgeois society. And, ossifying on this terrain, the trade unions would come to develop a bureaucratic and centralised apparatus of control through which a professional minority, with positions within the machinery of the bourgeois state or industrial relations, would use to manage their members. The working class would find their own organisations pointed against them as alien instruments of an external power – capital. The trade unions thus become counter-revolutionary instruments.

However, one can search in vain for the ‘ideal’ instrument of proletarian revolution, since all organisational forms will be, to a greater or lesser extent, implicated in the environment it seeks to change. The ‘ideal’ form may be so far removed from the society to be changed and the social practices of the proletariat as to be either irrelevant or an ideal instrument introduced into reality in abstract fashion from the outside, leading to political alienation. It is significant that Marx always joined movements that the workers’ had already formed and never set about creating his own ideal revolutionary organisation for the workers to join. Marx was a radical immanentist. Real change could proceed only from within an existing field of possibilities, not from the outside via an ‘ideal’ revolutionary instrument. Only something detached from society and class struggle – and hence impotent – could be ideal. The ‘ideal’ revolutionary organisation had no practical or critical grip upon reality and no positive ‘organic’ relation to the forces capable of transforming that reality from within. There was, therefore, sense in the syndicalist decision to work through workers’ organisations, whether they be unions, syndicats, bourses or factory councils.

The great advantage of the trade unions or the syndicats as workers’ organisation is that they organise workers according to interests which are rooted in production and which all possess as opposed to political ideas, detached from production, transitory, and apt to divide rather than unite the class. Those who would dogmatically assert the need for ‘the revolutionary party’ and then set about the seemingly endless task of party building would do well to consider rather than dismiss the syndicalist argument.

The Syndicat groups together those who work against those who live by human exploitation: it brings together interests and not opinions.

E Pouget, Le Parti du travail

By definition, then, the Syndicats would be exclusively working class and would, therefore, offer no opportunity for would be socialist politicians and intellectuals drawn from the bourgeoisie to enter the proletarian movement and to assume its leadership. Indeed, this proletarian character was extended to justify opposition to alliances with other classes. There could be

no place for alliances or compromises with the bourgeoisie or the intermediary classes …. whose immediate interests are in conflict with those of the workers.

P Delesalle L’Action Syndicale et les anarchistes

The ouvrierism of the syndicalists had a sound class basis. The working class

is right to mistrust people who, not having suffered the same misery, have not received the same education.

Yvetot Le Syndicalisme, les intellectuals et la CGT

The Syndicalists would thus make a virtue of the class nature of the Syndicats in sharp and significant contrast to the classless character of the support for and membership of political parties. Political parties did not organise people according to their class or their class interests. They grouped people together according to political ideas and opinions, rootless, abstract and general in aiming at a cross-class appeal. Thus, as a result, political parties ‘were an incoherent mish-mash of men whose interests were in opposition’ (E Pouget, Le Parti du travail). The hold of such opinions and ideas was transitory. Political parties could not hold permanently the enthusiasm of the people precisely because they lacked roots in class and material relations. The political party thus sets about creating a ‘general will’ that is purely abstract and subjective. Any unity achieved on this basis is wholly illusory and short-term and is soon shattered by a conflict of class and material interests.

Political parties, moreover, are training grounds for authoritarians, would be workers’ dictators. Political parties make the conquest of state power their political objective and, in so doing, come to reproduce the hierarchical and authoritarian political structures of the state within the proletarian movement. As a result, political parties become vehicles into which bourgeois opportunists can ride into state power in the name of the proletariat.

The trade union or syndicat, therefore, is the natural expression of the true needs and interests of the working class, not the political party. And, given the freedom to develop – a freedom which the domination of bourgeois politicians and intellectuals removes – the proletarian movement will generate its own working class leaders and intellectuals just as it generates its own organisation and theory.

The syndicat expresses the real proletarian objective of the abolition of the wages system and capital rule. The political party has other objectives, to which this proletarian objective is subordinated – namely the conquest of state power. But this only deflects the workers’ movement into the abstract political sphere. The syndicats remain fixed upon the proletarian objective.

In opposition to the present society which only knows the citizen stands from now on the producer.

E Pouget L’Action directe

The syndicalist critique of political democracy is cogent. The political sphere represents people abstractly as equal citizens. In the private sphere of civil society, workers are exploited and subject to a class based inequality. The parliamentary democratic state counts a sum of individual votes, as though society really were atomistic and human beings really were isolated monads. But, surely, it is a class and class struggle which is the constituent element of society? The syndicalists, in prioritising class struggle, came to repudiate parliamentary democracy, political representation and universal suffrage. Together, these constituted ‘l’idée démocratique vulgaire’. Voting at elections was criticised as a most passive political act. For the syndicalists, voting amounted to the alienation of sovereignty, a transfer of responsibility and an abdication of the self. For it concedes power and initiative to someone or something else. It is the abandonment of ones political life. The passive activity of voting de-activates and demobilises. Voters learn nothing from an electoral politics; effective political participation is blocked. Voting habituates people to transferring their responsibility to others and hence come to depend upon the actions and decisions of others. ‘One is an elector on condition that one is simple enough to be wish to be one’, Pouget argued. And in terms that recall Rousseau’s critique of representation, Pouget continues to argue that having voted, the voter merely becomes, once more, the slave of the representative, ‘the servant of the successful candidate’ (Pouget, L’Unité).

The electoral system of abstract political representation excludes the working class, denies effective political participation and so opens up the class to manipulation. Workers, in this system, are taught to seek their politics in the empty rhetoric and shallow promises of politicians.

Accustomed to being intoxicated by hollow phrases the masses have marched behind words.

Delesalle, Le Scrutin de Dimanche, TN 19 May 1900

Through electoral politics the workers come to transfer responsibility and initiative for what should have been a self-emancipation to ‘a miserable piece of paper which carries the name of a dangerous third-rate actor politician’ (Yvetot, Mouvement ouvrier, Le Libertaire, I Feb 1902). And this domination of the politician is secured by rendering people passive as a mass of individual voters.

Universal suffrage gives power to unconscious and inactive individuals (or better to their representatives) and suffocates the minority who carry the future within themselves.

Pouget Le congres syndicat de Bourges

For Pouget the ‘democratic system’ signifies control in the hands of an ‘inert’ mass which ‘enjoys economic slavery’. It is a conscious minority who are, alone, ‘called upon to decide and to act’ ‘without taking into account the refractory mass’ (Pouget, Le congres…).

Representative-electoral politics is an inherently corrupt and corrupting business. ‘Parliament is a bazaar where entry is not free and where those who enter seek not to educate themselves but to dupe their fellows’ (Pouget, Action corporative et duperie politique). Pouget was thus quick to condemn the delusions of Millerand and the state-sponsored reformist route to socialism. Millerand, in taking part in the bourgeois state, became the ‘prisoner of capital’ and, under this constraint, acted exactly as all other politicians acted. Regardless of his socialist intentions, Millerand

could not break the mould; he is only a cog in the machine of oppression and whether he wishes it or not, he must, as minister, participate in the job of crushing the proletariat.

Pouget Esclaves du Capital, VduP, 10 February 1901

The syndicalists thus repudiated the parliamentary and reformist road to socialism. The party political socialists must, according to their premises of legislative action, make the state the instrument of their objectives. However, the state is not a neutral institution at all, not even the representative democracy or the republic. Given the dependence of the state upon civil society and, therefore, existing power relations, the state must always intervene in the class struggle on the side of the dominant social class – the capitalist class. For it is capitalist ‘reality’, i.e. relations, that the state is to preserve as a condition of its own power.

The revolutionary syndicalists struck out against the party political turn that socialism had taken. The need to build the party and conquer state power had come to displace the original objective of socialism – the fundamental transformation of society through workers’ own material organisations.

As such, syndicalism is very much a society-centred revolutionary movement and comes out strongly against the state. What emerges is a libertarian and actively democratic communism based on a conception of a ‘decentralised, federative society where the human being would be able to develop in complete autonomy’ (E Pataud and E Pouget, Comment nous ferons la revolution p 141). To realise such a society requires that the centralised and bureaucratic state machinery is dismantled and is replaced by a system of communal ownership and control. Production would be organised through the syndicats and the Bourses du Travail would function as co-ordinating agencies, collecting and disseminating information so as to ensure that production and distribution was carried on efficiently, consumer interests met and an overarching view of the whole of the economy obtained.

Given the very serious attention given to social organisation and to the question of how the new social order would function, especially how production would be carried on, goods distributed and consumer needs served, it is quite wrong to a) believe that syndicalists simply put their faith in an apocalyptic general strike b) had little thought for the future social order c) mistook a libertarianism for an unorganised society.

The truth is that the syndicalists had a very well developed perspective on how the future social order can be built, in its foundations at least, in the present. The heavy ‘economistic’ emphasis is not just a case of ouvrierism but is also a serious attempt to consider how production would be organised and governed under a future society. This future society, therefore, exists in embryonic form in the material organisations that the proletariat creates in the present – the Syndicats and Bourses du Travail, the factory councils etc. The general point to make, over and above the specific nature of these material organisations, is that the objective is to abolish the state and capital, the whole coercive apparatus and bureaucratic administration that dominates society from above, the agencies and mechanisms of private economic power and to dissolve this political and economic power back into a society under the democratic control and self-government of the producers. Human relations are thus to be brought under common human control. The alien powers of the state and capital are to be reappropriated as the alienated powers of human beings, to be reorganised and exercised within society. For the syndicalists this society is the network of interrelated but nevertheless autonomous producers’ organisations. These autonomous workers’ organisations also exist as the vehicles of proletarian self-emancipation. The fact is that independent organisation by the working class not only achieves self-emancipation but also creates the material foundations of the future society within the old.

The criticism of political party or state socialism was pronounced and gained probably its most eloquent  expression in the writings of Edouard Berth. Berth was most concerned to show that the authentic socialism was socialism from below a workers’ socialism situated in society, not in the abstract political sphere. Berth’s immediate target was Guesde’s Marxist orthodoxy. Nevertheless, Berth’s castigation of the centralisation and bureaucratisation that accompanies the state control of society recalls Marx’s writings on the parasitic state machinery and his demand (from On the Jewish Question to 1875’s Critique of the Gotha Programme) that freedom requires the total dissolution of the state power into society. As Berth argued, socialism represents

the reabsorption of the State into society; it is society governing and administering itself in an autonomous manner.

Berth, Dialogues socialistes pp70-1

On this understanding, socialism implies a thoroughgoing political and economic decentralisation and federal arrangements between the different social bodies which, together, govern and administer society.

The argument has obvious affinities with Proudhon. But it is also compatible with Marx, connecting the ‘aufhebung’ of the state with the free association of the self-governing producers. The fact is that Berth has assimilated Marx’s critique of Proudhon and, seeing that Proudhon’s petty bourgeois utopia would simply reproduce the old competition, anarchy and capitalist imperatives, takes precautions to ensure the existence of an overarching ‘juridical framework’ to prevent the ‘rivalry’ between autonomous working class organisations developing into full blown capitalist competition.

And in making the case for socialism, Berth gave an eloquent statement of the syndicalist producer ethic.

In sum, the essential difference between the bourgeois economic order and the socialist economic order is this: today each individual, given the anarchy of production, is in no way sure of the results of his labour… Tomorrow, on the contrary .. production will be organised and each individual is sure of his future from the moment he begins work; remuneration will not depend upon the hazards of competition but will correspond exactly to personal effort.

Berth, Dialogues socialistes p73

With such a perspective it is understandable why Berth would reject party-state centred socialism for a decentralised society of autonomous working class or producer organisations. Berth has no intention of elevating into power a political class who, as much as the capitalist class, would live off the exploitation of workers’ labour. And Berth made a telling criticism of Guesde’s party-state Marxist socialism, which counters those Marxist critics of syndicalism who have continued to show more interest in party building than in the effective self-organisation and autonomy of the working class. Guesde, Berth argues

raises into dogmas, into absolute laws, into cast-iron truths, the laws of the capitalist economy and, in the name of science, forbids all forms of action, except one: political action.

Berth, De l’Utopie a la science 402

The revolutionary party builders constrain the working class to recognise the omnipotence and omnicompetence of the party. This represents the deliberate, systematic devaluation of the class agency and denies the reality shaping significance of the class praxis of the proletariat. The working class is to be educated and controlled by ‘the party’ and its professional politicians and intellectuals. The working class thus find that its socialism has been expropriated and turned into a form of political control from above and from the outside.

The alternative to such party building is to place the emphasis upon economic organisation and activity and hence place a primacy upon the development of the proletariat by its own efforts through its own organisations. Berth set this argument within a broader, philosophical viewpoint. What is most interesting is the ‘new materialism’ that Berth opposes to the ‘old materialism’. Historical materialism, Berth argues, is a ‘philosophy of action’ that affirmed that social transformation based upon the ‘reciprocal action’ of circumstances and of human agency. It was therefore opposed to the ‘fatalistic quietism’ that accompanied the ‘old materialism’, even if ‘orthodox’ Marxism itself has come to adopt this outmoded passive and mechanical materialism.

Berth’s ‘new materialism’ has obvious affinities with Marx’s active materialism and clearly Berth is preparing the way for the redefinition of Marxism as the ‘philosophy of praxis’. The key notion in Berth’s ‘new materialism’, however, comes from Bergson. ‘Becoming’ signified to Berth that everything that had hitherto been conceived from the speculative point of view could not be conceived from ‘the point of view of action’. Social reality could thus be conceived as a process of flux, continuous movement and mobility in which human beings acted self-consciously and creatively. Knowledge, therefore, could not be mere prediction, as though the future were predetermined, as though social processes really were ‘objective’ and immune from human intervention and alteration. It is interesting to consider how close Berth had come here to redefining Marxism as the philosophy of praxis without having this end in view. For what Berth considered Marx’s greatest achievement was to have discovered the central role of technological development in ensuring the human conquest of nature. When identifying homo sapiens with homo faber Berth pointed only indirectly to Marx and his reference to industrial production. It was Bergson who supplied the ‘philosophy of creation’ (Berth, ‘Marchands, Intellectuels et Politiciens’, MS XXII, 1907).

Berth has a penetrating argument that links abstraction in theory and in politics to each other as ‘totalitarian’. Thus, part of Berth’s critique of intellectuals is a condemnation of their almost exclusive reliance upon conceptual thinking. If concepts had a role in imposing human order upon the sensible world, so too did they trap human beings, distancing them from true reality, from ‘la vie profonde’ and brought on intellectual torpor.

Similarly, Berth goes on, the state like the concept is an ‘immense simplification, an immense abstraction’. In creating the modern state, the French Revolution had destroyed the particularisms of the feudal order, the intermediary associations between the individual and the state. Berth affirms, like Hegel and Marx, that this had been a ‘process of liberation for social life’. Nevertheless, liberation had also created the abstraction of the modern state, a means of control Berth emphasises. 

Berth’s point is that the state exalted into a metaphysical concept, could not tolerate any private associations that existed independently of its power.





It is interesting to compare this connection between conceptual thinking and the state as tyrannous abstractions to an argument made by Marx concerning the connection between Hegel’s Idea and the state.

Another claim is that the ‘various powers of the state’ are fixed by the nature of the concept and that therefore by means of them the universal ‘engenders itself in a necessary way’. Thus the various powers are not determined by ‘their own nature’ but by something alien to them. Similarly, their necessity is not to be found in their own essence, much less has it been critically established. Rather, their fate is predestined by the ‘nature of the Concept’, it lies sealed in the holy archives of the Santa Casa (of the Logic).

Marx, Critique of Hegel’s Doctrine of the State

The Santa Casa is the prison of the Inquisition in Madrid. The nature of the concept takes precedence here over the true nature of various powers. So much is the concept removed from real life and the real nature of things that Marx makes a direct connection between the Idea of Hegel’s Logic and the State that Hegel produces from the concept and the prison of the Spanish Inquisition.

Berth situates his argument on the level of reality.

Socialism is not a doctrine, a science, a philosophy, a new dogmatism, a new absolute: essentially realist and relativist, it is, in consequence, opposed to all idealism.

Berth La Politique anticléricale

The idealist, Berth argues, seeks to impose liberty in the name of truth (abstract), but for the socialist ‘liberty was achieved through a ceaseless contact with reality, life, the movement of things and ideas’ (Berth, La Politique anticléricale). For Berth, the collapse of the old philosophies means that the task now facing human beings is to extend the human grasp of the unknown but knowable. This was possible primarily through the productive activity of human beings.

Entrenched within his occupation the individual creates for himself an original life, becomes an autonomous centre of action, obtains a positive liberty.

Berth, Classiques ou modernes?






Although the Marxist orthodoxy of the Second International seemed to command a consensus, many Marxist theoreticians and activists exhibited a more independent spirit and dissented from the conventional interpretations of historical materialism. As against notions of a gradual historical evolution to socialism, Rosa Luxemburg retained Marx’s emphasis upon the revolutionary capacity of the proletariat as crucial to the achievement of socialism. As the reformist implications of Marxist orthodoxy became increasingly apparent, Luxemburg began an attempt to recover the revolutionary dimensions of Marx’s argument. World war and its aftermath exposed the flabbiness of ‘orthodox’ social democracy and called for the recovery of revolutionary aspirations. 

In the years following the war and the Russian Revolution, Marxist theory was subject to a thorough reexamination and underwent a fundamental transformation, boosted by prospect for imminent social change. Many of the key figures in the revival of Marxist philosophy beyond the positivism of the old orthodoxy were influenced by the Hegelian roots of Marx’s thought. Encouraged by the practical example of Lenin’s assertion of the creativity of politics – the Revolution against Marx’s Capital, Gramsci enthused -  the likes of Georg Lukacs, Karl Korsch, and Antonio Gramsci followed through philosophically to redraw the boundaries of Marxist theory.




Luxemburg stands is a critical figure between the passive evolutionism of the old Marxist orthodoxy and the later revaluation of the subjective factor. Whilst Luxemburg allied with Kautsky in criticising the revisionism of Bernstein at the turn of the century, she developed an independent perspective which affirmed the revolutionary potential of the proletariat in pursuit of its objective class interests. In rejecting both the positivist and neo-Kantian versions of Marxism, Luxemburg reunited science and ethics, object and subject to reaffirm Marx's emancipatory rationalism.
As against the positivists, Rosa Luxemburg’s Marxism was always open-ended and depended upon the active intervention of the human subject: 

It is not true that socialism will arise automatically and under all circumstances from the daily struggle of the working class. Socialism will be the consequence only of the ever growing contradictions of capitalist economy and the comprehension by the working class of the unavoidability of the suppression of these contradictions through a social transformation. When the first condition is denied and the second rejected, as is the case with revisionism, the labor movement is reduced to a simple cooperative and reformist movement, and moves in a straight line toward the total abandonment of the class standpoint. 

Luxemburg "Reform or Revolution," in Selected Political Writings, ed. Dick Howard 1970 88

Luxemburg was vociferous in her criticism of Bernstein and his notion of evolutionary socialism. Bernstein argued that capitalist breakdown is not objectively inevitable, that divisions between rich and poor are not growing, that the middle class is not disappearing but is getting larger, and that as a result Marx’s emphasis on class struggle and revolution was misplaced. 

Luxemburg launched her attack on Bernstein in the pages of the Leipziger Voikszeitung of the same year, her articles reissued as a book in 1899 under the title Social Reform or Revolution. Luxemburg's initial thesis was that reform and revolution are not alternatives but are inextricably linked, the one leading to the other.

At first view, the title of this work may be surprising. Social reform or revolution? Can Social Democracy be against social reforms? Can it oppose social revolution, the transformation of the existing order, its final goal, to social reforms? Certainly not. The practical daily struggle for reforms, for the amelioration of the condition of the workers within the framework of the existing social order, and for democratic institutions, offers Social Democracy the only means of engaging in the proletarian class struggle and working in the direction of the final goal—the conquest of political power and the suppression of wage labor. For Social Democracy there exists an indissoluble tie between social reforms and revolution. The struggle for reforms is its means; the social revolution, its goal. 

Luxemburg 1971 SRR 52

To advocate revolution does not imply an opposition to social reform. Reforms can be pursued and attained, but without losing the commitment to the long term political objective. Bernstein, however, was concerned solely with the means (social reforms) and not at all with the end (revolution). The assumption that reforms were sufficient within a capitalist economy that had resolved its tendencies to crisis meant that socialism lost its objective grounding and became instead a moral ideal. This was Luxemburg’s principle charge. Bernstein's idea of reform entailed the abandonment of the theory of capitalist breakdown.





Once one abandons the view that capitalist development rests on contradictory dynamics that bring about collapse, then socialism loses its basis in objective necessary and instead becomes merely one moral position amongst many.





Luxemburg notes that there remain only two mainstays of the scientific explanation of socialism once this is admitted, the socialization of the process of production and the class consciousness of the proletariat. Bernstein focuses firmly on the former, believing that socialisation modifies and even suppresses class struggle. For Luxemburg, this is a ‘false conclusion’. Bernstein argues that that cartels, the credit system, the development of means of communication, the amelioration of the situation of the working class, etc. are means of capitalist adaptation which eliminate or, at least, attenuate the internal contradictions of capitalist economy. 

But if the cartels, credit system, trade unions, etc., suppress the capitalist contradictions and consequently save the system from ruin; if they enable capitalism to maintain itself—and that is why Bernstein calls them "means of adaptation"—how can they be at the same lime "the preconditions and even in part the germs" of socialism? Obviously only in the sense that they express more clearly lie social character of production. But, inversely, by maintaining it in its capitalist form, the same factors render superfluous in equal measure the transformation of this socialized production into socialist production. That is why they can be the germs or preconditions of a socialist order only in a conceptual sense and not in an historical sense. They are phenomena which, in the light of our conception of socialism, we know to be related to socialism but which, in fact, not only do not lead to a socialist revolution but, on the contrary, render it superfluous. 

Bernstein had separated subjective and objective factors and was therefore over-impressed by the objective socialisation of the capitalist economy, believing that objective evolution alone was sufficient to constitute socialism. This is to focus on only the one side of Marx’s analysis and to completely neglect the other side. Marx’s argument rested upon the contradiction in the capital system between the increasingly social nature of production and its organisation around private appropriation. Share capital, the joint stock principle, the concentration and centralisation of capital, all pointed to the need to transform social relations of production to ensure that the forces of production were organised to social ends. The only thing that evolves on the basis of capitalist relations is the capital system. Bernstein’s evolutionary perspective completely ignores the creative role played by the subjective factor in socialist transformation.





Luxemburg criticises Bernstein's argument in three areas, showing how economics, sociology and politics are interrelated. In economics, Luxemburg argued that far from being means of adaptation suppressing conflict, increasing the contradictions at the heart of capitalist society, thus ensuring breakdown. Luxemburg’s argument is framed within Marx’s awareness of the growing contradiction between productive forces and productive relations, between the contradiction between socialised production and private appropriation.

Thus, far from being a means for the elimination or the attenuation of crises, credit is, on the contrary, a particularly powerful factor in the formation of crises. This could not possibly be otherwise. Speaking very generally, the specific function of credit is nothing but the elimination of the remaining rigidity of capitalist relationships. It introduces everywhere the" greatest elasticity possible. It renders all capitalist forces extendable, relative, and sensitive to the highest degree. Doing this, it facilitates and aggravates crises, which are nothing but the periodic collisions of the contradictory forces of the capitalist economy. 
This leads, at the same time, to another question. How can credit generally have the appearance of a "means of adaptation" of capitalism? No matter in what context or form this "adaptation" is conceived, its essence can obviously only be that one of the several antagonistic relations of capitalist economy is smoothed over, that one of its contradictions is suppressed or weakened, and that thus liberty of movement is assured, at one point or another, to the otherwise fettered productive forces. In fact, it is precisely credit that aggravates these contradictions to the highest degree. It aggravates the antagonism between the mode of production and the mode of exchange by stretching production to the limit and at the same time paralyzing exchange on the smallest pretext. It increases the contradiction between the mode of production and the mode of appropriation by separating production from ownership, that is, by transforming the capital employed in production into "social" capital and at the same time transforming a part of the profit, in the form of interest on capital, into a simple title of ownership. It increases the contradiction between the property relations and the relations of production by putting immense productive forces into a small number of hands, and expropriating a large number of small capitalists. It increases the contradiction between the social character of production and capitalist private ownership by rendering necessary the intervention of the state in production (stock companies).
In short, credit reproduces all the fundamental contradictions of the capitalist world. It accentuates them. It precipitates their development and thus pushes the capitalist world forward to its own destruction—the breakdown.

Luxemburg 1971 SRR 62/3

Credit intensifies capitalist contradictions by accentuating the separation of production from ownership, Cartelisation, too, increased contradictions between producer and consumer, between organised capital and the working class, between the international character of the capitalist world economy and the national character of the capitalist state. From this it followed that, despite the appearance of stability, capitalist crisis was inevitable.

The hopes that Bernstein placed in cooperatives and Trade Unions were also illusory for Luxemburg. For Luxemburg, cooperatives were a hybrid form within capitalism. The Trade Unions were organisations aiming to increase the proportion of social wealth going to the working class, an aim which Luxemburg described as a 'sort of labour of Sisyphus' since it was doomed to frustration by the processes of proletarianisation, the growth of the productivity of labour and unemployment. Luxemburg earned the continuing enmity of Trade Union leaders for this phrase, but Luxemburg was surely right. In a capitalist economy, trade union power can be used to make gains in pay and conditions within the wages system, but cannot be used to abolish the wages system. Trade unions in their functions cannot go beyond the critical level, to the point at which they obstruct and subvert the mechanisms of accumulation and investment, the very premise of union demands. When this critical level is reached, unions have to convert the economic struggle into a general political struggle aiming to change the economic and political system, at which point they cease to be trade unions, or restrain their demand within what the system can afford. Luxemburg was therefore pointing to the limitations of trade unions as vehicles of change. This does not, however, mean that Luxemburg considered trade unions unimportant.





Luxemburg also considered that Bernstein placed an inordinate amount of faith in political democracy. This for two reasons: firstly, democratic institutions had 'largely played out their role as aids in the bourgeois development'.

In so far as they were necessary to bring about the fusion of small states and the creation of large modern states (Germany, Italy), they have become dispensable. Economic development has meanwhile effected an internal organic healing, and the surgical dressing, political democracy, can thus be taken off without any danger for the organism of bourgeois society!

Luxemburg 1971 SRR 111

Political democracy was therefore a bourgeois mask for more fundamental economic changes. The transition towards a monopoly capitalism implied an increasingly illiberal economy that could dispense with political liberalism at the level of the state. Luxemburg thus conclude that ‘liberalism as such is now essentially useless to bourgeois society’ (Luxemburg SRR 1971 111). Luxemburg did not dismiss the importance of parliamentary struggle, but her rationale was that it would be the very ineffectiveness of parliamentary struggle that would convince the proletariat of the need for more fundamental change. 
More substantially, Luxemburg argued that 'the structure of capitalist property and the capitalist state develop in entirely different directions' (SRR 1971: 87). Within capitalist society, wage labour is not a juridical category but only an economic relation: 'in our whole juridical system, there is not a single legal formula for the present class domination'. This means that the political and legal reforms proposed by Bernstein lacked social relevance.

In fine, Luxemburg concluded, Bernstein's views were mechanical and undialectical:

Legal reform and revolution are not different methods of historical progress that can be picked out at pleasure from the counter of history, just as one chooses hot or cold sausages. They are different moments in the development of class society which condition and complement each other, and at the same time exclude each other reciprocally as, e.g., the north and south poles, the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. 

Bernstein lacks a sense of how reform and revolution are part of the same process of transformation. In separating reform and revolution, Bernstein is attempting to denude reform of its revolutionary implications.

In effect, every legal constitution is the product of a revolution. In the history of classes, revolution is the act of political creation while legislation is the political expression of the life of a society that has already come into being. Work for legal reforms does not itself contain its own driving force independent from revolution. During every historical period, work for,, reforms is carried on only in the direction given it by the impetus of the last revolution, and continues as long as that impulsion continues to make itself felt. Or, to put it more concretely, it is carried on only in the framework of the social form created by the last revolution. Precisely here is the kernel of the problem. 
It is absolutely false and totally unhistorical to represent work for reforms as a drawn-out revolution, and revolution as a condensed series of reforms. A social transformation and a legislative reform do not differ according to their duration but according to their essence. The whole secret of historical transformations through the utilization of political power consists precisely in the change of simple quantitative modification into a new quality, or to speak more concretely, in the transition from one historical period, one social order, to another. He who pronounces himself in favor of the method of legal reforms in place of and as opposed to the conquest of political power and social revolution does not really choose a more tranquil, surer and slower road to the same goal. He chooses a different goal. Instead of taking a stand for the establishment of a new social order, he takes a stand for surface modifications of the old order. Thus, the political views of revisionism lead to the same conclusion as the economic theories of revisionism: not to the realization of the socialist order, but to the reform of capitalism; not to the suppression of the wage system, but to the diminution of exploitation; in a word, to the elimination of the abuses of capitalism instead of to that of capitalism itself. 

Luxemburg SRR 1971 117

Reform and revolution go together, the pursuit and attainment of reforms gaining their significance with respect to the long-term end. In opting for reform against revolution, Bernstein was obsessed with the notion of premature revolution. All revolution, however, starts at the beginning. The first step is always the most difficult and the most important. Bernstein never takes that step. Bernstein’s approach amounts to a political and intellectual disarmament.

In the first place, it is impossible to imagine that a transformation as formidable as the passage from capitalist society to socialist society can be realized in one act, by a victorious blow of the proletariat. To consider that as possible is again to lend credence to pure Blanquist conceptions. The socialist transformation presupposes a long and stubborn struggle in the course of which, quite probably, the proletariat will be repulsed more than once, so that, from the viewpoint of the final outcome of the struggle, it will have necessarily come to power "too early" the first time. 




Luxemburg points out that the proletariat is not in the position to seize political power in any other way than "prematurely". The proletariat is therefore obliged to seize power "too early" ‘once or several times before it can enduringly maintain itself in power’. Luxemburg concludes that Bernstein’s objection to the "premature" seizure of power by the proletariat is nothing but ‘a general opposition to the aspiration of the proletariat to take state power.’ (Luxemburg 1971 123). 

One can therefore see why the likes of Bernstein are keen in their praise of cartels, cooperatives, credit etc, in that they are a form of objective socialisation which evolve within the economy, appearing to rule out the need for an active political intervention. ‘Just as all roads lead to Rome, so, too, we logically arrive at the conclusion that the revisionist proposal to abandon the ultimate goal of socialism is really a recommendation to renounce the socialist movement itself, that its advice to Social Democracy, "to go to sleep" in the case of the conquest of power, is identical with the advice: to go to sleep now and forever, i.e., to give up the class struggle.’ (Luxemburg 1971 123/4). And that is precisely what Social Democracy did. Capitalist crises came and went and returned again, wars threatened the destruction of civilisation, Fascism, Nazism, massive industrial struggles – and the Social Democratic tradition of evolutionary socialism slept through it all. Capitalism has been in crisis since the late 1960s, and still Social Democracy sleeps.





If Social Reform or Revolution was firmly within the politics of the SPD, Luxemburg’s writings began to show a markedly different, more radical, character from around the time of the Russian Revolution of 1905. The rising cost of living and the contracting market meant that the stability upon which Bernstein had confidently premised his argument on just a few years earlier was disappearing fast. Instead, Luxemburg was impressed by the great increase in working-class activity and sought to highlight the importance of class-consciousness in socialist transformation. Luxemburg had already expressed this view in Social Reform or Revolution with respect to the true significance of Trade Union activity and political struggle with respect to the achievement of socialism.

The great socialist significance of the trade-union and parliamentary struggles is that through them the awareness, the consciousness, of the proletariat becomes socialist, and it is organized as a class. But if they are considered as instruments for the direct socialization of the capitalist economy, they lose not only their supposed effectiveness, but also cease to be a means of preparing the working class for the proletarian conquest of power.

Luxemburg SRR 1971 87

For Luxemburg, as for Marx and Engels, history did nothing, only human agents create history. History is not an entity independent of consciousness and practice, but is the field of subjective intervention through action. The socialisation and growing contradictions of the capitalist economy are the conditions making socialist revolution and socialist society an objective possibility. Whether this objective potentiality is realised or not depends upon the intervention of the subjective factor – proletarian political, moral, intellectual and organisational capacities and their use. 
Marxist critical theory thus analyzes and reveals the objective historical tendencies and lines of development leading to the collapse of capitalism and pointing to the establishment of socialism. However, without the creative contribution of class struggle, these tendencies remain objective potential to be developed. Only the subjective factor develops this potential with conscious meaning. As against Plekhanov, who asserted that the cause of historical progress "lies outside man," Rosa Luxemburg affirmed the creative role played by proletarian agency in the making of history. The objective fact is given meaning and direction only by the intervention and direction of the subjective factor. Capitalist contradiction and crisis turns into socialism only through the conscious activity of the proletariat.

The economic overturn, likewise, can be accomplished only if the process is carried out by proletarian mass action. The naked decrees of socialization by the highest revolutionary authorities are by themselves empty phrases. Only the working class, through its own activity, can make the word flesh. The workers can achieve control over production, and ultimately real power, by means of tenacious struggle with capital, hand-to-hand, in every shop, with direct mass pressure, with strikes and with the creation of its own permanent representative organs. 

Luxemburg 1971 Spart 370

Luxemburg is explicit in affirming proletarian revolution as abolishing capitalist economic determinism and affirming human freedom as self-determination. This is the very content of the socialist revolution.

From dead machines assigned their place in production by capital, the proletarian masses must learn to transform themselves into the free and independent directors of this process. They have to acquire the feeling of responsibility proper to active members of the collectivity which alone possesses ownership of all social wealth. They have to develop industriousness without the capitalist whip, the highest productivity without slavedrivers, discipline without the yoke, order without authority. The highest idealism in the interest of the collectivity, the strictest self-discipline, the truest public spirit of the masses are the moral foundations of socialist society, just as stupidity, egotism, and corruption are the moral foundations of capitalist society. (Luxemburg 1971 Spart). 

Luxemburg Spart 1971 370/1

Proletarian subjectivity and autonomy is therefore essential to victory in the class struggle but entails much more than proletarian emancipation. In repudiating capitalist determinism, the proletariat constitute the moral foundations of the free society. Proletarian emancipation involves the creation of a genuine public order. Luxemburg therefore refers to ‘socialist civic virtues’.

All these socialist civic virtues, together with the knowledge and skills necessary to direct socialist enterprises, can be won by the mass of workers only through their own activity, their own experience.

Proletarian self-emancipation is also human emancipation in general; socialism is the realised human society of realised human beings.

The socialization of society can be achieved only through tenacious, tireless struggle by the working mass along its entire front, on all points where labor and capital, people and bourgeois class rule, can see the whites of one another's eyes. The emancipation of the working class must be the work of the working class itself. 

Luxemburg Spart 1971 371/2

Luxemburg thus writes that the proletariat must equip itself with the necessary tools for the class struggle, ‘it must learn to use them—to struggle and to win.’ (Luxemburg 1971 Spart). 

For Luxemburg, the central aim of socialism is to bring the human world under common conscious control. This entails more than workers’ control of the means of production. This socialist objective possesses an anthropological significance with respect to human self-realisation. This requires the abolition of an alienation which invests objects with existential significance whilst making human beings, the true subjects, appendages of hypostatized systems of politics and production. For Luxemburg, the crucial question concerns fetishised social structures: how did the social order develop a fixity against human intention and will? "In this manner the problem faced by scientific investigation becomes defined as the lack of human consciousness in the economic life of society." (Luxemburg, "What Is Economics?" in Luxemburg Speaks, p. 236.) As against the way that fetish systems rendered human beings passive and inert, Luxemburg insisted that the vitality of any social institution rested on the "active, untrammelled and energetic" participation of the "broadest masses of the people." Such conscious participation is not only crucial to socialist revolution but forms the subjective content of the future society as against the alienated objectivity of capitalist structures.

To throw off the chains of alien necessity, the proletariat required a socialist theory and practice which inculcated and spread an awareness of common interests and creative possibilities for a more free and equitable world. The legitimate function of social democratic leadership lay in enabling the proletariat to "learn to take hold of the rudder of society, to become instead of the powerless victim of history, its conscious guide." (Luxemburg, "The Junius Pamphlet: the Crisis in the German Social Democracy," in Luxemburg Speaks p. 269.) 
This task requires a continuous struggle against bourgeois modes of thought, action and organisation within the proletarian movement. After the experience of working-class chauvinism during the 1914-18 war, Luxemburg understood the need to cultivate the subjective factor rather than rely on an innate predisposition toward socialism within the proletariat. "The immediate mission of socialism is the spiritual liberation of the proletariat from the tutelage of the bourgeoisie, which expresses itself through the influence of nationalist ideology." (Luxemburg, "The Junius Pamphlet: the Crisis in the German Social Democracy," in Luxemburg Speaks, p. 331). However, in contrast to Lenin, Luxemburg continued to value the potential of the working class to emancipate itself without the need of the guidance of an enlightened vanguard bringing socialism to the proletariat ‘from the outside’. For Luxemburg, the achievement of socialism required more than objective evolution and breakdown and more than elite knowledge but demanded most of all the conscious spiritual commitment of each individual proletarian. "Socialism must be created by the masses, by every proletarian. Where the chains of capitalism are forged, there they must be broken. That is socialism." (Luxemburg, "Speech," in Luxemburg Speaks, pp. 419-420.
This conscious, creative intervention of the subjective factor is not merely a condition of revolutionary socialist politics, it forms the very essence of socialism as the truly human society. That is socialism, Luxemburg emphasises. The triumph of the proletariat in the class struggle is therefore also a human emancipation leading to human beings realising themselves as the self-conscious sovereigns of circumstances.

In arguing thus, Luxemburg restated Marx's position concerning the centrality of proletarian subjectivity and autonomy in the attainment of socialism. And, again like Marx, she affirmed the unity of subjective and objective factors, not the assertion of one over against the other. Hence Luxemburg criticised the neo-Kantian attempt to turn the socialist objective into a moral ideal detached from the historical process. Luxemburg thus combined an analysis of the objective tendencies of capitalism to crisis and collapse with hopes for the creative intervention of human agency in making history. Luxemburg agreed with Marx that the revolutionary initiatives of the proletariat proceeded in dialectical relation to the immanent contradictions of capitalism. 

Many misunderstand this dialectical interplay of subject and object, believing Marx to be an inevitabilist who didn’t leave any role for an active politics or morality. Marx’s notion of historical necessity is based upon an essentialism which reveals necessary lines of development which must be realised if a thing is to flourish. But that necessity is not the same thing as an inevitability. Lines of development can be frustrated. Socialism may be an objective necessity but capitalist collapse is not inevitable and socialism is not inevitable. There is a need for proletarian intervention in the historical process to realise immanent potentialities. Conceiving history as a field of materialist immanence envisages an active role for human agency in developing certain lines of development to fruition. Luxemburg, in arguing for an active politics and a conscious intervention on the part of the proletariat, never made the mistake of reading historical necessity as inevitability. This is the real meaning of Luxemburg’s presentation of socialism and barbarism as alternative historical outcomes. Luxemburg could therefore confront individuals with a moral and political choice, socialism or barbarism: "The world rule of imperialism is a historic necessity, but likewise its overthrow by the proletarian international. Side by side the two historic necessities exist in constant conflict with each other. And ours is the necessity of socialism. Our necessity receives its justification with the moment when the capitalist class ceases to be the bearer of historical progress, when it becomes a hindrance, a danger to the future development of society." (Luxemburg, "The Junius Pamphlet," Luxemburg Speaks, p. 325.)

Historical necessity can only be realised and confirmed by conscious human choice and action. Necessity is not inevitability. Further, the active role of the subjective factor invests objective structures with moral meaning. Failure to choose and to act simply means a reversion to the passive evolution of existing alien structures and systems. Thus, in her final writings, Luxemburg argues that the "historic mission" of the proletariat was "to transform historical necessity into reality." (Luxemburg, "Spartacus League," in Selected Political Writings, p.371.)

Victory in the class struggle and the attainment of socialism require conscious political struggle on the part of the proletariat. Without this subjective element, proletarian politics remained devoid of content. But this centrality of the subjective factor concerned more than political necessity but related to historical necessity, if socialism is to realise immanent potentialities in a progressive, emancipatory sense and thus enable civilization to avert the catastrophe that the continuation of capitalism entails. "Socialism has become necessary not merely because the proletariat is no longer willing to live under the conditions imposed by the capitalist class but, rather, because if the proletariat fails to fulfill its class duties, if it fails to realize socialism, we shall crash down together to a common doom." (Luxemburg, "Speech," in Luxemburg Speaks, p. 412.) 

It was from the perspective of proletarian autonomy and subjectivity that Luxemburg criticised Lenin's views, as expressed in One Step Forward's, Two Steps Backwards. In 'Organizational Questions of Russian Social Democracy', published in Die Neue Zeit of 1904, Luxemburg was concerned to emphasise the 'dialectical' relationship that exists between leaders and masses. For Luxemburg, the realisation of socialism ‘progresses with the progress in the enlightenment and political education of the working masses in the course of their struggle.’ (Luxemburg 1971 Org Qu 293). Emphasising the participation of these working masses in struggle, this education is a self-education, not an expert knowledge introduced from the outside of the proletarian movement.

In Luxemburg’s views on political organisation there is no contradiction between spontaneity and consciousness, and no separation between the political vanguard and the working class. Luxemburg thus overcomes the dualism of party and class, leaders and led. Instead, there is an interactive relationship between the working class and its conscious political element. This is a relation mediated by class praxis. Praxis generates class-consciousness and informs the political and theoretical element of the proletarian movement. In this way, socialist consciousness derives from, and in turn informs, the spontaneous class action of the proletariat.

Taking this view naturally brought Luxemburg into conflict with Lenin’s conception of party socialism. Luxemburg seized upon Lenin’s careless – and highly revealing – argument that the ‘revolutionary Social Democrat’ is nothing but a Jacobin tied to the working class organisation. Lenin’s argument presupposes a continued separation between party and class and hence involves political alienation in the workers’ movement. Luxemburg is aware of this implicit danger of alien politics and proposes a proletarian ‘self-centralism’ as the solution to the problem of balancing the need for organisation with the creative and subjective significance of class action. Organisation is thus internal to the working class, as a necessary part of its self-emancipation, not something imposed on the class from the outside.

In complete contrast, Lenin, in Luxemburg’s view, was advocating mechanical control by a Central Committee. Luxemburg condemned Lenin's ideas seemed to be a reversion to a pre-marxian Blanquism.

It follows that the Social Democratic centralization cannot be based on blind obedience, nor on the mechanical subordination of the party militants to a central power. On the other hand, it follows that an absolute dividing wall cannot be erected between the class-conscious kernel of the proletariat, already organized as party cadre, and the immediate popular environment which is gripped by the class struggle and finds itself in the process of class enlightenment. 
For this reason, the construction of centralism in Social Democracy, as Lenin desires, on the basis of these two principles —1) on the blind subordination of all party organizations in the smallest detail of their activity to a central power which, alone, thinks, plans, and decides for all; and 2) the sharp separation of the organized kernel of the party from the surrounding revolutionary milieu — seems to us to be a mechanistic transfer of the organizational principles of the Blanquistic movement of conspiratorial groups to the Social Democratic movement of the working masses. And Lenin identified this perhaps more rigorously than any of his opponents could when he defined his "revolutionary Social Democrat" as the "Jacobin indissolubly connected with the organization of the class-conscious proletariat."

Luxemburg OQ 1971 290/1

Praising the 'spontaneous' nature of working-class demonstrations taking place in Russia, Luxemburg vociferously criticised Lenin’s notion of centralism as Blanquist rather than Social Democratic. 

The fact is, however, that Social Democracy is not bound up with the organization of the working classes; rather, it is the very movement of the working class. Social Democratic centralism must, therefore, be of essentially other coin than the Blanquist. It can be nothing but the imperative summation of the will of the enlightened and fighting vanguard of the working class as opposed to its individual groups and members. This is, so to speak, a "self-centralism" of the leading stratum of the proletariat; it is the rule of the majority within its own party organization. 

Luxemburg 1971 Org Qu 291

Gramsci was thinking along the same lines when he came to criticise ‘bureaucratic centralism’. The fact is that Lenin’s ‘democratic centralism’ is inherently bureaucratic. Where Luxemburg and Gramsci possess a bottom upwards conception of proletarian organisation, Lenin clearly adopts a top-down view. The difference between the two positions derives from opposed conceptions of the relation between activity and consciousness. Lenin established a contradiction between the two and clearly mistrusted spontaneity. For Lenin, following Kautsky, socialist consciousness is introduced to the proletariat ‘from the outside’. 

To be fair to Kautsky, his view that socialism is brought to the proletariat ‘from the outside’ was made in the context of a rising hostility among the workers against bourgeois intellectuals within the party. Socialism, Kautsky argued, required a knowledge of the goal, the Endziel, of the historical process, and this was a product of science. Since scientific knowledge was still a privilege of the propertied classes, it followed that socialist theory was the product of these strata:

For this reason the proletariat is incapable of creating a vigorous socialism by itself; it has to be brought to it by thinkers who, armed with all the resources of bourgeois science, take up the standpoint of the proletariat, and from this perspective develop a new proletarian conception of history.

'Akademiker und Proletarier', Neue Zeit, vol. 19.2, 1900-1, pp. 90-1. 

There is a temptation to invest Kautsky’s view with more significance than it possesses. Kautsky was arguing that the goal of socialism requires a knowledge of the historical process as a whole and that this involves more than the immediate economic interests of the working class, which can be contested at the immediate level of capital-labour relations but cannot transcend that level. Statements of this kind were common. Thus Mehring argues that ‘the intellectuals elucidate for the workers the social relationships which make their approaching victory a certainty', (quoted in R. Michels, Political Parties, New York, Dover Publications, 1959, p. 327). Similarly, E. Vandervelde states that 'the intellectuals, who accept socialism for reasons other than their immediate interest ... are the yeast in the working class that makes the dough rise', (quoted in MS, no. 184, pp. 221-2; etc.)

Kautsky pointed out that England was the home of reformism, characterised by purely practical detailed work without Endziel, yet the English labour movement was exclusively proletarian. The 'ideal of the horny hand of labour' held sway in England, but this made it clear that without the help of the intellectuals, the proletariat could 'never become a Social Democratic movement'. Kautsky thus concluded that not only did the intellectuals have a role to play in the Social Democratic movement, they had an essential role. Without the intellectuals, there was no socialism.
The problem is that such a view maintains a mechanical, undialectical separation between an economistic workerism on the hand and socialism as a scientific theory on the other. In Living Thinkwork (1980), Mike Hales expresses this split as the central predicament of socialism:

For the working class the Professional Managerial Class holds a threat; the systematic undermining of conditions of autonomous working-class practice; sabotage of working-class cultures, even identity. But equally, how socialism can be won in industrialised countries without the PMC and working class working at it together is hard to see.

M. Hales, Living Thinkwork: Where Do Labour Processes Come From?, London, CSE Books, 1980, p. no.

Accepted that a trade union consciousness is not a socialist consciousness, that socialism requires more than ‘economism’, the point still remains that the Kautsky-Lenin thesis is premised on a mechanical separation between being and consciousness. For Marx, the proletariat themselves, in confronting exploitation, learn to transcend the economic terrain and develop a socialist consciousness capable of challenging capital as a system, not merely an immediate part of it.

Since socialism is a process constituted by proletarian self-emancipation, it follows that ‘the systematic undermining of conditions of autonomous working-class practice; sabotage of working-class cultures, even identity’ must be inimical to the attainment of the socialist end. The accent should be upon the proletariat developing its organisational, political, moral and organisational capacities so as to be capable not only of emancipating itself but of constituting the new social order. Marx’s affirmation of social being determining consciousness entails that the proletariat is capable of organically producing its own intellectuals. This is the point made by the industrial unionists, the revolutionary syndicalists and the councilists.

In contrast to Lenin and Kautsky, Luxemburg and Gramsci argued for a dialectical relation between spontaneous activity and the socialist consciousness of the class. The working class could, through its self-activity, generate a socialist consciousness. Lenin, however, never concealed his view that ‘bureaucracy’ was the best way to organise the revolutionary party; this emanates from the top and increases the authority of the central body over the party itself, never mind the working class (Lenin, One Step Forwards, Two Steps Back.).

Luxemburg was certainly alert to the Blanquist character and Blanquist tendencies of the top-down, bureaucratic Social Democracy that was becoming Marxist political and organisational practice. The working class cease to be active and creative in the revolutionary process and, instead, are ordered on and off the political stage at the will of the leadership. The working class do not participate as the revolutionary subject but are mobilized from above to act in support of a predetermined programme. For Luxemburg:

This is a living transplant of the ideas of conspiracy into the labour movement, the ideas of Blanqui on the role of the masses during revolutions which the socialists ‘invoke’ when ‘necessary’ ‘at the decisive moment’, just as you bring on a ‘walk-on part’ when needed to complete the actors’ speeches.

Luxemburg letter of 4 June 1905

Luxemburg rejected this principle of leadership from above. 

The conditions of Social Democratic action are radically different. This action grows historically out of the elementary class struggle. It thus moves in the dialectical contradiction that here the proletarian army is first recruited in the struggle itself, and too, only in the struggle does it become aware of the objectives of the struggle. Here, organization, enlightenment, and struggle are not separate mechanically, and also temporally, different moments, as is the case with a Blanquist movement. Here, they are only different sides of the same process. On the one hand, apart from the general principle of the struggle, there is no ready-made, pre-established, detailed set of tactics which a central committee can teach its Social Democratic membership as if they were army recruits. On the other hand, the process of the struggle, which creates the organization, leads to a continual fluctuation of the sphere of influence of Social Democracy. 

Luxemburg 1971 Org Qu 291

For Luxemburg, Lenin's and Bernstein’s views seemed to be two sides of the same mechanistic, undialectical coin. Just as Bernstein separated the movement from the goal, so Lenin separated the party from the masses. 

Luxemburg also notes how Lenin’s Blanquist politics are accompanied by other bourgeois attitudes and values with respect to social organisation. She notes how Lenin ‘glorifies the educational influence of the factory on the proletariat, which makes it immediately ripe for "organization and discipline." Luxemburg concludes that any revolution in Russia would be bourgeois and such ‘organisation and discipline’ would simply be the efficient means for the exploitation of the proletariat by the bourgeoisie. Lenin’s bureaucratic centralism in politics would therefore be part and part of the creation of a centralised bureaucratic order. 

The "discipline" which Lenin has in mind is implanted in the proletariat not only by the factory but also by the barracks, by modern bureaucratism—in short, by the whole mechanism of the centralized bourgeois state. It is nothing but an incorrect use of the word when at one time one designates as "discipline" two so opposed concepts as the absence of thought and will in a mass of flesh with many arms and legs moving mechanically, and the voluntary coordination of conscious political acts by a social stratum. There is nothing common to the corpselike obedience of a dominated class and the organized rebellion of a class struggling for its liberation. It is not by linking up with the discipline implanted in him by the capitalist state, by the mere transfer of authority from the hand of the bourgeoisie to that of the Social Democratic central committee, but by breaking, uprooting this slavish spirit of discipline that the proletarian can be educated for the new discipline, for the voluntary self-discipline of Social Democracy. 

Luxemburg 1971 Org Qu 293

One can see here why, having condemned the Russian Revolution of 1917 as the biggest disaster to befall the socialist movement, the Webbs came to hail Soviet Communism as a new civilisation. Rosa Luxemburg thus came to evaluate positively the class activity of the proletariat. The working class, through its own struggle and organisation could develop its own class-consciousness. And far from trade union consciousness representing ‘enslavement’ to ‘bourgeois ideology’, Luxemburg argues that through both trade union and political struggle, ‘the awareness, the consciousness, of the proletariat becomes socialist, and it is organised as a class’ (Social Reform or Revolution.) In Organisational Questions of Russian Social Democracy, Luxemburg condemned the top down, bureaucratic conception of organisation theorised in Lenin’s One Step Forwards. Lenin’s argument was condemned as ‘a mechanistic transfer of the organisational principles of the Blanquistic movement of conspiratorial groups to the Social Democratic movement of the working masses’ (Luxemburg 1971 OQ). 

Luxemburg thus argued for a dialectical or interactive relationship between the leadership and the working class, something which she formulated as proletarian self-centralism. This self-centralism would grow organically from within the praxis of the class and would therefore overcome the separation between party and class. This self-centralism repudiates the notion of a vanguard leading and educating the working class from above. Luxemburg concludes by insisting that opportunism cannot be overcome by the elaboration of the perfect party constitution. Luxemburg thus writes:

Moreover, in this anxious attempt of a part of Russian Social Democracy to protect the very promising and vigorously progressing Russian labor movement from error through the guardianship of an omniscient and omnipresent central committee, we see the same subjectivism which has already played more than one trick on the socialist movement in Russia. It is indeed droll to see the mad capers which the honorable human subject of history has thought it proper to carry out. The ego, knocked out and pulverized by Russian absolutism, takes its revenge in its revolutionary dream-world by placing itself on the throne and declaring itself to be all-powerful—as a conspiratorial committee acting in the name of a nonexistent "people's will." The "object," however, proves itself to be stronger; the knout soon triumphs, proving itself to be the "legitimate" expression of the given stage of the historical process. 






This doesn’t make Luxemburg an anarcho-syndicalist. Luxemburg remains a Social Democrat and argues for a proper role for the political party and organisation in the socialist revolution. Luxemburg’s positive evaluation of spontaneity does not lead her into the error of fatalism, as though the proletarian uprising will occur automatically. Rather, Luxemburg establishes the right relationship between the spontaneous movement and conscious class organisation of the proletariat.





Luxemburg's notion of 'spontaneity' became increasingly controversial, a term of abuse in the hands of orthodox Communists. Luxemburg was not arguing that socialist revolution is automatically produced by the progress of capitalism, a view which transfers political, intellectual and moral responsibility for socialism to objective forces. That is precisely the kind of evolutionism that Luxemburg had criticised Bernstein for upholding. The case against Luxemburg was that if working class revolution was spontaneous, there was no role for political intervention, least of all in the form of the 'vanguard party'. Those with political axes to grind have muddied the waters unnecessarily here. Luxemburg’s idea of spontaneity savours a great deal of Marx's ideas on consciousness and revolution in the 1840s, ideas which have nothing whatsoever to do with inevitabilism and passivity. It needs also to be emphasised that Luxemburg's emphasis on spontaneity was developed in response to the increasingly inert, hidebound, bureaucratic politics of the SPD, something she appreciated as a political flabbiness. The last thing that Luxemburg could be accused of is denying the necessity for political action and creative leadership in political struggle. Further, Luxemburg advocated a spontaneity of action, not a spontaneity of theory. (J.P. Nettl, Rosa Luxemburg, abridged edition (Oxford, 1969) p. 154.) The attempts to portray Luxemburg as an anarchist or a syndicalist are just plain wrong.
 
For Luxemburg, the mass strike was the embodiment of spontaneity. Social Democracy regarded the mass strike with suspicion on account of its anarchist connections. However, the successes of mass strikes in 1903/4 caused a reassessment, particularly in light of the 1905 revolution. Even Bernstein justified the mass strike as a response to any attack on universal suffrage. 
The Jena Congress of 1905 adopted Bebel's resolution on the mass strike as a defensive tactic. The limitations of this formulation became clear later that year when attempts to use the mass strike to resist suffrage restrictions petered out. For Trade Union leaders, the mass strike was a threat to their piecemeal gains, cautious organisation, finances and central leadership. At the Cologne Congress of 1905, they rejected the idea of the mass strike, thus setting themselves against the radical wing of the party.
It was in this environment that Rosa Luxemburg wrote Mass Strike, Party and Trade Unions. Luxemburg’s objective was to establish the connection between the economic reformism of the trade unions and the political action of the party. She was at pains to establish the mass strike could no longer be dismissed as an anarchist tactic. Trade Union opposition, moreover, was redundant since the principal lesson of the Russian Revolution is that 'the mass strike is not artificially "made", not "decided" out of the blue, not "propagated", but rather that it is an historical phenomenon which at a certain moment follows with historical necessity from the social relations'. 

Luxemburg analysed the role of the mass strike in Russia in 1905, drawing three principal conclusions.
(1) The mass strike was not an isolated action: it was rather 'the sign, the totality-concept of a whole period of the class struggle lasting for years, perhaps decades'. 
(2) The economic and political elements in the mass strike were inextricably linked. The economic struggle leads the political struggle from one nodal point to another whilst the political struggle periodically fertilizes the soil for the economic struggle. Cause and effect are inseparable and continually swap places. The relationship is dialectical rather than mechanical. The economic and political moments are not antithetical but represent two interlinked sides of the proletarian class struggle. The mass strike embodies the unity of the economic and the political.
(3) Rather than the mass strike leading to revolution, it is revolution which creates conditions for the coming together of the economic and political aspects in the mass strike. Luxemburg thus explains the conscious direction and initiative which takes place in the mass strike:

If the mass strike does not signify a single act but a whole period of class struggles, and if this period is identical with a period of revolution, then it is clear that the mass strike cannot be called at will, even if the decision to call it comes from the highest committee of the strongest Social Democratic party. As long as Social Democracy is not capable of staging and countermanding revolutions according to its own estimation of the situation, then even the greatest enthusiasm and impatience of the Social Democratic troops will not suffice to call into being a true period of mass strikes as a living, powerful movement of the people.

Luxemburg MS 1971 245/6

Luxemburg thus affirmed that the role of Social Democracy is to offer a conscious and organised leadership during the times of revolutionary class struggle. Rather than puzzling its head with the technical side, the mechanics of the mass strike, Social Democracy is called to assume and exercise political leadership, even in the midst of the revolutionary period.

Luxemburg points to the prominent role played by the element of spontaneity in the Russian strikes. This was not because of the Russian proletariat is 'unschooled', ‘but because revolutions allow no one to play schoolmaster to them'. (Luxemburg MS 1971 246). This does not deny the creative role for leadership. Luxemburg gave a concise summary of this role for leadership:

To give the slogans, the direction of the struggle; to organize the tactics of the political struggle in such a way that in every phase and in every moment of the struggle the whole sum of the available and already released active power of the proletariat will be realized and find expression in the battle stance of the party; to see that the resoluteness and acuteness of the tactics of Social Democracy never fall below the level of the actual relation of forces but rather rise above it—that is the most important task of the "leadership" in the period of the mass strike. And this leadership changes itself, in a certain manner, into a technical leadership. A consistent, resolute, and progressive tactic on the part of Social Democracy produces in the masses the feeling of security, self-confidence, and the desire for struggle; a vacillating, weak tactic based on the underestimation of the proletariat has a crippling (in the sense of on the masses. In the first case, mass strikes break out "of their own accord" and always "opportunely"; in the second case they remain ineffective even amidst direct summons by the leadership to mass strikes. And the Russian Revolution gives striking examples of both. 

Luxemburg 1971 Mass Strike 249

As Luxemburg writes elsewhere:

The task of Social Democracy and its leaders is not to be dragged along by events but consciously to anticipate them, survey the direction in which they are developing, shorten that development by deliberate action and hasten their course…

Luxemburg Das Offiziosentum der Theorie

Therefore, Rosa Luxemburg never denied the necessity for effective social democratic leadership and organisation. To be effective, though, this requires that Social Democracy has a genuine relationship with the proletariat, not an external, bureaucratic one. Genuine leadership and organisation does not descend from above, in abstraction from the proletarian movement. Social democratic leadership and organisation is a function of the dialectical process of proletarian struggle. Hence the significance of Luxemburg’s reference to proletarian self-centralism. Far from denying social democratic leadership and organisation, Luxemburg is attempting to clarify the dialectical and interactive relationship between proletarian spontaneity and the conscious control and direction of struggle by the class organisation.
It is important, therefore, to draw attention to Luxemburg’s position concerning ‘spontaneity’. So much did ‘spontaneity’ become a term of abuse, indicating a general proletarian uprising, that there became no need to even argue the case. Of course, Luxemburg, like the revolutionary syndicalists in France, had hit the rawest nerve of the political socialists, highlighting their ambiguous position within Social Democracy. For if class activity itself generates its own organisation, leadership and consciousness, then the privileged role assumed by ‘the party’ has no basis. The political and ideological intervention by the party into the proletarian movement is not the necessity it has been presented as and may even do more harm than good. Luxemburg’s account of the spontaneous movement of the class as politically creative significantly reduced the space for the activity of the vanguard party.

Luxemburg points out that the relative success of the mass strikes in Russia cannot be attributed to Russia's backwardness since the economic and social situation of the Russian and German workers was more similar than was generally thought. Nor could it be argued that the German Trade Unions lacked sufficient organisation to attempt a mass strike. Organisation and struggle were in dialectical unity, each feeding and strengthening the other. For Luxemburg, the greatest deficiency of the Trade Unions was in class-consciousness. The role of class-consciousness is critical ' for the mass strike.

The class consciousness implanted in the enlightened German worker by Social Democracy is theoretical and latent: in the period of domination of bourgeois parliamentarism it cannot, as a rule, become active as direct action of the masses ... In the revolution, where the masses themselves enter the political arena, class consciousness becomes practical and active.

Luxemburg MS 1971 251/2

Luxemburg criticised the idea of the 'equal authority' of the Trade Unions and the Party. Whilst the Trade Unions were part of the whole movement, the Trade Union movement was not the same thing as its leaders. Luxemburg affirmed the creative class praxis of the proletariat as being capable of affirming new possibilities.

It is clear from this presentation in what way alone, in a natural and successful manner, that compact unity of the German labor movement which is unconditionally necessary in view of the coming political class struggles, and in view of the proper interest of the further development of the trade unions, can be created. Nothing could be more absurd or hopeless than to wish to produce that desired unity by means of sporadic or periodic negotiations concerning individual questions between the leadership of the Social Democratic Party and the trade-union central committees. It is precisely the highest circles of both forms of the labor movement which, as we have seen, incorporate in themselves their separation and independent leaders. But it is high time that the mass of Social Democratic workers learn to express their capacity for judgment and action, and therewith to demonstrate their ripeness for that time of great struggles and tasks in which they, the masses, will be the active chorus, and the leaders only the "speaking parts," the interpreters of the will of the masses. 
The trade-union movement is not that which is reflected in the wholly understandable but erroneous illusions [of a few dozen] trade-union leaders. It is that which lives in the consciousness of the masses of proletarians who have been won for the class struggle. In this consciousness, the trade-union movement is a part of Social Democracy. And what it is, it should dare to appear.
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One should note here that Luxemburg tended to place the emphasis more upon spontaneity, the more passive and bureaucratic the SPD became. The danger of this is that, as a reaction against the opportunistic practice of a specific political party, there is a failure to appreciate the appropriate role of the socialist political party as, in Luxemburg’s own terms, proletarian self-centralism. This would be more of a criticism of Pannekoek, Gorter, Ruhle etc, with their attack upon the party form as such. It is debatable as to whether it is Lukacs or Gramsci who got closest to the right relationship between the spontaneous and creative class praxis of the proletariat and its permanent, materialized form.

For Rosa Luxemburg it was the mass strike that embodied proletarian spontaneity. The importance of the mass or general strike in syndicalism and in anarchism made Luxemburg’s argument more than a little suspect in Social Democratic circles. Political socialism assumed the priority of political action over the industrial action of the class. The official leadership of the trade union movement, moreover, was solidly against the notion of a mass strike. Their concern was to preserve the gains they had patiently accumulated and to do nothing to risk them in an apparently all or nothing struggle. At the Cologne Congress of 1905, the German trade union leadership condemned the idea of the mass strike and hence declared their opposition to the radicals in the SPD.
Luxemburg’s Mass Strike, Party and Trade Unions was an attempt to establish the right relationship between political and economic action, thus demonstrating how the proletarian class struggle is to be prosecuted to its revolutionary socialist conclusion. Luxemburg immediately rejects the trade union leadership’s opposition to the radicals. The radicals are not attempting to ‘make’ the revolution by engineering mass strikes. The switching on and off of proletarian activity according to the political will of a party leadership is precisely what Luxemburg argued could not be done. The mass strike is not the artificial product of political will but a spontaneous and natural expression of a class struggle that proceeds on the basis of actual social relations. As Luxemburg argued, the main lesson of the 1905 Russian Revolution is that:





The mass strike, as an expression of necessity, was neither an accidental nor a transitory phenomenon. The mass strike is ‘the sign, the totality – concept of a whole period of the class struggle lasting for years, perhaps decades’.
Luxemburg’s dialectical conception enabled her to locate the political in the economic and the economic in the political. The mass strike represented the unity of the political and the economic struggle and movement of the proletariat.

In a word: The economic struggle is that which leads the political struggle from one nodal point to another; the political struggle is that which periodically fertilizes the soil for the economic struggle. Cause and effect here continually change places. Thus, far from being completely separated or even mutually exclusive, as the pedantic schema sees it, the economic and political moments in the mass strike period form only two interlacing sides of the proletarian class struggle in Russia. And their unity is precisely the mass strike.

Luxemburg 1971 MS 242

Luxemburg comes to present revolution as a process rather than as an event. The mass strike is thus part of a long process of class struggle.

If the mass strike does not signify a single act but a whole period of class struggles, and if this period is identical with a period of revolution, then it is clear that the mass strike cannot be called at will, even if the decision to call it comes from the highest committee of the strongest Social Democratic party. As long as Social Democracy is not capable of staging and countermanding revolutions according to its own estimation of the situation, then even the greatest enthusiasm and impatience of the Social Democratic troops will not suffice to call into being a true period of mass strikes as a living, powerful movement of the people. On the basis of a decision of the party leadership, and of the party discipline of the Social Democratic working class, a single short demonstration may well be arranged, such as the Swedish mass strike, or the most recent Austrian strike, or even the mass strike on January 17 [1906—D.H.] in Hamburg. These demonstrations, however, are different from a true period of revolutionary mass strikes in the same way as the well-known demonstrations by the fleet in foreign ports during a time of strained diplomatic relations differs from a naval war. A mass strike born of pure discipline and enthusiasm will, at best, play a role as an episode, symptom of the fighting mood of the working class. But, afterwards, relations fall back into peaceful everydayness.
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Class-consciousness is not abstract and passive, but something that the proletariat attain for themselves through their class struggle. A consciousness that is introduced into the class from the outside is merely theoretical and latent:





Whilst Luxemburg was not alone in advocating the mass strike, for the SPD leadership it was basically a defensive measure of the last resort. Luxemburg gave the mass strike a more prominent place in her political strategy. At first, the mass strike was to be employed alongside traditional parliamentary politics. In time, however, Luxemburg moved to a more radical position, one that held parliamentary activity belonged to an obsolete phase of the struggle. In this respect, Luxemburg's Mass Strike marks the point at which Communism and Social Democracy parted in Germany. Luxemburg’s Mass Strike was an important work that marked the beginning of the breakaway of revolutionary socialists from Social Democracy. Luxemburg had been prepared to advocate a political strategy that combined the economic struggle of the proletariat with the parliamentary activity of the Social Democratic party. In no time, however, Luxemburg came to drop the commitment to parliamentary activity.





Where this left the relationship between Luxemburg and Lenin is open to debate. There has been an attempt by Leninism and Trotskyism to appropriate the Luxemburg legacy whilst taking pains to subordinate the emphasis upon the self-activity of the working class – Luxemburg herself went even further in referring to ‘spontaneity’ – to the authority of ‘the party’. Luxemburg’s arguments against Lenin’s concept of the party and its bureaucratic, top down centralism makes this attempt to assimilate Luxemburg to Leninism possible only through a process of distortion. The perspectives of Luxemburg and Lenin, at decisive points, are diametrically opposed. Even in 1918, with revolutionary enthusiasm at a high point, Luxemburg retained her scepticism with respect to Lenin’s political views (The Russian Revolution).
There are sound reasons for considering Luxemburg to be the spiritual and intellectual mentor of the workers’ councils movement. Perhaps this misses Luxemburg’s real significance in having attempted to recover within marxism the dialectical unity of practical working class activity and the socialist objective, the unity of political and economic struggle and movement, the connection between class praxis and class consciousness, class and party which had characterised Marx’s position. Hence Luxemburg’s concept of proletarian self-centralism indicates the process of interaction between the spontaneity and the organisation of the working class that merits consideration  in its own right as a unique contribution to a revolutionary workers’ socialism.

Nevertheless, the themes that Rosa Luxemburg developed at length came to find a natural expression in revolutionary councilism rather than in the revolutionary party. The hostile and patronising attitudes  displayed by party political socialists to Luxemburg’s arguments clearly expresses a division between different viewpoints.

In Our Program and the Political Situation from 1918, Luxemburg spells out the tasks facing the proletarian movement in councilist terms: ‘I would summarize our next tasks as follows: First and foremost, we have to extend in all directions the system of workers' and soldiers' councils, especially those of the workers… We must undermine the bourgeois state by putting an end everywhere to the cleavage in public powers, to the cleavage between legislative and executive powers. These powers must be united in the hands of the workers' and soldiers' councils.’ (Luxemburg 1971 Our Program 406). 

Luxemburg defines revolution as a process achieved through proletarian self-organisation rather than an event under the auspices of the party. 

We must prepare from the base up; we must give the workers' and soldiers' councils so much strength that the overthrow of the Ebert-Scheidemann or any similar government will merely be the final act in the drama. Thus, the conquest of power will not be effected with one blow. It will be a progression; we shall progressively occupy all the positions of the capitalist state and defend them tooth and nail. In my view and in that of my most intimate associates in the Party, the economic struggle, likewise, will be carried on by the workers' councils. The direction of the economic struggle and the continued expansion of the area of this struggle must be in the hands of the workers' councils. The councils must have all power in the state. 

Luxemburg 1971 Our Program 406

The council form is central to the reappropriation of power from the state and capital and to the reorganisation of this power as social power.

We must direct our activities in the immediate future to these ends, and it is obvious that, if we pursue this line and pursue these tasks, there cannot fail to be an enormous intensification of the struggle in the near future. It is a question of fighting step by step, hand-to-hand, in every province, in every city, in every village, in every municipality in order to take and transfer all the powers of the state bit by bit from the bourgeoisie to the workers' and soldiers' councils.

Luxemburg continues to argue for the development of the subjective factor, noting that ‘Even where workers' and soldiers' councils already exist, there is still a lack of consciousness of the purposes for which they exist.’ But Luxemburg is clear that education is a self-education through class praxis.

We must make the masses understand that the workers' and soldiers' council is in all senses the lever of the machinery of state, that it must take over all power and must unify the power in one stream—the socialist revolution. The masses of workers who are already organized in workers' and soldiers' councils are still miles away from having adopted such an outlook, and only isolated proletarian minorities are clearly conscious of their tasks. But this is not a lack, but rather the normal state of affairs. The masses must learn how to use power by using power. There is no other way to teach them. Fortunately, we have gone beyond the days when it was proposed to "educate" the proletariat socialistically. Marxists of Kautsky's school still believe in the existence of those vanished days. To educate the proletarian masses socialistically meant to deliver lectures to them, to circulate leaflets and pamphlets among them. No, the school of the socialist proletariat doesn't need all this. The workers will learn in the school of action. 

Luxemburg Our Program and the Political Situation 1971 407

Recognising that Luxemburg, like Gramsci, cannot be adequately understood through the clear but simplistic antithesis between council and party organisation, it can nonetheless be argued  that Luxemburg, in challenging the political socialism of the SPD and the Russian SDLP, and in positively evaluating the spontaneous activity of the proletariat, developed themes which were to become quite basic to the revolutionary councilist perspective. Luxemburg, after all, argued that the proletariat, through class struggles, comes to create the organisational form appropriate to its self-determined needs. Luxemburg was quite clear that the notion of a revolutionary organisation is self-contradictory. It is not the organisation – party form or otherwise – that ‘makes’ the revolution, nor the mass strike as such. The appropriate proletarian organisation is the product of proletarian self-activity. Luxemburg made no claim here for workers’ councils in particular, as an end in themselves. The proletariat could express itself through a variety of organisational forms, of which workers’ councils were one. Workers’ councils remain an important organisational form, nevertheless. Luxemburg had problematised the revolutionary claims of the vanguard party. And though she did  not come to repudiate the party form as such, it was not too difficult for socialists to extract the principles for the theory and practice of revolutionary councilism from her argument. In Luxemburg’s view, the proletariat spontaneously creates the organisational form that is appropriate to its self-determined needs. Luxemburg’s  proletarian self-centralism is not at all incompatible with party political organisation. What Luxemburg’s view does imply is that it is the active and conscious working class that creates and controls this overarching political organisation on the basis of its own self-activity. Self-centralism still involves the centralism of a political organisation, though it is the class subject that constitutes the party form. This is not an argument for but an argument against ‘the party’ as an abstract political organisation, that is, against the socialist party as an external agency separate from the working class. Events after 1918, however, were not conducive to the making of such a fine distinction. Revolutionary socialists were to be found opting for the ‘non-centralism’ of the workers’ councils. Indeed, shortly before her death, Luxemburg herself had come to declare in favour of the workers’ councils as embodying the spontaneous revolutionary  instinct of the proletariat (see Luxemburg’s Speech to the Constituent Congress of the German Communist Party).
Luxemburg had always been critical of Lenin and his conception of the ‘revolutionary party’. This party, Luxemburg observed, preserved its purity through being insulated from the actual class struggle of the proletariat. Rather than allow the proletariat to be politically self-determining, Lenin sought to put the working class under the tutelage of an ‘all knowing and omnipresent central committee’ which claimed to be the instrument ‘of a non-existent peoples’ will’. This was in 1904/5.

There is a need to be clear about the top down, authoritarian and bureaucratic politics that Luxemburg highlighted as central to Lenin’s conception of the party. Luxemburg’s criticisms were directly mainly against Lenin’s What is to be Done? And One Step Forward, Two Steps Back. In these documents, Lenin argues for the subordination of the working class to a revolutionary vanguard and for the authority of the central body over the proletarian movement. That this was Lenin’s consistent view is made clear by Lenin’s practice after the Russian Revolution. Lenin restated his authoritarian and hierarchical conception in 1920.

The dictatorship of the proletariat cannot be exercised through an organisation embracing the whole of that class, because in all capitalist countries (and not only over here, in one of the most backward), the proletariat is still so divided, so degraded, and so corrupted in parts…  that an organisation taking in the whole proletariat cannot directly exercise proletarian dictatorship. It can be exercised only by a vanguard that has absorbed the revolutionary energy of the class… It cannot work without a number of ‘transmission belts’ running from the vanguard to the advanced class, and from the latter to the mass of the working people.

Lenin, The Trade Unions, The Present Situation and Trotsky’s Errors 1920

One sees all too clearly in this argument the Leninist reversion to a pre-marxist politics. Lenin’s very language – the proletariat is so ‘degraded’ and ‘corrupted’, reveals his reversion to a pre-marxist material determinism. This was the same language employed by the Blanquists to justify a minority seizure of power. The Weitling’s and the Buonarotti’s of the revolutionary movement engaged in precisely that authoritarian and conspiratorial politics that Marx considered obsolete through the emergence of the proletariat as a social force capable of organising and acting for itself. Marx was explicit in his repudiation of ‘workers’ dictators’:

As far as we are concerned, after our whole past only one way is open to us. For almost forty years we have stressed the class struggle as the most immediate driving power in history and, in particular, the class struggle between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat as the great lever of the modern social upheaval; therefore it is impossible for us to ally ourselves with people who want to eliminate this class struggle from the movement. When the International was formed, we expressly formulated the battle-cry: the emancipation of the working class must be the work of the working class itself. We cannot ally ourselves, therefore, with people who openly declare that the workers are too uneducated to free themselves and must first be liberated from above by philanthropic big bourgeois and petty bourgeois. If the new party organ assumes a position which corresponds to the opinions of those gentlemen, which is bourgeois and not proletarian, then nothing remains, much though we should regret it, but to declare publicly our opposition to it and to abandon the solidarity with which we have hitherto represented the German party abroad. We hope, however, that it will not come to this. 

Marx Circular Letter to Bebel, Liebknecht, Bracke, et al.   FI 1974:375

Marx repudiates any party organ which assumes a position on this basis. And yet Lenin himself openly declares that the workers are ‘so degraded’ and ‘so corrupted’ that they can only be liberated from above by a revolutionary vanguard. This vanguard, Lenin claims, embodies the ‘revolutionary energy of the working class’. More accurately, the vanguard appropriates the revolutionary significance of the working class subject. For Lenin’s manifest intention is to usurp the position of the proletariat in the socialist movement. One looks in vain for Lenin’s concern with proletarian subjectivity and autonomy. Instead, there is the self-serving argument that the working class cannot directly exercise the dictatorship. Proletarian dictatorship is exercised not by the proletariat but by an organisation that embodies the ‘true’ proletarian interest. Lenin’s dictatorship of the proletariat is rigidly hierarchical, from the mass at the bottom, to the advanced section of the class, to the vanguard. And, no doubt, with the ‘workers’ dictator’ on top of all as the Blanquist Legislator.

Luxemburg’s critique of Lenin and the Bolshevik was so penetrating and yet so effortless that one has to recognise that the identification of Marxism and Leninism that occurred through Communism was a later development. At the time, Lenin and the Bolsheviks were considered to have acted against Marxist principles.

Luxemburg connected her critique to a conception of socialist democracy as exercised through the conscious action of the proletarian subject.

Lenin says the bourgeois state is an instrument for the repression of the working class, the socialist state an instrument for the repression of the bourgeoisie. In a way, for him the socialist state is the capitalist state stood on its head. But this simplification ignores the essential. Bourgeois class rule does not need the political schooling and education of the entire mass of the people beyond very narrow limits. For the proletarian dictatorship, that schooling and education is the life giving element, the air without which it cannot live.
The implicit assumption of the theory of dictatorship in the Leninist-Trotskyist sense is that there is a complete recipe for the socialist transformation in the pocket of the revolutionary party, which then only needs to be implemented with great energy.

Luxemburg made clear the socialist commitment to democracy.

We always differentiate the social essence of bourgeois democracy from its political form, we unmask the harsh core of social inequality and unfreedom which exists under the sweet husk of formal freedom and equality. But we do so not to reject freedom and equality, but to spur on the working class so that it is not satisfied with the husk but rather conquers political power in order to give that husk a new social content. It is the historic task of the proletariat, when it comes to power, to replace bourgeois democracy with socialist democracy, not to abolish democracy itself.

Luxemburg took up these points again in 1918 when arguing, against the Bolsheviks, for the democratic character of the dictatorship of the proletariat. For Luxemburg

The dictatorship of the proletariat is democracy, in the socialist sense of the word. The dictatorship of the proletariat … is the use of every means of political power to realize socialism, to expropriate the capitalist class in accordance with the feeling and through the will of the revolutionary majority of the proletariat, that is to say in the spirit of social democracy. Without the conscious will and the conscious action of the proletariat there can be no socialism.

It is the historical mission of the proletariat when it achieves power to create socialist democracy, in place of bourgeois democracy, not to destroy every form of democracy… Socialist democracy begins both with the destruction of class domination and the construction of socialism. It begins from the moment when the socialist party seizes power. It is nothing but the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Luxemburg The Russian Revolution

For Rosa Luxemburg, then, democracy is the very essence of the dictatorship of the proletariat. The dictatorship of the proletariat is a democracy with a social content that is exercised through the proletarian class subject itself, rather than through ‘the party’. Luxemburg calls for proletarian autonomy and subjectivity, the political schooling and educating of the entire class as a condition of a proletarian dictatorship that is actually exercised by the proletariat. Luxemburg calls for democracy to be given new social content. This is possible only through the expropriation of the capitalist class and the ‘conscious will and the conscious action of the proletariat’.
The question, then, is what form this socialist democracy exercised by the class subject takes? In answering this question, it should be pointed out that Lenin and the Bolsheviks had gone out on a limb, attempting a socialist revolution in material conditions which were not ripe for socialism and reverting to a Jacobinal authoritarian politics that Marx had explicitly sought to transcend through the proletarian movement, thus introducing an ultra- and bureaucratic centralism in the name of democracy and erecting a rigidly hierarchical structure that subordinated the working class to the party, the party to the vanguard, and the vanguard to the leader. Marx argued as though Marx had never insisted that the proletarian movement is not to be moulded from the outside according to sectarian principles. Luxemburg, let it be noted, was entirely consistent with Marx’s Marxism concerning proletarian self-emancipation and socialism. And Luxemburg offered a basis for making Marxism a practical movement based upon the centrality of the class subject. The Bolshevik’s appropriation of Marx’s authority, giving them the right to determine who is and is not a marxist, has created the impression that Bolshevism is marxism and that ‘the Luxemburg pox’ is quite distinct from genuine marxism. Not in the least, if fidelity to Marx is the issue – and the Bolsheviks forced the issue on Marx’s authority – then Luxemburg has little to fear. The same cannot be said of Lenin and the Bolsheviks.

At the end of 1918 Luxemburg clarified and expressed her final ideas on socialist democracy. The dictatorship of the proletariat is thus an active democracy to be exercised by the proletariat themselves as the revolutionary socialist subject. Luxemburg thus presented a conception of a socialist democracy that is powered from the self-activity and self-organisation base upwards. 

The dynamic of this socialist democracy lies in the diffuse network of workers’ councils. Through the council form of organisation that materializes proletarian subjectivity.





Luxemburg is outlining a new conception of representation here, as opposed to the abstract representation of the bourgeois state. The parliamentary route to socialism is utopian, Luxemburg argues. She declares, unambiguously, in favour of workers’ democracy the councils. It is through the council form of organisation that the proletariat is able to constitute itself as both the revolutionary subject and as the citizen subject of the new social order.

National Assembly or government by the councils?  That is the second item on the agenda of the Reich Assembly of the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils and it poses the central question of the revolution at this moment. Either a National Assembly or else the whole power to go to the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils; either abandoning socialism or launching the sharpest possible class struggle against the bourgeoisie with every weapon available to the proletariat:-  that is the dilemma. What an idyllic plan to realize Socialism by parliamentary methods, by a simple decision of the majority. What a pity this cloud cuckoo dream takes no account whatsoever of the historical experience of bourgeois revolution, not to mention the specific nature of the proletarian revolution.

Luxemburg Nationalversammlung oder Rateregiering? In Rote Fahne, 17 December 1918

Luxemburg thus conceives of socialism as a genuine proletarian movement that depends upon the actual practice and participation of the class in the realization and the running of a socialist society. Hence Luxemburg connects the seizure of power with the diffusion of all power to the social body. Luxemburg thus correctly formulates the task facing the socialist movement as that of abolishing the state as an alienated social power, recovering this power – hitherto expressed as coercive, class power. The separation between the state and civil society is overcome through incorporating legitimate political or governing power in responsible and democratic social bodies. The separation between legislative and executive powers is overcome through their being invested in the council system. Luxemburg thus argues at length the socialism which Marx, in On the Jewish Question, conceived in terms of the practical reappropriation of the power alienated in the state (and capital) and its reorganisation and exercise as social power.

We have to seize power and the problem of the seizure of power assumes this aspect: what, throughout Germany, can each Workers’ and Soldiers’ Council achieve? There lies the source of power. We must mine the bourgeois state and we must do so by putting an end everywhere to the cleavage in public powers, to the cleavage between legislative and executive powers. These powers must be united in the hands of the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils…

From the uppermost summit of the state down to the tiniest parish, the proletarian mass must therefore replace the inherited organs of bourgeois class rule—the assemblies, parliaments, and city councils—with its own class organs—with workers' and soldiers' councils. It must occupy all the posts, supervise all functions, measure all official needs by the standard of its own class interests and the tasks of socialism. 

For us, the conquest of power will not be effected at one blow. It will be a progressive act, for we shall progressively occupy all the positions of the capitalist State, defending tooth and nail each one that we seize. Moreover, in my view …the economic struggle, likewise, will be carried on by the workers’ councils. The settlement of economic affairs, and the continued expansion of the area of this settlement, must be in the hands of the Workers’ Councils.

Luxemburg 1971 What Does the Spartacus League Want?

Luxemburg thus conceives of revolution not as an act but as a process of Aufhebung, as transcendence which preserves, goes beyond, realises the potential immanent within reality. Political and economic power is gradually reappropriated and invested in the Workers’ Councils who proceed to exercise social control. Luxemburg thus argues for the fundamental restructuring of society and power from below. State power is dissolved, absorbed into society.

The councils must have all power in the State. To these ends must we direct our activities in the immediate future, and it is obvious that, if we pursue this line, there cannot fail to be an enormous and immediate intensification of the struggle. For step by step, by hand to hand fighting, in every province, in every town, in every village, in every commune, all the powers of the state have to be transferred bit by bit from the bourgeoisie to the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils..




The essence of socialist society consists in the fact that the great laboring mass ceases to be a dominated mass, but rather, makes the entire political and economic life its own life and gives that life a conscious, free, and autonomous direction. (Luxemburg 1971 Spart). 
From the uppermost summit of the state down to the tiniest parish, the proletarian mass must therefore replace the inher​ited organs of bourgeois class rule—the assemblies, parlia​ments, and city councils—with its own class organs—with workers' and soldiers' councils. It must occupy all the posts, su​pervise all functions, measure all official needs by the standard of its own class interests and the tasks of socialism. Only through constant, vital, reciprocal contact between the masses of the people and their organs, the workers' and soldiers' councils, can the activity of the people fill the state with a socialist / spirit. (Luxemburg 1971 Spart). 

The Split In The SPD
After 1906, the radicals had less and less room for manoeuvre within the SPD. Despite their dominance during the Revisionist controversy, and apparent victory over Bernstein, their position had been undercut by the Trade Unions, with the tacit support of the Executive. The radicals were increasingly marginalised within the party and had nowhere to go but out. For all of Luxemburg’s argument that the masses were more radical than the party and trade union leadership, the radicals were up against the weight of bureaucratic organisation.

The unionists, with their anti-revolutionary attitude, may be presumed to have represented more accurately than the Social Democratic Party the mass of German workers in our period. By organising these masses where the party could not, the union leaders were able to transmit the subjective attitudes of the politically passive workers into the Social Democratic Party itself, with the party executive as their agent. In this sense, the trade-union conquest made the party more representative of German labor than it had been before 1906. Yet herein lay a fatal difficulty: the trade-union bureaucracy was anti-revolutionary in Permanenz, by virtue of its corporate interest in the existing order. The working class was not similarly committed, and the party had heretofore represented the proletariat's revolutionary potential as well as its reformist actuality. By capitulating before the trade-unions in our period, the party surrendered its political flexibility, and this prepared the ground for its subsequent dissolution.

C. Schorske, German Social Democracy 1905-1917 (Cambridge, Mass., 1955) p. 110.

In both the SPD and the Trade Union movement, bureaucratic organisation dominated and caused a rigidly conservative predisposition. In both, the bureaucratic aspect became increasingly divorced from political ideals and struggles. Ebert was the epitome of the new SPD bureaucrat and by 1911 he had become the most influential man in the party. Frankly, the die had already been cast and Marx’s warnings contained in the Circular Letter about ‘philanthropic bourgeois and petty bourgeois’ in the party had come true. Kautsky refused to publish Luxemburg’s article What Now? in Die Neue Zeit on account of its advocacy of the mass strike and Luxemburg split with him. 

Luxemburg adumbrated her general attitude to the party leadership in response:

Even within the class party of the proletariat every great, decisive movement must originate not in the initiative of a handful of leaders but in the determination and conviction of the mass of party supporters. The decision to fight the present struggle for the right to vote in Prussia . . . 'by all means' - including that of the mass strike - can only be taken by the broadest groups in the party.

R. Luxemburg, The Next Step, Selected Political Writings, ed. R. Looker (London, 1972) p. 159.

The triumph of the revisionists was confirmed by the 1912 election campaign, which had been planned with the express purpose of achieving maximum cooperation with the bourgeois parties. It was now apparent that, in pursuit of political power within the system, the SPD came to mirror the structure of the very State it opposed, thus falling victim to the eternal paradox of radical politics (G. Ritter, Die Arbeiterbewegung im Wilhelminischen Reich (Berlin, 1959).

The radicals were nevertheless a coherent, even cogent, force within the SPD, with a strong theoretical foundation in the critique of imperialism as an essential stage in capital accumulation. War opened the splits within the SPD and in early 1917 both the Spartacists (as the radicals were known) and the oppositional Centrists were expelled from the party, going on to form the Unabhangige Sozialistische Partei Deutschlands (Independent German Socialist Party). Ironically, the new party brought all the old adversaries together, the Spartacists, Kautsky and Bernstein, who was a pacifist. The real split had been transferred from one party to another. The Spartacists would have no compromise, summed up by the title of Luxemburg’s pamphlet, Either/Or. Luxemburg's Junius Pamphlet presented a trenchant critique of the old International and its collapse. The Spartacus League considered the war to have been caused by imperialist rivalry between the capitalist classes of different countries. They therefore linked their advocacy of mass action to internationalism. 

Luxemburg was broadly in agreement with Lenin concerning the possibility of a bourgeois revolution in Russia spearheaded by the proletariat. And she expressed her support for the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917:

The party of Lenin was the only one which grasped the mandate and duty of a truly revolutionary party; with the slogan - 'all power in the hands of the proletariat and peasantry' - they ensured the continued move forward of the revolution. Thereby the Bolsheviks solved the famous problem of 'winning a majority of the people' which has always weighed on the German Social Democracy like a nightmare.

Nevertheless, Luxemburg made several critical comments with respect to the conditions of the Bolsheviks' success in seizing and holding power. Luxemburg criticised the Bolsheviks for dissolving the Constituent Assembly. She went on:

freedom only for the supporters of the government, only for the members of one party - however numerous they may be - is no freedom at all. Freedom is always and exclusively freedom for the one who thinks differently. Not because of any fanatical conception of 'justice' but because all that is instructive, wholesome and purifying in political freedom depends on this essential characteristic; and its effectiveness vanishes when 'freedom' becomes a special privilege ... Lenin is completely mistaken in the means he employs. Decree, dictatorial force of the factory overseer, draconic penalties, rule by terror, all these things are but palliatives. The only way to rebirth is the school of public life itself, the most unlimited, the broadest democracy and public opinion. It is rule by terror which demoralises.

R. Luxemburg, The Russian Revolution, ed. B. Wolfe (Ann Arbor, 1961) p. 38. pp. 69ff.

The Spartacus League was composed of small and isolated propaganda groups and was little more than a pressure group within the USPD. It had little influence on the events of November 1918-January 1919 and only became the German Communist Party (KPD) only on 1 January 1919. In October 1918, the SPD finally achieved the power it had sought, only it was handed to it rather than won by its own efforts (the SPD couldn’t win power for itself, it remained thoroughly passive). The Spartacus League predictably opposed the parliamentary form of government, but when it came to offering an alternative, it had nothing more than the formal commitment 'never to take over governmental power except in response to the clear, unambiguous will of the great majority of the proletarian mass of all of Germany'.  Which, of course, begs a very big question.

The attempts by the new SPD government to enforce order provoked an uprising which soon fizzled out. The Spartacus League did not begin the revolt, did not agree with its aims and exercised no control. Yet it gave the government the opportunity to crush its radical critics once and form all, with both Luxemburg and Liebknecht murdered. The SPD were never so keen in crushing the rise of Nazism. Like the social democratic parties in other countries, the SPD had become a bourgeois party pure and simple, with no traces of the marxist conception of socialism to be found.

Probably the coolest observer of the struggle between the bureaucrats and the radicals over the heart and soul of the SPD was Max Weber. Reform or revolution, the Social Democrats seemed paralysed between a mediocre pragmatism that was parasitic upon a reality it lacked the nerve and nous to change, and a wishful-thinking with respect to a socialist future that the movement was ill-equipped to attain. The Social  Democrats were paralysed in a curious mix of pragmatism and utopianism, masking their passive dependence upon the determinism of history by a verbal socialist radicalism. Not only did such an approach militate against the achievement of socialism, it couldn’t even deliver a pragmatism that had much of a grip on political realities. It wouldn’t have surprised Weber that Social Democracy fell such easy victim to Nazism, still less that it would fail to replace capitalism. 
Weber expressed the futilities of Social Democracy most effectively in his essay on the Russian Revolution of 1905, written in 1906:

There is not a shadow of plausibility in the view that the economic development of society, as such, must nurture the growth either of inwardly 'free' personalities or of 'altruistic' ideals. Do we find the slightest hint of anything of that kind in those who, in their own opinion, are borne forward by 'material development' to inevitable triumph? Among the masses, the 'respectable' Social Democrats drill the spiritual parade, and instead of directing their thoughts to an otherworldly paradise (which according to Puritanism should also inspire respectable achievements in the service of this worldly 'freedom'), they turn their minds to a paradise in this world, and thereby make of it a kind of vaccination for the vested interests of the existing order. They accustom their pupils to a submissive attitude towards dogmas and party authorities, or to indulgence in the fruitless play-acting of mass strikes or the idle enjoyment of the enervating howls of their hired journalists, which are as harmless as they are, in the end, laughable in the eyes of their enemies. In short, they accustom them to a 'hysterical wallowing in emotion', which replaces and inhibits economic and political thought and action. The only plant which can grow on this infertile soil, once the 'eschatological' age of the movement has passed and generation after generation has vainly clenched its fists in its pockets or bared its teeth towards heaven, is that of spiritual apathy.

'Zur Lage der biirgerlichen Demokratie in Rufiland', Archiv fur Socialwissenschaft und Socialpolitik, vol. XXII, Beilage, pp. 120ff

At the time, Robert Michels was criticising the Social Democratic Party for failing to live up to its ideals in having become an oligarchical and undemocratic organisation. Weber called upon Michels to shed his illusions, pointing to the experience of Social Democracy. Weber considered it to be fruitless to criticise political parties for being oligarchical and undemocratic, since they are bound to be such on the organised political terrain. Weber asserted this development to be inevitable and irreversible, admonishing Michels for his Utopian views on socialism and democracy: 

How much resignation will you still have to put up with? Such notions as 'will of the people', 'genuine will of the people', have long-since ceased to exist for me, they are fictions. . . . All ideas for getting rid of the domination of men over men by whatever sophisticated forms of democracy and socialism are utterly Utopian.

Weber, letter to Roberto Michels, 4 August 1908, Fondazione Luigi Einaudi, Turin

Against this, we can criticise Weber for asserting a rigid institutional determinism which flies in the face of the radical indeterminacy of history. There is nothing inevitable in history, not democracy, not socialism, and least of all bureaucratic, authoritarian rule. It all depends on human praxis. It is a tribute to the likes of Rosa Luxemburg that she tested the boundaries of the possible and impossible and refused to accept false fixities in political and social organisation. Weber’s view has merit. Weber was clear from the first that the German Social Democratic Party would soon become a ganz kommune Parteimaschine — a common party machine. As a bureaucratic mass party, the SPD would, at best, pay lip service to the creation of the socialist future. Instead, it would adapt itself to the existing political terrain and offer no threat to the social order. In no time, the SPD would become a pragmatic working-class party, seeking alliances with bourgeois parties, and pursuing reformist policies. Weber, the man who delivered the bourgeois rejoinder to Marx, even imagined that he could himself join such a party: 'only the credo of the Social Democrats I would not be able to share honestly and this might prevent me from joining them . . . even though it is after all merely a lip-service much like the Apostolicum''.

'the reason why I would become a Social Democrat . . . only if everything goes by the board - a mutilation of the suffrage - is first my absolute scepticism regarding its credo, second my low estimation of the political qualifications of the "leaders'".

Letter to Roberto Michels, 4 August 1908, Fondazione Luigi Einaudi, Turin.

(See also letter to Toennies of 9 May 1909, quoted in Mommsen, Max Weber, p. 137, n. 152.

The easiest thing to say is that Max Weber’s pessimistic assessment proved correct. There are, however, many reasons for regarding this conclusion as lazy. In the first place, just how much insight did it take to predicted that the new ‘socialist’ parties would become organised, professional ‘machines’ like the other parties? The critics saw this process of bureaucratisation underway and sought to assert other possibilities in politics. Weber, himself a critic of bureaucracy, simply could not offer an alternative and instead asserted inevitability. If there is an element of wishful-thinking about the aspirations of the ‘utopians’, then there a great deal of the self-fulfilling prophecy about many of Weber’s arguments. How the future pans out depends in large part upon human praxis. It is strange that, in challenging Marx for his alleged economic determinism, Weber should himself propose a rigid institutional determinism supposedly rooted in human nature. 
Most of all, however, success or failure needs to be judged against the scale of tasks and ambitions. Weber predicted the worst and wouldn’t have been disappointed by what followed. It takes more nerve and nous to envisage a greater range of possibilities and to act in pursuit of their attainment. That, ultimately, tips the balance in Luxemburg’s favour. 
Weber alleges that the radical socialists are ‘utopians’, their socialism a mass of illusions. Rosa Luxemburg was under no illusion as to how difficult the achievement of socialism would be.

The establishment of the socialist order of society is the mightiest task which has ever fallen to a class and to a revolution in the history of the world. This task requires a complete transformation of the state and a complete overthrow of the economic and social foundations of society. This transformation and this overthrow cannot be decreed by any bureau, committee, or parliament. It can be begun and carried out only by the masses of people themselves. In all previous revolutions a small minority of the people led the revolutionary struggle, gave it aim and direction, and used , the mass only as an instrument to carry its interests, the interests of the minority, through to victory. The socialist revolution is the first which is in the interests of the great majority and can be brought to victory only by the great majority of the working people themselves.
The mass of the proletariat must do more than stake out clearly the aims and direction of the revolution. It must also personally, by its own activity, bring socialism step by step into life. 
The essence of socialist society consists in the fact that the great laboring mass ceases to be a dominated mass, but rather, makes the entire political and economic life its own life and gives that life a conscious, free, and autonomous direction. 

Luxemburg 1971 Spart 369





Like the industrial unionists and the revolutionary syndicalists, the Council communists strongly rejected the idea that the identification of socialism with the state. The idea that the state was the essential vehicle on the road to the socialist society was a pernicious myth which the councilists rejected in no uncertain terms.

The council communists traced their principles back to Marx. In taking their stand against the parliamentary route to socialism, the councilists could cite the recent memory of Marx. The Jena Conference of the German Social Democratic Party (SPD) of 1905 took place amidst the revolutionary events taking place in Russia at this time. The struggle against the Czarist regime had thrown up workers' and soldiers' Soviets, an organisational form which savoured a great deal of the commune form of democracy which Parisians had developed in the attempted revolution of 1871. Marx had highlighted the principles of active suffrage, functional representation, popular participation, and the revocability and accountability of power. These were the principles which the Russian soviets also expressed. Those who took part in the Jena Conference celebrated the events of 1905 as the resurgence of commune democracy, and initiated a challenge to the reformist tendencies of socialist politics and trade union activity. Questions were raised concerning the State, socialism, democracy and revolution. Rosa Luxemburg's The Mass Strike, the Party, and the Trade Unions offered a penetrating critique of the role played by the political party and trade unions in a genuinely revolutionary movement.

The 1914-18 war dissolved the old international socialist movement. In 1916 a group of Italian and Swiss socialists called for a conference of all those socialists resolute in their opposition to the war. The conference was held in the Swiss mountain village of Zimmerwald and the 'Zimmerwald Left' was born. This movement determined to find new ways of furthering world revolution and avoiding the mistakes of reformism. The expulsion of the whole anti-war opposition from the ranks of the SPD in Germany was concomitant with the formation, in January 1917, of a new revolutionary Party in Germany. In the port of Bremen, a left-wing opposition formed. The ‘Bremen Left’ included Anton Pannekoek and distinguished itself from both Rosa Luxemburg's Sparticists and the independent Social Democrats (USPD) by declaring that both the party and the trade union were inappropriate forms of political and economic struggle in an age of world war, imperialism and revolution. The Bremen Left argued that a new revolutionary movement should base itself on the organisational models of the American syndicalist group, the International Workers of the World (IWW). With American sailors frequently calling in to Bremen, German sailors and radicals were familiar with the IWW. There was also the influence of Hamburg militant Fritz Wolffheim, who edited an IWW journal in America.

The Bremen left demanded the creation of a federation of workers' unions, which was to co-ordinate its efforts with the German Communist Party (KPD and the Comintern. The long term objective was to create a Council Republic in Germany as a preliminary step towards a worldwide federation of Councils. The basic unit of the Council Republic was a Council composed of workers of various trades, so that all the various trades in the production process were represented in each council. The Bremen Left called upon all of the Councils in a city to federate in local networks. These, in turn, would send representatives to regional and national-level producers' Councils. In Dei Kommunist, Pannekoek argued that whilst traditional trade unions were dominated by a privileged officialdom concerned only with pay and conditions, the workers' unions directly challenged the wages system as such by negating trade-based pay differentials. In response, the KPD defended the role of the Party as the communist vanguard leading the revolution. Left-wing opponents of the KPD argued back that Germany lacked a political party that was capable of increasing workers' awareness of the revolutionary potential of the post-war situation by promoting conciliar activity as well as disseminating ideas. The concern to spread Council democracy whilst emphasising the creative significance of the cultural and subjective factors in revolutionary politics lay at the heart of the formation of the German Communist Workers' Party (KAPD, formed in April 1920). (Kool, Die Linke, p. 8; Fowkes, Communism in Germany, pp. 37—40.)

The KAPD programme emphasised the central importance of developing proletarian consciousness as a condition of socialist revolution. In addition to the objective socialisation and contradictions of the capital system, revolution requires the active, creative input of subjective factors. The workers' Council was valued as the primary institution for inducing the workers to break free from Party officials and union bosses and engage in self-government. As the KAPD Party Programme of 1920 puts it:

The factory committee is the economic precondition for the construc​tion of a communist community. The political form of organisation for a communist community is the Council system. The Factory Committees defend the idea that all political power must be exercised by the Executive Committee of the Councils.

Programe der KAPD', in Kool, Die Linke, p. 324.

KAPD member Otto Ruhle (1874-1943) expanded upon these points in the pamphlet 'the revolution is no matter for the party'. 

The KPD has also become a political party, a party in the historical sense, like the German Social Democratic Party (SPD) and the Independent Social Democrats (USPD).
The leaders have the first say. They speak, they promise, they seduce, they command. The masses, when they are there, find themselves faced with a fait accompli. They have to form up in ranks and march in step. They have to believe, to be silent, and pay up. They have to receive their orders and carry them out. And they have to vote.
Their leaders want to enter parliament. They have to elect them. Then while the masses abide by silent obedience and devoted passivity, the leaders decide the policy in parliament.
The KPD has become a political party. It also wants to enter parliament. It lies when it tells the masses that it only wants to enter parliament in order to destroy it. It lies when it states that it does not want to carry out any positive work in parliament. It will not destroy parliament; it doesn't want to and it can't. It will do "positive work" in parliament, it is forced to, it wants to. This is its life.
The KPD has become a parliamentary party like any other; a party of compromise, opportunism, criticism and verbal jousting a party that has ceased to be revolutionary.
Consider this:
It entered parliament. It recognised the trade unions. It bowed before the democratic constitution. It makes peace with the ruling powers. It places itself on the terrain of real force relations. It takes part in the work of national and capitalist reconstruction.

Ruhle, The Revolution is not a Party Affair

Ruhle proceeds to affirm proletarian political organisation as against the political party.

From a revolutionary point of view the most decisive and active elements, the most mature elements have to form themselves into a phalanx of the revolution. They can only do this through a firm and solid foundation. They are the elite of the new revolutionary proletariat. By the firm character of their organisation they gain in strength and their judgment develops a greater profundity. They demonstrate themselves as the vanguard of the proletariat, as an active will in relation to hesitant and confused individuals. At decisive moments they form a magnetic centre of all activity. They are a political organisation but not a political party, not a party in the traditional sense.

Ruhle places the emphasis firmly upon the subjectivity and initiative of the proletariat as the revolutionary subject, as against making a fetish of organisational forms.

The epoch of the foundation of parties is over, because the epoch of political parties in general is over. The KPD is the last party. Its bankruptcy is the most shameful, its end is without dignity or glory. But what comes of the opposition? of the revolution?
The revolution is not a party affair. The three social democratic parties (SPD, USPD, KPD) are so foolish as to consider the revolution as their own party affair and to proclaim the victory of the revolution as their party goal. The revolution is the political and economic affair of the totality of the proletarian class. Only the proletariat as a class can lead the revolution to victory. Everything else is superstition, demagogy and political chicanery. The proletariat must be conceived of as a class and its activity for the revolutionary struggle unleashed on the broadest possible basis and in the most extensive framework.
This is why all proletarians ready for revolutionary combat must be got together at the workplace in revolutionary factory organisations, regardless of their political origins or the basis by which they are recruited. Such groups should be united in the framework of the General Workers Union (AAU).
The AAU is not indiscriminate, it is not a hotch potch nor a chance amalgam. It is a regroupment for all proletarian elements ready for revolutionary activity, who declare themselves for class struggle, the council system and the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is the revolutionary army of the proletariat.
This General Workers Union is taking root in the factories, building itself up in branches of industry from the base up federally at the base, and through revolutionary shop stewards at the top. It exerts pressure from the base up, from the working masses. It is built according to their needs; it is the flesh and blood of the proletariat; the force that motivates it is the action of the masses; its soul is the burning breath of the revolution. It is not the creation of some leaders, it is not a subtly altered construction. It is neither a political party with parliamentary chatter and paid hacks, nor a trade union. It is the revolutionary proletariat So what will the KAPD do?
It will create revolutionary factory organisations. It will propagate the General Workers Union. Factory by factory, industry by industry it will organise the revolutionary masses. They will be prepared for the onslaught, given the power for decisive combat, until the last resistance offered by capitalism as it collapses is overcome.
It will inspire the fighting masses with confidence in their own strength, the guarantee for victory in that confidence will free them ambitious and traitorous leaders.
From this General Workers Union the communist movement will emerge, starting in the factories, then spreading itself over economic regions and finally over 'he entire country, i.e. a new communist "party" which is no longer a party, but which is, for the time communist! The heart and head of the revolution!

Communist politics take root from factory to factory, from economic region to economic region. They are realised, gaining command becoming both body and head, the guiding principle. It is from such communist groups in the factories, from mass sections of communists in the economic regions that the new communist movement through the council system will come into being.

The aim is to seize hold of the commanding levers of industry for the process of social production and so to decisively carry the day in revolutionary combat, to seize hold of the lever that will let the air out of the capitalist system in entire industrial regions and branches.
It is here, in a mature situation, that the resolute action of a single organisation can completely surpass a general strike in effectiveness. It is here that the David of the factory can defeat the Goliath of the union bureaucracy.

The final stage of capitalism reaches its end, the last political relief of the German bourgeoisie the end. The end also of parties, the politics of the parties, the deceit and treachery of the parties.
It is a new beginning for the communist movement the communist workers parry, the revolutionary factory organisations regrouped in the General Workers Union, the revolutionary councils, the congress of revolutionary councils, the government of the revolutionary councils, the communist dictatorship of the councils.

Otto Ruhle, The Revolution is not a Party Affair

In an article entitled 'The Councils' of 1921, Ruhle argued that whilst workers’ councils made their first appearance in Russia, the Bolsheviks were now acting to block the further development of the Council system. Against this, Ruhle argued that the Party had to be reduced to play a secondary role to allow the Councils could flourish and fulfil their participatory democratic potential. (Ruhle, 'Die Rate', in Kool, pp. 534-6; Mattick, 'Otto Ruhle', pp. 12-13,28-9.)

Arguments for the Councils were made elsewhere at the same time by Otto Bauer, Max Adler and Karl Korsch. For Bauer, the success of the Russian Soviets was of general significance. The Council system had potentials which could be developed outside of Russia. Bauer was keenly aware that the potential for workers' democracy through the council form was being inhibited by the domination of the Party in Russia. Bauer was thus concerned to emphasise that the elitism of both parliamentary democracy and single party government was inimical to the radical participatory democracy of the kind practised through councils in Russian and German factories and local communes. For Bauer, the establishment of the Council form of democracy across society as a whole depended on the co-ordination of workers', soldiers' and peasants' Councils, but also on the co-ordination of producer with consumer associations. 

For Max Adler, Council democracy was based upon the participation of all sectors of society in both the formulation as well as the execution of the laws. Adler’s argument was premised upon Marx's comments on the Paris Commune as combining executive and legislative functions. For Adler, this should guide the development of the Council system. (Bauer, 'Ratediktatur oder Democratic', Vol. 2, pp. 135,151-5; Adler, Democratic und Ratesystem, pp. 28-38.)

Finally, there is Karl Korsch who, in his 1919 pamphlet 'What is Socialisation?', argued that production could only be brought under the control of the community through a system of workers' Councils acting in concert with consumers' councils. Korsch was aware that the capital economy generated massive inequalities in wealth and power. He was equally aware that State ownership of the means of production involved no more workers control over the production process than private ownership. As an alternative to a nationalisation organised under the auspices of the state and a syndicalism acting on the economic terrain, Korsch advocated the socialisation of production. Korsch argued that the syndicalist solution of 'giving the mines to the miners' would foster a sectarian attitude amongst workers which would lead them to pursue the interests of their branch of industry at the expense of the needs of the community as a whole. Syndicalism would thus reintroduce capitalism through the domination of sectional producer interests. However, the Bolshevik solution of subordinating producers to the political direction of the State would issue in a state capitalism. Against these twin reefs of sectional and state capitalism, Korsch advocated a model of 'industrial autonomy' based upon a network of producer and consumer Councils in Civil Society, thus mediating between the state and market, central planning and decentralised production. Adler warned that the neglect of consumer interests by both Bolsheviks and syndicalists risked provoking a strong movement for the re-introduction of private property. The best way to defend socialist revolution was through the coordination of producer and consumer interests. (Korsch, Was ist Sozialisierang?, pp. 16-17; 'Die Sozialisierung', pp. 163—4.)


A fetish is not to be made of organisational forms. A fixed organisational form is designed to suffocate spontaneous and creative life forces whereas the point is to channel them into a more permanent conclusion, organise and concentrate their vitality. It is important, therefore, to be a principled agnostic on organisational forms and ensure that the actual class struggle based upon actual relations is prioritised. It is also important to value the organisational questions of the class agency. The working class will be quite capable of knowing what is and is not the most adequate organisational form, the more it actually becomes the revolutionary, class conscious, class.

There is also the point that the question of  councils is capable of being generalised beyond class and production. One may or may not feel like resurrecting the form of the factory councils. What has continued to be at the forefront of debate, however, has been issues of participation, control, self-management, the need for human beings to subject their relations and institutions to conscious regulation via democratic structures. One can debate the suitability of forms. Behind the debate, however, are certain consistent principles. 

The collapse of party-state socialism is part of a more general crisis in bourgeois modes of thought, organisation and action. The idea of realising socialism through bourgeois forms has been exposed. Certain critical, emancipatory, participatory, anti-statist themes proper to council communism continue to reappear. In the context of these tendencies there is a need to be conscious not only of repudiating bourgeois methods  but of the difficulties involved in creating genuinely new political social and authority relations.

New conditions, relations and struggles require new forms. The principle of creative human agency requires that human beings be free to create the organisational forms appropriate to its circumstances and its aspirations. To claim anything more than this is to fetishize the organisation and to invite the dogmatic thinking that effectively constrains revolutionary activity. The council communists – Pannekoek, Korsch, Ruhle, Gramsci – understood how the transition from free market to monopoly capitalism had come to create new relations between the state and civil society and created different conditions in the class struggle.

In determining appropriate organisational forms, therefore, one must proceed from the reality of actual relations and an actual class struggle, not from an abstract model. Nevertheless, the creation of councils or soviets is in a long tradition of popular self-organisation. The Paris Commune, in this respect, takes its place as the first modern revolution and the Russian Revolution comes forward as the last bourgeois revolution. The councils are local organs of popular self-government and, as such, looks to dissolve power into the lowest levels of competence. This contrasts with the centralisation and monopolisation of power in bourgeois control.

Gramsci’s council communism was the most sophisticated, connecting new proletarian institutions with a theory of the state. New social and authority relations emerge which take the proletariat beyond traditional organisations.

Gramsci came to the heart of the problem in the private property in the means of production. The separation between the state and civil society, between the public and the private sphere, is expressed in the dichotomy between the human being – as citizen and as a real socio-economic being. It follows that the division of socialism between the parliamentary party and the trade union reflects rather than challenges the fundamental structural premise of bourgeois society. And, as a result, the equality of the citizens in the public sphere is not matched by equality in the private sphere. Thus Gramsci argues that workers’ democracy is based upon the workers’ status as a producer, not upon the abstract bourgeois notion of citizenship. The factory councils thus provide the real basis of an actively democratic civil society of free and equal producers. In contrast to the political party, the council was rooted in the real world of labour and production. Where the party organises human beings around ideas, the council organises them around interests. In contrast to the trade union, the councils organise all workers regardless of skill and craft divisions.

The factory council, for Gramsci, is the model of the proletarian state. Gramsci is committed to a proletarian state based upon the councils as organs of self-government. The fusion of state and society is thus to be constituted by a federation of self-governing councils, altering relations between the governing and the governed.

The factory council is a public institution whereas the political party are private institutions. What Gramsci means by this is that the councils are not based upon voluntary or contractual relations, which the worker could abandon at any time. The worker could not abandon the producer status at will.

Gramsci’s council communism was based upon the assumption that political power derives from the control of the productive apparatus of society. Once the workers were in control of the factories, the state power would be taken as well. As it happens, Gramsci came to take Bordiga’s point that without overall political organisation contesting state power, the ‘factory republics’ would be isolated and crushed. A further criticism of Gramsci is that he remained vague on the character of the relations between the councils. Marx had built his conception of workers’ democracy upon the notion of federated territorial units. Gramsci, however, proceeded on the basis of the factory councils. The political soviets would follow on the basis of the workers’ control of production through the factory councils. Gramsci left the relations between the two vague and untheorised, opening up potential conflict and contradiction in practice.

There is a need to avoid replacing the capitalist monopoly of the means of production with the proletarian monopoly. Workers control could mean, in practice, the domination by producer interests. There is thus a need to work out how proletarian autonomy can be combined with a common and rational plan, thus avoiding a) centralisation reducing autonomy to naught and b) autonomy reintroducing competitive market relations that extinguish the common good.

Council communism continued to set itself against party-state socialism and its centralisation of power and control. The communist domination of international socialism meant that the anti-statist, anti-bureaucratic and anti-centralised conception of communism could be marginalized and prevented from becoming a mass movement.

In 1930 the Group of International Communists (GIC) published ‘Basic Principles of Communist Production and Distribution’. Mainly the work of Jan Appel, Basic Principles challenged the Russian route to socialism. The abolition of private property had led simply to state organised capitalism, capitalist managerial and production relations. It still remained the case that the emancipation of labour required the abolition of capital, wage labour and the system of commodity production. The socialisation of production enabling direct democratic control to be exercised by the workers had still to be accomplished. For this, it would be necessary to create a system of councils. Labour would be rewarded according to hours expended in social production. Eventually individual consumption and social consumption would be brought into equilibrium.

The GIC developed a concept of average labour time which was to enable all categories of production and distribution to be measured under communism. The objective was to be able to convert the production process from being subjected to the dynamic of capital accumulation to being a system geared to the satisfaction of social needs.

In 1929 Pannekoek was asked to contribute the introduction to Basic Principles. Pannekoek had continued to argue the need for the workers’ to develop new organisations in order to occupy the space opened by capitalist crisis and the collapse of political authority. The rise of Fascism, like world war before it, demonstrated the manifest inadequacy of traditional organisations of the working class.

For Pannekoek, the councils would abolish the leader-led relations which had characterised working class organisations, of which Bolshevism was the most recent and extreme form. Where Gramsci looked to convert existing shopfloor organisations, like the internal commissions, into factory councils as the nucleus of new proletarian institutions. Pannekoek placed greater emphasis upon spontaneous activity, particularly wildcat strikes, in creating the councils. Strike committees would thus be formed into councils.

Pannekoek insisted upon the mechanism of instant recall in keeping a close contact between legislators and executors and the masses. The tendency to bureaucratisation would be checked through such a mechanism. The leadership could not be separated from the led.

A significant difference between Gramsci and Pannekoek lay in the relation of autonomy and control. Gramsci theorised a pyramidal structure of councils organised according to a  distribution of competences and working according to a rational and common plan. Pannekoek, however, assigned greater autonomy to local and regional councils. If Gramsci risks constraining the autonomy of the councils and invites a certain centralisation of power, then Pannekoek risks the reintroduction of market and self-interest undermining the general plan. One has to refer the question to the appropriate balance between autonomy and conscious common control, freedom and organisation. A freedom that rests upon autonomous producer groups may well be a universal constraint and hence requires the common and rational plan. This, in turn, means investigating issues of authority, centralisation and constraint.

And it is difficult to see how Pannekoek could avoid introducing some kind of market between the workers councils. And it is hard to understand how Pannekoek can avoid the mire into which Proudhon fell, finding it impossible to get beyond commodity production. Nevertheless, Pannekoek was a Marxist and did understand the need to abolish capitalist relations.

Pannekoek especially insisted upon shopfloor organisation and control. The councils would carry out decisions made by the rank and file. Should technical experts take over the councils then the council system would simply come to duplicate the unaccountability and misrepresentation associated with the parliamentary parties. Pannekoek thus insists that all acted and participated in council affairs and activities. The technical experts would help to coordinate factory matters but were not to use their power to usurp the political basis of workers’ council democracy.

Pannekoek elaborated how the local factory councils could be federated into a network of regional and national councils. The central councils would coordinate production decisions and their power would be controlled through the recall mechanism. The central councils would collect and disseminate information thus enabling the workers to participate effectively in the process of production and the decision making process surrounding production.

The central councils established horizontal ties between the different factories within the same industry – ensuring cooperation between them over resources and production. At the same time a more decentralised network of consumer councils would be established in order to ensure a balance between producers’ and consumers’ needs. Production and consumption would thus be coordinated by councils.

The problems that many would have with Pannekoek and Gramsci is that their theories are proletarian and productivist. One can certainly agree that social and cultural dynamics in the modern world are capable of generating and sustaining a council movement that is organised beyond class and production. Groups within civil society have mobilised pressure on a number of non-economistic issues. And in the movement to a democratic and politicised civil society this mobilisation is to be incorporated into the transformative project.

What is to be challenged is the complacent notion that class and production are somehow things of the past. This is a delusion. The continuing centrality of class and production, indeed the continuing stranglehold of the capitalist class – global in its dimension – makes this question imperative. Against those who insist upon cultural and ethical struggle as a  ‘new’ politics there is no problem in locating, with Gramsci and Pannekoek, the revolutionary dialectic in the ‘natural’ processes of labour and production.

In an age of ‘new politics’ and ‘new social movements’ certain general points can be made. Councils need not be only factory or class based. Councils can be formed and networked around a range of social, cultural and moral issues and become part of a genuinely popular – i.e. not necessarily proletarian – movement to re-assert the self-governing capacities of civil society, over the centralised, bureaucratic and ‘alien’ state. Thus, the factory takes its place as one organising centre amongst many in the council movement. Only by being a part of this broader movement do factory councils obtain the ‘public’ character assigned to them. They are no longer just a proletarian producer interest. Councils as organs of self-government are conceivable not only in production but in education, culture and communication, in national, regional and local government. A system of dialogic relations between the councils, structured according to competence, gives an institutional expression to ‘conscious control’ in an increasingly self-managed civil society. So contemporary is this issue that in the aftermath of a discredited party-state socialism and in the context of both the crisis and the restructuring of capital, council communism would appear to be as relevant as ever. The new movements, however, are shy of communism, labour and class as ‘old’ politics. ‘Democracy’ is the new motivating principle. This is no problem in itself. Council communism is interchangeable with council democracy. What is a problem is the tendency to abstract the struggle for democracy from class relations and working class struggle.

Council communism lives on in the autonomist movements and conceptions that retain a commitment to the working class. Where organisation is conceived as a process in which the workers come to perceive themselves as subjects, initiators and actors, council communism remains contemporary.

Different groups in different circumstances have discovered something of permanent value in council communism and have looked to develop the legacy. From the Paris Commune, council communism has been an enabling, not a constraining tradition and has allowed human beings to be self-conscious creative actors developing their own organisational forms. For council communists the important thing is to synthesize, to project and to innovate. ‘The importance of the past lies in the fact that it enables lessons to be drawn of a kind that can throw light on the future’ (Pannekoek, Prinzip and Taktik).

Are councils and parties necessarily opposed? Is it possible to integrate the council movement within an overall political organisation, the former forming the content of the latter? Or would the party once more assume more than a coordinating role and come to control the councils as an alien government?

The starting point of P Chaulieu’s analysis is the authority relation between those who give and those who take the orders. This is questionable given the dependence of authority upon capitalist relations. For Chaulieu, however, it is the separation in production between those who give orders and those who execute orders that is the fundamental one that has to be abolished. The abolition of private property is but a step in that direction, a necessary but not sufficient condition for socialism. The Soviet Union, it soon became apparent, had abolished private property but not class and exploitation. Moreover, in the USSR, the separation between executives and operatives, leaders and led, rulers and ruled, had been reinforced rather than abolished. Socialism for Chaulieu entails less the abolition of private property and more the abolition of these dualisms. The management of production on a collective, not bureaucratic, basis will be required. And it is the workers’ councils which will be the main organs of the collective life, involving the workers in political, social and economic administration.

Chaulieu resolves the balance between the autonomy of the councils and the common plan by conceiving of a pyramidal structure. A socialist society will be governed by a central assembly, a government of councils, workers’ councils organised at shop floor level, all coordinated within the economic framework of a planning factory which assumes the tasks of planning, coordination and the management of the economy.

There are those who would question the degree of central direction and control, not only for reasons of political authoritarianism but also for reasons of economic efficiency. A central assembly should be supplemented by other planning and coordinating assemblies.

Chaulieu himself checks the centralising tendencies in his theory of planning by insisting that workers should govern their own affairs through the medium of their own organs of democratic, revocable authority. Chaulieu moreover rules out the idea of a revolutionary party that is separate from the workers and assuming the role of an external political leadership. The revolution is not made by the party but, Chaulieu argues, by the workers themselves.

Chaulieu thus distinguishes himself from Lenin and Trotsky and the tradition that they inspired. It is not the party, as the political form separate from the class, but the workers organising themselves in councils who will achieve the freedom of the workers. Chaulieu is prepared to recognise that before the revolution some kind of central organisation will be required. In the revolutionary process it will be essential to protect the organisation of the councils from the Leninist parties, the parties which make no secret of their ‘correct’ understanding and how this gives them the right to exclusive leadership of the class. The Leninists deny that they are destroying proletarian autonomy in the very act of doing so. The Leninist party rests on the devaluation of workers’ capacities and it is quite natural for Leninists to subordinate workers’ councils to party control. Revolutionaries thus have to be prepared and organised in order to keep Leninist and Trotskyist parties where they were in the beginning – on the outside. Having denigrated the syndicates, the councils, the ‘economists’, such parties have no business seeking power and control once the working class proceeds to move by its own organs. The revolutionary organisation exists to protect the workers movement against party socialists on the make (P Chaulieu, ‘Réponse au camarade Pannekoek’, Socialisme ou Barbarie, 14 April-June 1954).

Chaulieu has no hesitation in referring to these organised revolutionaries as a ‘conscious minority’. This avant garde, moreover, requires a degree of centralised organisation. The accusation is that Chaulieu’s ‘universal, minority, selective and centralised’ body is modelled on the Leninist party.

Chaulieu is thus careful to argue that this body he proposes is an organisation designed to support rather than usurp the position of the self-governing workers’ organs. Moreover, it is not a bureaucratic organisation that aims at and is capable of putting itself forward as the ruling body.

One has to remember the new authority relations proposed by Chaulieu. Chaulieu is quite conscious in having to overcome bourgeois leader-led relations if socialism is to be possible. This is something that socialists, concentrating upon the seizure of state power and the abolition of private property, had demonstrated an alarming capacity to ignore, thus reproducing all the old alienating separations and as a result, capitalist relations. For Chaulieu, the traditional organisations necessarily degenerated into bureaucratic parties of alien government precisely because they reproduced rather than challenged the fundamental authority relation of capitalism, the executive-operative relation.

Thus, in their activity and struggle, the workers will create organisations which will consciously look to subvert rather than reproduce this authority relation. For Chaulieu this will be a struggle against bureaucracy (P Cardan (i.e. Chaulieu) ‘Proletariat et organisation’, Socialisme ou Barbarie 27 April-May 1959).

Despite the qualifications which Chaulieu made to his theory, the idea of a central revolutionary organisation and avant garde still seems to betray a latent Trotskyism and Leninism. Chaulieu, moreover, may be more than a little naïve in supposing that any revolutionary organisation involving some centralisation of power could be self-liquidating, dissolving itself into the autonomous organisations created in the revolutionary movement of the class subject. Chaulieu may be said to have proposed an ingenious solution to a genuine problem. Revolution requires organisation and leadership and this, in turn, will mean a degree of centralisation. Yet, as Chaulieu argues, the revolution is made only by the autonomous action of the working class. Whatever the suspicion that Chaulieu identified the ‘avant garde’ with his own group, it remains the case that Chaulieu valued proletarian autonomy and spontaneity in the revolutionary process. The central organisation proposed by Chaulieu would dissolve itself with the movement of the class.

This more libertarian interpretation of revolution and organisation is more explicit in the writings of Claude Lefort. Lefort argues that political parties, of all kinds, entail leadership as an organisational principle and fact. Thus Lefort characterises the Russian Communist Party as counter-revolutionary, not because of its centralism but because of its very existence as a party. The centralism, in other words, follows the fact of being a political party.

Lefort argues that the political party is an outmoded institution that was more in keeping with a phase in history when the proletariat were weak and subordinate, incapable of exercising initiative as a class. The political party was an ersatz proletariat, a kind of compensation for proletarian incapacity. The political party corresponded to the proletariat’s inability to value itself as a revolutionary class. Thus, unable to take the initiative and make the revolution itself, the proletariat transferred this responsibility to an agency that was external to it, the party (C Montal (Lefort) ‘Discussion sur le probleme du parti révolutionnaire’, Socialisme ou Barbarie, 10 (July-August) 1952).

Lefort thus introduces the dimension of proletarian autonomy. The proletariat is the revolutionary actor whose consciousness in its own struggle and organisation is a determining historical factor. And here Lefort establishes his differences with Chaulieu and the Leninist and Trotskyite tradition. Lefort does not believe that this proletarian consciousness can be stimulated or introduced from the outside. The party, it follows, cannot be the educator that professional revolutionaries believe it to be. On the contrary, proletarian class-consciousness is a product of its self-development through its own struggles. And the greater this self-development the less likely will the proletariat be inclined to transfer its revolutionary responsibility to the external agency of the party. The proletariat, therefore, achieves consciousness by its own efforts. In contrast, the social democratic consciousness proposed by Lenin could not but be abstract, constructed by elements outside of and alien to the working class. Such a social democratic consciousness is something that is outside of the practical experience of the class. It is not something created by the class, through its own struggles, but something created for them from the outside. No external agency can think or act for the proletariat; the proletariat must solve its own problems, see to its own tasks. If the proletariat does not equip itself with appropriate forms of organisation then this can only point to the immaturity of the proletariat. The question, then, is of developing the capacities of the proletariat, not of creating the party as a compensation for the lack of capacity.

Lefort thus assigns central significance to the ‘subjective’ dimension of change. The activity of the proletariat is not simply a reaction to external economic stimuli. Politics has nothing to do with the abstract knowledge of circumstances but is a reality produced by practical experience ‘such as is engraved, at least as a tendency, on the life and behaviour of the workers’ (Lefort, ‘Organisation et parti’, Socialisme ou Barbarie, 26 Nov-Dec 1958).






Pannekoek is a key figure in the workers’ councils movement. The neglect into which he has fallen has everything to do with the hegemony of Leninism within Marxist politics. Pannekoek represents an alternative stream of thought to the dominant Bolshevik conception of Marxism. This attempt to suppress alternatives extends to this day. Gluckstein’s book ‘Western Councils’ has just the one reference to Pannekoek. This is staggering since Pannekoek gave the principle of proletarian self-expression through council organisation its most eloquent and sophisticated expression. Pannekoek’s achievement is to have shown that ‘left-wing communism’ need not be the ‘infantile disorder’ that Lenin claimed but actually represented a genuine development of Marx’s principle of proletarian self-emancipation entailing self-government. In this, Pannekoek inspired a tradition of anti-Bolshevik communism, raising issues and developing ideas which would later be taken up by Antonio Gramsci, the most intelligent Marxist writer on politics.

World Revolution and Communist Tactics is a key text. Here, Pannekoek argued at length that ‘left communism’ cannot be dismissed as easily as Lenin and the Bolsheviks had attempted since its central ideas are firmly grounded in Marx’s ideas on active democracy. The claim that ‘left communism’ is just a variant of syndicalism could not be sustained (Smart Pannekoek pp37-8). 

World Revolution is also important for more than its repudiation of Bolshevik claims and developed themes which were to become central to Western Marxism, from Gramsci to the Critical theorists. This work centres upon the unity of subjective and objective factors as the revolutionary dialectic in the historical process.

The transformation of capitalism into communism depends on two forces, one proceeding from the other: a material force and a spiritual force. The material development of the economy clarifies the real course of things, and this, in turn, engenders a revolutionary will.

Proletarian subjectivity is crucial. Without proletarian subjectivity, the revolutionary process lacks a subject and any ‘socialism’ which follows is hollow, having form but not content. Pannekoek thus attacks Second International reformism as an opportunism:

.. such power can only be the shadow of power, the personal power of a few leaders, not that of the proletarian class, and that this contradiction begets only confusion, corruption and dissention. Were the working class to come into governmental power without having really acquired the maturity needed for its exercise, they would inevitably either lose power very soon or be forced to make so many concessions to backward tendencies that this power would crumble from within.

Pannekoek noticed that this same tendency that had overtaken the Second International was beginning to take over the Third International. Whist the ‘masses must intervene’, small vanguard parties dominated.

However, a huge mass party or a coalition of different parties is no more capable of leading a successful rebellion than is a small radical party. Revolution is the work of the masses; it begins spontaneously. Certain actions decided upon by a party can sometimes (rarely however) be the point of departure, but the determining forces lie elsewhere, in the psychic factors deeply embedded in the subconscious of the masses and in the great events of world politics. The task of a revolutionary party is the advance propagation of clear knowledge, so that, within the masses, some may come to know what should be done in a crisis and will be able to judge the situation for themselves.

Organisational flexibility is crucial. This is something that the workers can achieve for themselves by creating and controlling their own organs of self-emancipation.

There is a need to go beyond the political, organisational and intellectual forms appropriate to workers’ struggles within capitalist relations and generate forms which have a genuinely public dimension in addressing extra-class issues. There is a need to develop forms that enable the proletariat as a revolutionary actor to go further than sectional or economic interests and hence to transcend bourgeois society to create a genuine public order.

The power held by the bourgeoisie in this phase is simply the spiritual dependence. The revolution lies in the process of the proletariat’s emancipating itself from this dependence, from this tradition of past ages, an emancipation possible only through the direct experience of class struggles. When capitalism has held sway for a long time, and when, in consequence, the workers’ struggle extends over several generations, the proletariat is compelled, in each period, to forge for itself the methods, forms and means of combat suitable for the stage of development reached by capitalism. But soon these forms cease to be viewed for what they really are: instruments with a time limit to their usefulness. In fact, they are overvalued, viewed as permanent forms, absolutely valid and ideologically sanctified – only to become later on chains from which the proletariat must struggle to free itself. While the working class is undergoing an accelerated transformation and development, its leaders remain fixed in the mental attitudes of an earlier completed stage and become spokesmen for a bygone phase. Therefore, these leaders’ influence is liable to hinder the movement; the old forms of action, hardened in dogmas and organisations, are elevated to objectives in themselves, and this makes a new orientation and adaptation of new conditions of conflict more difficult.. the class struggle should shake off the traditions of the earlier phases.

Pannekoek gives a detailed and closely reasoned critique of Second International parliamentarism and trade unionism and Third International vanguardism. Neither the reformist nor the revolutionist wing of proletarian politics facilitate the development of revolutionary class consciousness and activity by the proletariat itself. True revolution requires that the proletariat itself emerges and acts as a revolutionary subject, thus ensuring that social transformation is achieved without the class subject falling under bourgeois, reformist or Bolshevik hegemony. Within capitalist relations, the class remains under the control of parties centred upon – and constrained within – parliament and the trade unions – constrained with wage relation issues. In Russia, the class falls under the hegemony of Bolshevik state power.

The working class must refuse to transfer their subjectivity as moral, intellectual and political beings to political agencies that, whilst claiming to represent the workers, are not under the control of or are directly responsible to the workers. The transfer of subjectivity ensures only to reduce the class to passivity, stalling the process of self-development.

Pannekoek recognises that parliamentary parties and trade unions have performed valuable services for the working class in bourgeois conditions. But with the maturity of capitalism and the working class, the time has come for the workers to transcend bourgeois society. In this context, the forms of parliamentarism and trade unionism are inappropriate and serve only to block the self-development of proletarian revolutionary capacity. The old forms of political and economic organisation reproduce the separation of elite and masses, leaders and led, and it is this singularly bourgeois character that found its way into Bolshevism.

The failure of Second International parliamentary parties and trade unions was predictable. These organs served not to lead the proletarian challenge to capitalism but to accommodate the revolutionary subject within parliamentary institutions and capitalist relations. Such means contradict the socialist end. Capitalism came to penetrate the socialist movement at the political, organisational and intellectual level, blocking subjectivity, incapacitating the class and making collapse in 1914 inevitable. Such failure will be repeated for so long as the proletariat continues to seek socialism through outmoded appropriate to the bourgeois society and politics to be transcended.

The Russian Revolution and Bolshevism did not, however, point the way forward, reproducing in even more authoritarian and elitist form the separation between leaders and led, rulers and ruled, an active elite and a passive mass.

For Pannekoek, workers councils represent a new form of proletarian organisation and enable proletarian self-emancipation.

Since the era of bourgeois revolutions .. was completed, political action could be pursued only within the framework of national states and trade union action only within an ever narrower framework…
Today, every militant communist knows why these methods of struggle were necessary and useful. When the working class first effectively emerged and grew with capitalism, it was not yet in a position to create organs allowing it to direct and control social life, nor indeed would the idea of doing so have occurred to it. It first had to discover its own way and understand what is meant by capitalism and class power..
Things are different now that the proletarian struggle has reached a revolutionary stage.. Parliamentarism constitutes the typical form of struggle waged through leaders, with the masses themselves playing only a subordinate role. In practice, it boils down to handing over effective leadership of the class struggle to special people, to deputies; and this naturally fosters the illusion among the masses that others can wage the struggle on their behalf. Yesterday it was assumed that such deputies were able to secure by parliamentary activity importing reforms benefiting the workers. The illusion was even fostered that they could achieve the socialist revolution through a few parliamentary decrees. Today, when the system appears to be in decay, it is noteworthy that the utilization of the parliamentary seat holds an extraordinary interest for communist propaganda. In both cases, power reverts to the leaders, and it goes without saying that the shaping of policy is left to the specialist.

How are we to uproot among the proletarian masses the traditional bourgeois mode of thinking that is paralysing them? Anything that strengthens routine ideas is harmful. The most tenacious, the most solidly anchored, aspect of this mentality is a dependence on leaders which induces the masses to abandon to such people the power to shape and to direct matters pertaining to their class.
The revolution requires that the proletariat itself solve all the major problems of social reconstruction, make difficult decisions, and participate completely in the creative movement. It follows that the vanguard, and then the ever increasing masses, should take matters into their own hands, should regard themselves as responsible agents, should investigate, propagandise, fight, experiment, weigh and then dare and be involved to the utmost.

On the spiritual level, the dominance of the leadership over the masses is embodied in parliamentarism; on the material level, it is embodied in the trade union movement.

.. trade unions, far from unifying their members, become estranged from them. We have here another point in common with the state: the workers are no longer masters in their own house but find themselves as opposed to their own organisations as they are to external powers above them and against which they see themselves compelled to revolt, even though such organisations were produced by their own efforts and wishes.

This is a powerful critique of political and organisational alienation. The working class has alienated its subjectivity, investing it in organs which have come to acquire an existence independently of them. This estrangement of the working class from its own politico-material agencies was inevitable once these agencies situated themselves on the terrain of bourgeois property relations and parliamentarism, a terrain characterised by the institutional separation of politics and economics, public and private. The working class interest came to be parcelled up and distributed between agencies working firmly within already existing institutional means.

Political alienation also followed the Bolshevik revolution as ‘the party’, acting in place of the class, came to reconstitute itself as the new state power. Bolshevism, characterised by a necessary centralisation and bureaucratisation in the absence of a developed proletarian subjectivity, does not challenge and overthrow alien politics. Rather, whilst being a militant reaction to the failures of Social Democracy, Bolshevism retains the party form. The main difference is that authoritarianism and dogmatism replaces opportunism.

The alternative that Pannekoek develops focuses upon the subjectivity of the proletariat. A truly revolutionary process enables the proletariat to go beyond the political, organisational and intellectual forms that are appropriate but limited to bourgeois society:

Arising from within the proletariat, the system of soviets (workers councils) can uproot and supplant both the state and trade union bureaucracies. The mission of the soviets is to serve as the political organs for the proletariat in the place of parliament and as the nucleus for new trade unions.. if the revolution is one in which the masses assume control of their own affairs – the direction of society and of production – any form of organisation that excludes the possibility of their ruling and directing themselves is counterrevolutionary and harmful. It must be replaced by a revolutionary organisation, revolutionary in the sense that it enables the workers to make all decisions. This in no way implies that a new form of organisation should be created and perfected – but without their help – so that they may then be able to use it to manifest their revolutionary will. On the contrary, this new form can be created only within the revolutionary process, by the workers radicalising themselves.

In the revolutionary syndicalist tendencies and even more in the ‘industrial’ trade union movement is to be found the greatest evidence of a desire to restrain the bureaucratic machinery and rely on the activity of the masses. For this reason, the majority of communists support these organisations instead of the centralized federations.

Pannekoek’s support for workers’ unions and the council in general thus derives from an awareness of the necessity for self-organisation to proletarian self-emancipation IS the revolutionary process. The workers radicalise themselves in this process, thus constituting themselves as the revolutionary subject and developing the political, organisational and intellectual capacities which are capable of creating and sustaining the new order. This is Marx’s principle of self-education through revolutionary-critical praxis. This praxis is fundamentally anti-elitist and anti-authoritarian and is designed to overcome alienation. The working class forge their own political and material organs; and these means of self-emancipation become the basis of social self-government.

The council form of organisation encourages the workers to think of themselves as a class. Moreover, the workers come to comprehend themselves as a class of producers, able to control and manage the production process. This contrasts with trade unionism, in which the workers identify themselves as wage workers resisting or making demands upon capital. Through the council movement, the working class come to challenge bourgeois relations in a way that trade unionism never could.





However, the trade unions also constitute an element of revolutionary transformation of society .. it is the reality of the situation itself that makes them organs of revolution. Once more we see how intimately the proletarian’s revolutionary objective is linked to and develops from daily practice.





This conception of the role and significance of the trade union movement is peculiar to Marxism, which alone is proclaiming that the revolutionary transformation of society is germinally contained in the ordinary conflicts of today. The middle class view, however, is that the objective of these daily conflicts is a direct improvement of living conditions, without there being any question of their linkage with the great proletarian war of freedom; but it can also happen that, through a realisation of the revolutionary meaning of trade unions, an effort is made to give a specific direction to their present practice.

It is arguable that Lenin, too, adopted this middle class conception of trade unionism. Pannekoek, like Marx, perceived something more in trade unionism. Pannekoek thus refers to revolutionary syndicalism and its ‘lively’ opposition to parliamentarism:

Their objective is not the conquest of political power, but the seizure of workers’ control over industry. The true workers movement consists in a struggle whose course is decided by the workers themselves, not by their representatives. These trade unionists have as their slogan direct action. Only the masses can win their own freedom, their leaders and representatives cannot do it for them.

Pannekoek, Tactical Differences Within the Workers Movement 1909

Pannekoek was most determined to root out the bourgeois modes of thought, organisation and activity that had penetrated working class  and socialist politics. Working class institutions reproduce bourgeois models rather than challenging them. The proletariat must create new institutions and this, for Pannekoek, would be as much a spiritual as a material transformation. The spiritual revolution, changing perceptions of reality, would be a necessary accompaniment of social revolution. Indeed, Pannekoek’s point is that the spiritual is itself material, a force for changing reality.

The proletariat’s organisation – its most important source of strength – must not be confused with the present day form of its organisations and associations, where it is shaped by conditions within the framework of a still vigorous bourgeois order. The nature of this organisation is something spiritual – no less than the whole transformation of the proletarian mentality. The same spirit, compounded of discipline, cooperation, solidarity, the habit of organised action .. will create new forms of intervention.

Pannekoek is concerned to repudiate what he calls the ‘passive radicalism’ of Social Democratic parties. What Pannekoek means by ‘passive radicalism’ is that the party captures state power for the class but leaves the class subject uninvolved, inactive, passive. The point, moreover, is not that the socialist party should capture state power but that the proletarian movement should actively dissolve state power.

The social revolution involves the gradual dissolution of all the power instruments of the ruling class, particularly the state, while simultaneously building up proletarian power to its fullness. At the beginning of this phase the proletariat should already have reached a high level of class consciousness and enlightenment, of moral strength and of compact organisation, in order to be able to face up to the severe conflicts ahead; but all this remains still imperfect. In the eyes of the masses, who see them as inimical to their own interests, the prestige of the state and the ruling class is beginning to diminish, but their material power nevertheless remains intact. At the end of the revolutionary process, nothing remains of this; the workers have attained a high level of organisation, they have proved capable of shaping their own destiny, and henceforth they are capable of taking in hand the organisation of production.

Pannekoek criticises the ‘present praxis’ of the workers’ movement:

Elections, strikes, parliamentary action, indoctrination all continue in the same old way, gradually gaining political weight but making no essential change whatsoever – until the day when, thanks to an extraordinary combination of circumstances, a powerful rising of the masses will occur and will perhaps overthrow the regime. This will follow exactly the old pattern of the bourgeois revolutions, but with the difference that the party organisation is fully ready to assume power and to hog the fruits of victory, by appropriating, as the new ruling class, the chestnuts which the masses have snatched out of the fire.

Kautsky simply concentrated upon parliamentary activity, waiting upon the inevitability of capitalist collapse, allowing his party to assume state power.

Contrary to our thesis of the revolutionary activity of the proletariat, who build up their power through an ascendant period of mass action and increasingly demolish the bourgeois state power, this theory of passive radicalism looks for no decisive change through the active intervention of the proletariat.

Pannekoek condemns party-state socialism as outmoded. One could perceive, in 1847, ‘the proletarian revolution only in the form of a minority dictatorship using the coercive power of the state for the benefit of the working class. Today, a revolution is possible only in the form of revolt and self-government of the masses’. Not surprisingly, Pannekoek had the charge of revolutionary syndicalism thrown at him. ‘Well’, he replied, ‘so much for revolutionary syndicalism!’

Pannekoek saw in the way that the political party had come to take precedence over the working class the potential for the emergence of a state socialism in which political power concentrated at the centre and displaced the social. Pannekoek made it clear that nationalisation did not necessarily mean socialism and, quite easily, could be the institutional means for the continued subjugation of the working class. State socialism by this means constituted a vehicle by which the professional educated middle class could ride to political power, expropriating socialism from the working class and making it serve their own interests in a managed capitalism.

The wartime experience gained during state control over industry and commerce has developed in a large part of the bourgeoisie the idea of state socialism. The advantages of a centralised system of production over private ownership are well known today.. It would be a means of preserving all the technical and organisational improvements developed during the war. Equally.. the trade unions would find themselves powerless against a new employer with enormous powers. As for the workers, their dependence would be increased and their freedom of labour-mobility would be less than it was under the regime of private property. The nationalisation of these major industries would also signify militarization .. a means of taking the masses in hand and of repressing their inclination toward political opposition.

State socialism reproduces capitalist relations and all the bourgeois separations and therefore needs to be sharply distinguished from workers’ socialism.

This state socialism can only aggravate the proletarian condition and strengthen oppression. In spite of this, one can foresee that a large sector of Social Democracy will not oppose it, and will even support it. Its old ideology will, in effect, link Social Democracy with the new system of state exploitation.. Nationalisation of enterprises is not socialism; socialism is the force of the proletariat. But since, in the ideal world of present Social Democracy, socialism and state-controlled economy are more or less regarded as synonymous, this party will find itself without spiritual arms when brought face to face with state socialist measures intended to reduce the proletariat to a condition of slavery.
The task of revolutionary socialism is to lead the proletariat to declare war on this new servitude.. The slogan ‘fight state socialism!’ should serve to explain to the proletariat its condition under the new imperialism.

In Sozialismus und Verstaatlichung (1917) Pannekoek argued:

Nationalisation of the big industries would mean merely the replacing of private capitalists with a much more powerful entrepreneur, against whom the workers would be much more effectively stripped of their right .. Socialism is the force created by workers consciously united by the struggle against the capitalist class, within powerful and self-administering organisations.

In conceiving his socialism as the direct antithesis of state socialism, Pannekoek made a commitment to creating proletarian unity on the basis of self-administering organisations. Along with the Bremen Left, Pannekoek advocated a decentralised party separate from the Social Democratic Party. This ‘unitary organisation’ would bring workers together on a political and trade union basis. The Bremen Left were explicitly concerned that this unitary organisation should not create a ‘new party of leaders’.

one must choose the tactics of mass action unfettered by leaders, or one must keep the leadership structure, as the Spartacus League is doing, and thereby renounce a proletarian policy.

Workers Politics 9 June 1917

Pannekoek welcomed the Russian Revolution, though he was ignorant at this stage of the real nature of Bolshevism. Pannekoek was most concerned to highlight the evidence in Russia of a ‘long process in which the maturity of a society is measured by the proletariat’s ability to struggle for power’. Pannekoek was concerned to correct Social Democratic emphases upon the gradual development of the objective conditions for socialism. The productive forces, for Marx, were not an objective economic datum external to human consciousness. Indeed, Marx actually referred to the proletariat as the revolutionary class as the most important productive force of all. Pannekoek is drawing out the implications of this notion when arguing that the capacity of the working class to organise themselves and to act effectively is evidence of the ‘ripeness’ of conditions for socialism. It was therefore the self-activity and self-organisation of the workers that was the most impressive aspect of the Russian Revolution for Pannekoek, not the omnipotence of the vanguard party.

What has never occurred in earlier revolutions in Western Europe – where fragmentation and powerlessness always followed political action – has become an enduring reality in Russia: the revolutionary masses are forming a powerful organisation. As in 1905, the delegates of factories and revolutionary regiments are building in the form of workers’ and soldiers’ councils, a people’s representation which speaks out vigorously against bourgeois government and exploiters.

As Marx did with the Paris Commune, Pannekoek used the experience of the Russian soviets to present a model of a self-governing society. In Russia, Pannekoek argues, ‘a form of democracy to formal democracy, enabling the masses to express their vital interests’ is in the process of development.

the workers’ councils in the towns, the peasants’ councils in the rural areas, the councils charged with various administrations that form the basis of the government. The municipal bodies are elected by the workers’ councils of the towns, and the workers’ councils of a given branch of production elect the administrators of this branch for the whole country. A general congress of the soviets is held from time to time and decides in general on general policy, but congresses are also held about matters concerning each branch, industry, agriculture, transport, health services, education. The local soviets send their most competent members as delegates to these congresses, experiences are compared, and decisions are made in common.
It is the real need to reorganise social life that has led the Russian people to establish this flexible administrative machinery, which also constitutes the organ of the dictatorship of the proletariat in which the bourgeoisie cannot participate. The bourgeoisie will not be excluded in any artificial way from government, for instance, by losing its right to vote; quite simply, it will be barred from the organisation, which is based not on the people but on labour. The ex-manager or owner of an industry who co-operates as a technical officer under the guidance of the workers’ council can claim equality with other factory personnel. The intellectual workers – doctors, teachers, artists – from their own councils, which collectively decide about matters concerning them. All these councils remain in close, permanent contact with the masses, their membership constantly renewed and replaced. The formation of a new bureaucracy is thus prevented, and a monopoly in administrative skills is broken.
In contrast to this true self-government, one sees how even the most democratic of parliaments is unable to create a people’s government of parliamentarians. Periodically, parliamentarians must win the trust of the people; they gather votes with eloquent speeches and promise-crammed programmes; then they are the masters once again. Then, after they escape the direct influence of the masses and face pressure only from their peers, they do as they like throughout the parliamentary session. But only in appearance are they all powerful; the ministry depends upon bureaucrats. In all the democratic republics of the world, the alleged separation between the legislative and the executive branches is the means of ruling the masses, while giving them the impression that the masses themselves are exercising power and is therefore the means for ensuing the domination of capital.

The parallels between this passage from Pannekoek on the Russian Revolution and Marx’s identification of the Paris Commune as the model for socialist self-government are striking. Although it was Engels rather than Marx who identified the Paris Commune as the dictatorship of the proletariat, there is a case for arguing that both views outline the contours of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Where Marx wrote of communes, Pannekoek writes of councils; both views express the critique of parliamentary government as alien government, of representation as misrepresentation, and of the state as ruling in the interest of capital. The council system of social self-government, moreover, is to combine legislative and executive functions, as in Marx’s Commune model.

Neither Marx nor Pannekoek were constructing revolutionary models in the abstract, to be imposed upon revolutionary actors, thus constraining creative praxis; rather, they were abstracting principles from the experience of the most advanced forms of class activity arising out of actual class struggle and real relations. Creative class praxis is the key.

Pannekoek clarifies his position in ‘Social Democracy and Communism’. Pannekoek proceeds once more from the awareness of mass agency as central to the revolutionary process. This approach repudiates the bureaucratic conception, in which action proceeds under the authority of leaders organised in parties and unions. The bureaucratic conception is too narrow, even with respect to the bourgeois revolutions. By definition, the proletarian revolution requires that the actual members of the class come to act, taking the initiative in forcing change:

The Marxist revolutionaries, who are communists now, had emphasised at that time the extreme narrowness of the dominant conception of Social Democracy. They pointed out that, throughout history, the classes themselves have constituted the motive force of the great social upheavals. Never, in fact, has a revolution occurred as a result of a wise decision reached by an acknowledged leader. When their situation becomes intolerable, the masses go into action for any reason whatsoever and sweep away the ruling power; then the new class or social category, called to rule the state, adapts that state to its own needs. Only during 50 years of peaceful capitalist development did the illusion arise and flourish that industrial leaders, thanks to their superior clearsightedness, are able to shape history. As members of the central bodies of the party and of the trade unions, the deputies take it for granted that their acts, their speeches, their decisions, fix the course of events; the masses are to intervene only on their invitation and only to lend more weight to their words, and then disappear as quickly as possible from the political scene. The masses are to play only the passive role of electing leaders who are to constitute the sole active and real agents of development.

Pannekoek comes to the Paris Commune and distinguishes state socialism from workers’ socialism. The party organisation is the appropriate form for state socialism; the council is the appropriate organ for workers’ socialism. Pannekoek elaborates this point at length in the section called ‘Proletarian Democracy, or the System of Councils’:

Social Democracy viewed the proletarian conquest of political power in terms of the workers’ taking over the state machinery. The state machinery was, therefore, to remain intact and be put at the service of the working class. This was also the opinion of the Social Democratic Marxists – Kautsky for example – despite the fact that Marx had always taken a completely different attitude. According to Marx and Engels, the state constituted a weapon of oppression created by the ruling class and which was then developed and perfected by them as the proletariat began to revolt in the 19th century. Marx’s view was that the proletariat should destroy this state machinery and create completely new organs of administration. He was well aware that the state fulfils many functions that at first sight seem to serve the entire community – protecting the citizens, providing means of transportation, education, administration – but he also knew that all these activities had only one purpose: to look after the interests of capital, to guarantee its domination. That is why Marx could not nurse the illusion that, to emancipate the population, one need only assign other objectives to the state. The proletariat must themselves forge the instrument of their own liberation.
It was impossible to foresee what form this instrument would take, since this would show itself only in practice. In fact it did show itself in the Paris Commune, when the proletariat won state power for the first time. Bourgeois and working class Parisians then elected a parliament on the old model; but this parliament immediately became something very different from our types. It did in any way beguile and subdue the people by means of splendid speeches that would allow the clique of capitalists and leaders to continue in peace with their own affairs. Far from being a purely parliamentary institution, this assembly was transformed into an institution where everyone really worked. Newly formed commissions saw to it that the new laws were carried out properly. The bureaucracy disappeared as a special, independent class ruling the people, and the separation between the legislative and the executive branches was abolished. Those senior civil servants who might have been tempted to frustrate the will of the people now get their mandate from these same people and could be dismissed at any time.
The short life of the Paris Commune did not allow this new creation to mature. It was born, as it were, instinctively and only as a kind of by-product, within the context of feverish struggle for existence. It took the genius of Marx to see it as the embryonic form that proletarian state power should assume in the future. A step just as novel as it was important was taken in Russia, in 1905, with the creation of the councils, the soviets, as organs of proletarian revolutionary intervention. These organs, however, did not give political power to the proletariat, even when the conflict was directed the central workers’ council of St Petersburg, which, for some time, exercised considerable power. But when the new revolution broke out in 1917, the soviets then made their appearance as organs of proletarian power. The second historical example of proletarian state power occurred in the German November Revolution, when the proletariat took over the political direction of the country. However, the Russian example revealed much more clearly the forms and the principles that the proletariat would have to adopt to achieve socialism. These are the principles that communism sets up against those of Social Democracy.

The first principle is the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Pannekoek comes to the council system:

The system of councils, in effect, forms the second principle of the communist order. Within this framework, the political organisation has for its foundation the process of the economy of labour. The parliamentary system rests on the individual in his capacity as citizen. The historical reason for this is that, originally bourgeois society was composed of individual producers isolated from one another.. But in modern society, with its giant industrial complexes and class antagonisms, these foundations are becoming increasingly obsolete. In this connection, the sharp criticisms of the parliamentary system from the theoreticians of French revolutionary syndicalism (Lagardelle for example) are completely justified. According to the parliamentary idea, every man is primary a citizen, an individual theoretically equal to everyone else. But in practice man is a worker; the practical content of his existence resides in his activities; and the activities of all these individuals complement one another to form the social process in labour.
It is neither the state nor politics, but society and labour that form the great human community. The politico-parliamentary practice is to divide up the electorate into electoral districts; but within the same district, workers, stockholders, shopkeepers, factory hands, in fact all classes and all trades, are haphazardly lumped together simply on the basis of living there..
The new society makes labour and its organisation a conscious objective and the basis of all political life, where ‘political’ signifies outward arrangement of economic life. In the capitalist system, such arrangement is done of economic life. In the capitalist system, such arrangement in done covertly; in the society of the future, it will be done  openly. People themselves act directly within their work groups. The workers of a particular factory select one among themselves to express their will: this representative remains in permanent contact with the rank and file, and is replaceable at any time. Those delegates decide on all matters within their competence, and hold meetings whose composition varies according to whether the agenda is about matters relating to a particular profession, or a particular district, and so forth. The central directives bodies for each area stem from these; at need, they can supply one another with experts.
 These flexible organisations do not offer the least place for bourgeois representation. There is no need to take formal steps to exclude such representation, since the mere fact that someone does not directly participate in a production group precludes his participation in decision making.

The council system organises workers of all kinds and enables them, within their areas of competence to participate in decision making structures that connect representatives of all sections of labour.

In every domain of society, self-administration and total organisation represent the means to direct all the forces of the people towards the great objective; at the summit, all their various energies are synthesised into a central body that ensures that each and all are adequately brought into play.
The system of councils is a state organisation, but without the bureaucracy that turns the state into a power external to the people it governs. Engels once remarked that in the proletarian state the government of men will be replaced by the administration of things; this formula is applied here. The subordinate officials, always necessary to the efficient discharge of day to day matters, are secretaries holding little desired posts accessible to anyone who has been adequately trained. Administration proper is in the hands of delegates , who can be removed at any time and who receive the same salary as the workers.

Pannekoek Social Democracy and Communism

Something that does stand out in Pannekoek’s theory of proletarian self-emancipation is the central importance assigned to the subjective conditions of revolution. Indeed, one would be justified in arguing that the development of the subjective factor as process actually is the revolution. 

Pannekoek was interested in the work of Joseph Dietzgen (1828-88). Dietzgen had formulated a penetrating critique of Kant’s philosophy, postulating the unity and interaction of our mental representations of the material world. There can be no rigid separation of mind and matter, our mental apparatus affirming the unity of the two. Dietzgen proceeded to critique mechanical theories of materialism which asserted the primacy of matter and the passivity of mind in organising sensory data. Pannekoek developed Dietzgen’s philosophy to highlight the creative role of our mental conceptions of social reality in relation to material forces. Throughout his writings, Pannekoek would stress the vital, creative role played by the spiritual dimensions of the revolutionary movement. Pannekoek continued to emphasise the role of mind, philosophy, consciousness and art in social change. (Gerber Anton Pannekoek pp 12-19).

Everything that is – rightly – praised in Gramsci concerning the creative reality-transforming importance of the subjective factor – revolutionary class consciousness, ideology, hegemony, and theory as material practices, political organisation – is to be found in Pannekoek. Pannekoek, before Gramsci, had come to appreciate that the main obstacle preventing socialism was not objective, i.e. lack of material development, but subjective. Pannekoek thus came to stress the centrality of conscious self-activity of human beings in the transformation of circumstances.
It is curious that Gramsci should be condemned for putting his faith in ‘consciousness raising’. The idea of the proletariat winning hegemony, making itself the leading class in the nation in the process, means winning the control of the cultural agencies of civil society, hence becoming the main force in the dissemination of ideas and the creator of  the normative structures upon which society rests. This in itself a material practice, shaping reality, informing practice, making available spaces that the ideological domination of the bourgeoisie would close. Such a process of ‘raising consciousness’ is a material practice. This struggle to realise a counter-hegemony in civil society, subverting the dominant class and prevailing social relations ‘political’, controversial and contestable, is associated with the creation of the council movement, the practical struggle by the class to win control of the processes of civil society, resting this control of a permanent organisational basis.

Pannekoek’s theory of proletarian self-emancipation via the council of movement possessed an essential ‘spiritual’ component that stressed the central importance of ideas, theory and intellectual struggle.





This passage shows that Pannekoek has absorbed Marx’s lessons concerning the relation between the educator and the educated. The idea that socialism is the construction of the intellectuals and becoming the preserve of the ‘the party’ belongs to the old authoritarian organisational tradition. The bourgeois past thus comes to be reproduced in the proletarian movement, reproducing the dualism between leaders and led, active elite and passive mass. The class subject itself must subvert this ideological hegemony through its own creative class praxis.

Pannekoek thus condemns Social Democracy not only for its inability to challenge bourgeois ideological domination but for its tendency to reproduce it. Social Democracy, Pannekoek argues:

is grounded in the spiritual dependence of the masses on political and other leaders, whom the masses regard as specialists and to whom therefore they hand over the conduct of major class matters of a general kind, instead of seeing to them themselves. The cohesion and discipline forged by 50 years of impassioned conflict could not destroy capitalism, because they were linked to the power that organisations and leaders exercised over the proletarian masses. This was the power that, in August 1914 and in November 1918, made the masses a passive instrument of the bourgeoisie, imperialism and reaction. The spiritual hegemony that the bourgeois past exercises over the workers has led to a splitting of the proletariat into ideologically antagonistic groups in different countries of Western Europe, thus precluding any class unity. Originally, Social Democracy tried to establish unity, but because of its opportunist tactics, these efforts were useless.
The domination of bourgeois ideology over the masses does not rule out the fact that, in times of crisis, when the masses are driven to despair and to action, the power of tradition is temporarily eclipsed – as in Germany of November 1918. However, the ideology soon reasserts itself and becomes one of the factors contributing to the re-emergence of the bourgeoisie. The German example shows the concrete forces at work, forces that we will refer to as the hegemony of the bourgeois: the veneration of abstract formulas, such as ‘democracy’; the force of habit in thinking, such as in the idea that socialism can be established by parliamentary leaders and through a socialist government; the proletariat’s lack of self-confidence…; the proletariat’s lack of faith in its own resources; but above all else, the belief in the party, the organisation, the leaders who, over several decades personified the revolutionary conflict and its objectives. The enormous material and spiritual power of these organisations, these gigantic machines created by the masses themselves through long years of hard work – machines that embodied the tradition of forms of conflict appropriate for the entire period that the workers’ movement had been a part of the vigorous development of capitalism – now crushed all the revolutionary tendencies that were awakening among the masses.
This case was not to remain an isolated one. The contradictions between the proletariat’s spiritual immaturity, as evidenced by the strength of bourgeois traditions within it, and the rapid collapse of the capitalist economy can be resolved only through the process of revolutionary development, by revolts and seizures of power, and with many reverses; for this contradiction is not an accidental one, since the spiritual maturity required to win power and freedom is inconceivable within the framework of a flourishing capitalism. That is why the idea of a revolutionary course of action – during which the proletariat would long and vainly besiege the fortress of capital with both old and new methods of warfare, and then one day conquer it completely – is among the least likely of hypotheses. Suddenly, the tactic of the well organised and prolonged siege led by clever strategists is without foundation. The tactical problem is not one of establishing the feasibility of a quick conquest of power, since in this case there would be an illusion of power. But, rather, this problem is one developing the preconditions within the proletariat for a permanent class power. No minority agitators can solve this problem, since its solution can come only through the action of the revolutionary class as a whole.





The traditional organisations must be discarded since they reproduce bourgeois forms and ideals within the proletarian movement. New forms of proletarian organisation must be created. Thus, Pannekoek has connected the ideological or intellectual struggle with the political and organisational struggle. These struggles are part of the same process. The ideological hegemony of the bourgeoisie can only be effectively overthrown if the working class subverts the material power of the bourgeoisie.

With Social Democracy, Pannekoek argues, bourgeois modes of thought and organisation have penetrated into the heart of the proletarian movement, issuing in a very distorted socialism. Pannekoek’s critique of party or state socialism leads him to council communism. The council movement organises the class through new institutions of proletarian self-government, stimulating the spiritual emancipation and revolution which is a necessary accompaniment to the socialist revolution.

The proletariat becoming the hegemonic class in civil society, therefore, does entail challenging the cultural agencies and ‘the intellectuals’ which disseminate bourgeois ideas. But this is no mere matter of ‘raising consciousness’ through the creation of one’s own cultural agencies, hoping that ‘education’ wins the day and reason is triumphant. Pannekoek, like Gramsci after him, connects ideological and cultural practices challenging bourgeois ideological hegemony with the conscious class praxis of the proletariat conducted through new political-material organs that equip the proletariat to challenge the class power of the bourgeoisie. These organs of proletarian self-emancipation are designed to be both destructive – of the power of the state and capital – and constructive – of the new self-governing social order.

This point made and understood, Pannekoek can be credited with recovering the critical and emancipatory dimension of Marxism. Pannekoek has a keen sense of the subjective factor in history, of human thought and action – revolutionary-critical praxis – as the transforming force that enable human beings to make their own history. Thus struggle and change in history is not merely the product of material development, as though ‘matter’ is inanimate and unconscious. The world created by human agency can only be ‘humanly objective’ (Gramsci), is shot through with, and hence accessible to, consciousness.

Pannekoek thus repudiates the mechanical materialism of the Second International. This ‘orthodox’ Marxism, which found its way into Bolshevism and Russian Communism, conceived of material reality as an objective datum, external to human beings and evolving according to laws of its own. In this conception there is nothing to be done but to await the inexorable unfolding of the laws of history. A passive, contemplative materialism rationalises a passive political practice.

Pannekoek exposes this, and does so in terms which recover the importance of Marx’s revolutionary critical praxis. The development of the ‘objective’ conditions for socialism does not in itself bring socialism any closer to realisation. Socialisation is not socialism and cannot be without the abolition of capitalist class relations. The ‘subjective’ conditions for socialism have to be manifested in the class consciousness organisation and political determination of the revolutionary agency itself, the proletariat.

Revolution is thus a process in which the proletariat develop their class-consciousness and their own organs of self-emancipation, winning control of civil society and production by these means.

Pannekoek’s emphasis upon the subjective factor – ideas, consciousness, political action – is all the more important to stress given the tendency to overlook Pannekoek’s contribution to Marxism in favour of Gramsci. As powerful and original as Gramsci undoubtedly was, he was anticipated on many points by Pannekoek. Thus Pannekoek insists that the proletariat must develop a clear awareness of its position and its struggles. For the continued domination of the bourgeoisie in large part depends upon its ideological and cultural practices. Thus Pannekoek refers to the ‘spiritual power of the bourgeoisie’ as of just as much importance as its material power. Bourgeois ideas penetrating the workers’ movement come to ensure that the workers fail to develop the appropriate forms of organisation and action which are necessary to not merely challenge but overthrow the material power of the bourgeoisie. Through various cultural agencies – church, press, education, indeed everywhere where intellectuals work – bourgeois ideas are disseminated. So long as bourgeois modes of thought, organisation and action penetrate the proletarian movement, the proletariat will remain dependent upon the bourgeoisie and will be unable to challenge bourgeois relations of power and control.

Unlike Russia, with its undeveloped civil society, the clash between the ruling class and the working class in Western Europe and North America was mediated through a complex set of ideological and cultural practices via the intelligentsia in its various forms:





Power relations and the myriad forms through which they were expressed were far more complex in the west than in Czarist Russia, and therefore required a much more sophisticated revolutionary strategy. The Bolshevik 'seizure' of state power may have worked in Russia, but was wholly inadequate in those countries with developed civil societies permeated by bourgeois values and constituted by a plethora of social institutions. Yet the Bolsheviks, through the control of the Comintern, sought to model the Communist Parties of other countries on their own hierarchical example. This pressed indigenous socialist currents into sterile channels and proved inimical to the spreading of a socialist consciousness. In the West, power was mediated and diffuse. Instead of developing a commensurately complex strategy, the vanguard party centralised power and knowledge in its own hands.

With Social Democratic parliamentarianism and Communist vanguardism, the proletariat is enslaved to bourgeois organisational forms. It should come as no surprise, therefore, that capitalist relations should be reproduced if party-state socialism succeeds. It came as no surprise to Pannekoek and the council communists that Bolshevism issued in State Socialism.

The proletarian movement can only succeed in realising socialism if it is able to develop new forms of organisation, thus overcoming the dependence upon leaders that is encouraged by bourgeois modes of thought and action under bourgeois relations. The proletariat has to create the organs that are able to challenge these relations.





The dependence that Pannekoek had exposed in his critique of Social Democracy also existed in Bolshevism. For theory and consciousness in the Bolshevik conception of socialism were divorced from the class praxis of the proletariat and assigned to a particular group of people, the intelligentsia. This divorce reflected an organisational form, the vanguard party, which institutionalised the passivity and dependence of the class. The class could not educate themselves nor their circumstances through their practice but were to be educated from above. Bourgeois forms of thought and organisation introduced elitism and authoritarianism into the proletarian movement. It meant that the proletariat were effectively handicapped in their attempt to change the world.

The proletariat and the proletariat alone is the universal class, the class with the capacity to emancipate itself and, in the process, to emancipate humanity. Pannekoek’s conception of revolution and of organisation derived from the centrality that he ascribed to mass activity in the revolutionary process.

The proletariat must emerge as the revolutionary class, the leading class in the nation. However one expresses this basic Marxist formulation, the sense is that the proletariat must accomplish its ‘Task’ (Workers’ Councils) and make themselves the masters of their own labour and production. This is an important argument. Workers are to value themselves as producers, as a progressive class able to unfetter the forces of production for the social good. The proletariat ceases to be a class of wage slaves whose activity is restricted to presenting demands to the employing class but actually comes to appreciate itself as the producing class, the class that is able to manage and control the process of production itself. This would be real evidence of the maturity of the class, coming forward as a class that is capable of constituting the new socialist order.

Capitalism, indeed, cannot be annihilated by a change in the commanding persons; but only by the abolition of commanding. The real freedom of the workers consists in their direct mastery over the means of production. The essence of the future free world community is not that the working masses get enough food, but that they direct their work themselves, collectively. For the real content of their life is their productive work; the fundamental change is not a change in the passive realm of consumption, but in the active realm of production. Before them now the problem arises of how to unite freedom and organisation; how to combine mastery of the workers over the work with the binding up of all this work into a  well-planned social entirety. How to organise production, in every shop as well as over the whole of world economy, in such a way that they themselves as parts of a collaborating community regulate their work. Mastery over production means that the personnel, the bodies of workers, technicians and experts that by their collective effort run the shop and put into action the technical apparatus are at the same time the managers themselves. The organisation into a social entity is then performed by delegates of the separate plants, by so-called workers’ councils, discussing and deciding on the common affairs. The development of such a council organisation will afford the solution of the problem; but this development is a historical process, taking time and demanding a deep transformation of outlook and character.

This is the ‘new vision of a free communism’. This ‘vision’ must serve to enlighten and orient workers’ activity, the praxis of the class. For the identification of the working class as the revolutionary class does not merely refer to the capacity of the class to ‘revolt’ against capitalism, in some immediate and ‘economistic’ sense, but to construct a new social order based upon the principle and practice of self-management. The emergence of the proletariat as such a class signifies the maturity of the class as the progressive force that is able to found and organise society on a new basis.
An issue should be made of this ‘new vision of a free communism’ given the tendency of Leninism and Trotskyism to dismiss as merely ‘trade union’ and ‘syndicalist’ issues concerning labour and production. Against the Bolshevik tradition, the proletariat can only become the leading class in the nation if it can assume control over its own labour and its own productive activity. This material praxis, and not activity in the abstracted political realm, forms the real content and character of the ‘free communist’ society. This transformation of society so as to abolish capitalist class relations and create classless socialist relations can be achieved only by the proletariat. These are, therefore, important questions in the revolutionary process and are not to be left out, as somehow secondary and as conditional upon political action.

The Leninists and Trotskyites wage class struggle in the abstract and perceive the class as a mere object in the struggle. There are capitalist relations to be abolished, a revolutionary party to act, a socialism to be built. This is crude and mechanical. Pannekoek exposes the sterility of such conceptions by making the case for revolution as a process in which the proletariat itself emerges as the revolutionary agency.

This new vision of a free communism is only beginning to take hold of the minds of the workers. And so now we begin to understand why former promising workers’ movements could not succeed. When the aim is a semi- or mock-liberation, the inner forces aroused are insufficient to bring about the fundamental results so the German socialist movement, unable to provide the workers with arms powerful enough to fight successfully monopolistic capital, had to succumb. The working class had to search for new roads. But the difficulty of disentangling itself from the net of socialist teachings imposed by old parties and old slogans made it powerless against aggressive capitalism, and brought about a period of continuous decline, indicating the need for a new orientation.
Thus what is called the failure of the working class is the failure of its narrow socialist aims. The real fight for liberation has yet to begin; what is known as the workers’ movement in this century behind us, seen in this way, was only a series of skirmishes of advance guards. Intellectuals, who are wont to reduce the social struggle to the most abstract and simple formulas, are inclined to underrate the tremendous scope of the social transformation before us. They think how easy it would be to put the right name into the ballot box. They forget what deep inner revolution must take place in the working masses; what amount of clear insight, of solidarity, of perseverance and courage, of proud fighting spirit is needed to vanquish the immense physical and spiritual power of capitalism.
The workers of the world nowadays have two mighty foes, two hostile and suppressing capitalist powers against them; the monopolistic capitalism of America and England and Russian state capitalism. The former is drifting toward social dictatorship camouflaged in democratic forms; the latter proclaims dictatorship openly formerly with the addition ‘of the proletariat’, although nobody believes that any more. They both try to keep the workers in a state of obedient well drilled followers, acting only at the command of the party leaders, the former by the aid of the socialist programme of socialist parties, the latter by the slogans and wily tricks of the communist party. The tradition of glorious struggle helps them keep spiritually dependent on obsolete ideas.

Pannekoek ‘The Failure of the Working Class’, Politics, III 8 Sept 1946

The principles of proletarian self-emancipation and self-activity outlined here were the consistent and guiding principles evident in all of Pannekoek’s writing. The working class, as the revolutionary subject, must achieve socialism and hence a socialist consciousness for itself, not have it achieved for it by ‘the party’ and what Pannekoek describes as its ‘narrow’ socialism.

Pannekoek looked to develop a theory of organisation in the revolutionary process in direct opposition to the theory and practice of Social Democracy. Social Democracy had institutionalised the bourgeois relation between leaders and led within the socialist movement and, as a result, had effectively prevented the class from developing its revolutionary capacities.

It was the experiences of the workers’ councils in the revolutionary years of 1917-20 in Russia, Germany, Austria and Hungary which enabled Pannekoek to make his theory of proletarian self-organisation more precise. Pannekoek could, therefore, develop his theory of council communism and critique the party-state conception of socialism.

With this perspective it did not take Pannekoek long to understand the real nature of the Russian Revolution and of the Bolshevik Party. The Revolution, Pannekoek argued, was bourgeois and has led to state capitalism rather than socialism. A bureaucratic class, not the working class, constituted the single collective owner and controller of the means of production. This bureaucratic class lived off the surplus value that it extracts from the working class. Pannekoek also refers to state socialism, indicating that the state is the only employer and possesses exclusive control of the means of production. Pannekoek’s point is that the proletariat does not control the means of production. Party-state socialism, therefore, does not represent a new social order beyond capitalism but actually entails new relations of domination and exploitation which are still capitalist and correspond to capitalism’s need, in a monopoly era, for planning, efficiency and rational control thus came forward as an imperfect liberation through the ‘illusory community’ of the state. The working class, through, through such a socialism, has simply exchanged leaders rather than coming forward to act for themselves. The objectives of party-state socialism are the conquest of state power and the nationalisation of the means of production. For Pannekoek, this is not socialism but corresponds to a new phase of capitalism.





Pannekoek thus developed the contrast between party-state and council socialism by reference to the Russian Revolution.

There is a widespread opinion that the Bolshevik Party was Marxist, and that it was only for practical reasons that Lenin .. gave the revolution a direction other than what Western workers called communism – thereby showing his realistic Marxian insight. The critical opposition to the Russian and Communist party politics tries indeed to oppose the despotic practice of the present Russian government – termed Stalinism – to the ‘true’ Marxist principles of Lenin and old Bolshevism. Wrongly so. Not only because in practice these politics were inaugurated already by Lenin. But also because the alleged Marxism of Lenin and the Bolshevist Party is nothing but a legend. Lenin never knew real Marxism. Whence should he have taken it? Capitalism he knew only as the annihilation of big land ownership and Czarist despotism. Russian Bolshevism cannot be reproached for having abandoned the way of Marxism, for it was never on that way. Every page of Lenin’s philosophical work is there to prove it.

Of course, Lenin was a pupil of Marx; from Marx he learned what was most essential for the Russian Revolution, the uncompromising proletarian class struggle. Just as for similar reasons, the social democrats were pupils of Marx. And surely the fight of the Russian workers, in their mass actions and their soviets, was the most important practical example of modern proletarian warfare. That, however, Lenin did not understand Marxism as the theory of proletarian revolution, that he did not understand capitalism, bourgeoisie, proletariat in their highest modern development, was shown strikingly when from Russia, by means of the Third International, the World revolution was to be begun, and the advice and warnings of Western Marxists were entirely disregarded. An unbroken series of blunders, failures and defeats that resulted in the present weakness of the workers’ movement showed the unavoidable shortcomings of the Russian leadership.

Pannekoek Lenin as Philosopher

The hegemony of Bolshevism led to an international communist movement organised  upon Leninist principles. This hegemony blocked proletarian self-emancipation. In 1938, therefore, Pannekoek criticises the party conception of communism:

The aim of the Communist Party – which is called World revolution – is to bring to power, by means of the fighting force of the workers, a stratum of leaders who institute planned production by means of state power; in its essence it coincides with the aims of Social democracy. The social ideals of well-ordered organisation of production for use under the direction of technical and scientific experts inspire daring radicalism of materialist thought. Thus the Communist Party sees in this class a natural ally, and seeks to draw it into its camp. By means of a suitable propaganda, it tries therefore to withdraw the intelligentsia from the spiritual influences of the bourgeoisie and of private capitalism in decline, and to win them over to a revolution destined to give them their true place as a new dominant class.

Pannekoek, Lenin as Philosopher

To come directly to the Russian Revolution and the distinction between party-state socialism and council communism.

The Russian Revolution was an important episode in the development of the working class movement – first, as already mentioned, by the display of new forms of political strike, instruments of revolution. Moreover, in a higher degree, by the first appearance of new forms of self-organisation of the fighting workers, known as soviets i.e. councils. In 1905 they were hardly noticed as a special phenomenon and they disappeared with the revolutionary activity itself. In 1917 they reappeared with greater power.

Pannekoek depicts the system of soviets as an alternative form of government to that of the state. The soviets assumed governmental functions and hence became organs of reconstruction.

..  the tasks proved more encompassing than in ordinary strikes. The workers had to throw off the heavy oppression of czarism; they felt that their action was changing Russian society at its foundations. They had to consider not only wages and labour conditions in their shops, but all questions related to society at large. They had to find their own way into these realms and to take decisions on political matters. When the strike flared up, extended over the entire country, stopped all industry and traffic, and paralysed governmental functions, the soviets were confronted with new problems. They had to regulate public life, they had to take care of public security and order, they had to provide the indispensable public utilities and services. They had to perform governmental functions.





Pannekoek, however, goes on to explain why party-state socialism came to supplant the system of soviet control.





Something that needs to be clarified and understood is that workers’ councils or soviets represent a genuine and viable form of government and, as such, rival the party and state centred conceptions of socialism. They are not to be dismissed as mere organs thrown up by the spontaneous movement of the class. They are organs of social self-government as well as of proletarian self-emancipation and hence mediate between spontaneity and conscious communal control. They are mediating forms that are under the direct and conscious control of their creators, the proletariat.

In contrast, the mediating, organisational forms imposed upon the workers’ movement by party-state socialism are the means of institutionalising new relations of exploitation and domination. They are forms which are external to the working class and which ensure that the class remains as wage labour putting their labour power on the market. The party-state systematically destroys the council or soviet system as an alternative (and hence rival) form of government and, in the process, imposes upon the class a new ‘apparatus of domination’ (Pannekoek Workers’ Councils).

Pannekoek contrasts party-state socialism with soviet or council communism as alternative forms of government. One could question the existence of such a clear antithesis, since it is quite conceivable that a council movement could lead the class to constitute itself into a political community that could be accurately called a ‘party’ or a ‘state’, in so far as this community assumes governmental functions for the whole community. The class, therefore, through its own self-organisation comes to create its own political party. It was in this sense that Antonio Gramsci came to make the case for the ‘party’ as the embryonic workers’ ‘state’, not the abstract state which monopolises and centralises power but a genuine public life which has overcome the separation of politics and economics. The classical bourgeois dualism of state and society has been progressively abolished through the process of proletarian self-organisation in civil society. The ‘proletarian state’ is thus not a state separated from the self-organised class in civil society but is the political community as a whole based upon the fusion of politics and society.

In making the distinction between party-state socialism and council communism, therefore, it should be made clear that something specifically is being criticised and repudiated in favour of the council movement. What is being critiqued is the bourgeois separations of state and civil society, elite and mass, government and governed as they come to be reproduced within the socialist movement as dualisms of leaders and led, party and class. This is the party-state socialism conception that is being repudiated. It is a conception that, in effect, appropriates power and knowledge from the class and turns socialism against the class subject. The party-state conception of socialism is inherently bourgeois in that it is predicated upon and reproduces the separation of the state from civil society, of the means of production, government, administration and control from the workers/citizens. The assumption of such abstract control is that the working class is incapable of exercising power, responsibility and initiative on its own part. As a result, an external agency must intervene and act on behalf of the class. 

Pannekoek’s point is that the spontaneous movement of the class leads to councils as organs of self-government and, therefore, makes the necessary development from spontaneity to permanent organisation and conscious control. This self-development of the class excludes the intervention of any external political agency and rejects the (ideological) claim of any such agency to lead the class. The working class, through its praxis, is becoming able to lead itself and hence to dispense with such bourgeois relations of dependence. The proletariat as class subject does not require such leadership, parties and ‘think groups’ given the creative, reality-transforming significance of its own class praxis. Evidence of the maturity of the class is contained in the creation of the councils as organs of self-government. The party, in short, is not the agency creating the revolution; it is the class, rather, which constitutes itself as the revolutionary class via its own organs, the councils and, as the culmination of the process, the political party. This political party is the embryonic proletarian ‘state’, the political community comprising the network of councils, the culmination of the revolutionary process in which the separation between the state and civil society is overcome. This is the party that Marx calls for, which Gramsci theorises and which is to be exempted from the critique of party-state socialism. This is the ‘party’ which is the culmination of the process whereby the proletariat comes to develop its political, organisational, intellectual and moral capacities and is thus equipped to come forward as a (self) governing class, dismantling the fetish systems of politics and production under capitalist relations.





It is [the function] of parties to diffuse ideas and experience, [to] study, discuss, formulate social ideas, and to enlighten the minds of the masses by propaganda. Workers councils are the organs of practical action, of the struggle of the working class; it is the function of the parties to build up the spiritual strength. Their work is an indispensable part of the auto-emancipation of the working class.

Pannekoek Cinq theses sur la lutte de classe





What Pannekoek is rejecting is the elitist and authoritarian conception of politics; this conception is ‘bourgeois’ in deriving from the separation of the working class from the means of production and of government. Pannekoek rejects the leadership centred political party that issues from this separation as itself bourgeois. What matters is that the workers should create councils as organs of their political and productive life and activity and proceed to convert these organs into a new form of social self-government. The political party has a facilitating role in this process, not a creative one, and is self-liquidating given its aim of overcoming the dualism of leaders and led.

With these qualifications one can look at the contrast between party-state socialism and council communism. Lukacs offers great insight into the relation of spontaneity and organisation with regard to proletarian self-emancipation leading to self-government.





Lukacs criticises Rosa Luxemburg ‘because she rejects the soviet as the chief weapon .. by which to fight for and gain by force the presuppositions of socialism’ (HCC 280). Lukacs focuses upon the dialectical and interactive relationship between spontaneity and conscious control (HCC 317ff). Lukacs’ case for the party is one that is explicitly made with a view to abolishing political alienation through the conscious participation and continuous control of all who constitute the organisation.

It is this relation between freedom and organisation to which Pannekoek addresses himself:

The principle of freedom, originating from bourgeois conditions of early capitalism, freedom of trade and enterprise, is not adequate to the working class. The problems or goals for the workers are to combine freedom and organisation. Anarchism, by setting up freedom as its goal, forgets that the free society of workers can only exist by a strong feeling of community as the prominent character of the collaborating producers. This new character coming forth as strong solidarity in the workers’ fights already, is the basis of organisation – without compulsion from above. The self-made organisation by free collaborating workers is the basis at the same time of their personal freedom, i.e. of their feeling as free masters of their own work. Freedom as the chief content of anarchist teaching may awake strong sympathies now, but it is only a part, of the goals of the working class, which is expressed by self-rule, self-determination, by means of council organisation.

Pannekoek Anarchism Not Suitable, letter to Workers’ Councils 1948

For Pannekoek, the fundamental condition for the new social order is ‘control over the natural course of production and distribution’ by the workers council. This requires a clean break with the party form of organisation given the inherent tendency of this form to assume leadership over the proletarian movement, subverting the council movement and hence appropriating the role that belongs properly to the creative agency of the proletarian class subject.

Pannekoek’s conception relegates ‘the party’ to a secondary role; the party does not create or lead the revolution but is an institutional expression of the revolutionary agency of the class subject. The party, like the revolution, is a product of constitutive class praxis.

We are only at the very earliest stages of a new workers’ movement. The old movement was embodied in parties, and today belief in the party constitutes the most powerful check on the working class’ capacity for action. That is why we are not trying to create a new party. This is so, not because our numbers are small – a party of any kind begins with a few people – but because, in our day, a party cannot be other than an organisation aimed at directing and dominating the proletariat. To this type of organisation we oppose the principle that the working class can effectively come into its own and prevail only by taking its destiny into its own hands. The workers are not to adopt the slogans of any group whatsoever, not even our own groups; they are to think, decide and act for themselves. Therefore, in this transitional period, the natural organs of education and enlightenment are, in our view, work groups, study and discussion circles, which have formed of their own accord and are seeking their own way.
This view directly contradicts the traditional ideas about the role of the party as an essential educational organ of the proletariat… When one has always regarded the class war as a party war and a war between parties, it is very difficult to adopt the exclusive viewpoint of class and of the class war.

The whole question pivots, in short, on the following distinction: a party is a group based on certain ideas held in common, whereas a class is a group united on the basis of common interests. Membership in a class is determined by function in the production process, a function that creates definite interests. Membership in a party means being one of a group having identical views about the major social questions.

No doubt, if certain people holding the same ideas get together to discuss the prospects for action, to hammer out ideas by discussion, to indulge in propaganda for these attitudes, then it is possible to describe such groups as parties. The name matters little, provided that these parties adopt a role distinct from that which existing parties seek to fulfil. Practical action, that is, concrete class struggle, is a matter for the masses themselves, acting as a whole, within their natural groups, notably the work gangs, which constitute the units of effective combat.

The Party and the Working Class

The workers councils for Pannekoek represent the ‘natural’ form of political and economic management exercised by the working class. The councils are rooted in material relations whereas the political party organises individuals around a commitment to ideas and principles that lack such roots. The councils, therefore, are not only organs of revolutionary struggle but also signify that the class has matured to a point at which it can emerge as the progressive class in society.

Revolution is therefore conceived not as an event or an insurrection in which a tightly organised and disciplined vanguard party is the actor. Rather, there is a protracted period of development from the moment councils arise to the moment they become permanent organs of self-government. In the course of events, the workers radicalise themselves. Workers in struggle form strike committees and shop floor organisations and these are the embryonic forms of workers’ councils.
Pannekoek is thus presenting revolution as a process in which the class itself is the self-acting, self-organising subject. Proletarian subjectivity is therefore the essential component defining the revolutionary process leading to socialism. The revolution, in other words, does not depend upon ‘the party’ seizing state power, presumably using this power to abolish capitalist relations and to ‘build socialism’. As though politics and the party were competent to be materially determining in this way. Such a principle is Bolshevist, Pannekoek reasons, and is highly unmarxist, reverting to Jacobinism in the way that it opposes political will, force and terror to reality. With Pannekoek, as with Marx, the procedure of power to which the party proceeds with haste can only be the culmination of a process in which the proletariat, as the revolutionary class, has emerged as the class that is able to found society anew. And this depends upon proletarian autonomy as the principle and practice of organisation. Proletarian autonomy in political and material organisation makes a clean break with bourgeois notions of leadership and organisation – alien, elitist and authoritarian – and evidence of proletarian autonomy, subjectivity and maturity is to be discovered in the expulsion of bourgeois modes of thought, action and organisation from the socialist movement. The proletariat reclaim socialism for themselves, as their own class-consciousness; socialism ceases to be the plaything of bourgeois intellectuals and politicians. Socialism thus becomes equipped to transcend the parliamentary party and the trade union as bourgeois forms of class organisation that restricts opposition and institutionalises it on the terrain of bourgeois society. Pannekoek views the wildcat strike and factory occupation as expressing the beginnings of the new workers movements, as expressing a desire by the workers to break free of the party and trade union forms that have come to shackle them to capitalist relations.





The role that the political party has is mainly ‘spiritual’, working to establish the intellectual and normative structures which facilitate the political and organisational advance of the proletarian movement.

The importance of these parties or groups resides in the fact that they help to secure this mental clarity through their mutual conflicts, their discussions, their propaganda. It is by means of these organs of self-clarification that the working class can succeed in tracing for itself the road to freedom.
That is why parties in this sense (and also their ideas) do not need firm and fixed structures. Faced with any change of situation, with new tasks, people become divided in their views, but only to reunite in new agreement; while others come up with other programmes. Given their fluctuating quality, they are always ready to adapt themselves to the new.
The present workers’ parties are of an absolutely different character. Besides, they have a different objective: to seize power and to exercise it for their sole benefit. Far from attempting to contribute to the emancipation of the working class, they mean to govern for themselves, and they cover this intention under the pretence of freeing the proletariat. Social Democracy, whose ascendant period goes back to the great parliamentary epoch, sees this power as government based on a parliamentary majority. For its part, the Communist Party carries its power politics to its extreme consequences: party dictatorship.
Unlike the parties described above, these parties are bound to have formations with rigid structures, whose cohesion is assured by means of statutes, disciplinary measures, admission and dismissal procedures. Designed to dominate, they fight for power by orienting the militants toward the instruments of power that they possess and by striving constantly to increase their sphere of influence. They do not see their task as that of educating the workers to think for themselves; on the contrary, they aim at drilling them, at turning them into faithful and devoted adherents of their doctrines. While the working class needs unlimited freedom of spiritual development to increase its strength and to conquer, the basis of party power is the repression of all opinions that do not conform to the party line. In ‘democratic’ parties, this result is secured by methods that pay lip service to freedom; in the dictatorial parties, by brutal and avowed repression.
A number of workers are already aware that domination by the Socialist Party or the Communist Party would simply be a camouflaged supremacy of the bourgeois class, and would thus perpetuate exploitation and servitude. But, according to these workers, what should take its place is a ‘revolutionary party’ that would really aim at creating proletarian power and communist society. There is no question here of a party in the sense we defined above, i.e. of a group whose sole objective is to educate and enlighten, but of a party in the current sense, i.e. a party fighting to secure power and to exercise it with a view to the liberation of the working class, and all this as a vanguard, as an organisation of the enlightened revolutionary minority.
The very expression ‘revolutionary party’ is a contradiction in terms, for a party of this kind could not be revolutionary. If it were, it could only be so in the sense in which we describe revolutionary as a change of government…

A change of government which leaves the pillars of the building still standing – a change of form within an overarching political alienation. Pannekoek refuses to fetishise the organisation and hence refuses to elevate mere means to the status of ends. The party, a thing, no more creates the revolution than does the state create civil society. ‘The party’ does not think or act; it is not the demiurge of history. Socialists who adhere to the ‘revolutionary party’ have hypostatised what ought to be a mere means directed to ends by human agency, the proletarian class subject. This hypostatisation quite naturally leads to the modern state as the abstract political sphere and alienated social power. If, for Marx, the truth of the modern state is the demos, then the truth of the revolutionary party is the proletarian class subject. Failure to relate institutional and organisational means to their human roots generates political alienation, the abstracting of the political and governing sphere from its social base and constituency. The ‘revolutionary party’ cannot, therefore, overcome the alienating separations and dualisms of the bourgeois epoch and, indeed, reproduces bourgeois methods of thought, action and organisation.

When we use the word ‘revolution’ we clearly mean the proletarian revolution, the conquest of power by the working class.
The basic theoretical idea of the ‘revolutionary party’ is that the working class could not do without a group of leaders capable of defeating the bourgeoisie for them and of forming a new government, in other words, the conviction that the working class is itself incapable of creating the revolution. According to this theory, the leaders will create the communist society by means of decrees; in other words, the working class is still incapable of administering and organising for itself in work and production.

What type of power will such a party establish through the revolution? What will occur to conquer the capitalist class? The answer is self-evident: an uprising of the masses. In effect, only mass attacks and mass strikes lead to the overthrow of the old domination. Therefore, the ‘revolutionary party’ will get nowhere without the intervention of the masses. Hence one of two things must occur.
The first is that the masses persist in action. Far from abandoning the fight in order to allow the new party to govern, they organise their power in the factories and workshops and prepare for new battles, this time with a view to the final defeat of capitalism. By means of workers’ councils, they form a community that is increasingly close-knit, and therefore capable of taking on the administration of society as a whole. In a word, the masses prove that they are not as incapable of creating the revolution as was supposed. From this moment, conflict inevitably arises between the masses and the new party, the latter seeking to be the only body to exercise power and convinced that the party should lead the working class, that self-activity among the masses is only a factor of disorder and anarchy. At this point, either the class movement has become strong enough to ignore the party or the party allied with bourgeois elements crushes the workers. In either case, the party is shown to be an obstacle to the revolution.

Pannekoek here, again, grasps the revolution as a process as opposed to the one-off act of seizing state power. The object of the exercise is not the seizure of state power but its positive abolition. In the revolutionary process, the proletarian movement emerges as a force capable of dissolving the state power into its own self-administering organs situated within civil society. Pannekoek’s clarity in presenting the revolution as a process puts a very great question mark against the political party. And, indeed, there is a basic contradiction here in the Bolshevist theory of the revolutionary party. If the emancipation of the working class is the act of the workers themselves, then it is the class and not the party that is the revolutionary subject. The ‘revolutionary party’ is a contradiction in terms. If the revolution requires the party to act in this way then the class itself has failed to emerge as the revolutionary class and hence revolution is not possible. The party may seize state power but there will be no revolution.
The prioritisation of the party over the class rests upon a systematic devaluation or the political organisation and intellectual capacities of the working class. The working class, unaided, can achieve only a ‘trade union consciousness’; the working class is incapable of seeing through and breaking through bourgeois relations. This, the Bolshevist conception, is the complete inversion of Marx’s argument. For Marx, the proletariat, on account of its position as the exploited and dehumanised class, is structurally and epistemologically enabled to act. It is the bourgeois intelligentsia, privileged by Kautsky and Lenin, that is ideologically disabled and which cannot penetrate to real material relations.

‘The party’ institutionalises the dependence of the workers upon the leadership and rationalises the domination of this leadership by reference to the incapacity of the class to think and act autonomously of their condition of wage labour. The party has a vested interest in maintaining this incapacity, passivity and dependency. Class activity that begins to show an increase in proletarian subjectivity and autonomy will come to be stifled and suppressed as ‘disorder and anarchy’.

Pannekoek lists a second possibility, supplanting workers self-activity and self-organisation.

The second possibility is that the working masses conform to the doctrine of the party and turn over the control of affairs. They follow directives from above and, persuaded (as in Germany in 1918) that the new government will establish socialism or communism, they get on with their day-to-day work. Immediately, the bourgeoisie mobilizes all its forces: its financial power, its enormous spiritual power. Its economic supremacy in the factories and the large enterprises. The reigning party, too weak to withstand such an offensive, can maintain itself in power only by multiplying concessions and withdrawals as proof of its moderation. Then the idea becomes current that for the moment this all that can be done, and that it would be foolish for the workers to attempt a violent imposition of utopian demands. In this way, the party, deprived of the mass power of a revolutionary class, is transformed into an instrument for the conservation of bourgeois power.

So much for Social Democracy. Pannekoek turns next to the ‘revolutionary party’, revealing also its bourgeois character.

We have just said that, in relation to the proletarian revolution, a revolutionary party is a contradiction in terms. This could also be expressed by saying that the term revolutionary in the expression ‘revolutionary party’ necessarily designates a bourgeois revolution. On every occasion, indeed, that the masses have intervened to overthrow a government and have handed power to a new party, it was a bourgeois revolution that took place.

Paris 1830, 1848 and 1871 are the examples given (there are many others).

So it was during the Russian Revolution, when the party bureaucracy monopolised power in its capacity as a governmental category. But in our day, both in Western Europe and in America the bourgeoisie is too deeply and too solidly rooted in the factories and the banks to be removed by a party bureaucracy. Now as always the only means of conquering the bourgeoisie is to appeal to the masses, the latter taking over the factories and forming their own complex of councils. In this case, however, it seems that the real strength is in the masses who destroy the domination of capital in proportion as their own action widens and deepens.

The revolution depends, therefore, upon the working class coming to constitute itself as the revolutionary class and, hence, through the self-development of its organisational, political, intellectual and moral capabilities. This process alone enables the class to come forward as the progressive class, the class that is able to unfetter the productive forces and found society anew. Bourgeois relations and the fetish systems of production and property that are established on their basis are overcome.

Pannekoek therefore locates the party form in the bourgeois past. Here he is entirely consistent with Marx’s idea of political revolution as merely changing power within an abstract sphere of government, leaving the pillars of the building of alienation unaltered. Social revolution attacks the roots of alienation in capitalist class relations. But social revolution is quite distinct from political revolution, a bourgeois revolution that reproduces relations of domination and exploitation.

Therefore, those who contemplate a ‘revolutionary party’ are learning only a part of the lessons of the past. Not unaware that the workers parties – the Socialist Party and Communist Party – have become organs of domination serving to perpetuate exploitation, they merely conclude from this that it is only necessary to improve the situation. This is to ignore the fact that the failure of the different parties is traceable to a much more general cause – namely, the basic contradiction of the class, as a body and by their own efforts, and the reduction of the activity of the masses to powerlessness by a new pro-workers power. Faced with the passivity and indifference of the masses, they come to regard themselves as a revolutionary vanguard. But, if the masses remain inactive, it is because, while instinctively sensing both the colossal power of the enemy and the sheer magnitude of the task to be undertaken, they have not yet discerned the mode of combat, the way of class unity. However, when circumstances have pushed them into action, they must undertake this task by organising themselves autonomously, by taking into their own hands the means of production, and by initiating the attack against the economic power of capital. And once again, every self-styled vanguard seeking to direct and to dominate the masses by means of a ‘revolutionary party’ will stand revealed as a reactionary factor by reason of this very conception.

Some would think ‘reactionary’ too strong a term to apply to Lenin. Pannekoek’s point is that, at a time when proletarian revolution is both necessary and possible, the socialist movement under the sway of Bolshevism is still employing bourgeois methods of organisation, thought and action. These methods will produce, at best, a bourgeois revolution and institute, at the level of the state, new relations of domination and exploitation. It came as no surprise to Pannekoek that the Russian Revolution should have issued in state capitalism.

Pannekoek thus establishes a fundamental opposition between a party-state socialism that cannot but reproduce bourgeois relations of domination and exploitation and a council communism which allows the working class to create and manage its own organs of politics and production in a self-governing society. It is a problem of organisation and freedom and of how the conditions for the free communist society emerge and are created in the revolutionary process.

Spokesmen for socialist or communist parties often admit that, in revolution, organs of self-action by the masses are useful in destroying the old domination; but then they say these have to yield to parliamentary democracy to organise the new society. Let us compare the basic principles of both forms of political organisation of society.
Original democracy in small towns and districts was exercised by the assembly of all the citizens. With the big populations of modern towns and countries this is impossible. The people can express their will only by choosing  delegates to some central body that represents them all. The delegates for parliamentary bodies are free to act, to decide, to vote, to govern after their own opinion by ‘honour and conscience’…
The council delegates, however, are bound by mandate; they are sent simply to express the opinions of the workers’ groups who sent them. They may be called back and replaced at any moment. Thus the workers who gave them the mandate keep the power in their own hands.

This entails the principle of an active sovereignty which is of Rousseauan derivation, an argument which Marx presented in terms of the exercise of an ‘active suffrage’. This active conception is only possible if the separation of the state from civil society is overcome and human beings are able to incorporate the abstract citizenship of the modern state into their social relationships. An active sovereignty implies a citizen democracy within a practise of social self-government. In contrast to this ideal, Pannekoek criticises the bourgeois conception:

On the other hand, members of parliament are chosen for a fixed number of years; only at the polls are the citizens masters – on this one day when they choose their delegates. On this day has passed, their power has gone and the delegates are independent, free to act for a term of years according to their own ‘conscience’, restricted only by the knowledge that after this period they have to face the voters anew.

But, with all the means of mass manipulation at their disposal ‘not the voters but the parliamentarians are the real masters who decide politics’. The argument is pure Rousseau, especially that part of the Social Contract in which Rousseau argues that sovereignty can neither be represented nor alienated. Pannekoek is developing Rousseau’s critique of the alienation of sovereignty, the reduction of its active quality to a passive entity, reducing citizens to subjects in a condition of passivity and dependence. Pannekoek states the case for council democracy as real democracy as real democracy based upon the principle and practise of self-representation.

For the working class parliamentary democracy is a sham democracy, whereas council representation is real democracy: the direct rule of the workers over their own affairs.

Pannekoek exposes representation through the abstraction of the modern state as misrepresentation. The state as representing the common will is an ideological project; instead, there are particular, and very powerful, interests:

Parliamentary democracy is the political form in which the different important interests in a capitalist society exert their influence upon government. The delegates represent certain classes: farmers, merchants, industrialists, workers; but they do not represent the common will of their voters. Indeed, the voters of a district have no common will; they are an assembly of individuals, capitalists, workers, shopkeepers, by chance living at the same place, having partly opposing interests.

Pannekoek, in contrast, presents the case for functional representation or functional democracy:

Council delegates, on the other hand, are sent out by a homogeneous group to express its common will. Councils are not only made up of workers, having common class interests; they are a natural group, working together as the personnel of one factory or section of a large plant, and are in close daily contact with each other, having the same adversary, having to decide their common actions as fellow workers in which they have to act in united fashion; not only on the questions of strike and fight, but also in the new organisation of production. Council representation is not founded upon the meaningless grouping of adjacent villages or districts, but upon the natural groupings of workers in the process of production, the real basis of society.

Anticipating familiar objections, Pannekoek distinguishes this functional democracy through the councils from the idea of corporate representation. This is a medieval conception based upon a society of fixed status. Pannekoek is not subordinating the political sphere to such fixed classes, interests and guilds.

It is with these conceptions of functional representation and an active sovereignty rooted in material production that Pannekoek comes to define Marx’s ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’:

Council representation is entirely different because it is the representation of a class engaged in revolutionary struggle. It represents working class interests only, and prevents capitalist delegates and capitalist interests from participation. It denies the right of existence to the capitalist class in society and tries to eliminate capitalists by taking the means of production away from them. When in the progress of revolution the worker must take up the functions of organising society, the same council organisation is their instrument. This means that the workers councils then are the organs of the dictatorship of the proletariat. This dictatorship of the proletariat is not a shrewdly devised system artificially excluding capitalists and bourgeoisie from the polls. It is the exercise of power in society by the natural organs of the workers, building up the production apparatus as the basis of society. In these organs of the workers, consisting of delegates on their various branches in the process of production, there is no place for robbers or exploiters standing outside productive work. Thus the dictatorship of the working class is at the same time the most perfect democracy, the real workers’ democracy, excluding the vanishing class of exploiters.

Pannekoek proceeds to distinguish between parliamentary democracy and council organisation as expressing the different character of the bourgeoisie and the proletariat and their different ways of expressing their interests in the political and productive apparatus. Pannekoek makes it clear that the bourgeoisie are the declining, conservative class whilst the proletariat is the ascendant, revolutionary class whose power is more consonant with the emerging social relationships of the free society:

Bourgeois democracy is founded upon a society consisting of a large number of independent small producers. They want a government to take care of their common interests.

In other words, the separation of the state from civil society, the emancipation of private property from political and communal regulation and the transformation of the state into an abstract sphere.

Proletarian democracy under communism depends upon just the opposite economic conditions. It is founded not on private but on collective production. Production of the necessities of life is no longer a personal business, but a collective affair. The collective affairs, formerly called political affairs, are no longer secondary, but the chief object of thought and action for everybody. What was called politics in the former society – a domain for specialists – has become the vital interest of every worker. It is not the securing of some necessary conditions of production, it is the process and the regulation of production itself. The separation of private and collective affairs and interests has ceased. A separate group or class of specialists taking care of the collective affairs is no longer necessary. Through their council delegates, which link them together, the producers themselves are managing their own productive work.

Parliamentary democracy and council organisation are both ‘founded upon the material basis of the system of production, one on the declining system of the past, the other on the growing system of the future’. The declining class can maintain itself and its class power only through ‘the State power exerted by the governments’.

The task of the proletarian revolution is to destroy this state power; its real content is the seizure of the means of production by the workers. The process of revolution is an alternation of actions and defeats that builds up the organisation of the proletarian dictatorship, which at the same time is the dissolution, step by step, of the capitalist state power. Hence it is the process of the replacement of the organisation system of the past by the organisation system of the future.

It would be difficult to find a more concise presentation of Marx’s conception of proletarian self-emancipation through revolution as process. Pannekoek’s great achievement is to treat organisation and revolution as a process of self-development in which the proletariat not only constitute themselves as a class, as a revolutionary class, but as a progressive class that is able, through its own self-administering organ, to assume governing functions in politics and production. The fusion between politics and society is thus accomplished and a new social order created. 

In an age that has seen the collapse of party-state socialism, in both its parliamentary and vanguard forms, in an age when, more generally, capitalist relations and the bureaucratic, alien, top-down conception of politics are failing and are generating increasing internal tensions; at a time when the left is searching for a politics beyond state-centred Communism and Social Democracy, Anton Pannekoek is a contemporary figure. He is also a neglected figure. Antonio Gramsci has received much more attention, often in such ways that distance him from his Marxism, and his revolutionary class politics. Gramsci needs to be reclaimed from the postmarxists. By placing Gramsci after Pannekoek one hopes to establish the continuity between Pannekoek’s ‘vision of a free communism’ and Gramsci’s ‘regulated society’. Proletarian self-emancipation, the spiritual dimension and hegemony, the overcoming of the separation of the state from civil society, the conciliar mode of organisation – these are common themes. Pannekoek is to be rediscovered and Gramsci is to be given his full status as a revolutionary Marxist committed to the politics of the working class.

Pannekoek merits a place in the front rank of the Marxists as someone who has examined at great length and with great clarity the principle and practice of proletarian self-emancipation. If Gramsci’s ‘philosophy of praxis’ is a sophisticated elaboration of Marx’s Theses on Feuerbach, then Pannekoek’s greatest achievement is to have theorised the central Marxist maxim that ‘the emancipation of the workers must be achieved by the workers themselves’.

Pannekoek closes ‘Workers’ Councils’ with this brilliant perspective on the socialist movement, once again articulating the relation between freedom and organisation:

Socialism, as inherited from the 19th century, was the creed of a social mission for the leaders and politicians: to transform capitalism into a system of a state-directed economy without exploitation, producing abundance for all. It was the creed of class struggle for the workers, the belief that by transferring government into the hands of these socialists they would assure their freedom. Why did it not happen? Because the casting of a secret vote was too insignificant an effort to count as real class struggle. Because the socialist politicians, alone in the entire capitalist fabric of society, stood against the immense power of the capitalist mastery of the production apparatus, with the workers’ masses only looking on, expecting them, little squad, to upset the world. What could they do other than run the affair in the usual way, and by reforming the worst abuses, save their conscience? Now it is seen that socialism in the sense of workers’ emancipation is only possible as a new orientation. The new orientation of socialism is self-direction of production, self-direction of the class struggle, by means of workers’ councils.

Social Democracy and Communism have collapsed, the tradition of party-state socialism is in ruins. With the continuing crisis and disarray of capitalism now being extended globally, it is all the more necessary to plot another route to socialism, one that leaves the bourgeois forms of the party-state socialism behind.

Now the goal becomes distinct: against the stronger domination of the State-directed planned economy of the new capitalism stands what Marx called the association of free and equal producers. So the call for unity must be supplemented by an indication of the goal: take the factories and machines; assert your mastery over the productive apparatus; organise production by means of workers councils.


9 THE COUNCIL COMMUNISM OF ANTONIO GRAMSCI

To present Gramsci as a council communist is controversial to the extent that it isolates his consiliar theory and practice from his participation in the Italian and the international Communist movement. Nevertheless, council communism is the root of Gramsci’s position and receives a powerful statement of support in his activities and writings. Gramsci was more than a council communist. Gramsci had a keen sense of the political and was concerned to lay the foundation of a proletarian public order. There is in Gramsci a subtle dialectic of freedom and organisation that connects workers’ councils with the proletarian state. Gramsci is thus concerned to establish the proper relation between centralisation and decentralisation. Gramsci thus formulates the connection of councilist organisations within an organic whole, the political party or the proletarian state.

There is a temptation to see in Gramsci’s development a rejection of his early council communism for his more mature understanding of party-state socialism. This is to establish a false antithesis in Gramsci’s thought. Gramsci is at pains to stress that the proletarian state he envisages is not the old state but a new political order constituted by proletarian organs of self-government. It is the dictatorship of the proletariat as presented by Pannekoek. Gramsci makes a much stronger case for the political party than does Pannekoek. After the defeat of the Turin councils, Gramsci became aware that workers’, organised in councils, needed also to coordinate their efforts and thus concentrate their forces in an organisation that embodied proletarian power in a total sense, with sufficient power to contest the total forces of the state and capital. But this political party is not an arm separate from the class movement but represents the concentrated force of the workers’ organisational efforts.

The antithesis between council communism and party-state socialism does not apply within Gramsci, just as it did not apply in Marx. As with Marx, the overcoming of the division between the state and civil society is conceived as a repoliticisation by Gramsci; there is therefore a concern to devise political and organisational means that fuse the political and the social. Thus Gramsci conceives the political party to be an organism in which the dualism of leaders and led is progressively abolished. His critique of ‘bureaucratic centralism’ and his presentation of his own ‘organic centralism’ derives from this concern for government as self-government. What Gramsci argues is that the organisation of the proletarian party, as itself in embryonic form the organisation of the proletarian state, is based upon principles which are determined by the socialist objective. And the central feature of the socialist public is the abolition of the dualism of leaders and led, requiring that the separation of the state from civil society is overcome. This objective conditions the character of the proletarian party, conceiving politics as a process in which the demos becomes capable, via collective organisation, to comprehend and control a dynamic reality in continuous movement. Gramsci theorised fluid organisational forms that are adequate to the task. Gramsci’s critique of ‘bureaucratic centralism’ makes it clear that all degeneration stems from a lack of initiative and responsibility at the base. With the conception of an active sovereignty, the base must be self-acting and capable of concentrating its power upwards. This is the organic centralism which Gramsci opposed to bureaucratic centralism. It is the class subject itself, therefore, which constitutes the political party through its self-activity and self-organisation; any centralism that is necessary is an organic self-centralism that proceeds from below.

What Gramsci offers, in short, is a dynamic dialectical unity and synthesis  of the spontaneous movement of the class at the level of immediacy to the long-term socialist objective. This is politics and organisation as process, with the mediating forms being generated by the class itself at each stage of its development into the revolutionary class. There is, therefore, a creative, dynamic and interactive relationship between spontaneity and control, freedom and organisation, with each aspect penetrating the other.

The important thing from this perspective is to avoiding fetishising organisational forms. Organisational forms cannot be fixed. It is the class as creative agent which determines the form of organisation appropriate to the task. This task derives from an actual class struggle springing up from actual relations. The revolutionary process in which the working class develops itself from being a class in itself, an objective reality, to being a class for itself, a subjective reality, cannot be captured within fixed organisational forms. In this respect, the debate between councilist and party organisation is an abstraction. What is much more important is that the methods of thought, organisation and action correspond to the task and the project. Party-state socialism is thus criticised for the way it reproduces the alienating bourgeois separations of leaders and led, state and society, educators and educated. Yet, Gramsci understood, councilist organisation requires a political dimension that coordinates and concentrates the power of a self-acting class. What Gramsci thus establishes is an organic whole that is dynamic in the relations of the parts and as self-activating and self-moving from the base upwards.

Gramsci, in this sense, is neither a council communist nor a party-state socialist but is someone who has resolved the organisational antithesis into a dialectical synthesis based upon the abolition of the division between the state and civil society. Gramsci’s ‘regulated society’ is a proletarian state constituted by proletarian organs of self-government. Indeed, both the party and the class are self-liquidating. The fusion of politics and society and the abolition of the dualism of leaders and led means that the party becomes the political order and the class becomes humankind in general. The organs of self-government and the state are no longer separated from each other.

Revolution and the final realisation of socialism is thus understood as a process based upon the dialectical unity between the immediate struggle and the socialist objective, between the spontaneous movement of class and its coming to equip itself with appropriate organisational forms in each progressive phase of the struggle. The working class itself, as the revolutionary class, must become a class for itself by its own organisational and mental efforts. The class itself must convert its economic movement into its political movement, must grasp the political in the economic and the economic in the political. This process of conversion is the revolutionary process and is the condition of socialism. The reduction of the revolutionary process into organisational issues translates a dialectical process into a fixed and mechanical movement. It is neither the council organisation nor the party organisation, nor any other kind of organisation, that acts, that creates socialism. It is the class subject that does these things, determining the organisational form appropriate to the task. The working class, as the self-conscious human agency, must create and control its own organisational forms. Only thus will it be able to accomplish the tasks that it has set for itself in realising socialism.
It is an important point given that the concern to overcome the dualism of leaders and led is connected with a critique of political alienation. Sovereignty can only be active and be exercised when the demos itself is in conscious control of its organisational forms. Hence it is not enough to present or critique ‘the council’ or ‘the party’ as solutions or problems. How these organisational forms operate, what their internal relations are, whether they dominate their human constituency or allow that constituency to exercise their sovereignty – these are all questions to be considered. To fetishise organisation and fix or hypostatise it is to argue as though the organisation creates its constituency whereas in fact it is the constituency that creates the organisation to meet its collective demands and needs. Political alienation means that the organisation has acquired, indeed been invested with an existential significance of its own. As a result, the ‘logic’ of the organisation comes to dominate over the reason of its constituents.

Gramsci’s critique of ‘bureaucratic centralism’ makes the point neatly. The council may or may not be bureaucratic, so too the party. Any organisational form may obtain an existential significance which is autonomous from and dominant over its constituents, reducing the human subject to a mere objective and passive existence in political and organisational activities. Sovereignty has been alienated, not simply to an elite that has appropriated responsibility and initiative at the top, but to the fixed organisational form itself, as the ‘thing’ acting as a person. All political relations within the organisation are, as a result, reified.

It is this question of political alienation that is crucial, certainly more important than the organisational form. To argue for the organisational forms that overcome the dualism of leaders and led is thus another way of arguing for an active sovereignty that overcomes political alienation. To argue for the council form, the party form etc. without connecting the argument to this principle of active sovereignty is itself a form of alienation. It is the organisation itself, not the agency, that has come to be invested with political significance.

From this perspective, Marx’s supposed vagueness concerning the precise forms of political and economic organisation is actually the product of his own revolutionary principles. Marx cannot prescribe forms of organisation, not only because of his historicism, i.e. Marx cannot bind future generations acting in specific circumstances unknown to Marx, but also because to do so would effectively negate the principle of proletarian self-emancipation. It is the class itself which is he revolutionary agency, As the creative, transforming force, the class itself will know what organisational forms will be appropriate to the tasks confronting them.

Considering that the revolution is a process in which the proletariat constitutes itself as the revolutionary class, becomes a class for itself from being a class in itself, one can appreciate the very great task that confronts the class. The mediating forms generated by the class, which may or may not escape their control and become forces for alienation and enslavement, are meant to accomplish the transition of the class from being dehumanised and degraded class of the bourgeois present to being the revolutionary class capable of constituting the new social order of the future. This is a process in which the working class develops its organisational, political, mental and moral capacities and hence equips itself to found society anew.

There are no short cuts in this process, only short circuits that send the process into reverse. It can be appreciated, therefore, how truly dangerous it is to theorise fixed organisational forms for the class and hence to present particular methods of organisation, thought and action as the only ones. Once more we are returned to political alienation and the reification of political relations.

Marx left the class subject free to think and act. However, this does not mean that nothing can be said. For the forces and tendencies unfolding within capitalism and the proletarian movement possess a consistent thread. The crisis of political authority that continues under capitalism is met by consiliar forms of organisation on the part of the demos. If one is to discern the revolutionary process within capitailist development, which constitutes the ‘scientific’ strain of Marx’s theory, then one cannot fail to notice that crisis is the occasion for the repudiation of existing, institutionalised and bureaucratic political processes and the creation of new forms of political organisation. When one considers that it is the proletariat that possesses the structural capacity to act and to alter existing relations and institutions, one cannot but be impressed by the significance of the workers’ councils. Should the working class succeed in converting its spontaneous movement into permanent organisational form then one can conceive council organisation as becoming the basis of the proletarian state or political order. The councils are organs of proletarian self-government and, with socialist revolution abolishing class relations, a universal form of social self-government. Thus, working class consciousness comes to reject the mediating forms tainted by their bourgeois and alienating character, that is, parliamentary parties and trade unions which correspond to the separation of the state from civil society, and to generate organs more appropriate to their self-emancipation. The class subject itself, therefore, rejects the dualism of leaders and led within its own movement.

The council form of organisation is something which workers, freed from failed and failing forms, have naturally and spontaneously produced, without direction and guidance. The fact that this keeps happening would, in the very least, signify that the class has instinctively discerned the appropriate means for its political and economic emancipation and, following this, for self-government.

In the process of self-development the working class continues to express its demand for control over its affairs in consiliar forms of organisation. Some of these, it must be pointed out, merely exchange bourgeois and bureaucratic forms for other bourgeois and bureaucratic forms. There are many examples of workers’ councils which give only a spurious control given their incorporation into bourgeois institutions and relations. But there are others which transcend these relations and institutions, which the bourgeois state and the capitalist class vigorously attack as a very real threat to their power. A class-conscious proletariat would organise around and struggle on the basis of these forms. These kinds of council organisations penetrate the fetish character of the political and productive apparatus under the parliamentary and the capitalist system. Political and economic relations are brought under the direct and conscious control of the human subjects, thus overcoming alienation.

The dictatorship of the proletariat consolidates achievements in the progress towards social self-government and sets about the task of eliminating all remaining alienating separations. Politics and society thus come to be fused; the mediating forms in this fusion represent the dialectical unity and synthesis of spontaneous movement and conscious control, immediacy and socialist objective. And the determining force all along is not this or that organisational form but the class praxis creating methods of organisation, form and action appropriate to self-emancipation proceeding inexorably to self-government.

And it is perfectly consistent with this principle that, having made all the claims that he made for the council movement, Gramsci could formulate these claims more precisely with reference to the political party. For what matters is the development of the class into first a revolutionary and then a governing class. The same concern for the interaction of freedom and organisation in the process of proletarian self-emancipation that justified the council movement would also justify the political party insofar as this party would enable the class to exercise conscious control in its movement and its struggle. Such a political party is constituted by – and not for – the class, on the basis of proletarian self-organisation; the conscious control embodied in the party is exercised by the self-acting class, not over a passive class. It is also to be understood that Gramsci’s political party is predicated upon the progressive elimination of the separation of the state from civil society. The party is thus part of the communist movement; the political party is very much a self-centralism or an organic centralism of the class itself. As such, it contrasts with the bureaucratic centralism of that party-state socialism that moves on the terrain of bourgeois society and its alienating separations and which, therefore, reproduces bourgeois methods of thought, organisation and action within the socialist movement.

Gramsci’s political party retains all the dynamism and self-movement expressed in the council  movement. It is a necessary political form because the council movement alone had proved incapable of making the challenge to the ‘global’ power of the state and capital. The political party, therefore, concentrates the revolutionary force expressed in the councils and enables spontaneous self-activity to obtain permanent, revolutionary and determining power. It enables the proletariat to exercise the kind of conscious control over its movement and struggle that it requires in order to confront and defeat the politically and economically concentrated power of the state and capital. This conscious control is also exercised in the creation of a new social order, allowing coordination between all the self-administering proletarian bodies that constitute the socialist society.

To theorise the political party in terms of this ‘organic centralism’ leading to the ‘regulated society’ Antonio Gramsci has broadened the question of organisational forms beyond the revolutionary process to grasp the whole point of that process, the positive abolition of alienation enabling human beings to become the self-conscious creators and controllers of their self-made but hitherto alien and hostile social environment. The organisational forms created by the proletariat in the process of constituting itself as the revolutionary class i.e. as self-conscious human agency, actually represent the concrete forms mediating between the past as the realm of necessity and the future as the realm of freedom. The restoration of human social relations to conscious common control and the restoration of unity between human beings and their products entails the abolition of alienation in all its forms. Political and material organisation is thus based upon the practical reappropriation by human beings of their alienated powers and the exercise of these powers as human (democratic) and social powers. The dissolution of the state and private property proceeds.

These principles characterise, determine and orient the proletarian movement as a socialist movement. Organisational forms thus enable self- and social-control over human relations. This is in direct contrast to the traditional forms of organisation. These are based upon the division between the state and civil society and hence reproduce the alienating separations of bourgeois society. Within socialism itself this separation of politics and economics has come to take the form of the party, active within the abstract parliamentary sphere, and the trade union, active in supplying capital with labour power. The trade unions are bankers of wage workers, the parties are bankers of voters. Such organisations institutionalise relations of dependence based upon the dualism of leaders and led. A minority or elite at the top of this hierarchical structure exercise all responsibility and initiative; the rest, the masses, are restricted to a passive political role. In this political process ‘the masses’ are not political beings at all. They have alienated their  sovereignty and become mere objects. They are thus separated from this abstraction called ‘politics’ and, not surprisingly, come as individuals to be sceptical, even hostile, towards politics. As an absolute position, this anti-political mentality mistakes the empirical character of existing politics for the real character. It fails to penetrate political alienation.

Those who consider politics to be inherently totalitarian and hence as something which needs to be hemmed in with safeguards (liberal) or simply to be abolished (anarchist) fail to transcend the bourgeois relations which render politics so abstract, external and hostile. Gramsci’s conscious control breaks with the structures and relations of political alienation. The organisational forms proposed by Gramsci create the possibility of positive and informed human intervention in the process of making history. This conscious intervention is facilitated by the appropriate political organisation. For Gramsci, the formation of the political party on the basis of councilist organisation gives the action of each member of the class an historical significance in that human beings become determining, conscious transforming agents in relation to circumstances and thus cease to be passive objects subject to the objective determination of alien powers. The organisation proposed by Gramsci, therefore, presupposes the abolition of the alien powers of the state and capital, of the separation of the state from civil society, of the dualism between leaders and led. Gramsci’s political party does not institute relations between an active elite and a passive mass, in which the elite brings the mass into play as mere pawns in a strategy determined in some external sense. These are the traditional organisations based upon an hierarchical and alien division of labour, on abstraction and bureaucratisation, on the dualism of leaders and led, on relations of activity and passivity.

Gramsci’s political party is designed to abolish political alienation in all of its specific manifestations. Gramsci is therefore concerned to institutionalise an active sovereignty through enabling the conscious participation of each individual in the organs and activities that make up the organic whole. This will still entail a division of labour. The contrast is that this will be a genuine one based upon the distribution of competences in which each participates. Activity by each within the organic whole is thus an organising principle which overcomes the dualism of leaders and led. And this organic whole is the mediating form between human beings and their world, overcoming the separation of human beings from the capacity for exercising conscious social control.

The purpose of this brief discussion has been neither to claim Gramsci as a council communist nor to diminish the significance of the claims Gramsci made for the political party. It has been an attempt to take the argument beyond the simple antithesis between the form of council organisation on the one hand and the form of party organisation on the other. When one is dealing with the distinction between bourgeois methods of organisation, thought and action and proletarian methods this antithesis has real meaning. Party-state socialism is inherently bourgeois and cannot transcend bourgeois relations. The case that Gramsci makes for the political party and the proletarian state, however consists of a rigorous critique of every aspect of political and organisational alienation. And Gramsci, moreover, goes to the roots of the problem in looking to abolish the separation of the state from civil society. Gramsci’s political party is, therefore, not a political arm separate from the class. It looks to remove all such separations in the fusion of social and political relations. Gramsci’s political party is the organic whole constituted by real class movement and praxis. The class has constituted itself as the revolutionary class and has, therefore, come forward as the agency of revolution. Principles of proletarian autonomy and subjectivity are thus institutionalised. Gramsci does not reduce the question to fixed forms of organisation, thus forcing a choice between council or party. Rather, he has grasped Marx’s point that the organisational form is itself conditional upon the self-development of the class. In this self-development, organisation appears as a process under the direction of the class agency. Given this understanding there is continuity, not contradiction, between the council movement and party organisation.

In short, the idea that a ‘councilist’ Gramsci gave way to a ‘vanguardist’ Gramsci is without foundation. There is continuity in Gramsci’s change of emphasis from the council movement to the political party and this continuity is to be discerned in the encouragement of proletarian autonomy and subjectivity. Gramsci never repudiated his work on The Factory Council movement. His new emphasis upon the political party was the product of an awareness that, to be effective as an organ of working class self-emancipation, the council movement required the total organisation of the party; only such a total organisation could contest the concentrated power of the state and capital.

Gramsci’s political and theoretical commitment to the council movement, the class and to socialism derive from the events in Turin in the years 1918-1921. His council communism took shape around the events of these years and obtained their theoretical expression in the pages of L’Ordine Nuovo. Councilist organisations in Turin could draw upon similar developments in Russia, Austria, Germany and Hungary. The experiences of 1917-20 meant that the Turin militants were not acting blindly and could draw upon the revolutionary councilism that had been seen in other European countries. This, combined with Gramsci’s own Hegelian-Crocean background, gave the Ordino Nuovo movement great intellectual depth and enabled the council movement to be assigned a broader historical significance. Gramsci’s writings stand out through the combination of such critical and emancipatory themes of subjectivity, consciousness, alienation and collective self-activity with councilist organisations. Gramsci thus develops a theory of revolutionary councilism, a theory informed at every point by practical working class experience. Gramsci thus addresses issues of workers control, social self-government and proletarian democracy and shows how the workers’ movement can transcend bourgeois institutions and relations.

In short, Gramsci has succeeded in incorporating the Hegelian idealist themes of his early work into a practical movement for changing the world. The result is an Hegelian Marxism which takes up the spontaneist problematic in order to achieve proletarian subjectivity in the revolutionary process. Socialism is therefore not an ‘ideology’ or world view constructed by bourgeois intellectuals but represents the culmination of a revolutionary process in which the proletarian movement succeeds in dissolving the power of the state and capital. The proletariat thus develop their capacity to organise and engage in conscious, collective self-activity, thereby coming into revolutionary conflict with existing relations and institutions. The political party and the trade unions, as ‘bourgeois’ forms, are transcended and new organs of proletarian self-government come to constitute the new order.

In making these points it needs to be understood that Gramsci does not theorise a model of the proletarian organisation. This would effectively negate the critical and emancipatory character of his writing. Gramsci understands his task not to be that of providing models of political and economic organisation but as theorising the real movement of the class as it overcomes the classic bourgeois separation of politics and economics. Gramsci no longer works on that terrain. By situating himself on the real movement going beyond bourgeois institutions and relations, Gramsci is able to conceive revolution and organisation as process, confronting and dissolving state power. Rather than extract a model of political organisation from Gramsci it is more important to relate organisational forms to the real movement of the class and of history. Organisational forms, therefore, are appropriate to actual relations and an actual class struggle. To present a fixed and abstract organisational form as the model for proletarians to copy in all circumstances is to deny the creative, transforming agency of the class in the revolutionary process. What matters is less the theory of politics and organisation than the principle of how the real movement of the class in specific circumstances creates appropriate organisational forms. The argument, in short, is not that the council organisation is better than the party organisation. The character of the organisation is important. Does it embody critical-emancipatory themes?

The model of the Leninist party was, perhaps, appropriate to specific circumstances in early twentieth century Russia. One says ‘perhaps’ given the extent to which Lenin constantly adjusted organisational principles according to circumstances. The argument presented here targets all such abstract models. Gramsci’s approach to revolution, politics and organisation is open and flexible and is based upon the class as the conscious, creative agency of social transformation. Such a class, as it attains revolutionary consciousness, will be able to equip itself with appropriate organisational forms. These, in turn, will become the organs of proletarian self-government in the socialist public order. The idea of a model of ‘the party’ or ‘the’ council form directly contradicts the view of class agency as creative and of revolution as process.

Gramsci founded L’Ordine Nuovo early in 1919 with Tasca, Togliatti and Terracini. The weekly paper was to serve as the organ of proletarian culture. The Bienno Rosso, or Two Red Years, were under way and L’Ordine Nuovo expressed the widely felt awareness of the need to prepare for the forthcoming revolution. The Russian Revolution had stimulated hopes of revolution across Europe and Gramsci was well aware of the importance of preparing the class for its historical task. The Bienno Rosso is part of the massive explosion of working class activity and struggle that followed world war and the Russian Revolution. Capitalism, it seemed, was now to be exposed to the threat of a genuinely workers’ movement. The task, in Italy, was to organise in order to make the most of these revolutionary forces.

Gramsci himself had long been concerned with the self-organisation of the working class. Shopfloor organisations in Britain, Germany and the USA had attracted his attention and, not surprisingly, Gramsci had been influenced by the practices of the IWW and the ideas of Daniel De Leon. It is significant in revealing Gramsci’s way of thinking concerning proletarian self-activity that De Leon is recognised as both the theoretician of the revolutionary syndicalist IWW and as a Marxist (PWI 296). Gramsci sees no necessary contradiction between revolutionary syndicalism and Marxism. Although he is critical of the former for its limitations in fully pressing the proletarian cause, Gramsci understands the self-activity of the class subject to be the fundamental basis of Marxism. Certainly, the ideas of Daniel De Leon are much in evidence in evidence in Gramsci’s writing on The Factory Councils, concerning industrial organisation, self-government and class unity. 

The Turin General Strike of April 1920 and the Occupation of the Factories in September 1920 had been preceded by political and economic crisis. Lockouts and strikes had developed into mass demonstrations and assemblies. The political order, resting upon Giolitti’s fragile consensus and politics of trasformismo, seemed on the verge of collapse. Labour could no longer be contained by such consensus politics and manipulation. Rapid industrialisation had created a powerful working class in the north. Modern industry developed – automobiles, chemicals, rubber, textiles, cement and appliances – and this had brought northern Italy into the centre of European economic development. Yet, in comparison, workers in Milan, Genoa and Turin were poorly paid. A backlog of economic grievances had built up. Poor wages, conditions and managerial practices politicised the workers and caused them to unionise, join the Socialist Party, even join the syndicalist and anarchist movement.

Yet, despite attracting large numbers, the PSI was inadequate to the task confronting the workers. The PSI’s revolutionary theory was a cover for its reformist practice which was focused firmly upon the terrain of bourgeois institutions. The socialism of the PSI was parliamentary and was therefore concentrated upon legislating reforms rather than organising the working class for more fundamental transformation. Universal suffrage (from 1911) allowed the party to make electoral gains, achieve reforms and increase membership. In 1919 the party had 156 seats in the Chamber of Deputies. With the PSI’s trade union partner, the General Confederation of Labour, concentrating upon bargaining with capital, the classic separation of politics and economics was reproduced. In typical Second International fashion hope was placed not in the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism but in its ‘natural death’. The PSI and GCL, therefore, were easily incorporated within Giolitti’s practice of trasformismo. Delicate relations between the state, capital and labour were thus institutionalised.

The whole scheme was too fragile to withstand the shocks and the pressures of the post-war years. War, economic crisis and the 1917 Revolution had caused severe dislocation whilst stimulating the revolutionary will of the workers. To long standing economic grievances were added food shortages, unemployment and inflation. In key areas – mining, engineering, chemicals – production declined sharply, as much as 40%. The space for trasformismo had been narrowed. A massive wave of strikes resulted. In 1920 the 1881 strikes involved 1 267 953 strikers and 16 398 227 working days lost. Such working class militancy could no longer be expressed through the traditional organisations of the party and the trade union movement, the PSI and GCL. The Italian Syndicalist Union thus increased its membership from 100 000 at the end of the war to 900 000 in 1920. The hegemony of the PSI and GCL had already been decisively weakened by the 1917 Revolution. With the centrality of the soviets to the Russian Revolution the thought inevitably occurred that the existing internal commissions of the Italian factories could be converted into workers’ councils. As the proletarian movement challenged the hegemony of the traditional organisations of party and trade union and created The Factory Councils as its own popular organs, Gramsci was concerned to draw upon the Russian experience. The council communism of the Bienno Rosso was thus born.

In Russia, the free expression of individual and combined energies has swept aside the obstacles of pre-established words and plans … Accordingly, the proletariat has taken over the direction of political and economic life and is establishing its own order. Its own order, not socialism, since socialism is not conjured up through a magical fiat. Socialism is a historical process, a development from one social stage to another that is richer in collective values. The proletariat is establishing its own order, it is constructing the political institutions which will ensure the autonomy of this development, which will place its power on a permanent footing.
Dictatorship is the fundamental institution guaranteeing freedom through its prevention of coups de main by factious minorities. It is a guarantee of freedom, since it is not a method to be perpetuated, but a transitional stage allowing the creation and consolidation of the permanent organisms into which the dictatorship, having accomplished its mission, will be dissolved.

After the revolution, the problem was one of creating a hierarchy, but one which was open, which could not harden into a class – and caste – order.
The hierarchy had to have the masses as its base and a single individual at its apex; but it had to form a social unity, whose authority was purely spiritual.
The living nuclei of this hierarchy are the Soviets and the popular parties. The soviets are the basic organisations to be integrated and developed, and the Bolsheviks became the government party precisely because they maintain that State power should rest upon and be controlled by the soviets.
Out of the Russian chaos these elements of order a crystallizing; the new order has begun.

Once this hierarchy has been formed, it develops its own logic. The Soviets and the Bolshevik Party are not closed organisms, they are continually being integrated into the society. It is in this that freedom holds sway, that freedom is guaranteed. They are not castes, but organisms in a continuous state of development. They keep in step with the development of consciousness, and represent the capacity of Russian society to become organised.
All workers can take part in the Soviets, and all workers can exert their influence in modifying the soviets and bringing them closer into line with what is wanted and needed…. There is a continual movement between the hierarchical levels: an uncultivated individual gets a chance to improve himself in the discussion over the election of his representative to the Soviet – he himself could be the representative. He controls these organs because he has them constantly under review and near to hand in the community. He acquires a sense of social responsibility, and becomes a citizen who is active in deciding the destiny of his country. Power and awareness are passed on, through the agency of this hierarchy, from one person to many: the society is such as has never appeared in history.

Gramsci therefore presents a socialist interpretation of Aristotle’s conception of active citizenship.

It is a continuous and systematic elevation of a people.




Gramsci does not argue that the Russian experience can be considered a model or a blueprint for the struggles in other parts of Europe. Gramsci has theorised the real movement of the Russian workers and extracted principles guiding practice. And, indeed, there is a certain idealisation in order to grasp the outlines of the new social order. This is all part of the task of organising and preparing the working class for the coming revolutionary struggle. It can be easily understood from this theorisation of the operation of the soviets in Russia how Gramsci would be a supporter of The Factory Councils Movement. These councils represent the concrete material self-organisation that enable the class to translate its revolutionary will into political effect. As such, The Factory Councils go beyond the traditional organisations of party (PSI) and trade union (GCL) and are able to unite the large numbers of workers radicalised by war, revolution and crisis. The revolutionary will thus obtains concrete and permanent organisational expression.

Gramsci’s argument possesses a broad historical sweep. The bourgeoisie have ceased to be a progressive class and can no longer ensure the continuous development of the productive forces. The state cannot rescue an economic system in crisis since the liberal state itself is beset with crisis. The times are ripe, therefore, for a revolutionary movement constituted by the progressive class, the proletariat, who constitute themselves as a class and hence organise to assume control of politics and production. It is in this context that Gramsci could assign such importance to the council movement. The working class was giving permanent organisational form to its progressive character.

The crisis of capitalism and of the state was a crisis of the old liberal order. The economy could no longer expand without state intervention; as a result, the classic bourgeois separation of the state from civil society was being eroded. The classic bourgeois liberal order could not survive in an age of monopoly, finance capital and imperialism. A new relationship between the state and civil society was in the process of emerging. It is in the context of this material development, in which the state had increasingly to intervene in civil society in order to ensure the conditions for accumulation that Gramsci could present the workers’ council movement as entailing a genuine fusion of politics and society, thus enabling progressive development. The Factory Councils provide the working class with an organisational form which would enable the class to intervene effectively in the period of revolutionary crisis. The post-war crisis was a crisis with transformative potential, in which new relations between the state and civil society were emerging. The workers council movement enabled the proletariat to intervene effectively in the struggle, with a genuine possibility of having a solution to the present crisis. The working class, through its self-organisation, would educate itself to meet the historical task facing it at this particular time. The working class had discovered the means of its political and economic emancipation, allowing it to discard the traditional organisations of party and trade union as effective only on the terrain of bourgeois society. The changing relations between the state and civil society, with the increasing regulation of the social by the political, questioned the relevance of this classical bourgeois separation in the socialist movement.

Gramsci was thus concerned that the  workers’ movement would possess the necessary organisational forms capable of operating in new conditions. More than this, Gramsci was concerned that the workers’ movement would itself be able, through its new methods of organisation, thought and action, to realise the fusion of politics and economics that was required as a genuine solution to the crisis. The increasing intervention of the state was an artificial solution. Private capital remained insulated from political control and the bourgeoisie had ceased to be able to develop the productive forces.

L’Ordine Nuovo thus took as one of its principal tasks the transformation of the existing internal commissions into factory councils. These councils were to be based upon democratic election and would represent all workers in a plant, whether they were in a union or not. Organisation would be based upon industry rather than craft lines, thus overcoming the skill divisions imposed upon workers. With the transformation of the internal commissions into factory councils the workers would come to possess the necessary organisational forms that would enable the workers to transcend the classic separation of politics and economics, thus leaving behind the parliamentarism and economism of the PSI and GCL.

By these means, the working class would be able to conquer power nationally and internationally:

The principles of combination and solidarity become paramount for the working class; they transform the mentality and way of life of the workers and peasants. Organs and institutions embodying these principles arise; they are the basis upon which the process of historical development that leads to communism in the means of production and exchange.

Thus class praxis involving self-organisation and self-education is crucial in furthering the revolutionary process leading to communism:

The development of these proletarian institutions and of the whole proletarian movement in general was not, however, autonomous. It was not constrained wholly by laws inherent in the living conditions and historical experience of the exploited working class. In fact, the laws of historical development were laid down by the property-owning class organised in the state. The state has always been the protagonist of history. In its organs the power of the propertied class is centralised. Within the state, the propertied class forges its own discipline and unity, over and above the disputes and clashes of competition, in order to keep intact its privileged position in the supreme phase of competition itself; the class struggle for power; for pre-eminence in the leadership and ordering of society.

In looking to transcend bourgeois institutions, Gramsci does not denigrate liberal democracy. To the contrary:

There is no denying the fact that within the general configuration of an industrial society, each man can actively participate in affairs and modify his surroundings only to the extent that he operates as an individual and citizen, as a member of the democratic-parliamentary state. The liberal experience is not worthless and can only be transcended after it has been experienced.

The need to intervene effectively and creatively in the historical process lay behind Gramsci’s concern with the soviet system as a fundamentally new state. This state required a creative politics.

Political genius can be recognised precisely by this capacity to master the greatest possible number of concrete conditions necessary and sufficient to determine a process of development; by the capacity, therefore, to anticipate both the immediate and distant future and on the basis of this intuition to prescribe a State’s activity.

Gramsci thus distinguishes the socialist state from the old state, an old state imprisoned within the reality imposed by capitalist initiative.

Now the modern formula of the ‘conquest of the state’ arises precisely from this mistaken conception of historical development, from the old game of compromise and from the ‘cretinous’ tactics of parliamentarism.
We, on the other hand, remain convinced, in light of the revolutionary experiences of Russia, Hungary and Germany, that the socialist state cannot be embodied in the institutions of the capitalist state. We remain convinced that with respect to these institutions, if not with respect to those of the proletariat, the socialist state must be a fundamentally new creation. The institutions of the capitalist state are organised in such a way as to facilitate free competition: merely to change the personnel in these institutions is hardly going to change the direction of their activity. The Socialist State is not yet communism, i.e. the establishment of a practice and an economic way of life that are communal; but it is the transitional state whose mission is to suppress competition via the suppression of private property, classes and national economies. This mission cannot be accomplished by parliamentary democracy. So the formula ‘conquest of the state’ should be understood in the following sense: replacement of the democratic parliamentary state by a new type of State, one that is generated by the associative experience of the proletarian class.

The conviction has already taken root in the masses that the proletarian state is embodied in a system of workers, peasants and soldiers Councils. But the tactical conception which will objectively ensure that this State comes into being is not yet evident. So a network of proletarian institutions must be set up without delay, a network rooted in the consciousness of the broad masses, one that can depend on their discipline and permanent support, a network in which the class of workers and peasants, in their totality, can adopt a form that is rich in dynamism and in future growth possibilities.

Having argued for the necessity of a creative politics on the part of the working class, leading to a fundamentally new State based upon council organisation, Gramsci concludes by returning to the whole central thrust behind L’Ordine Nuovo – the organisation and preparation of the class in the revolutionary process.





Gramsci draws upon the Russian experience in distinguishing the new proletarian state from the old bourgeois institutions and relations. And it is to extinguish bourgeois methods of organisation, thought and action in the proletarian movement.

In Russia, the Soviet State was slowly formed .. as the reaction of the industrial workers, the poor peasants and the troops against the social hierarchies generated by universal suffrage and bureaucratic careerism. The proletariat became aware of this intrinsic need during the war, and created some rudimentary, experimental organs of self-government… These institutions grew, they encompassed more and more administrative functions, until finally, upon becoming the constituent organs of the proletarian State, they expressed the Sovereign autonomy of labour in the production and distribution of material goods and in all the internal and external relations of the State.

Gramsci notes, however, that in western Europe ‘the proletariat is still organised along parliamentary and bureaucratic lines and not on the Soviet model’. They are therefore not adequately organised and prepared for the tasks facing it in an altered historical reality. The revolutionary will of the proletariat risks being dissipated by inappropriate organisational forms.

There is a potent revolutionary ferment in these countries but its thrust is not being channelled into the sort of structures needed to accomplish its ends.

Gramsci thus supports the Communist International based upon the model of soviet self-government.

To opt for the Communist International is to opt for the Soviet conception of the State and to repudiate any residue of democratic ideology, even within the existing organisation of the socialist and proletarian movement.

A systematic and concentrated campaign has to be mounted by the workers and peasants of the Entente, through organs which are adequate to the task – and these can be neither the socialist parties nor the craft federations.

Those who consider that there are two Gramsci’s, a Gramsci of the revolutionary council and a Gramsci of the revolutionary party, would do well to consider the conclusion of this article. For Gramsci makes the case for the Communist International that he later came to make for the socialist party.





As the wave of mass strikes continued, The Factory Councils spread rapidly. This was very much a self-organisation on the part of the class rather than the product of the propaganda of L’Ordine Nuovo. L’Ordine Nuovo theorised the real movement of class, hoping that in so doing that the proletariat would be able to develop the councils into an alternative political and economic order. Gramsci used the rapid spread of The Factory Councils to examine questions of freedom and organisation, spontaneity and control. What Gramsci attempted to do was determine the appropriate organisational forms of the proletarian revolution leading to the socialist state.

The PSI had proved incapable of creating socialism. The post-war crisis had completely altered the circumstances in which the PSI had operated, was in the process of establishing new relations between state and society, and had removed the space for reformism. Moreover, the proletariat were looking for a revolutionary practice to match the PSI’s theoretical commitment to the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’. The reformist hegemony had been fatally weakened and all attempts to institutionally mediate the revolutionary will of the class failed. The PSI and the GCL were completely incorporated within bourgeois institutions and relations and were incapable of acting once these institutions and relations had broken down.

It is interesting that Gramsci did not argue at this point did not argue for the creation of the revolutionary party. The reason is that the mass struggles of the class were issuing in organisational forms created by the class itself. Workers in their tens of thousands, skilled and unskilled, joined The Factory Councils. Working class demands transcended the economistic issues of wages and conditions in order to address the political issue of control. And this, drew the Marxist lesson that should the working class be able to control the productive apparatus it would also be able to gain control over the state. Thus, in L’Ordine Nuovo Gramsci examines the intervention and activity of the working class in The Factory Councils in terms of its political significance. The revolutionary class was organising itself and it is this revolutionary significance of The Factory Councils that attracted Gramsci.

The elitist and ineffective internal commissions had been replaced by The Factory Councils. These councils raised the political issue of control. In September 1919 the workers at Fiat Brevetti elected 32 commissars to announce the beginning of a general system of councils. In October 1919, the first assembly of council met in Turin, representing 30 000 workers. At the same time, the rank and file rose in mass rejection of the bureaucratic leadership of the trade union movement. The trade union leadership had been remote, removed from and unresponsive to the workers. The council movement, therefore, gave organisational expression to the altered workers’ consciousness and, in translating workers revolutionary will into practice, overthrew the hegemony of PSI-GCL reformism.

The council movement was thus equipped to determine a new relation between the state and civil society. The old separation of the political from the economic, represented within the socialist movement in terms of the parliamentarism of the PSI and the economism of the GCL would give way to new forms of organisation which would be both political and economic. The Factory Councils would realise direct democratic control of the productive apparatus and this collective self-management of the factories would enable the creation of the new proletarian state, the soviet state.

The revolutionary councilism of L’Ordine Nuovo was both an expression of these developments and an attempt to provide theoretical guidance for continued development. L’Ordine Nuovo thus attempted to bring analytical clarity to a rapidly moving situation. Such analysis would discern the potential within The Factory Council movement to develop into a new social order. The Factory Councils were thus conceived as the embryonic proletarian state, the soviet state. Socialist democracy would be realised as an active, direct and functional democracy. L’Ordine Nuovo closely linked to the real movement of the working class, theorised that movement and projected real possibilities for council communism. As a result, it captured the revolutionary spirit of the workers, putting their demands in a consistent and clear form, making it clear what the workers in their tens of thousands were struggling for. As Gramsci noted ‘… the workers loved L’Ordine Nuovo because in it they sense their own inner striving: how can we become ourselves?’ Politics and ethics combined. The need to combine freedom and organisation so that workers could become truly human beings dominated.

Gramsci’s writings are not merely the expression of the workers spontaneous movement, a mere reflection. Gramsci does not reduce theory to practice. Rather, he offers a genuine theorisation that links movement with principles. Thus The Factory Council movement is portrayed as that working class organisational form that is able to unite the class and provide the requisite (self) education if the class is to meet the historical task which faces it. The council movement is thus conceived of as the embryonic proletarian state. This is how Gramsci would have the workers conceiving their own organisational initiative. The spontaneous movement of the class thus obtains permanent organisational form which, in turn, becomes the foundation of the new order. It was thus quite apparent to Gramsci and the ordinovisti that the traditional working class organisations, the socialist party and the trade unions, could not operate as means creating the new order. Dissatisfaction with the PSI soon developed into outright repudiation. An alternative political practice was opposed to the socialist party and its parliamentary socialism, bourgeois to the core. This alternative was based upon the local organs of class self-activity. The working class must give permanent organisational form to its revolutionary consciousness and must, therefore, come to create organs capable of constituting the new social order. Before the developments in September and October Gramsci had written:

These disorderly and chaotic energies must be given a permanent form and discipline. They must be absorbed, organised and strengthened. The proletarian and semi-proletarian class must be transformed into an organised society that can educate itself, gain experience and acquire a responsible consciousness of the obligations that fall to classes achieving state power.





The Socialist Party and the trade unions, therefore, were incapable of the kind of intervention required at this stage of the class struggle. Gramsci thus concentrates upon the self-organisation and self-activity of the class itself.

The workshop with its internal commissions, the socialist clubs, the peasant communities – these are the centres of proletarian life we should be working in directly.
The internal commissions are organs of workers democracy which must be freed from the limitations imposed on them by the entrepreneurs and infused with new life and energy. Today the internal commissions limit the power of the capitalist in the factory and perform functions of arbitration and discipline. Tomorrow, developed and enriched, they must be organs of proletarian power, replacing the capitalist in all his useful functions of management and administration.
The workers’ should proceed at once to the election of vast assemblies of delegates, chosen from their best and most conscious comrades under the slogan: ‘All power in the workshop to the workshop committees’ together with its complement: ‘All state power to the Workers’ and Peasants’ Councils’.

Gramsci generalises the principle:

The communists organised in the Party and the ward clubs would thus be presented with a vast field for concrete, revolutionary propaganda. The clubs, in agreement with the urban party sections, should carry out a survey of the working class forces in their area, and become the seat of the ward council of workshop delegates, the ganglion co-ordinating and centralizing all the proletarian energies in the ward….
The ward committee should be an expression of the whole of the working class living in the ward, an expression that is legitimate and authoritative, that can enforce a spontaneously delegated discipline that is backed with powers, and can order the immediate and complete cessation of all work throughout the ward….

Such a system of workers’ democracy (integrated with corresponding peasants’ organisations) would give the masses a permanent structure and discipline. It  would be a magnificent school of political and administrative experience and would involve the masses down to the last man, accustoming them to tenacity and perseverance, and to thinking of themselves as an army in the field which needs a strict cohesion if it is not to be destroyed and reduced to slavery.

Gramsci comes to present a view of how the factory operates as a political order. The argument is not that much different to the case he came to make for the party later on:

Each factory would make up one or more of the regiments of this army, which would have to have its own NCO’s, its own liaison services, officer corps and general staff, with all powers being delegated by free election and not imposed in an authoritarian manner. Meetings held inside the factory, together with ceaseless propaganda and persuasion by the most conscious elements, should make the masses better equipped to exercise power, and finally should diffuse a consciousness of the rights and obligations of comrade and worker that is both concrete and effective, because spontaneously generated from living historical experience.

The formula ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ must cease to be a mere formula, a flourish of revolutionary rhetoric. Whoever wills the end, must will the means. The dictatorship of the proletariat represents the establishment of a new, proletarian state, which channels the institutional experiences of the oppressed class and transforms the social activity of the working and peasantry into a widespread and powerfully organised system.

Gramsci Workers’ Democracy PWI 66/8

Mass militancy and the revolutionary spirit of the class had to be given permanent organisational form. This form was to absorb and unify the class and translate a revolutionary consciousness into effective, transformative, political intervention. Socialism had become a possibility but this possibility could only be realised through organising the revolutionary activity of the class. This futuristic orientation, projection and realisation of possibilities is explicit in Gramsci’s writings on the council movement.

Never has the drive and revolutionary enthusiasm of the Western European proletariat been more vigorous. It seems to us, however, that a lucid and precise awareness of the end is not accompanied by a comparably lucid and precise awareness of the means to achieve that end.
The conviction has already taken root in the masses that the proletarian state is embodied in a system of workers’, peasants’ and soldiers’ Councils. But the tactical conception which will objectively ensure that this State comes into being is not yet evident. So a network of proletarian institutions must be set up without delay, a network rooted in the consciousness of the broad masses, one that can depend on their discipline and permanent support; a network in which the class of workers and peasants, in their totality, can adopt a form that is rich in dynamism and in future growth possibilities.

Gramsci The Conquest of the State PWI 77/8

In ‘Workers Democracy’ Gramsci establishes the necessity of The Factory Councils in institutionalising the revolutionary will and consciousness of the class, channelling workers’ energies towards the realisation of the proletarian state. Gramsci was concerned to determine how working class institutions, in the process of being created, could operate to subvert the rule of capital and the bourgeois state, coming to function as the basis of workers’ control both of the production process and of the state as the new social order.

How are the immense social forces unleashed by the war to be harnessed? How are they to be disciplined and given a political form which has the potential to develop normally and continuously into the skeleton of the socialist state in which the dictatorship of the proletariat will be embodied? How can the present be welded to the future, so that while satisfying the urgent necessities of the one we may work effectively to create and ‘anticipate’ the other?

These pertinent questions actually indicate Gramsci’s objectives in the revolutionary situation, to turn the spontaneous militancy of the working class into a permanent organisation form that is capable of subverting the power of the state and capital and thereby constituting the new public order. The practical reappropriation of the social powers alienated to the state and capital will therefore proceed through the council movement.





The argument has a distinctly Marxist lineage. The working class is the revolutionary-emancipatory class, Marx argued, given that it is the exploited class, the class upon whose exploitation society rests. The proletariat is the class of concrete labour, the class possessing the structural capacity to dissolve the power of the state and capital and realise this power as their own – social – power. It follows from this reasoning that working class self-organisation furnishes the institutional basis of the practical reappropriation of the powers alienated to the state and capital and their reorganisation as human social powers. For Gramsci, the council movement the working class to obtain control over the production process and the state. The exercise of power, of which Gramsci writes, in this context would amount to the realisation of an active sovereignty.

Like Marx, Gramsci conceives of revolution as a process rather than as an event. Organisation, too, is a process. For Gramsci, like Marx, is referring to the emergence of the proletariat as a revolutionary actor, developing its organisational, political and ‘spiritual’ capacities in the process. This is not the precondition for revolution but actually is the revolution, beginning with the institutions created by the spontaneous movement of the class, coordinating these institutions on a permanent basis so as to give the class control over the production process and allowing it to conquer the state power. The revolution culminates in the creation of the new order.

What impressed Gramsci most about the Russian Revolution was the way that factory committees and councils had been converted into organs of mass power and activity. It was the masses through their own popular organs of self-activity who had made the Revolution. The notion that the revolutionary party had been central to the Revolution is absent. Gramsci writes with the clear view that the masses acting through the soviets had made the Revolution. The nature of the Bolshevik Party as bureaucratic and authoritarian to the core escapes him. Only later would Gramsci grasp the degeneration of the soviet state into a bureaucratically centralised state as something imposed by the party on the working class.

What Gramsci took from Russia was the idea that The Factory Councils were the nuclei of the future soviet state, the state he thought had been realised in Russia. The councils would give active democratic content to the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’. The Russian Revolution, to Gramsci, signified revolution of the masses organised in soviets. The revolutionary moment thus meant the creation of new institutions to replace the old. And these new institutions were the soviets. The revolution in Russia was achieved through the soviets and had translated the democratic will of the people into permanent organisational form.

The themes of L’Ordine Nuovo were class struggle, the overcoming of the bourgeois state, workers’ control of the productive apparatus, the converting of the councils into organs of self-government. Gramsci was constantly looking to transcend bourgeois institutions and relations. The revolutionary movement of the working class had to create proletarian autonomy outside of the institutions of bourgeois society. This means rejecting not only parliament, the state bureaucracy, capitalist business, but creating new proletarian institutions to replace the parliamentary socialism of the party and the economism of the trade unions. These new proletarian institutions would function as the strategic basis of social transformation.

So conscious was Gramsci of transcending bourgeois institutions that he also took pains to distinguish his position from that of revolutionary syndicalism. Gramsci does reveal syndicalist influences and, certainly, syndicalism had once more been sparked into life in the post-war world. But syndicalism cannot transcend bourgeois institutions and relations. Indeed syndicalism, in reacting against the hegemony of the parliamentary reformist party, reproduces the classic bourgeois separation of politics and economics. Syndicalism expresses, in however militant a form, one side of this separation. Politics is not to be rejected. Rather, there has to be a fusion of politics and economics. Whilst syndicalism cannot achieve this, the council movement can.

Are we syndicalists? Is the movement of workshop delegates which began in Turin nothing but one more local variation of syndicalism?… and will it take its place in the annals of the Italian workers’ movement labelled: Italian syndicalism?

In the concrete experience of proletarian revolutions, syndicalism has been an utter failure. The trade unions have shown that they are organically incapable of embodying the proletarian dictatorship. The union’s normal course of development is marked by a continuous decline in the revolutionary spirit of the masses.

Trade unionism stands revealed as nothing other than a form of capitalist society, not a potential successor to that society. It organises workers not as producers, but as wage earners, i.e. as creatures of the capitalist, private property regime, selling the commodity labour. Trade unionism combines workers on the basis of the tools they use or the material they transform; in other words, trade unionism combines workers on the basis of the form that the capitalist regime, the regime of economic individualism, impresses on them.

To transcend bourgeois conceptions it is necessary that the workers are organised as producers rather than as wage slaves.

The worker can see himself as a producer only if he sees himself as an inseparable part of the whole labour system which is concentrated in the object being manufactured, and only if he experiences the unity of the industrial process which in toto demands collaboration between manual workers, skilled workers, administrative employees, engineers and technical directors. The worker will see himself as a producer if – after he has become psychologically part of a particular factory (e.g. in a car plant in Turin) and has come to think of himself as a necessary and indispensable factor in the activity of the social complex producing the car – he can now go one stage further and comprehend the whole of the Turin car-manufacturing process.
Starting off from this original cell, the factory, seen as a unit, as an act that creates a particular product, the worker proceeds to the comprehension of ever vaster units, right up to the level of the nation itself – which is in its entirety a gigantic apparatus of production, characterised  by its exports, by the sum of wealth it exchanges for an equivalent sum of wealth coming in from every part of the world, from the various other gigantic apparatuses of production into which the world is divided. At this point the worker has become a producer, for he has acquired an awareness of his role in the process of production, at all its levels, from the workshop to the nation and the world. At this point he is aware of his class; he becomes a communist, because productivity does not require private property; he becomes a revolutionary, because he sees the capitalist, the private property owner, as a dead hand, an encumbrance on the productive process which must be done away with. At this point he arrives at a conception of the ‘state’, i.e. he conceives a complex organisation of society, a concrete form of society, because this is nothing but the form of the gigantic apparatus of production which reflects – through all the novel, superior links and relations and functions inherent in its very enormity – the life of the workshop: which represents in a harmonized and hierarchical fashion, the complex of conditions needed for the survival and development of his industry, his workshop, and even his person as a producer.
The Italian practice of pseudo-revolutionary syndicalism, like the practice of reformist trade unionism, is negated by the Turin movement of workshop delegates.

The delegates’ movement is the negation of every form of individualism and personalism. It is the beginning of a great historical process, a process in which the working masses will acquire consciousness of their indissoluble unity based on production and on the concrete activity of labour, and will provide this consciousness with an organic form, by building up their own leadership, by throwing up these leaders from the depths of their own ranks, so that they will be as it were the conscious expression of a precise goal to be accomplished, of a great historical process which … must and will culminate in the dictatorship of the proletariat, in the Communist International.

Syndicalism has never once expressed such a conception of the producer, nor of the process of historical development of the producer society; it has never once indicated that this leadership, this line, should be impressed upon the workers’ organisation. It has theorised a particular form of organisation – the craft and industrial union – and has built, to be sure, on a reality, but a reality that was given its form by the capitalist regime of free competition and private ownership of labour-power. Therefore it has simply constructed a Utopia, a great castle of abstractions.
The idea of the Councils System, based on the power of the working masses organised around their place of work, around production units, arose as a result of the concrete historical experiences of the Russian proletariat; it is the fruit of the theoretical labours of Russian communist comrades, who are revolutionary socialists, not syndicalists.

Gramsci Syndicalism and the Councils PWI 109/113

One can argue that Gramsci had to go to these lengths to distinguish council communism from revolutionary syndicalism precisely because of the heavy presence of syndicalist ideas in his council theory. This may have made Gramsci’s revolutionary councilism vulnerable to the errors of syndicalism. Gramsci, so as to allow for no confusion, exposes the limitations of syndicalism.

Some of the currents in the socialist and proletarian movement had emphasised trade union organisation as the essential feature of the revolution, and directed their propaganda and activity accordingly. At one stage, the syndicalist movement appeared in light of the true interpreter of Marxism, the true interpreter of reality.
The error of syndicalism consists in this: it assumes that the present form and functions of the trade unions are permanent and represent the perennial form of the principle of combination, when in fact they have been imposed on the unions and not proposed by them, and so cannot have a constant and predictable line of development. Syndicalism, while presenting itself as the initiator of a ‘spontaneist’, libertarian tradition, was in fact one of the many disguises of the Jacobin and abstract spirit.

Syndicalism, no more than reformism, could not transcend bourgeois institutions and relations.

This was the origin of the errors of the syndicalist current, which did not succeed in replacing the socialist party in the task of educating the working class for the revolution. The workers and peasants felt that, so long as the propertied class and the democratic-parliamentary state are dictating the laws of history, any attempt to remove oneself from the sphere of operation of these laws is inane and ridiculous… The apoliticism of the apoliticals was merely a degeneration of politics: to reject the State and fight against it is just as much a political act as to take part in the general historical activity that is channelled into Parliament and the municipal councils, the popular institutions of the State. The quality of the political act varies. The syndicalists worked outside of reality, and hence their politics were fundamentally mistaken.

Gramsci The Conquest of the State

Gramsci’s theory of council communism was thus developed with the express intention of transcending bourgeois politics and society. The council movement was to overcome the separation of the state from civil society and hence achieve a real fusion of politics and economics. This involved a critique of the PSI and GCL as working class organisations formed on the terrain of bourgeois relations, incapable of going beyond those relations. The parliamentary party and the trade union movement were products of bourgeois relations and therefore correspond to the classic bourgeois separation of the political from the economic. Gramsci thus argues that the traditional organisations of labour are incapable of mobilising the revolutionary will of the working class. The parliamentary party could not act against bourgeois political institutions precisely because it was a part of the bourgeois political order. Similarly the trade unions, as organisations negotiating the sale of labour power, were products of bourgeois relations and hence could not act to change those relations. Parliamentary socialism and trade unionism effectively integrated the proletariat into bourgeois institutions and relations and simply could not translate the revolutionary will of the class into a transformative politics transcending bourgeois society. Such traditional organisations were simply impotent in the context of a crisis with transformative potential and would simply operate to depress the revolutionary movement of the class. The revolutionary movement of the class required organisational forms appropriate to the task. The limitations of the parliamentary party contrasted with the possibilities opened up by the council movement.

The revolution finds the broad masses of the Italian people still shapeless, still atomized into an animal-like swarm of individuals lacking all discipline and culture [compare to Hegel], obedient only to the stimuli of their bellies and their barbarian passions. It is precisely for this reason that conscious revolutionaries have accepted the electoral challenge. They see the need to create a unity and elemental form within this multitude; they see the need to bind it to the activity of the Socialist Party; and they see the need to provide its instincts and passions with a direction and a glimmer of political consciousness. But for this very reason too the revolutionary vanguard does not want these multitudes to be deluded; it does not want them given to believe that that it is possible to overcome the present crisis through parliamentary and reformist action.





The proletarian state, therefore, would be a fundamentally new kind of state. It would be an entirely novel formation, transcending bourgeois parliamentarism and capitalist relations. Gramsci arrives at his theory of council communism through the critique of the liberal state. Gramsci comes to focus upon the dichotomy that had concentrated Marx’s intellectual energies, that between human beings as citizens and as private economic beings, as producers for Gramsci. This dichotomy exposed the hollow nature of formal democracy. The formal right of all to participate in political activity was divorced from the reality of unequal, asymmetrical socio-economic relations. These relations negate rights obtained in the abstract political sphere. The specific historical reality which now confronted human beings opened up the prospect of new relations between the state and civil society. The capitalist crisis itself, the restructuring of capital in the monopoly phase, demanded increasing state intervention. It was Gramsci’s opinion that the bourgeoisie had ceased to be the progressive class and could no longer develop the productive forces progressively. This was the opportunity for the working class to emerge as the revolutionary class. For the working class possesses the capacity to determine the new relations between the state and civil society through effecting a genuine fusion between politics and society. Where the bourgeoisie could offer only state intervention as the resolution of crisis, an illusory solution to a problem that exists in the bourgeoisie’s inability to develop the productive forces, the working class could offer the council movement. The workers could replace the capitalists in the productive process itself and through workers’ institutions controlling production conquer the state power, taking on political functions. These working class institutions achieve a genuine fusion between politics and economics, an authenticity rooted in the material life process itself. Such a solution was and is unavailable to the capitalist class. The proletarian state presented by Gramsci therefore is qualitatively different from the old state power and is based upon the councils as popular organs of self-government enabling conscious participation and democratic activity by the people themselves.

The parliamentary party and the trade union movement, the traditional organs of labour, were exposed as inherently bourgeois and hence as incapable of serving for the political intervention of the working class in the creation of the new proletarian state.

The workers’ councils, for Gramsci, had the dual function of reorganising the traditional labour organisations. The trade union structure would thus come to absorb and unify the whole of the working class, institutionalising workers’ democracy whilst making an effective revolutionary politics possible. The workers councils, in other words, combined political and economic functions and hence completely transcended traditional labour organisations.

Monopoly capitalism, forcing state intervention, was opening new relations going beyond the classic separation of the state from civil society and hence created the space for the effective intervention of the working class movement. As the state intervention in the production process increased the separation of ownership and control meant that the capitalist came to be more and more detached from the production process itself. The direct control of the capitalist owner was diminishing and the increasingly passive role of private property opened up the possibility for proletarian autonomy on the terrain of production. With the realisation of this proletarian autonomy the worker would become a true subject in the production process, conscious of being a producer and overthrowing the imposed status of being a wage slave.

We emphasised that the person of the capitalist had become divorced from the world of production – not capital, whether financial or otherwise. We emphasised that the factory is no longer controlled by the person of the proprietor but by the bank, through an industrial bureaucracy which tends to lose its interest in production in the same way that the state functionary loses his interest in public administration. This served as a starting-point for a historical analysis of the new system of hierarchical relations which have become established in the factory, and for locating the emergence of one of the most important historical preconditions of the working class’s industrial autonomy, whose factory organisation tends to embody in itself the power of initiative over production.
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The communist revolution achieves autonomy for the producer both in the economic and in the political field. Political action on the part of the working class (with the aim of establishing the dictatorship, the workers’ state) acquires real historical value only when it is a function of the development of new economic conditions, pregnant with possibilities and eager to expand and consolidate themselves once and for all. If political action is to have a successful outcome it must coincide with economic action. The communist revolution is the historical recognition of pre-existing economic facts: it is these facts which it reveals, which it vigorously defends from all reactionary manoeuvres and which it codifies in law – to which, in other words, it gives an organic and systematic form. This is why the construction of communist political soviets cannot help but follow in historical terms the emergence and primary systematisation of The Factory Councils. In the first instance, The Factory Council and the system of councils assay and demonstrate empirically the new positions which the working has come to occupy in the field of production. The Councils give the working class an awareness of its current value, its true role, its responsibility and its future. The working class draws conclusions from the quantum of positive experience amassed personally by individuals, acquires the character and mentality of a ruling class and organizes itself as such; in other words, it sets up political soviets and establishes its dictatorship.

The revolution as process and the self-educating, self-transforming nature of class praxis is again to the fore. The working class constitutes itself as the revolutionary class and hence emerges as the leading class in the nation. And, given material developments, the class has every opportunity to emerge as the leading, the revolutionary class. Self-education and proletarian subjectivity are related to developments in the process of production:

Yet the working class, even without the contribution of the petty-bourgeois intellectuals who have betrayed their mission as educators and masters, nevertheless manages to reach an understanding and evaluation of the process of development which The Instruments of Labour, the apparatus of production and exchange, have undergone. The meetings and discussions in preparation for The Factory Councils were worth more for the education of the working class than ten years of reading pamphlets and articles written by the owners of the genie in the lamp. The working class has informed itself about the concrete experiences of its individual members and turned them into a collective heritage. The working class has educated itself in communist terms, using its own means and its own systems.
In order to establish the Council, every worker has had to become conscious of his position in the economic domain. He felt initially that he was part of a basic unit, the shop-floor work crew, and he felt that the introduction of technical innovations to the mechanical equipment changed his relations with the technician: the worker is now less dependent than formerly on the technician, the master craftsman, hence he has acquired greater autonomy and can exercise discipline himself.
The role of the technician too has changed. His relations with the industrialist have been completely transformed. He is no longer a trusted employee, an agent of capitalist interests; since the worker can do without the technician for a great number of jobs, the technician becomes redundant as disciplinary agent. The technician too is reduced to the status of a producer, linked to the capitalist via the naked and savage relationship of exploited and exploiter. His mentality sheds its petty bourgeois encrustations and becomes proletarian, revolutionary in outlook. Industrial innovations and enhanced professional capacity provide the worker with a greater degree of autonomy, put him in a higher industrial bracket. But the changes in hierarchical relations and degrees of indispensability are not limited to the work crew, the basic unit which animates the workshop and the factory.
In the person of the delegate, each work crew expresses the combined consciousness it has acquired of its own degree of autonomy and self-discipline on the job; it thus assumes a concrete personality in the workshop and in the factory. Every Factory Council (Delegates’ Assembly) expresses, through the individuals who make up its executive committee, the combined consciousness which the workers throughout the factory have acquired of their position in the industrial domain.

These developments force new relations between the state and civil society. The capitalist, rendered obsolete in production, is forced back upon the state. This is a purely artificial and illusory solution to real problems generated by real developments rendering the old relations obsolete:

The captain of industry has become the pirate of industry. He has sought refuge in the banks, in the board-rooms, in the corridors of Parliament and the Ministries, in the stock exchanges. The owner of capital has become a dead branch in the field of production. Since he is no longer indispensable and his historical functions have atrophied, he has become a mere police agent; he has placed his ‘rights’ squarely in the hands of the State so that it will defend them ruthlessly.

In this way the state has become the sole proprietor of The Instruments of Labour and has taken over all the traditional functions of the entrepreneur. It has become an impersonal machine, buying and distributing raw materials, imposing a plan of production, buying and distributing the products. It is the bourgeois state that does this, the state of incompetent and non-recallable bureaucrats, of politicians, adventurers, and swindlers. The consequences? An expansion of the armed police forces, a chaotic increase in incompetent bureaucracy, an attempt to absorb all the malcontents of the petty bourgeoisie who are looking for an easy job, and the consequent creation of endless parasitical bodies to accommodate them.

The increasing centrality of the state to capitalism is related, by Gramsci, to the obsolescence of the bourgeoisie. The growth of the state is necessary to manage the productive forces, productive forces which the bourgeoisie are no longer competent to control. The neo-liberals who argue that the role of the state is to be cut back do so in complete ignorance of how the increased role of the state derives from the need to prop up the dominant class, the capitalist class, beyond their historical relevance.

The number of non-producers is increasing unhealthily and has certainly exceeded the limits which the apparatus of production can sustain… The unpaid hours of the workers’ labour are no longer used to increase the wealth of the capitalists. They are used to satisfy the hunger and rapacity of the multitude of agents, functionaries and idlers; to satisfy the hunger of those directly employed by this crowd of useless parasites. No one is responsible, no one can be blamed. It is the bourgeois State, with its armed forces, which is present at all times and all places; the bourgeois State, which has become the agent of The Instruments of Labour as they fragment and fall apart.

Socialism, based upon workers’ control at the point of production, does have a solution:

This is how The Instruments of Labour, the system of economic and social relations, have developed. The working class has attained a very high degree of autonomy within the domain of production; for the development of commercial and industrial technology has done away with all the useful functions once fulfilled by private property, by the person of the capitalist.
Now that the private owner has automatically been expelled from the immediate domain of production, he has sought refuge in the power of the state, the monopolizer of the distillation of profit. The working class is being held by armed force in a state of economic and political servitude that has become anti-historical, a source of decay and ruin. The working class is closing ranks around its machines; it is creating its own representative institutions based on labour, based on its newly-won autonomy and its newly-won awareness of self-government.

The workers’ council movement thus offers a genuine alternative to this overblown state power and obsolete capitalist relations. For it is based upon the reality of the material life process, being able to develop, rather than suppress the spontaneous life forces of society via control of the production process.

The Factory Council is the foundation for its positive experiences and its appropriation of The Instruments of Labour. It is the solid foundation for the process which must culminate in the workers’ dictatorship and the conquest of State power – a power which can then be used to eliminate chaos, the cancer that threatens to suffocate, corrode and dissolve human society.
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The workers’ councils possessed a material basis in the new relation between the workers and the process of production. Proletarian autonomy in the field of production made it possible for the worker to exercise control over the political process. The worker ceased to be a mere object to be used in production and became a responsible subject. Proletarian autonomy could be institutionalised in the councils as organs of self-government, outside and against the expanding bourgeois state. Gramsci thus presents The Factory Councils as a genuine alternative system of self-government to replace the parasitical state and capitalist relations. The Factory Councils are living bodies, in contrast to the State, precisely because they are directly related to the material life processes of society. There is here a principle of proletarian subjectivity:

The Factory Councils, which had been presented to the masses in ferment as merely a literary bauble, something quite superfluous, since control is control … over the product or it is nothing – The Factory Councils arose naturally everywhere. The workers who are occupying the factories can rely on no one but themselves. They must, therefore, develop their spirit of initiative: from a disciplined, industrial object they are becoming a responsible subject. They have to create for themselves a collective personality, a collective soul, a collective will. And lo and behold, the Turin experience in self-government, in autonomous initiative, which the workers of that city had begun a whole year earlier and for which they had had to wage a gigantic struggle, has now been realised on a national scale.

For the revolutionary working class, it means the path opened towards complete industrial autonomy; towards the definitive expulsion of the owning class as such from the field of production. Control means the creation of popular economic organs, which emanate directly from the factories, which emanate from the factory workers and the factory workers alone.




Material developments and the workers’ creation of The Factory Councils as organs of self-government thus opened up the opportunity for the effective political intervention of the proletariat. For Gramsci, The Factory Councils were not merely economic bodies but supplied the basis for a real politics rooted in the production of material life, overcoming the alienating separation of bourgeois society which had now issued in the bloated parasite state. 

With respect to The Factory Council Movement, Gramsci attempts to connect the immediate struggle with the long term socialist objective.

Now if it is true that the new society will be based on work and on coordination of the producers’ energies, then tomorrow the work places where the producers live and function together will be the centres of the social organism and will have to take the place of the directive bodies of present day society.

Gramsci notes the emergence of ‘reconstructive aims’ and their taking on of ‘increasing coherence in the minds of the workers’. Thus Gramsci writes of the factory organisation ‘as a true school for developing the reconstructive capacities of the workers’. The purpose of Gramsci’s argument is clear. It refers to the process whereby the proletariat comes to become aware of itself as the progressive class, the class that is able to take the initiative and create the new social order, ‘unfettering’ the productive forces, freeing them from the constraints of capitalist relations.

The working masses must take adequate measures to acquire complete self-government, and the first step along this road consists in disciplining themselves, inside the work-shop, in the strictest possible, yet autonomous, spontaneous and unconstrained manner. Nor can it be denied that the discipline which will be established along with the new system will lead to an improvement in production – but this is nothing but the confirmation of one of the theses of socialism: the more the productive human forces acquire consciousness, liberate themselves and freely organise themselves by emancipating themselves from the slavery to which capitalism would have liked to condemn them forever, the better does their mode of utilization become – a man will always work better than a slave. So to those who object that by this method we are collaborating with our opponents, with the owners of the factories, we reply that on the contrary this is the only means of letting them know in concrete terms that the end of their domination is at hand, since the working class is now aware of the possibility of doing things itself, and doing them well.

In this way a shop floor way of life will be established, initial germ of a true and effective labour legislation, i.e. laws which the producers will enact and lay down for themselves. We feel sure that the importance of all this does not escape you, and that it is equally clear to all the workers who have promptly and enthusiastically grasped the value and significance of the task you have set yourselves. The era of the active intervention of the labour forces themselves in the fields of technique and discipline has begun.

Gramsci refers to the collection of information for trade federations and the council directive bodies of factory organisations, instruction departments, real vocational schools, as technical accomplishments of the class as they prepare themselves ‘for the day when they are no longer working for the boss but for themselves’.

Certainly, if all this is to be accomplished then discipline will be needed, but the discipline you will require from the working masses will be quite different from the kind imposed and demanded by the boss, who derived his strength from the property rights that gave him a position of privilege. You will derive your strength from another right, the right of labour: this has for centuries been an instrument in the hands of its exploiters, but today it is ready to redeem itself and govern itself on its own. Your power, as opposed to that of the bosses and their officials, represents not the forces of the past, but the free forces of the future – which await their hour and are preparing for it, in the knowledge that it will be the hour of redemption from all slavery.
And so the central organs that will be created for every group of workshops, every group of factories, every city and every region, right up to a supreme national workers’ council, will pursue and broaden and intensify the job of controlling and preparing and organising the whole class for the tasks of conquest and government.
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Gramsci has absorbed the lessons provided by Pannekoek, lessons completely neglected by those for whom revolution is merely a tactical and instrumental act. As opposed to the Leninist and Trotskyite view which made the conquest of state power by the party the condition of the economic emancipation of the proletariat, Gramsci retained the Marxist conception of the primacy of economic relations. In achieving autonomy in the field of production the working class has secured the material foundations for political power.

The communist revolution achieves autonomy for the producer both in the economic and in the political field. Political action on the part of the working class (with the aim of establishing the dictatorship, the workers’ state) acquires real historical value only when it is a function of the development of new economic conditions, pregnant with possibilities and eager to expand and consolidate themselves once and for all. If political action is to have a successful outcome, it must coincide with economic action. The communist revolution is the historical recognition of pre-existing economic facts: it is these facts which it reveals, which it vigorously defends from all reactionary manoeuvres and which it codifies in law – to which, in other words, it gives an organic and systematic form. This is why the construction of communist political soviets cannot help but follow in historical terms the emergence and primary systematisation of The Factory Councils. In the first instance, The Factory Council and the system of councils assay and demonstrate empirically the new positions which the working class has come to occupy in the field of production. The Councils give the working class an awareness of its current value, its true role, its responsibility and its future. The working class draws conclusions from the quantum of positive experience amassed personally by individuals, acquires the character and mentality of a ruling class and organises itself as such; in other words, it sets up political soviets and establishes its dictatorship.
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This political – or ‘public’ significance of The Factory Councils contrasts with the commercial or ‘private’ character of the trade union. The Factory Councils organise workers as producers and are a concrete expression of the idea of freedom.

According to the conception developed by L’Ordine Nuovo – a conception which being worthy of the name was organised around an idea, the idea of freedom (and in concrete terms, on the level of actual historical creation, around the hypothesis of the working class carrying out an autonomous revolutionary action) – The Factory Council is an institution with a ‘public’ character, while the Party and the trade unions are a associations with a ‘private’ character.
In The Factory Council, the worker participates as a producer, i.e. as a consequence of his universal character and of his position and role in society, in the same way that the citizen participates in the democratic parliamentary state. In the Party and trade unions, the worker participates ‘voluntarily’, by signing a written undertaking, a ‘contract’, that he can back out of at any time. As a result of this ‘voluntary’, ‘contractualist’ character of the Party and trade unions, they can in no way be confused with the Council. This latter is a representative institution, that develops morphologically not arithmetically and, in its higher forms, has the effect of impressing a proletarian pattern on the apparatus of production and exchange that capitalism created for the purpose of making profits.
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A consistent theme in Gramsci’s argument is that the fragmentation of the class, imposed by the capitalist division of labour, expressed in differences between plants, could be overcome through the proletariat coming to develop an awareness of the unity of the production process, with the worker developing an identity as a producer. The proletariat could realise the idea of freedom and achieve autonomy only through understanding themselves as an essential part of the production process as a whole, not merely conceiving themselves in terms of a particular craft or a skill. The Factory Councils thus transcend the trade unions in organising workers as producers rather than as wage slaves.

Trade unionism stands revealed as nothing other than a form of capitalist society, not a potential successor to that society. It organises workers not as producers, but as wage earners, i.e. as creatures of the capitalist, private property regime, selling the commodity labour.
The industrial or craft union, by combining the worker with his comrades in the same craft or industry, with men who use the same tools or transform the same material as himself, helps to foster this mentality, so that the worker is even less likely to see himself as a producer.

The worker can see himself as a producer only if he sees himself as an inseparable part of the whole labour system which is concentrated in the object being manufactured, and only if he experiences the unity of the industrial process which in toto demands collaboration between manual workers, skilled workers, administrative employees, engineers and technical directors. The worker will see himself as a producer if …. he can now go one stage further and comprehend the whole of the Turin car manufacturing process.

Starting off from this original cell, seen as a unit, as an act that creates a particular product, the worker proceeds to the comprehension of ever vaster units, right up to the level of the nation itself – which is in its entirety a gigantic apparatus of production..
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Proletarian autonomy is thus achieved as the worker comes to create an identity as a producer. The worker no longer takes the imposed identity of the wage slave but, rather, opts for self-determination as a producer. In thus transcending the capitalist relations which reduce workers to the status of passive objects, proletarian subjectivity is realised in the field of production. The ‘economic’ is no longer a private affair but is related to the workers status as a citizen in the nation. The worker as producer attains this ‘universal’ understanding as the identity of the wage slave is replaced by the identity as a producer, as the nation is comprehended in terms of the whole gigantic apparatus of production. As politics and economics are fused, the worker comes to develop a more total understanding – class, communist and revolutionary.





The ‘state’ to which Gramsci refers here is no longer the abstraction of the modern state, separated from civil society and an instrument of class domination. Gramsci, instead, is defining the character of the proletarian state as rooted in the reality of proletarian autonomy in the field of production. Gramsci is attempting to theorise a new social formation, communism, a stage of history in which the separation of politics from economics is completely transcended.

Every form of political power can only be historically conceived and justified apparatus of a real economic power. It can only be conceived and justified as the defensive organisation and condition of development for a given order in the relations of production and distribution of wealth. This fundamental (and elementary) canon of historical materialism sums up the whole complex of theses we have sought to develop in an organic fashion around the problem of The Factory Councils. It sums up the reasons why, in dealing with the real problems of the proletarian class, we have given a central and pre-eminent place to the positive experience which the broad movement of the working-class masses to create, develop and coordinate the Councils has generated. We have therefore maintained: 1. that the revolution is not necessarily proletarian and communist simply because it proposes and achieves the overthrow of the political government of the bourgeois State; 2. nor is it proletarian and communist simply because it proposes and achieves the destruction of the representative institutions and administrative machinery through which the central government exercises the political power of the bourgeoisie; 3. it is not proletarian and communist even if the wave of popular insurrection places power in the hands of men who call themselves (and sincerely are) communists. The revolution is proletarian and communist only to the extent that it is a liberation of the proletarian and communist forces of production that were developing within the very heart of the society dominated by the capitalist class. It is proletarian and communist in so far as it advances and promotes the expansion and systematisation of proletarian and communist forces that are capable of beginning the patient and methodical work needed to build a new order in the relations of production and distribution: a new order in which a class-divided society will become an impossibility and whose systematic development will therefore eventually coincide with the withering away of the State power i.e. with the systematic dissolution of the political organisation that defends the proletarian class, while the latter itself dissolves as a class to become mankind.
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The revolution requires a revolutionary process based upon the development within society of proletarian and communist forces. Without this process, the conquest of state power by the communists lacks real revolutionary content and cannot, therefore, reorganise the relations between the state and civil society. This reorganisation entails a completely new system of representation and, with the dissolution of the state power within society, this new system is quite distinct from the (abstract) representative institutions of the bourgeoisie. In ‘Two Revolutions’ Gramsci argues a complex and sophisticated thesis concerning revolution and the realisation of communism as a process rooted in real, organic, immanent development. Gramsci is careful to argue for the centrality of The Factory Council movement in the development of the class as a revolutionary agency. The simple, mechanical, seizure of state power by the communists, organised in a party no doubt, will not be sufficient to realise communism. Gramsci takes his stand on historical materialism, not as an economic determinism, but as a radical immanentism that enables creative political activity through the projection and realisation of possibilities contained in material development. Gramsci thus made explicit his commitment to a politics making a clean break with bourgeois institutions, structures and relations, arguing that all organisations like parliaments, parties and trade unions retard and obstruct the revolutionary process. Completely new organisational forms must be created and these are to be rooted in the process of production. The revolutionary process is thus located within the reality of civil society as against the abstraction of the state, i.e. the state power separate from civil society.

The proletarian movement had to emerge as a revolutionary, determining force, and this meant grasping the relations between the state and civil society in order to orient The Factory Council movement in creating new, close and organic relations. Through actively participating in The Factory Council, the worker as producer would develop an awareness of the complex and intricate workings of the nation, that is, its gigantic apparatus of production. In grasping production as the true reality and in rooting working class self-organisation in the field of production, Gramsci was not guilty of any ‘economism’ or syndicalism. The trade unions are economic organisations but operate firmly within capitalist relations. They conceive workers as wage slaves, atomized at that, competitors in a market; the point, however, is that workers should develop a proletarian identity as producers.





The worker must come to develop an identity as a producer with a role that is an inextricable part of the whole labour process. The working class must create organisational forms which concretise the unity of the class of producers in the production process. The Factory Councils allow the workers to achieve proletarian unity through overcoming the skill and craft divided trade unionism, divisions imposed by the division of labour.

Gramsci, referring to The Factory Councils in this way, exposes the traditional organisations of labour as ‘bourgeois’. Gramsci has none of the revolutionary syndicalist belief that the trade unions could become vehicles for the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism. The trade unions are capitalist institutions in that they organise workers as wage slaves selling their labour power as a commodity to the capitalist class. By incorporating workers within capitalist relations, the trade unions were obstructing proletarian self-activity and self-organisation that would transcend capitalist relations. As labour organisations the workers have a natural affinity with trade unions. And workers seek to organise their discontent around trade union organisation and struggle. Yet this discontent with capitalism is being pacified through being channelled through essentially capitalist forms. The trade union movement cannot be the organisational agency of social transformation leading beyond existing institutions, structures and relations. Gramsci challenges bourgeois institutions. Gramsci thus distinguishes the trade unions from The Factory Council movement. The former are bourgeois and bureaucratic, the latter are proletarian and democratic:

The proletarian organisation which, as a global expression of the worker and peasant masses, is centred on the headquarters of the Confederation of Labour, is passing through a constitutional crisis that is similar in nature to the crisis in which the democratic-parliamentary State is vainly floundering. It is a crisis of power and a crisis of sovereignty. The solution of one will be the solution of the other, in the sense that, by resolving the problem of the will to power within the sphere of their own class organisation, the workers will succeed in creating the organic framework of their own state and will victoriously counterpose it to the parliamentary state.
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Gramsci notes the tendency of workers’ institutions to become ‘alien’ bodies possessing laws of their own. Gramsci expresses this alienation through a critique of bureaucracy.

The workers feel that ‘their’ organisation has become such an enormously complex, apparatus, that it has ended up by obeying only laws of its own, inherent in the structure and complicated functioning, but alien to the masses who have acquired a consciousness of their historical mission as a revolutionary class. They sense that their will to power is not being expressed clearly and precisely enough through the current institutional hierarchies.

The workers have alienated their power or sovereignty to institutions which operate in political and economic spheres separated from each other. The alienating tendencies of capitalist relations are thus manifested in the traditional organisations of the working class. These organisations, created by the class, cannot help the class to realise its revolutionary will, its communist, class, producer character. On the contrary, operating on the terrain of bourgeois institutions, structures and relations, these organisations are alien, hierarchical and bureaucratic.

They feel that even in their own house, in the house they built with tenacious and patient efforts, cementing it with blood and tears – even in this house, the machine crushes man and bureaucracy crushes any creative spirit… The workers are angered by this state of affairs, but individually they are powerless to change them. The words and intentions of individual men are too puny to stand up to the iron laws inherent in the bureaucratic structure of the trade union apparatus.

Gramsci demands the creation of organisational forms which correspond to the revolutionary and communist character of the proletariat as it develops within the historical process. In connecting the proletariat to the historical process in this way, Gramsci is consistent with Marx’s view of the proletariat, as the revolutionary class, as the most important of the productive forces. Gramsci, like Marx, is an immanentist. It is this conception of the revolutionary and communist character of the proletariat that leads Gramsci to condemn the current class organisations as restricted to a structure that is bourgeois, and hence which is alien to the class. The proletariat requires organisational forms which correspond to its real historical structure.

The organisation’s ‘leaders’ are oblivious of this profound and widespread crisis. The more obvious it becomes that the working class is not organised into forms which accord with its real historical structure, and is not mobilized into a formation that is ceaselessly adapting itself to the laws governing the inner process of the real historical development of the class itself, the more these ‘leaders’ persist in their blindness and attempt to settle disputes and conflicts on a ‘legalistic’ basis.
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This is an important point when considering the appropriate organisational form and invest it with eternal validity and general applicability. Gramsci does not oppose ‘the’ council form to ‘the’ party form. Gramsci, like Marx, is agnostic. Fluid rather than fixed, organisational forms are necessary given that what matters is the real movement of the class as it comes to constitute itself as a revolutionary and as a communist class. And the class itself creates its own organisational forms. The appropriate organisational form continuously changing according to proletarian self-activity arising out of an actual, not an abstract, class struggle. The proletariat is the subject of this process not an object to be manipulated by professional revolutionaries.

The craft unions, the chambers of Labour, the industrial federations and the general Confederation of Labour are all types of proletarian organisation specific to the period of history dominated by capital. It can be argued that they are in a sense an integral part of capitalist society, and have a function that is inherent in a regime of private property. In this period, when individuals are valued only to the extent that they own commodities and trade their property,  the workers too have had to obey the iron laws of general necessity and have become traders in the only property they possess, their labour power and their professional skills.

The trade union has an essentially competitive, not communist, character. It cannot be the instrument for a radical renovation of society. It can provide the proletariat with skilled bureaucrats, and with technical experts on general industrial matters, but it cannot form the basis of proletarian power. It offers no scope for the selection of proletarian individuals who are capable and worthy of running society. It cannot throw up the hierarchies which will embody the élan vital and the rhythm of progress of communist society.

The traditional organisations of labour are bourgeois to the core in that they were created by the class for the purposes of self-defence within capitalist relations. They are organisations formed under the domination of capital, are an integral part of capitalist relations and cannot function as anti-capitalist vehicles of social transformation. These traditional organisations could still function as defensive organs in the struggle with capital, but, as the class becomes communist and revolutionary as a class, these organs become obsolete. The process of revolution requires that the proletariat come to develop itself as a self-conscious, self-active class. The proletariat in this process needs to create autonomous organs of workers’ power and control. Thus Gramsci theorised the workers natural and spontaneous creation of The Factory Councils as part of the revolutionary process in which the working class comes to constitute itself as a revolutionary class. The class is no longer under the domination of capital and rejects defence so as to take the initiative. The Factory Councils are independent organs of proletarian initiative which Gramsci hoped would be developed into political councils.

The proletarian dictatorship can only be embodied in a type of organisation that is specific to the activity of producers, not wage earners, the slaves of capital. The Factory Council is the nucleus of this organisation. For all sectors of the labour process are represented in the Council, in proportion to the contribution each craft and each labour sector makes to the manufacture of the object the factory is producing for the collectivity. The Council is a class, a social institution. Its raison d’etre lies in the labour process, in industrial production, i.e. in something permanent. It does not lie in wages or class divisions i.e. in something transitory and, moreover, the very thing we are trying to supersede. 
Hence the Council realises in practice the unity of the working class; it gives the masses the same form and cohesion they adopt in the general organisation of society.

The Factory Councils, for Gramsci, are an organic expression of the class as it constitutes itself as a revolutionary class. The councils are organs of proletarian autonomy that supersede the traditional labour organisations in coming to take the offence against capitalist relations.

What should be noted is that Gramsci does not offer The Factory Council as a fixed organisational form, an a priori rational construction like the abstraction of ‘the party’. Rather, the council is an appropriate organisational form which corresponds to both the self-activity of the proletariat in an actual class struggle and to material developments within capitalist production. Gramsci, therefore, does not propose an arbitrary intervention into real material developments from the outside. The development of the proletariat, in terms of its self-activity and self-organisation, is part of this material development.

The Factory Council is not an economistic form of organisation. For all the similarities, council communism and revolutionary syndicalism are quite distinct. The Factory Council develops a political dimension that enables the working class to organise to create a new proletarian State.

The Factory Council is the model of the proletarian State. All the problems inherent in the organisation of the proletarian State are inherent in the organisation of the Council. In the one as in the other, the concept of citizen gives way to the concept of comrade. Collaboration in effective and useful production develops solidarity and multiplies bonds of affection and fraternity. Everyone is indispensable, everyone is at his post, and everyone has a function and a post. [Plato = functional democracy] Even the most ignorant and backward of workers, even the most vain and ‘civil’ of engineers, will eventually convince himself of this truth in the experience of factory organisation. All eventually acquire a communist consciousness that enables them to comprehend what a great step forward the communist economy represents over the most effective organ for mutual education and for developing the new social spirit that the proletariat has successfully engendered from the rich and living experience of the community of labour. Whereas in the union, workers’ solidarity was developed in struggle against capitalism, is suffering and sacrifice, in the Council this solidarity is a positive, permanent entity that is embodied in even the most trivial moments of industrial production. It is a joyous awareness of being an organic whole, a homogeneous and compact system which, through useful work and the disinterested production of social wealth, asserts its sovereignty, and realizes its power and its freedom to create history.

Gramsci Unions and Councils PWI 98/101

The achievement of proletarian autonomy and subjectivity through The Factory Councils and the constitution of the proletarian State on the basis of these councils entails the realisation of freedom in the historical process.

The concern for proletarian subjectivity is evident in Gramsci’s argument. Revolution and socialism are not mere technical and strategic issues that can be reduced to the question of the appropriate organisational form. This form has to be created and controlled by the proletariat as part of the process whereby it comes to constitute itself as the revolutionary class, conscious of its history making significance. The Factory Council organisation, structuring the proletariat as a productive class, ‘encourages a free and spontaneous flowering of worthy and capable leaders and individuals’ (Gramsci Unions and Councils).

Once the Councils exist, they give the workers direct responsibility for production, provide them with an incentive to improve their work, instil a conscious and voluntary discipline, and create a producers’ mentality – the mentality of a creator of history. [Vico Marx]

Gramsci rightly refers to the ‘new consciousness’. The Factory Councils absorb and unify the class as the productive class, achieve workers control of the production process and facilitate the creation of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the communist state.





It is essential that workers should direct all their will power and faith to the building up and spreading of the councils, i.e. to the organic verification of the working class. On this solid and homogeneous basis, all the higher structures of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the communist economy will flourish and develop.

Gramsci Unions and Councils PWI 101/2

Gramsci thus solved the major problem of the unity and the consciousness of the class through insisting upon the tightly knit network of workers’ councils as the basic organs with which the workers come to construct the proletarian state. It is a soviet state in which ‘every individual is involved in organs of collective life’ (PWI 86). Class unification was a condition of an effective politics of transformation. And class unification is achieved precisely through the councils as organs of the collective life of the proletariat.

As a mass guided and disciplined in the factory by its direct representatives, it has proved itself capable of industrial and political self-government. This fact .. has consequences of incalculable social importance. The middle classes of the population have compared the strength of the proletariat with the inadequacy of the entrepreneurial class. Half a century ago, the proletariat was still, as Marx put it, a sack of potatoes, a generic imponderable, an amorphous conglomeration of individuals without ideas, without will and without a unitary perspective. Today it is the entrepreneurial class that has become a sack of potatoes, an aggregate of the inept and the imbecile, without political capacity, without internal power… This new political situation has definitively put forward the proletariat as a ruling class; it is a spring that drives it irresistibly towards the conquest of power.

Gramsci Political Capacity PWI 348

The need to unite and organise the working class and to disunite and disorganise class enemies was a necessary process in the reconstruction of the state on an entirely new foundation. Revolution, moreover, was for Gramsci a creative and not merely a destructive process. The overthrow of the old order and the building of the new are inextricably related aspects of the same process. Revolution is no mere mechanical act concerning the seizure of state power by the communists organised into a party detached from the real movement of the class.

We have therefore maintained: 1. that the revolution is not necessarily proletarian and communist simply because it proposes and achieves the overthrow of the political government of the bourgeois State; 2. nor is it proletarian and communist simply because it proposes and achieves the destruction of the representative institutions and administrative machinery through which the central government exercises the political power of the bourgeoisie; 3 it is not proletarian and communist even if the wave of popular insurrection places power in the hands of men who call themselves (and sincerely are) communists.

Gramsci Two Revolutions PWI 305

Gramsci’s argument here is an important one. By relating revolution to real historical movement and the conscious participation and (self) development of the proletariat Gramsci is distinguishing himself from the appealing but none the less crude and deceiving simplicities of the ‘revolutionary party’. Gramsci is not referring to the capture of state power or the ‘smashing’ of the state machinery. What Gramsci is referring to is the positive abolition of the state, the abolition or ‘aufhebung’ of the state as a process of dissolution and reappropriation. The distinction between the state and civil society is gradually overcome as the proletarian ‘organs of the collective life’ come to incorporate political power into themselves.

The revolution is proletarian and communist only to the extent that it is a liberation of the proletarian and communist forces of production that were developing within the very heart of the society dominated by the capitalist class. It is proletarian and communist in so far as it advances and promotes the expansion and systematisation of proletarian and communist forces that are capable of beginning the patient and methodical work needed to build a new order in the relations of production and distribution: a new order in which a class-divided society will become an impossibility and whose systematic development will therefore eventually coincide with the withering away of the State power i.e. with the systematic dissolution of the political organisation that defends the proletarian class, while the latter itself dissolves as a class to become mankind.

Gramsci Two Revolutions 305

This was Gramsci’s consistent approach to socialist revolution. ‘Aufhebung’ as the dialectical transcendence of the state entailed a conception of revolution as process. The revolution culminating in socialism would be natural and organic in the sense of being rooted in actual historical development. And this development proceeds not at the level of the State, but in the true reality of civil society. The proletariat is to create and network its organs of the collective life in civil society, realising community in the social reality of human beings. Again, there is a need to effect a clean break with bourgeois institutions, structures and relations. Gramsci’s new social order – communism – is proletarian through connection with the historical process and the development of the productive forces. The proletarian state implies the dissolution of the political organisation as an apparatus of class domination and coercion. With the disappearance of classes, this political organisation also disappears. The proletariat, too, disappears along with class society; it becomes humankind in general, the class with a ‘universal’ character. 

The dissolution of state power and its incorporation into popular organs organised in civil society is the revolution as ‘aufhebung’, as envisaged by Marx and Gramsci:





The significance of the councils, therefore, is that they are organs of control and self-government enabling the proletariat – and people generally – to be self-determining, autonomous beings in their political and social affairs; they are organs of a genuinely communal life, not an illusory community at the level of the state, but real self-government of common affairs based upon an active sovereignty. The state power in the old sense is thus replaced by these organs of popular power, control and self-government based upon civil society.

Gramsci clearly possesses a sense of civil society, and most particularly labour and production, as the true reality for human beings. The state is an abstraction, separate and remote from society. An active sovereignty, through which human beings become autonomous and free, must be realised through organisation at the level of society. The revolution, for Gramsci, is natural and organic precisely because it is realised through the proletariat developing its organs of control and self-government in civil society.

It was to clarify the necessity for the proletariat to create its own institutions that L’Ordine Nuovo was formed. And these institutions had to be new institutions of a fundamentally different character to the trade unions. The unions possessed a commercial and competitive character, not communist; they were formed in the context of the domination of labour by capital and served only for the defensive purposes. The trade unions were organisations for protecting labour against the encroachment of capital in the wage relation, they were not organisations for the abolition of the wages system. In short, the trade unions operated under the determination of capitalist relations and could not organise the proletariat as producers, capable of seizing the initiative in the production process. The trade unions were organisations operating within the asymmetrical power relations between capital and labour and could not organise the proletariat as the revolutionary class putting an end to private property and its domination by capital.

The trade unions organised the workers in accordance with the principles of the class struggle and were themselves the first organic expression of this struggle. Trade union organisers always claimed that the proletariat could emancipate itself only through class struggle, and that the aim of the trade union organisation was precisely to do away with individual profit and the exploitation of man by man, since the unions set themselves the task of eliminating the capitalist (the private property owner) from the industrial process of production, and thereafter of eliminating classes.

Gramsci comments upon this claim for trade unionism as a vehicle for proletarian emancipation:


But the trade unions could not accomplish this goal at once, and in the meantime directed all their energies to the immediate one of improving the proletariat’s living conditions, demanding higher wages shorter hours of work and a body of social legislation. Movement followed movement, strike followed strike, and the workers’ living conditions gradually improved. But all the achievements, all the victories of trade union action, are based on the same old foundations: the principle of private property remains intact and powerful; the regime of capitalist production and the exploitation of man by man remain intact and indeed expand into new forms.

Thus trade union action, within its own sphere and using its own methods, stands revealed as being utterly incapable of overthrowing capitalist society; it stands revealed as being incapable of leading the proletariat to its emancipation, of leading it to accomplish the lofty and universal goal it had itself initially proposed.

Gramsci Trade Unions and the Dictatorship PWI 104/5

In struggling with capital over the prince of the commodity labour power, trade unions accept a field of action and negotiation that is imposed by capital, effectively constraining trade union demands. Trade unions are organisations for the protection of labour within capitalist relations of production. They are defensive organisations formed under the domination of capital. Moreover, in fighting over the price of labour power, trade unions accept and replace the commodity status of labour. The trade unions, therefore, operate within the legality imposed by the capitalist class, the legality which corresponds to capitalist relations of production. Trade unions thus stand revealed as organisations with which the capitalist class could negotiate. The aim of the trade union is to obtain the highest price possible for labour. Yet there is an upper limit to what trade unions can achieve. The price of labour power cannot be raised to a level at which it blocks the process of accumulation, should the wages or trade union struggle proceed this far, the workers’ will have to be prepared to organise and use their power to abolish capitalist relations. Trade unions, however, are impotent in such a revolutionary situation. They can press the wages struggle so far; they are then powerless before the reaction of capital, both by the capitalist class and by the system itself.

The trade union is not a predetermined phenomenon. It becomes a determinate institution i.e. it takes on a definite historical form to the extent that the strength and will of the workers who are its members impress a policy and propose an aim that define it.




Gramsci describes how the trade union becomes detached from the workers and comes to regiment the working class.

The development of trade union organisation is characterized by two facts: 1. the union embraces an ever increasing number of workers; 2. the union concentrates and generalizes its scope until the movement’s power and discipline is focused in a central office. This office becomes divorced from the masses it has regimented, and removes itself from the eddies and currents of fickle whims and foolish ambitions that are to be expected in the excitable broad masses. The union thus acquires the ability to negotiate agreements and take on responsibilities. In this way it obliges the employer to acknowledge a certain legality in his dealings with the workers, a legality that is conditional on his faith in the union’s solvency and its capacity to secure respect for contracted obligations from working masses.

Gramsci argues that the limitations of trade unionism are made explicit in the acceptance of an industrial legality that is formed on the basis of capitalist relations. Gramsci does not deny that this legality has been of certain benefit to the working class. And in exposing this bourgeois legality, Gramsci is not arguing that trade unions should come to act against the law. The trade unions are part of this system of industrial legality and cannot act against it without removing the foundations of their own existence. Industrial legality rests upon the legitimacy of capitalist relations of production and the commodity status of labour. What Gramsci is doing is to expose the limitations of trade unionism as necessary rather than accidental, as something inherent in trade unionism. The unions organise workers as wage slaves, not as producers; they possess a competitive, not a communist character.

Gramsci did not recognise that trade unions did serve a defensive function and could, to a certain extent, constrain capital itself through a system of industrial legality. The trade unions are necessary instruments for securing material benefits for the workers under capitalism. But, Gramsci noted, the trade unions had begun as radical movements organising the workers’ around struggles only to become bargaining institutions which accepted the capitalist employment relation and worked within a system of industrial legality which could not subject the private property system to radical alteration. The trade unions could not function as vehicles of revolution. Gramsci makes this argument in distinguishing his revolutionary councilism from syndicalism, no doubt well aware that the significant overlap between the two positions could leave him vulnerable to criticism.

In the concrete experience of proletarian revolutions, syndicalism has been an utter failure. The trade unions have shown that they are organically incapable of embodying the proletarian dictatorship. The union’s normal course of development is marked by a continuous decline in the revolutionary spirit of the masses …. One must conclude that trade unionism is not a means to revolution, is not a moment of the proletarian revolution, is not the revolution in the process of being accomplished and realized: trade unionism is revolutionary only to the extent that it is grammatically possible to link the two expressions.

Gramsci Syndicalism and the Councils PWI 109

The trade unions could not be converted in any simple sense into a socialist revolutionary movement. Indeed, for Gramsci, trade unions could actually serve to depress revolutionary class-consciousness.





The trade unions organise the workers as wage slaves, therefore accepting the commodity status of labour. The trade unions are thus involved in the buying and selling of labour power within the corporate structuring, articulating only the economic demands of particular sections of the class. The dependent relation of labour to capital is accepted as the legitimate basis for negotiation, organising workers as wage slaves. A truly revolutionary and socialist organisation would organise workers as producers whose surplus labour is the origin of capital, who can therefore appreciate capital as its own power turned against them in an alien form. The workers as producers come to appreciate that it is their labour creates capital and that, therefore, they possess the power to fundamentally restructure the foundations of modern society so as to facilitate the emancipation of labour and the abolition of capital.





What Gramsci concludes from this is that trade unions, in accepting and reproducing the commodity status of labour within capitalist relations, operate to negate the formation of proletarian autonomy and subjectivity – that is, the workers as producers where productive activity is the material basis of society, the workers conscious of being this productive class central to society. The proletariat could never come to be conscious of itself as the productive class so long as they failed to understand themselves ‘as an inseparable part of the whole labour system’ experiencing the ‘unity of the industrial process which in toto demands collaboration between manual workers, skilled workers, administrative employees, engineers and technical directors’ (PWI 110).

The trade unions were thus part of an industrial legality that was inherently bourgeois and based upon capitalist relations of production. For the trade unions are organisations which accept and look to negotiate the relationship between wage labour and capital. Such a system of ‘free’ bargaining, however, is far from free. The employment relation is based upon asymmetrical power relations between capital and labour given private property in the means of production. The imperative to accumulate, moreover, sets an upper limit to the price that unions can negotiate for labour. In short, trade unions act within constraints imposed by capital and which, within capitalist relations, capital has the power to impose. The trade unions thus stand revealed as organisations which seek to defend the workers within an employment relationship that is inherently biased against labour in favour of capital. In failing to challenge the legitimacy of this relationship the trade unions stand revealed as organisations of labour which are appropriate to capitalism, not vehicles for superseding capitalism. The trade union movement cannot overthrow capitalism and does not aim to do so.

Objectively, the trade union is nothing other than a commercial company of a purely capitalistic type, which aims to secure, in the interests of the proletariat, the maximum price for the commodity labour, and to establish a monopoly over this commodity in the national and international fields. The trade union is distinguished from capitalist mercantilism only subjectively insofar as, being formed necessarily of workers, it tends to create among the workers an awareness that it is impossible to achieve industrial autonomy of the producers within the bounds of trade unionism.

Gramsci Masses and Leaders PWII 76

Gramsci does not mince his words, maintaining that it is ‘absurd and puerile to maintain that the trade union in itself possesses the capability to overthrow capitalism’ (PWII 76). The ‘trade union cannot be, or become, the basic cell of the future society of producers’ (PWII 76). For Gramsci, ‘it is necessary to take over the state (i.e. deprive the bourgeoisie of state power) and utilize the power to reorganize the entire apparatus of production and exchange’ (PWII 76).

The trade union leadership is remote, is divorced from the proletarian masses. But rather than condemn leaders and the union bureaucracy for ‘betrayal’ it is more important and more rewarding, practically, to understand that the trade union leadership could not direct the unions to overthrowing industrial legality or to the subverting of wage labour as the central component of capitalist exploitation.

By opting for and becoming a part of a system of industrial legality, trade unions are committed to securing material benefits for workers as wage slaves but cannot organise the workers as producers, going beyond existing relations. As organisations representing labour as a commodity and which attach the working class to a system of industrial legality based upon capitalist relations, trade unions must come to reproduce the alienating, abstracting, hierarchical and bureaucratic forms and tendencies which characterise modern capitalism. The attack on the trade union bureaucracy should really be understood in terms of the character of trade unionism itself. To set up an opposition between the trade union bureaucracy and the rank and file can only be the beginning, the primitive realisation of the separation of leaders and led in the trade union movement. Gramsci is looking to do more than this by offering The Factory Council as the organisational form that is able to achieve workers control of production, democratic participation and the overcoming of the separation between leaders and led through the dissolution of both in a functional division of labour. The trade unions and trade union bureaucracy could not but be hostile towards organising and mobilising workers as producers engaging in struggle at the point of production and thus subverting the whole system of industrial legality.

In Italian conditions, the trade union official sees industrial legality as a permanent state of affairs. Too often he defends it from the same perspective as the proprietor. He sees only chaos and wilfulness in everything that happens amongst the working masses. He does not universalise the workers act of rebellion against capitalist discipline as rebellion; he perceives only the physical act, which might in itself be trivial… In these conditions, the trade union discipline can be nothing other than a service rendered to capital; in these conditions, any attempt to subordinate the councils to the trade unions can only be judged as reactionary.

Gramsci Unions and Councils PWI 268

Gramsci thus condemns trade unions as inappropriate organisations at a time when the class was beginning to engage in revolutionary struggle against capitalism. Gramsci was under no illusions concerning the trade unions and showed why there was little hope for them being converted into anti-capitalist organisational forms. The trade unions do not generate a revolutionary class-consciousness amongst the proletariat. Instead, the trade unions reproduce bourgeois methods of organisation, representation and action and all the characteristics associated with such methods – passivity, obedience to authority, individualism, indifference.

They feel that even in their own house, in the house they built with tenacious and patient efforts, cementing it with blood and tears – even in this house, the machine crushes man and bureaucracy crushes any creative spirit.

The workers feel powerless before organisations of their own creation. They ‘feel that “their” organisation has become such an enormously complex apparatus that it has ended up obeying only laws of its own, inherent in its structure and complicated functioning, but alien to the masses who have acquired a consciousness of their historical mission as a revolutionary class’ (PWI 246). It is for blocking the emergence of such a consciousness that Gramsci condemns the trade unions





The best vehicles for proletarian self-activity generating revolutionary class-consciousness were not the unions but the councils created by the class. The Factory Councils enable the achievement of proletarian unity on the basis of an identity deriving from the production process. The industrial legality of the institutionalised capital-labour relation is subverted and replaced by a new legality centring upon workers’ control of production. Whereas the trade union has a competitive and a commercial character, The Factory Council is a communist institution that achieves proletarian unity through being rooted in the production process.

The Council is a class, a social institution. Its raison d’etre lies in the labour process, in industrial production, i.e. in something permanent. It does not lie in wages or class divisions, i.e. in something transitory and, moreover, the very thing we are trying to supersede




The industrial legality of which the trade unions are a part is merely a transitory one based upon wage labour, the very thing which is to be superseded. 

The relations which should prevail between the trade unions and Factory Councils need to be judged in the light of the following question: what is the nature and value of industrial legality?
The Council is the negation of industrial legality: it strives at all times to destroy it, to lead the working class to the conquest of industrial power and make it the source of industrial power. The union represents legality, and must aim to make its members respect that legality… By virtue of its revolutionary spontaneity, The Factory Council tends to spark off the class war at any moment; while the trade union, by virtue of its bureaucratic form, tends to prevent class war from ever breaking out.

Gramsci calls for relations between the councils and the unions of such a character ‘that the revolutionary character of the Council exercises an influence over the trade union, and functions as a reagent dissolving the union’s bureaucracy and bureaucratism’ (PWI 266). This could only mean overcoming bourgeois methods and, most importantly of all, the bourgeois relations which generate alienation in these forms of representation and bureaucratism.

The Council strives at all times to break with industrial legality. The Council consists of the exploited and tyrannised masses who are obliged to perform servile labour: as such, it strives to universalise every rebellion and give a resolute scope and value to each of its acts of power. The union, as an organisation that is jointly responsible for legality, strives to universalise and perpetuate this legality. The relations between union and council should create the conditions in which the break with legality, the working class offensive, occurs at the most opportune moment for the working class, when it possesses that minimum of preparation that is deemed indispensable to a lasting victory.

Gramsci thus defines the appropriate relationship between the councils and the trade unions:

The relations between Unions and Councils cannot be stabilized  by any other device than the following: the majority or a substantial number of the electors to the Council should be organized in unions. Any attempt to link the two institutions in a relation of hierarchical dependence can only lead to the destruction of both.
If the conception that sees the Councils merely as an instrument in the trade union struggle takes material form in a bureaucratic discipline and a hierarchical structure in which the union has direct control over the Council, then the Council is sterilized as a force for revolutionary expansion – as a form of the actual development of the proletarian revolution, tending spontaneously to create new modes of production and labour, new modes of discipline and, in the end, a communist society. Since the rise of the Council is a function of the Council position that the working class has achieved in the sphere of production, and a historical necessity for the working class, any attempt to subordinate it hierarchically to the union would sooner or later result in a clash between the two institutions. The Council’s strength consists in the fact that it is in close contact – indeed identified – with the consciousness of the working masses, who are seeking their autonomous emancipation and wish to put on record their freedom of initiative in the creation of history. The masses as a whole participate in the activity of the Council, and gain a measure of self-respect in the process.

Gramsci Unions and Councils PWI 266/7

Once more, The Factory Councils are justified in terms of promoting proletarian autonomy and subjectivity. They are communist organisations in that they enable the class to translate the power it has obtained in the sphere of production into a new mode of production. But whereas the councils strive at all times to break with the bourgeois industrial legality, looking to create the new order, the trade unions act against their own foundations in so doing.

If … the unions were to learn directly on the Councils, not to dominate them, but to become their higher form then they would reflect the Council’s own tendency to break at all times with industrial legality and unleash the final phase of the class war. The union would lose its capacity to negotiate agreements and would lose its role as an agent to regulate and discipline the impulsive forces of the working class.
If its members establish a revolutionary discipline in the union, a discipline which the masses see as being necessary for the triumph of the workers’ revolution and not as slavery to capital, this discipline will undoubtedly be accepted and made its own by the Council.

Gramsci Unions and Councils PWI 267

The trade unions remained significant as defensive institutions within the capitalist system. With the commodity status of labour power a structural fact of capitalist relations, the workers needed organisations that could obtain the highest possible price for the labour they supplied. Nevertheless what Gramsci is arguing in Unions and Councils is that, with the emergence of The Factory Councils, the activities of the trade unions may come to change in accordance with the workers’ assault upon bourgeois industrial legality. Gramsci, however, is under no illusions concerning the disciplinary and reactionary tendencies of trade unionism, subordinating the rank and file to the officials and attempting to subordinate the councils to the trade unions. Here, ‘trade union discipline can be nothing other than a service rendered to capital’ (Unions and Councils PWI 268).

The Factory Council movement, in opening membership to all workers as producers, would be the movement of all the workers in a factory, unionised and non-unionised. This, actually, would present the trade unions with a field of intervention, reaching the hitherto unorganised, maybe even the isolated and indifferent. It is through the development of The Factory Councils that one can understand how trade unions could have new fields of possibilities opened to them, changing with the development of the councils. For the councils are the democratic organs of the working class as a whole, organs created by and remaining under the control of the class. The ‘Factory Council is an institution with a “public” character’ (PWI 295). The party and unions are ‘private’.


According to the conception developed by L’Ordine Nuovo – a conception which being worthy of the name was organised around an idea, the idea of freedom (and in concrete terms, on the level of actual historical creation, around the hypothesis of the working class carrying out an autonomous revolutionary action) – The Factory Council is an institution with a ‘public’ character, while the Party and the trade unions are a associations with a ‘private’ character.
In The Factory Council, the worker participates as a producer, i.e. as a consequence of his universal character and of his position and role in society, in the same way that the citizen participates in the democratic parliamentary state. In the Party and trade unions, the worker participates ‘voluntarily’, by signing a written undertaking, a ‘contract’, that he can back out of at any time. As a result of this ‘voluntary’, ‘contractualist’ character of the Party and trade unions, they can in no way be confused with the Council. This latter is a representative institution, that develops morphologically not arithmetically and, in its higher forms, has the effect of impressing a proletarian pattern on the apparatus of production and exchange that capitalism created for the purpose of making profits.

Gramsci On the L’Ordine Nuovo Programme PWI 294/5





The Factory Council is rooted in the reality of the production process. This reality is not something that the worker can contract in or out of at will. The worker thus comes to appreciate being part of the productive class, an integral part of the productive forces. The proletariat will become revolutionary when it proceeds to create and control its own material organisations ‘representative in character and constructed on an industry basis’ (PWI 262). This is all part of the process whereby the proletariat creates its own state.

In the factory, the working class becomes a given ‘instrument of production’ in a given organic system. Each worker comes to play a part in this system ‘by chance’ – by chance as regards his own intentions, but not by chance as regards the job he does, since he represents a given necessity in the labour and productive process. This is the only way he is taken on, and it is the only way he can earn his bread. He is a cog in the division-of-labour machine in the working class constituted as an instrument of production. If the worker acquires a clear consciousness of this ‘given necessity’ that he represents, and builds upon it a representative apparatus that has all the hallmarks of a state (i.e. an apparatus that is not voluntary or contractual, organised around membership cards, but is absolute, organic, closely corresponding to a reality that must be recognised if bread, clothing, housing and industrial production are to be guaranteed) – if the worker, the working class does this, it achieves something of deep significance. It begins a new history, the era of workers’ states that must coalesce to form a communist society: a society organised on the model of a large engineering works, a communist International in which every people, every part of humanity, acquires a character in so far as it carries out a particular form of production and no longer in so far as it is organised in the form of a State with particular frontiers.

Gramsci The Factory Council PWI 262/3

Thus, it is the centrality of the proletariat to the process of production that provides the objective basis for class unity and autonomy. The proletariat requires, therefore, organisational forms which are rooted in this production process and which represent the proletariat as producers rather than as wage workers. There is a switch from a bourgeois to a proletarian understanding. The workers are no longer conceived as the sellers of the commodity labour power but have instead come to appreciate themselves, their centrality as the producers of the surplus value which creates capital. The workers as the self-conscious productive class are prepared, organisationally and mentally, to reappropriate the power it has invested in capital.

For Gramsci, the appropriate organisational form is The Factory Council. Thus he refers to the ‘public’ character of The Factory Council as opposed to the ‘private’ contractual, voluntary character of the political party and the trade union. The Factory Council represents the worker as an integrated part of the whole process of production rather than as the occupier of a particular role in society. Here, the membership of The Factory Council and of the trade union and of the trade union are of an obviously different character. The Factory Councils possess a ‘universal’ character in that they organise and activate the class as a whole.
What is apparent is that Gramsci conceives The Factory Council movement with the conscious purpose of overcoming the alienating separations of bourgeois society which put a distance between leaders and led within the socialist movement – and government and governed in society in general. The proletariat must not feel that their own organisations are alien and subject to external imperatives derived from the process of accumulation. The Factory Councils as working class institutions unify the class as a whole and remain under the direct and conscious control of the class. They are, therefore, organs of self-direction and self-representation. The power, initiative and responsibility flows from the self-acting masses at the base thus preventing the emergence of an organisational elite controlling the class from above through a bureaucratic apparatus. Indeed Gramsci conceives his theory as a distinct alternative to this bureaucratic, alien politics, fixed on the terrain of bourgeois society. The workers create the councils quite naturally and spontaneously, they are organically connected to the class and its real movement. The councils cannot be bureaucratically decreed into existence and controlled from above as some administrative process. Rather, the councils to which Gramsci refers are organisational forms which correspond to material developments in the historical process and to the real movement in the class. And Gramsci relates the council movement to the process whereby communist society is created. The organisational forms proposed by Gramsci are rooted in the historical process in that they are based upon the concrete reality of the production process and the proletariat as the productive class. As an ‘organic’ process the socialist revolution could not be achieved bureaucratically from above.

Communist society can only be viewed as a ‘natural’ formation inherent in the instruments of production and exchange, and the revolution can be seen as the act of historical recognition of how ‘natural’ this formation is. Hence the revolutionary process can only be identified with a spontaneous movement of the working masses brought about by the clash of contradictions inherent in the social system characterised by the regime of capitalist property. Caught in the pincers of capitalist conflicts, and threatened by condemnation without appeal to the loss of civil and intellectual rights, the masses break with the forms of bourgeois democracy and leave behind them the legality at the bourgeois constitution.

The proletariat’s organs of struggle are the ‘agents’ of this colossal mass movement, and the Socialist Party, is undoubtedly the primary ‘agent’ in this process of destruction and neo-formation – but it is not and cannot be seen as the form, of the form of the process, a form malleable and plastic to the leaders’ will. German Social Democracy (understood as a totality involving trade-union and political activity) effected the paradox of violently forcing the process of the German proletarian revolution into the form of its own organisation, believing it was thereby dominating history. It created its own Councils, by fiat, and made sure its own men would have a majority on them. It shackled and domesticated the revolution. Today, it has lost all contact with historical reality ..

Gramsci The Party and the Revolution PWI 142/3

The revolution is thus ‘natural’ and organic in the sense that its progress is related to real developments within civil society, or more specifically within the production process. In ‘The Party and the Revolution’ Gramsci argues that the bourgeoisie has exhausted its progressive role. Only the proletariat as the productive class could save society from breakdown. This is a theme that runs through Gramsci’s writings. The proletariat is now the progressive class possessing an historical mission. The bourgeoisie can no longer play a positive role (PWI 336). The development of The Factory Councils implied for Gramsci the creation of new organs of public authority – they would serve as the basis of the proletarian state. Gramsci turned upon the PSI, its reformism, its electoralism, its inability to be anything but a part of the capitalist state.


The limitations of the PSI became increasingly apparent, with the revolutionary movement of the class leaving its perspectives behind. Gramsci lost all respect and tolerance for a party leadership that not only had lost touch with the mass movement but had no inclination to get in touch with the mass movement. The Socialist Party looked to restrain the activity of the class back within the old outmoded forms. Gramsci’s call for the ‘renewal’ of the Socialist Party in May 1920 actually constitutes a demand for the fundamental, root and branch, reconstruction of the party rather than slight alteration in organisational function and policy. Despite the revolutionary rhetoric, parliamentarism and electoralism had been the practice of the PSI for years. The PSI had become part of the institutional framework of the capitalist state and could not act to lead the revolutionary movement of the class when the situation developed.

The worker and peasant forces lack revolutionary coordination and concentration because the leading organs of the Socialist Party have shown no understanding at all of the stage of development that national and international history is currently passing through, nor of the mission incumbent on revolutionary proletarian organs of struggle. The Socialist Party watches the course of events like a spectator; it never has an opinion of its own to express… it never launches slogans that can be adopted by the masses, lay down a general line and unify or concentrate revolutionary action. As political expression of the vanguard section of the working class, the Socialist Party should develop a comprehensive action designed to put the whole of the working  class in a position to win the revolution, and win it permanently.

Gramsci Towards a Renewal of the Socialist Party PWI 191

Hence it is essential that the party should immerse itself in the reality of the class struggle as waged by the industrial and agricultural proletariat, to be in a position to understand its different phases and episodes, its various forms, drawing unity from this manifold diversity. It needs to be in a position to give real leadership to the movement as a whole and to impress upon the masses the conviction that there is an order within the terrible disorder of the present, an order that, when systematized, will regenerate society and adapt the instruments of labour to make them satisfy the basic needs of life and progress. But … the Socialist Party has continued to be merely a parliamentary party, immobilising itself within the narrow limits of bourgeois democracy, and concerning itself only with the superficial political declarations of the governing caste.

Gramsci clarifies what the role of the Socialist Party ought to be, distinguishing it from a merely bourgeois, parliamentary party.





The Party must acquire its own precise and distinct character. From a petty-bourgeois parliamentary party it must become the party of the revolutionary proletariat in its struggle to achieve a communist society by way of the workers’ State – a homogeneous, cohesive party, with a doctrine and tactics of its own, and a rigid and implacable discipline.





The Socialist Party had become merely an electoral and a parliamentary party and had, as a result, lost any distinctiveness that it had possessed as a socialist party. The party lacked a revolutionary conception and content and had lost the idea and the will to translate the socialist objective into a relevant practice. The PSI had become a bourgeois party, part of the institutional framework of the capitalist state, and subject to priorities which derive from bourgeois society, not the socialist movement looking to overcome that society. In a revolutionary situation, the party merely became a ‘spectator’, incapable of an effective political intervention.

And yet the PSI had been successful, not in realising socialism but in winning seats in parliament. In 1919, the PSI obtained 32% of the vote and had 156 deputies in parliament. This made the PSI the second biggest party in the country. Yet this very success only served to expose the limitations of the PSI as a vehicle for socialism. For even with its success in the parliamentary struggle the PSI could not go further towards socialism, it could not, in short, go beyond the bourgeois institutions and relations that it was now very much a part of. The more successful the PSI became in the parliamentary struggle, the more the party was drawn into the political game based upon votes and patronage. In continuing to fight the electoral struggle, as the most important struggle, the PSI had to dilute its socialism out of existence to make a broad, cross class, ‘popular’ appeal.

Even the traditional political party of the Italian working class, the Socialist Party, has not escaped the process of decomposition of all forms of association, a process that is characteristic of the period we are passing through. The colossal historical error of the men who have been in charge of the controlling organs of our association from the outbreak of the World War until the present, was their belief that they could preserve the old structure of the party in the face of its inner dissolution. In fact, in terms of its traditions; in terms of the historical origins of the various currents that formed it; in terms of its pact of alliance, whether tacit or explicit, with the General Confederation of Labour…; in terms of the unlimited autonomy conceded to the parliamentary group …. in terms of all these things, the Italian Socialist Party is no different from the English Labour Party. It is revolutionary only in terms of the general statements contained in its programme. It is a conglomeration of parties. It moves and cannot help but move slowly and belatedly. It runs the permanent risk of becoming an easy prey for adventurers, careerists and ambitious men without political capacity or seriousness. Because of its heterogeneous character and the numerous sources of friction in its machinery .. it has never been in a position to take upon itself the burden and responsibility for initiating and carrying out the revolutionary actions that the ceaseless pressure of events demands of it. Here, we have the explanation for the historical paradox that, in Italy, it is the masses who drive and ‘educate’ the Party of the working class and not the Party that guides and educates the masses.

Gramsci The Communist Party PWI 336/7

The political paralysis exhibited by the PSI in the revolutionary post-war situation was to be attributed to the party’s character as a parliamentary and electoral party. The paralysis of the PSI was part of the general paralysis of bourgeois institutions. The PSI was simply incapable of directing revolutionary change occurring through the autonomous organs of proletarian activity. The PSI was incapable of broadening the demands of the workers in such a way as to take the revolutionary movement beyond bourgeois institutions and relations. This is not how a socialist party ought to operate, incorporating the class within the bourgeois institutions and relations that the real movement of the class, as a class, as communist, must break.

The Socialist Party, with its network of sections (which in turn in the great industrial centres are the pivot of a solid and powerful system of local branches);  with its provincial Federations, tightly unified by the currents of ideas and activities radiating out from the urban sections; with its annual congresses which embody the Party’s supreme authority, exercised by the mass of members through well-defined delegations, limited in their powers – congresses that are always convoked to discuss and resolve immediate and concrete problems; with its leadership, which emanates directly from the congress and constitutes its permanent executive and administrative committee – taken all in all, the Socialist Party constitutes an apparatus of proletarian democracy which could easily, in political fantasy, be seen as ‘exemplary’.
The Socialist Party is a model of a ‘libertarian’ society, voluntarily disciplined by an explicit act of consciousness.

Gramsci The Party and the Revolution PWI 142

As a state within a state, the Socialist Party should be able to challenge the bourgeois state through competing with it for the consent of the governed.





The legitimate role of the Socialist Party, therefore, lies in subverting the bourgeois State by undermining the consent it has negotiated with the people. In guiding the spontaneous activity of the proletariat the Party comes to remove the space for the bourgeois state to renegotiate the consent of the governed. The Party thus comes to paralyse the present system of government. The crisis of political authority that results enables the Party to organise the effective intervention of the proletariat as a class constituting the new social order.

Once the Party has succeeded in paralysing the functioning of the legal government over the mass of the people, the phase of its most difficult and delicate activity opens before it – the phase of positive activity. The views propagated by the Party operate autonomously in the individual consciousness, and they cause new social patterns to emerge in line with these views. They produce organs that functions in accordance with their own inner laws, they produce an embryonic apparatus of power in which the masses exercise their own government and acquire a consciousness of their own historical responsibility and their own particular mission: to create the conditions for a regenerative communism.

Gramsci’s party, here, is not the revolutionary vanguard seizing state power. Revolution and organisation are conceived by Gramsci as a process in which new structures and a new consciousness emerges. The Party has a significant role to play in the revolutionary process but its effectiveness depends upon its being related to the concrete reality of real historical and class movement.

As a compact and militant ideological formation, the Party exerts and influence over this inner elaboration of new structures, this activity on the part of millions and millions of social infusoria building up the red coral reefs which one day in the not too distant future will burst forth above the waves and still them, and lull the oceanic tempest, and establish a new balance between the currents and climes. But this influx is organic, it grows from the circulation of ideas, from the maintenance of an intact apparatus of spiritual government, from the fact that millions and millions of workers know that, as they establish new systems and a new order, the historical consciousness that moves them has its living embodiment in the Socialist Party, that it is justified by the doctrine of the Socialist Party, that it has a powerful bulwark in the political strength of the Socialist Party.

This is no mere mechanical or tactical activity but entirely ‘natural’. Gramsci prioritises not the ‘revolutionary party’ but the revolutionary process.  The party may attempt to invert the relation between party and class as revolutionary agency but an attempt to ‘master’ history by instrumental means will simply mean that the real process will slip from the party’s grasp.





By definition, revolution must have revolutionary content and this can be provided only by the self-activity and self-organisation of the revolutionary class itself. The conquest of state power must possess a solid foundation in the revolutionary social and self-transformation effected by the class itself. Thus, in writing of The Party and the Revolution, Gramsci returns to the class and the councils.

In this general situation of capitalist relations, class struggle can have no other aim than the conquest of State power on the part of the working class, which can turn that vast power against the parasites and force them to take up work again and abolish at a stroke the monstrous booty they extort at present. To this end the whole of the working masses must cooperate; they must adopt a conscious structure in accordance with the position they occupy in the process of production and exchange. Thus within the context of the council, every worker and peasant is summoned to collaborate in the effort of regeneration, to build the apparatus of industrial government and the dictatorship. The present form of the class struggle for power is embodied in the Councils. This, then, is the network of institutions in which the revolutionary process is unfolding: the Councils, the trade unions, the Socialist Party. The Councils, historical products of society, brought into being by the need to master the apparatus of production. The trade unions and the Party, voluntary associations, driving forces of the revolutionary process, the ‘agents’ and ‘administrators’ of the revolution: the trade unions coordinating the productive forces and impressing a communistic form on the industrial apparatus; the Socialist Party, the living and dynamic model of a social system that unites discipline with freedom and endows the human spirit with all the energy and enthusiasm of which it is capable.

Gramsci The Party and the Revolution PWI 145/6

The role of the Socialist Party is to ensure that the self-acting and self-organising proletariat can intervene effectively on the terrain of concrete reality. But the party was enabled to engage in transformative activity only through the fact that class had achieved autonomy and initiative at the base.

The PSI could not act as such a party given its bourgeois character. The parliamentary party was part of the bourgeois state and its institutions, originated, is organised and is constrained within the framework of liberal democracy. At best, the parliamentary socialist party could represent the working class against capital in an institutionalised class struggle. What happens, however, is that ‘class’ is lost in a vacuous electoralism that refers to a vague, classless and fictional entity ‘the people’.
For Gramsci, the political party reproduced precisely that central characteristic of bourgeois society that Gramsci was determined to challenge – the separation of the political from the economic. It is as a result of this classic bourgeois separation that traditional working class organisations were divided between the parliamentary party and the trade union movement. Working class organisation must replicate this separation in so far as the class continues to act on the terrain of bourgeois society. Hence Gramsci conceives the factory council as the organisational form which enabled the class to overcome this classic bourgeois separation. He also argues that the socialist party must be socialist rather than parliamentary. This party is a vanguard not in the Leninist sense of consisting of professional revolutionaries but in the sense of exerting a genuine leadership based upon a continuous and interactive relationship to the mass movement of the class. This does not mean that politics is reduced to following the masses. This is the politics of the lowest common denominator which characterises electoralism.

The Socialist Party calls itself the champion of Marxist doctrines. One would, therefore, expect the Party to possess in these doctrines a compass to steer it through the confusion of events. One would expect it to possess that capacity for historical foresight that characterises the intelligent followers of the Marxist dialectic. One would expect it to possess a general plan of action based on this historical foresight, and to be in a position to issue clear and precise orders to the working class engaged in its struggle. But instead, the Socialist Party, the champion of Marxism in Italy, is exposed – just like the Popular Party, which represents the most backward classes in the Italian population – to all the pressures of the masses. It shifts and alters its colours as the masses shift and alter their colours. In fact, this Socialist Party, which proclaims itself to be the guide and master of the masses, is nothing but a wretched clerk noting down the operations that the masses spontaneously carry out. This poor Socialist Party, which proclaims itself to be the head of the working class, is nothing but the baggage train of the proletarian army.

Gramsci The Communist Party PWI 337/8

Gramsci does not, therefore, relegate the Socialist Party to some passive role on account of the organisation of the class in the council movement. This would, in truth, duplicate ‘the party’ as an abstraction divorced from the class and its self-activity. Gramsci makes no such distinction between the party as vanguard and the class as the revolutionary agent. The party comprises the advanced, politicised section of the class, the communists. The party is in a dynamic, dialectical relation to the class in movement and is thus capable of leading the class in an effective political intervention on the terrain of reality. The class, in organising itself, also equips itself with a political party that enables it to intervene constructively in reality.

As the political expression of the vanguard section of the working class, the Socialist Party should develop a comprehensive action designed to put the whole of the working class in a position to win the revolution, and win it permanently. Since it is composed of those members of the working class who have not allowed themselves to be demoralized and prostrated by the physical and mental oppression of the capitalist system, but have succeeded in preserving their own autonomy and a spirit of conscious and disciplined initiative, the Socialist Party should embody the vigilant revolutionary consciousness of the whole of the exploited class. Its task is to focus the attention of all the masses on itself, so that its directives may become theirs; so that it may win their permanent trust and thus become their guide and intellect. Hence it is essential that the Party should immerse itself in the reality of the class struggle as waged by the industrial and agricultural proletariat, to be in a position to understand its different phases and episodes, its various forms, drawing unity from this manifold diversity. It needs to be in a position to give real leadership to the movement as a whole and to impress upon the masses the conviction that there is an order within the terrible disorder of the present, an order that, when systematized, will regenerate society and adapt the instruments of labour to make them satisfy the basic needs of life and civil progress. But … the Socialist Party has continued to be merely a parliamentary party, immobilising itself within the narrow limits of bourgeois democracy, and concerning itself only with the superficial political declarations of the governing caste. It has not acquired its own autonomous stance as a party typical of the revolutionary proletariat – and the revolutionary proletariat alone.

Gramsci Towards a Renewal of the Socialist Party PWI 191/2

Gramsci is not a naïve spontaneist who believes that the working class will ‘naturally’ organise itself, ‘naturally’ acquire class consciousness, and ‘naturally’ create the communist society. Gramsci recognises the active and creative role played by political organisation, leadership and education and, indeed, made a major contribution to these issues within Marxism and the theory of revolutionary politics. By establishing a close interactive relationship between the class and the party, with the class creating the party as part of its self-development, Gramsci can argue that the party does not substitute itself for the class and does not replace the organisations created by the class itself. What is required is that a free and open relationship is established between the working class organisations, including the party. Such a relationship cannot be determined mechanically and bureaucratically but only as part of the process of revolution as self-emancipation.

And as a process, the revolution cannot be the arbitrary act of some fixed organisation.





The revolutionary agency is the most important component of the revolutionary process The class struggle is not a struggle between two abstractions, ‘capital’ and ‘labour’, but between classes. Politics is not a mechanical business in which positions can be read off from the objective relation to the means of production but a creative process in which the conscious self-activity of human beings leads to novel situations.

In the revolutionary process the proletariat emerges as the revolutionary class. And part of this self-development is that the proletariat should equip itself with the appropriate organisational forms, distinct from political parties and trade unions. The traditional working class organisations, which arise within the sphere of bourgeois institutions and relations, cannot act as revolutionary organisations. The new organisations are conceived by the revolutionary class as the embryonic apparatus of government. And this is something that the traditional organisations cannot be.

The actual process of the proletarian revolution cannot be identified with the development and activity of revolutionary organisations of a voluntary and contractual nature, such as political parties and trade unions. These organisations arise in the sphere of bourgeois democracy and political liberty, as affirmations and developments of this political liberty. In so far as they embody a doctrine that interprets the revolutionary process and predicts its development (within certain limits of historical probability), and are recognised by the broad masses as their expression and embryonic apparatus of government, these organisations are currently – and increasingly – the direct and responsible agents for the successive acts of liberation which the entire working class will attempt in the course of the revolutionary process. But all the same they do not embody this process. They do not supersede the bourgeois State; they do not and cannot embrace the whole spectrum of teeming revolutionary forces that capitalism throws up in the course of its implacable development as machine of exploitation and oppression.

Gramsci The Factory Councils PWI 260/1

Gramsci explains how the working class becomes revolutionary and comes to create new organisations based within the sphere of production.





The working class becomes the revolutionary class not only ‘in the sense that it refuses in a general way to collaborate with the governing institutions of the bourgeois class and to function as an opposition within the framework of democracy, but in the same sense that the whole of the working class, as it is to be found in a factory, launches a movement that must necessarily result in the founding of a workers’ state and the shaping of human society in an absolutely original and universal form that embraces the whole workers’ International, and hence the whole of humanity.’

And we say the present period is revolutionary because we can see that the working class, all over the world, is beginning to create, is beginning with all its energies … to generate working class institutions of a new type, representative in character and constructed on an industry basis. We say the present period is revolutionary because the working class is beginning to exert all its strength and will to found its own State. This is why we say that the birth of the workers’ Factory Councils is a major historical event – the beginning of a new era in the history of the human race.

Gramsci The Factory Council PWI 261/2

The Factory Council is rooted in the reality of the sphere of production. The Factory System is a new system of representation that is organic, not contractual and voluntary, but is based upon the ‘given necessity’ of labour and production. In creating this new representative apparatus, the working class opens up the era of workers’ states. The states ‘coalesce to form a communist society’.

The development and the unity of the working class is related by Gramsci to material developments in capitalist production and proletarian self-activity itself.

Now the historical process of capitalism has created the conditions in which the masses themselves, using their own methods and direct action, can achieve unity. Proletarian unity forged by the workers themselves represents a higher stage of the unity which de facto exists: it is the stage in which the workers show that they have acquired a consciousness of their own unity and want to give it a concrete expression, a sanction.
The working class vanguard organised in the Socialist Party must take responsibility for resolving this problem. It is clear that any effective solution can only come from the masses themselves and only through The Factory Councils. Once the masses have become accustomed, through the activities of the Councils, to the idea that there do not exist a variety of methods of class struggle, but only one – the method the masses themselves are capable of carrying out, through their trusted representatives who can be recalled at any time -  they will not allow themselves to be deceived by the promises of miracles which union leaders make. They will realize that organisational technicians cannot be recalled and replaced – and if this is the case, then they should not be allowed to take on anything more than administrative duties, should have no political power whatsoever. The whole of the masses’ political power, the power to lead movements, to lead the masses to victory against capital, should be invested in representative organs of the masses themselves, in the Council and system of Councils. These are responsible to the masses.

Gramsci The Factory Council PWI 177

The emergence of The Factory Councils gave Gramsci the opportunity to embody ‘critical’ and emancipatory themes of subjectivity, autonomy, consciousness and freedom in specific organisational forms. The Factory Councils represent the organisational embodiment of proletarian self-emancipation, solidarity, collective purpose and social renewal. In contrast to the ‘contractual’ and ‘voluntary’ party and trade union organisations, The Factory Councils were rooted in the reality of labour and production and could therefore prefigure the future communist society. The councils were the necessary mediating forms connecting  the socialist objective and the proletarian state with local organs of popular revolt. It is in these organisational forms that the proletariat acquires consciousness as a class possessing certain responsibilities  in the making of history. The Factory Councils are crucial organs in facilitating proletarian intervention in the historical process.

Gramsci conceives of the socialist transformation in terms of a revolutionary process that proceeds and unfolds through organs created and controlled the working class itself. It is clear that Gramsci’s conception of socialist transformation is significantly different to that of the Social Democrats and of the Leninists. Gramsci rejects the primacy of politics, of politics as something separate from the class. Rather, Gramsci rooted the revolutionary dialectic in the sphere of production, specifically in the factory. Gramsci perceived in the factory council movement the origins of an autonomous workers’ movement that possessed the potential to achieve proletarian unity and class-consciousness, enabling the class to engage effectively in the class struggle with the bourgeoisie. The factory council movement would enable the proletariat to create a distinct political identity for itself, rooted in real life. It would also furnish the proletariat with an autonomous power base in civil society, outside of bourgeois institutions, indeed against bourgeois institutions. The councils enable the proletariat to transcend the ‘corporatism’ of the trade unions and the ‘sectarianism’ of the political parties.

In organising the workers as producers rather than as wage slaves, The Factory Councils transform workers from being alienated and determined objects of the production process into self-conscious, self-determining producers of social reality. At the same time, the councils are the embryonic form of the democratic socialist state in which the division between the political and the social is overcome. A genuinely revolutionary, non-bureaucratic and non-alien politics, which overcomes rather than reproduces the alienating separations of bourgeois institutions and relations, required new organisational forms which combine political and economic functions.

The Socialist State already exists potentially in the institutions of social life characteristic of the exploited working class. To link these institutions, coordinating and ordering them into a highly centralised hierarchy of competences and powers, while respecting the necessary autonomy and articulation of each, is to create a genuine workers’ democracy here and now – a workers’ democracy in effective and active opposition to the bourgeois State, and prepared to replace it here and now in all its essential functions of administering and controlling the national heritage.

Gramsci Workers’ Democracy PWI 65

Gramsci’s fundamentally democratic conception is based upon his active appreciation of sovereignty and his critique of bureaucratic relations in organisation and politics. Workers’ democracy entails a conception of revolution in which the exploited and oppressed class reappropriates the social powers alienated to the state and capital and, as a result, realises social control in civil society. The councils are thus organs of self-government. This empowerment of civil society entails the destruction of the authoritarian state and the dissolution of political power. What Gramsci is portraying is a process of socialist transformation in which organs rooted in civil society, especially in the sphere of production become capable of reappropriating the powers alienated to the state and capital. When Gramsci depicts socialist revolution as an organic process the argument has clear parallels with Marx’s conception of revolution as the ‘aufhebung’ of the state and of capitalist relations. Marx’s perspective is no less revolutionary for locating the socialist transformation in a necessarily gradual process. ‘Aufhebung’, positive abolition, still requires the practical activity of the revolutionary agency. The socialist revolution is thus organised around the reality shaping class praxis of the proletariat. Gramsci conceives of the revolution as ‘natural’ because it takes place in the sphere of civil society rather than in the artificial or abstract realm of the modern representative state. Socialist transformation is thus an organic process which develops beneath and against the institutions of liberal democracy. The new proletarian organisations are rooted in the sphere of labour and production, in the reality of human beings.

Gramsci considered that the state centred Jacobin conception was an inversion of the true relation between the political and the social. Gramsci thus condemns social democracy for its state-centredness. Such political parties in this Jacobin tradition came to emphasise the taking over of the existing apparatus of the state, monopolising the state power and administering society from above. Such a conception of politics is bureaucratic and looks to centralise power. This could only reinforce the state power and hence act against the re-empowerment and re-politicisation with which Gramsci identified the socialist transformation. Gramsci is critical of state-centred social democracy:

The socialists have simply accepted, and frequently in a supine fashion, the historical reality produced by capitalist initiative. They have acquired the same mistaken mentality as the liberal economists: they believe in the perpetuity and fundamental perfection of the institutions of the democratic State.

Gramsci The Conquest of the State  PWI 76

Gramsci’s distance from Lenin and Leninism is apparent. Gramsci’s revolutionary councilism had led him to understand the Russian Revolution as based upon the soviets as popular organs of self-government.

Gramsci’s criticism of social democracy can be generalised to cover the degeneration of the Bolshevik Revolution into state capitalism. Revolutionary parties which organised to conquer the old state power must come to reinforce rather than dissolve this power, centralise and monopolise it, and come to be ensnared in the alienating separations of modern capitalism. Human beings, as producers and as citizens, remain separated from their means of production and their means of government. Autonomous popular power, an active sovereignty, is possible only on the basis of a system of social control which has fused politics and economics. There is, Gramsci insists, a need to create genuinely new organisational forms and hence to make a commitment to overcome the old separation of politics and society. Gramsci’s point is that the traditional organisations of the class have been entrenched in the bourgeois social division of labour and have thus reproduced within the socialist movement the classic separation of the political from the economic. These organisations, in consequence, are inherently bourgeois.

Gramsci, therefore, argues that ‘The Conquest of the State’ should not mean concentrating upon the seizure of state power, monopolising it and reinforcing it. Rather, ‘The Conquest of the State’ can only mean, from a socialist perspective, the creation of a new kind of state.

We remain convinced that with respect to these institutions if not with respect to those of the proletariat, the socialist state must be a fundamentally new creation.





Thus, rather than the mechanical and bureaucratic conquest of state power, Gramsci presents the alternative of a revolutionary process in which ‘a network of proletarian institutions’ rooted in civil society becomes the new state power. Certainly Gramsci came to argue that The Factory Councils formed the nucleus of a socialist state and society.

The organisational form of the council is the mediating form which reconnects politics and society. Gramsci, like Marx, had thus based himself upon the separation of the state from civil society and had determined to overcome this contradiction. The alienating separation of these spheres in bourgeois society meant a denial of social control and a diminution of independent popular power. Gramsci’s conception of the council movement was consciously designed to overcome the separation of the political from the social that characterises the bourgeois order. And this requires that revolution be a ‘natural’ rather than an ‘artificial’ process, taking place through real change in society. Gramsci continually affirmed the view that ‘the actual unfolding of the revolutionary process takes place subterraneously, in the murky depths of the factory and of the minds of the countless multitudes that capitalism subjects to its laws’.

The workers councils, for Gramsci, were effective organs of proletarian unity, consciousness and self-government. They would enable the proletariat to struggle against the power of the state and capital, facilitate democratisation as social control, and help achieve proletarian autonomy and subjectivity. This makes the councils of the greatest significance given the centrality of the proletariat as the revolutionary agency. In other words, the socialist revolution depends not upon The Conquest of the State power by the socialist party but upon the self-organisation and self-activity of the proletariat itself. Through the development of The Factory Councils the proletariat emerges as the self-conscious revolutionary class and is thus capable of creating and controlling its own political party. The socialist party and the working class thus come into an interactive organic relation.

For the communists who hold to Marxist doctrine, the masses of workers and peasants are the only genuine and authentic expression of the historical development of capital. By the spontaneous and uncontrollable movements which spread throughout their ranks and by relative shifts in the position of strata due to changes in intellectual outlook the masses indicate the precise direction of historical development, reveal changes in attitudes and forms, and proclaim the decomposition and imminent collapse of the capitalist organisation of society … these mass manifestations … have real value in so far as they reveal among the masses a capacity, the beginnings of a new life, the aspiration to create new institutions and the historical drive to renew human society from the roots upwards. For communists, they have real value in so far as they reveal that the process of development of heavy industry has created the conditions for the working class to acquire an awareness of its own historical autonomy: an awareness of the possibility of constructing, through its own ordered and disciplined work, a new system of economic and juridical relations based on the specific function performed by the working class in the life of the world.

Gramsci Governing Party and Governing Class PWI 173/4

Gramsci’s ‘immanentism’ or political materialism is to the fore. Politics does not create ex nihilo and is not the artificial product of an arbitrary will. Truly effective ‘will’ is the will of the revolutionary class translated into practical activity.

If one becomes estranged from the inner life of the working class, then one becomes estranged from the historical process that is unfolding implacably, in defiance of any individual will or traditional institution. The reformists base the ‘direction’ of their own political action on the official pronouncements of constituted authorities, on the external and superficial appearances of traditional institutions and on the will of bourgeois or trade union ‘leaders’. The anarcho-syndicalists base their foolish ambition on tumult in the streets artificially provoked at their whim; on the howl which bursts from the throats of a mob whose blood has been violently stirred by the speech of some strident, truculent popular tribune. Both of them, however, refer to the ‘true’ will of the masses, both of them, to the same degree, have the intuition and dialectical capacity of a blindfolded mule.




The revolutionary process is thus identified not with the arbitrary will of the political party, fighting an abstract class struggle, but with the real movement of the working class. The socialist revolution is not the arbitrary act of the socialist party, however much it conceives itself as the ‘revolutionary party’. It is not the party that is revolutionary but the proletariat. It is as a class conscious revolutionary class that the proletariat comes to create a political organisation or party for itself, coordinating its organs and struggles.

The proletarian revolution is not the arbitrary act of an organisation that declares itself to be revolutionary, or of a system of organisations that declare themselves to be revolutionary.

Gramsci The Factory Council PWI 260

The proletarian revolution is a prolonged historical process culminating in the construction of a new form of State by the proletarian movement (PWI 260). This new state is one that has overcome the division between politics and society and has been able to replace the ‘formal’ political equality, freedom and democracy of the bourgeois state with the real social and democratic control of politics and production (PWI 40). The new state is therefore based upon a new relationship between the demos and the government. There is a new system of representation, one based upon the council system of self-government.

In so far as it constructs this representative apparatus, the working class in effect completes the expropriation of the primum mobile, of the most important instrument of production of all – the working class itself. It thereby rediscovers itself, acquiring consciousness of its organic unity and counterposing itself as a whole to capitalism. The working class asserts in this way that industrial power and its source ought to return to the factory. It presents the factory in a new light, from the workers’ point of view, as a form in which the working class constitutes itself into a specific organic body, as the cell of a new state – the workers’ state – and as the basis of a new representative system – the system of Councils. The workers’ State, since it arises in accordance with a given pattern of production, has within it the seeds of its own development, of its own dissolution as a state and of its organic incorporation into a world system – the Communist International… In this sense, the workers’ Factory Council is the first step in a historical process that should lead eventually to the Communist International, no longer as a reorganisation of the world economy and of the whole human community, on a national as well as a world level. The value and historical reality of every revolutionary action today depends on whether it fits into this process, and is designed successfully to free it from the bourgeois superstructures that restrict and obstruct it.

The factory council is a new organisational form which is to enable the class to transcend bourgeois institutions and relations. It is to link up with the traditional organisations of the working class in this process.





There are two crucial issues following from this. In the first place there is a need to conceptualise the role of the socialist party and its relation to the new state. In the second place, there is a need to examine the character of the new council state.

Gramsci is not to be convicted of establishing a simplistic opposition between ‘the’ party and ‘the’ council. Rather, the relation he postulates between the two shapes their character and ensures their correspondence, at all times, to proletarian autonomy and subjectivity.

It is important to distinguish Gramsci’s socialist party from the traditional conception of the party, i.e. the party as ‘political’ in the abstracted, estranged bourgeois sense. It is against such a conception that council communism (and revolutionary syndicalism) acted to recover the revolutionary significance of the class. Gramsci can avoid the antithesis between party-state socialism and council communism because he critiques social democracy as state centred and locates the revolutionary dialectic in the ‘organic’ world of civil society, specifically production. The new state is no longer the state as an alienated social power but is constituted by the network of proletarian institutions, the organs of the collective life, the councils rooted in civil society. All of which follows from the conception of revolution as a process made by the revolutionary class. Gramsci never said, as Pannekoek said, that the ‘revolutionary party is a contradiction in terms. The party, constituted by and controlled by the class, had a positive role to play. Nevertheless it is the working class that is the revolutionary agency, not the organisational form. The latter comes with the former and is appropriate to it. This insistence upon the agency of the class is clear.

The socialist transformation is thus not identified with a one off event, presaged by political or/and economic crisis, but is conceived as a continuous process which begins with material developments in the capitalist economy, continues through new relations between the state and civil society and is accompanied by the self-development and self-organisation of the proletariat. For, ultimately, it is the class praxis of the proletariat which alone is capable of fundamentally reorganising and restructuring society so as to overcome long term contradictions, and realise the idea of freedom. And it is to the proletariat that Gramsci brings his arguments back to.

Once the majority of the proletariat is organised, social life will be richer in socialist content than it is at present and the process of socialisation will be continuously intensified and perfected. Socialism is not established on a particular day – it is a continuous process, a never-ending development towards a realm of freedom that is organised and controlled by the majority of the citizens – the proletariat.

Gramsci The Russian Utopia PWI 55

Gramsci’s conception of the socialist transformation as a continuous process is one in which the proletariat is the active subject, creating and controlling its own organisational forms. Clearly, this has implications for the socialist party, its role and character, its relation to the class and to the new state. As may be expected, Gramsci argues a view which is neither party-state socialist, nor council communist but is, rather, something of both. Politics and economics, superstructure and base, centre and parts are all fused in a dynamic, self-moving organic whole. Thus Gramsci can locate political and economic power in the workers’ councils whilst, in the very same argument, argues that this is the road to government for the socialist party.

The vanguard workers and peasants have realised that all these things are necessities inherent in the current economic situation, the catastrophic tension between the forces and organs of production. And they have done all that they could do in a democratic society, a society that is politically defined; they have pointed to the Socialist Party, which represents the ideas and programmes to be accomplished, as their natural political leader; and they have pointed out to the Party the road to power, the road to government – based constitutionally not on a Parliament elected by a universal suffrage encompassing both exploited and exploiters but on a system of workers’ and peasants’ Councils embodying the rule of industrial as well as of political power: bodies which, in other words, are instruments for the expulsion of the capitalists from the process of production, and instruments for the suppression of the bourgeoisie, as dominant class, from all the nation’s institutions of control and economic centralisation.
Thus the immediate, concrete problem confronting the Socialist Party is The Problem of Power; the problem of how to organise the whole mass of Italian workers into a hierarchy that reaches its apex in the Party; the problem of constructing a State apparatus which internally will function democratically, i.e. will guarantee freedom to all anti-capitalist tendencies and offer them the possibility of forming a proletarian government, and externally will operate as an implacable machine crushing the organs of capitalist industrial and political power.

Gramsci The Problem of Power PWI 133

The political power addresses the ‘global’ dimensions of power in a way that local, popular organs of self-government cannot. The political party concentrates the forces of the class and organises the class movement. The party is a part of this movement and has, therefore, to be conceived as the development of the class to a position of conscious control in the historical process. The party is no more than this to Gramsci and should not be estranged from the class. Such an alien party would not be able to produce the new State but would, rather, reproduce the old.





Gramsci, therefore, did not reduce revolution to a question of organisation and strategy. There is no such revolutionary alchemy. The revolution would not be delivered by correct leadership and organisation. In criticising the PSI and in elaborating the characteristics of a new party, Gramsci was concerned to take the socialist movement beyond the traditional bourgeois organisations. The party could play a key role in founding the new proletarian state if it could organise the popular will to that effect. Gramsci thus criticises both the Socialist Party and the syndicalists for accepting too easily the view that the institutional forms of liberal democracy are permanent. The articles ‘Towards a Renewal of the Socialist Party’ (PWI 192) and ‘The Communist Party’ (PWI 330) contain Gramsci’s most precise statements on this topic. The defeat of the occupation of the factories had come to suggest the need for strong and effective socialist party.

Gramsci had already criticised the PSI as bourgeois given its existence on the terrain of bourgeois society. Gramsci’s critique of liberal democracy is not a repudiation of democracy but the theorisation of the emerging demand for new organisations enabling the people to exercise social control in a new kind of state. The representative institutions of liberal democracy, estranged and abstract, are to be replaced by a new system of representation, based upon active sovereignty and self-government in politics and production.

(1) Organisation of the workers and peasants on a production unit basis (factory, farm, village, city, region, nation) in order to allow the masses to become accustomed to self-government both in the industrial and political fields. (2) The waging of a systematic and incessant propaganda campaign on the part of communist elements to win over these proletarian organs as fast as possible and centralize them into a new type of State (the State of Workers’ and Peasants’ Councils) – a State which will embody the dictatorship of the proletariat, after the dissolution of the bourgeois politico-industrial system.

Gramsci The Development of the Revolution PWI 90

The workers’ organisation which will exercise communist social power and embody the proletarian dictatorship can only be a system of Councils, elected on a work-place basis and linked flexibly in such a way that they correspond to the process of industrial and agricultural production. They will have to be coordinated and graduated on a local and national basis, in such a way as to realise the unity of the working class, over and above the various categories determined by the division of labour…
At the work place .. the unification of will have great and permanent effectiveness, since it will be a product of the harmonious and articulated system of the industrial process in its living immediacy; since it will be based on creative activity, which binds men’s wills together in brotherhood and unites the interests and feelings of the producers.
Only on the basis of this type of organisation will it ever be possible to make the work units aware of their capacity to produce and exercise sovereignty (sovereignty must be a function of production), without need for the capitalist and an indefinite delegation of political power…
The various work units will have to be coordinated via higher organs, which will be linked on a local basis or on the basis of different industrial sectors within the same territorial unit or production (provinces, regions, nations), the whole making up the system of Councils. The replacement of individual proprietors by productive communities, linked and intertwined in a tight knit network of mutual relations designed to protect all the rights and interests deriving from labour, will result in the elimination of competition and false freedom, thereby laying the foundations for, the organisation of communist freedom and civilisation.




The working class creates its own representative institutions based on labour and production. The councils are organs of self-representation. Such organs are necessary to embody the idea of freedom as self-government. Liberal democracy cannot ensure such representation. Its representation is abstract and removed owing to the estrangement of the political from the social. The citizens have become a mere ‘mass’ of voters. Separated from the means of (centralised) government and hence incapable of exercising an active sovereignty. Sovereignty is alienated and (mis)represented. The ‘masses’ have no real political existence given the separation of the political realm from social reality and its real relations.

The PSI, organising on this bourgeois terrain, shares all these characteristics.





These ‘bourgeois’ characteristics meant a necessary denial of popular participation, control and responsibility in politics and an authoritarian, elitist and hierarchical structure and system of – necessarily bureaucratic – government.

The separation between politics and economics inherent in bourgeois society and the way that this separation is translated into organisational forms is at the heart of Gramsci’s critique. It is a critique of liberal democracy and private property relations that is organised around the dualism of the state and civil society. Gramsci does not deny the value of liberal democracy as an achievement and nor does he ignore the importance of the state in the reproduction of the relations of production. Gramsci does, however, note that liberal democratic institutions exist only by negating the central premise of liberal democratic theory. For the separation of the state from civil society means a contradiction between the formal, abstract freedom and equality of human beings as citizens and their real unfreedom and inequality deriving from production. Civil society based upon labour and production is the true reality for human beings; the state is separated from this reality. The political sphere is an abstraction; it is a sphere removed from the majority of the citizens, who come in turn to possess only an abstract political existence. The power and responsibility of governing falls to a minority political caste. Liberal democratic institutions are thus inherently authoritarian and elitist in that they are removed from the conscious control and participation of the demos. A system of estranged, abstract representation and of bureaucratisation and centralisation, based upon the alienation of sovereignty, popular exclusion and democratic passivity follows.

What Gramsci particularly objected to was that, at a time when capital was restructuring the relationship between the state and civil society, the socialist movement still expressed the division between politics and economics, resulting in fairly feeble versions of both. Politics was the preserve of the political party, which concentrated its efforts upon winning state power and could not see the economic roots of effective activity. Economics was the preserve of the trade unions who, concentrating upon the wages struggle, could not see the need for the political struggle of the class as a whole. Socialism, therefore, remained split between a ‘sectarian’ politics and a ‘corporatist’ economics. Socialism could be generated by neither wing.

Yet material developments under modern monopoly capitalism were transcending such a clean division between politics and economics, and hence providing the proletarian movement with the opportunity to create a new kind of state based upon the fusion of politics and economics. And it is in these terms that Gramsci sees the possibility of creating a new kind of party. This party would be characterised by





Gramsci appreciated that the factories were themselves part of a complex system of class relations. These relations can only be altered by a ‘global’ assault, requiring a political party that is organisationally and theoretically adequate to the task. In committing himself to The Factory Councils movement Gramsci had not come to take a spontaneist or a syndicalist position. Rather, there was a need to get the class moving and organising and, from there, to ensure the necessary practical and theoretical capacity of the class to enable effective, transformative intervention.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for the proletarian revolution are present on both the national and international levels. But at this crucial moment, the Socialist Party is not up to its task … it is incapable of organising and mobilizing the broad masses into movement .. incapable of finding a sphere of action which will keep it in constant touch with the broad masses. It has not succeeded in organising its own internal unity. It has none of the practical discipline that would enable it to keep in close contact with national and international proletarian conditions in order to master them, to control events and not be overwhelmed or crushed by them.





The political strategy pursued by the Socialist Party must be based soundly upon concrete reality and its possibilities.





The problem is that the Socialist Party has failed to remain in touch with class praxis and has thus been unable to translate its political strength into effective transformative activity as part of the struggle waged by the class to realise socialism.

The Socialist Party is the party of the workers and poor peasants. Having emerged in the field of liberal democracy (the field of political competition, which is a projection of the process of development of capitalism), as one of the social forces striving to create for themselves a governmental basis and conquer state power in order to direct it to the advantage of their own followers, its mission is to organize the workers and poor peasants into a dominant class; to study and promote the conditions that favour the advent of a proletarian democracy.




The inadequacy of the political organisations leading the class contributed to the ineffectiveness of the political intervention of the workers. What makes it incorrect to contrast an early councilist Gramsci with a later party political Gramsci is the extent to which Gramsci is well aware, in 1919/20, of the positive role played by the political party in organising the class as a whole and in facilitating proletarian subjectivity. The more total understanding that is possible through the political party enables the class to comprehend the full complexity of class relations and the need to challenge state power, not avoid it by organising around it. Gramsci is aware of the need for continuous development in the class, proceeding from spontaneous movement to generate local organs of control, finally building up a network of proletarian organisations that are coordinated within the common conscious control exercised by the proletarian party.

The worker in the factory fulfils merely an executive function. He does not follow the general process of labour and production. He is not a point that moves and so creates a line; he is a pin stuck in a particular place, and the line is made up of a succession of pins that an alien will has arranged in accordance with its own ends. The worker tends to carry this mode of being of his into every aspect of his life. At all times he adjusts easily to the role of material executor, of a ‘mass’ guided by a will that is alien to his own. He is intellectually lazy; he cannot and does not wish to look beyond his immediate horizon, so he lacks criteria in his choice of leaders and allows himself to be easily taken in by promises. He likes to believe he can get what he wants without making a great effort himself or thinking too much. The Communist Party is the instrument and historical form of the process of inner liberation through which the worker is transformed from executor to initiator, from mass to leader and guide, from brawn to brain and purpose. As the Communist Party is formed, a seed of liberty is planted that will sprout and grow to its full height only after the Workers’ State has organised the requisite material conditions.

Gramsci The Communist Party PWI 333

The Communist Party is the collective and conscious control that gives the spontaneous movement and self-organisation of the class.

Only the proletariat, through its creation of a new organ of public authority, the Soviet system, can give dynamic expression to the fluid and incandescent mass of workers and restore order to the general upheaval of the productive forces. It is entirely natural and historically explicable that in such a period as this the problem should arise of forming a Communist Party, an expression of the proletarian vanguard which has a precise consciousness of its historical mission, which will establish the new social order and which will be both initiator and protagonist of this new and original historical period.

Gramsci The Communist Party PWI 336

Gramsci is clearly not to be forced into any of the old antitheses of party and union, politics and economics. The Communist Party that Gramsci is proposing is not the estranged political organisation separated from the class and class movement.  Such a separation reflects the bourgeois social division of labour that Gramsci is determined to overcome. The Communist Party, rather, expresses and clarifies the real movement of the class, relating politics to socio-economic reality.

The Socialist Party is a ‘governing’ party, a party dedicated to the exercise of political power. The Socialist Party is the expression of the interests of the proletarian class, i.e. the class made up of the factory workers who own no property and are never likely to own any. It is on the interests of this group that the Socialist Party bases its real activity.

The communist party, representing the proletarians and the socialised and internationalised economy, is the model party of proletarian society. It is the governing party of the working class: through the functioning of a central council of the national economy, which will coordinate and unify initiatives in production, it aims to socialise the whole of the labour process that has been industrialised by the capitalists, and to industrialize on a socialist basis all other sectors of labour that have not yet been drawn into the system of capitalist industrialism. It aims to mould all men in society on the model of the proletarian – an emancipated and regenerated proletarian, one who possesses no private wealth but administers the common wealth and receives in return that measure of enjoyment and security of life that are his due for the work he puts into production.

Gramsci Governing Party and Governing Class PWI 167/8

The political party enables the proletariat to emerge as the leading class in the nation.

The Socialist Party, insofar as it represents the economic interests of the working class threatened with extinction by capitalist private property, will be mandated by the working class with the revolutionary government of the nation. But the Socialist Party will be a governing party only to the extent that it forces the working class to overcome all these difficulties; only to the extent it succeeds in reducing all men in society to the fundamental model of a proletarian emancipated and regenerated from his condition of wage-slavery; and finally, only to the extent that it is successful in establishing Communist society, in the form of an International of nations not States.





It is not the party as such that acts, that creates socialism. Revolution is a creative process requiring the transforming agency of the human subject; it is not an organisational question. Behind the power of the party is the class power of the proletariat. The proletariat must emerge as the self-conscious revolutionary subject, expressing its will in its political power.

The Socialist Party will not, in fact, become a party of revolutionary government unless the proletariat comes to see its pressing problems of existence as resolvable only by a class government of its own that takes power by revolutionary means.
The working class is aware that it is only by virtue of its being a producing class that it can master society and lead it to Communism: for the working class too, production and increasing production are fundamental and ever pressing problems.

The type of government required could only be a workers’ government, a government of the working class turned governing, ruling class.




Gramsci sees no contradiction between the Socialist Party and the council movement precisely because he does not indulge in the business of determining fixed organisational forms. The most important thing is the development of the proletariat as it comes to constitute itself as the leading class in the nation. The proletariat, in its self-development, creates and controls its own organs according to the tasks it has to accomplish. The socialist object of proletarian self-government in a workers’ state, Gramsci shows, requires both the councils and the socialist party as integral components of the proletarian movement.

It is quite possible that Gramsci’s greater emphasis in later years upon the political party as the Modern Prince did have the effect of changing, even destroying, the complex and delicate relations that Gramsci had established between party and council on the basis of class praxis and real movement. The defeat of The Factory Councils movement and the rise of fascism could certainly explain Gramsci’s later emphasis upon the need for the strong party. Gramsci, having separated himself from social democracy and Leninism, comes therefore to relapse into the institutional manipulation and instrumentalism which he had exposed as devaluing the role of the class agency in socialist transformation.





Gramsci’s ideal of the proletarian council state was postulated on the assumption that the new state would have to embody the everyday proletarian experience. Given the alienating separations of bourgeois society, the political parties and trade unions were increasingly bureaucratised, centralised and removed from popular participation and control. The Factory Councils, by way of contrast, were local organs that expressed proletarian autonomy and, under the conscious control of the proletariat, would encourage and develop proletariat subjectivity. The Factory Councils would enable the proletariat to assume control of the apparatus of production, overthrowing the capitalist class in their management of production and thus enabling the proletarian movement to go further than the piecemeal reforms of the parliamentary socialists which kept intact bourgeois relations of production. It is in this way that The Factory Councils enable the spontaneous movement of the class to assume more permanent and materialized form. The immediate forms of the class struggle can thus come to take political form. With the council movement an organic and interactive relationship between the class, freedom and organisation could be sustained in a collective force. The council movement enables the class to replace the old hierarchies and dualisms of bourgeois forms of organisation. The councils were organs of self-education in which the working class developed the capacity to govern the production process of the new economy and, on this basis, be the governing class in the new proletarian state. The proletariat would, through its own efforts, develop a new mentality, new values and new skills. A democratic social order requires that the proletariat, the majority of the citizens, be capable of being a governing class. A socialist revolution that lacked this class agency may well be able to seize state power. But ‘adventurers’ and ‘political intriguers’ would take over and any socialist state would simply be a ‘counterfeit of the bourgeois state’. To avoid this – a revolution without content – the proletariat must emerge as the self-acting class capable of assuming power, responsibility and initiative in their own hands. The working class thus educates itself in how to govern politics and production in a self-governing society regulated by its own associative organs.

The Factory Councils thus were organs of class struggle, could also function as organs increasing proletarian confidence, dignity, consciousness. The proletariat learn to value themselves as producers, indeed as makers of history. The councils were local organs of popular power and, because of their smaller size, enabled the active participation of all workers; the councils therefore embodied a system of self-representation. Organising and calling for the activity of all workers, the councils would develop proletarian capacities for the self-management of production in the new economy. The councils as local organs would unite being and consciousness and form a hitherto fragmented and divided class into a ‘single organism’.

Gramsci’s revolutionary councilism was based upon The Factory Councils being supplemented by other soviets, taking on political significance and hence forming the nucleus of a democratic socialist public – what Gramsci referred to as the proletarian state. In looking to develop the council movement in this way, Gramsci was conscious of needing to repudiate bourgeois forms of organisation, ways of thinking and doing things. Thus consiliar forms of organisation were to protect against the bureaucratisation and centralisation that beset the traditional mass organisations of the working class. The old authoritarian and elitist political structures would be checked. The council movement would be an actively democratic movement and would also be a force for democratising party and union organisations, exposing and diminishing their bureaucracies and enabling greater input from below in class struggle. In the very least, the ambiguous incorporation of the working class within bourgeois institutions and relations, via parliamentary parties and trade unions, would rest on more and more shaky foundations. And in weakening these foundations, the councils come forward more and more as organs of proletarian autonomy. The council movement would be the movement of the class itself outside of and against the dominant bourgeois institutions and relations.

The councils, for Gramsci, were the embryonic proletarian state. As such, the councils, organs of the collective life, would prefigure the future of communist society. The councils are collective forms of self-organisation which show how a socialist state and economy would be governed. And the revolutionary process leading to socialism would be rooted in production and in the self-organisation of the workers as the productive class. Thus, workers’ councils, as institutions of collective life, would prefigure the communist society. The whole infrastructure of modern capitalism would be subject to a process of dissolution as the councils would expand in number and competence and come to embody emancipatory political, social and authority relations.

Whilst Gramsci is open to the criticism that the relation of The Factory Councils to other soviets, that the characters and competences of these soviets, is vague and better treated by other theorists, Gramsci nevertheless does provide a structured dynamic that connects the councils with the new proletarian state. And it is Gramsci’s ability to think and rethink the need for the ‘global’ political organisation or party that defines him as Marxist in the best sense and elevates the Gramscian ideal of social self-government above revolutionary syndicalism and council communism. To blandly state that Gramsci went from being a revolutionary councilist to being an advocate of the revolutionary party is to invite the impression that Gramsci had learned nothing from the Council movement and had no experiences or even principles to embody in organisational forms. As though ‘the party’ for Gramsci was no more than Lenin’s 1902 model.

The truth is that Gramsci thought about the council movement, the political party and the ‘organic’ relation between them at the same time. Emphases changed, there is no doubt. Gramsci came to argue that the factory council movement failed because it lacked an adequate political strategy. The emphasis had fallen almost completely upon winning control of the apparatus of production. The council movement only insufficiently competed in the political struggle. Challenged on the terrain of production, the bourgeoisie had wasted no time in developing its political, indeed coercive strength, and enlisted the state power in its cause. The bourgeoisie ensured that, through the state power, it had the coercive and administrative means available to preserve its economic power, keep the financial and commercial apparatus under its control, protect property relations. The proletariat may occupy the factories and may even be able to run the factories. But political, coercive and economic power would remain firmly in the hands of the bourgeoisie. The council movement was isolated, encircled and strangulated.

But one should not exaggerate the importance of even these lessons. Gramsci had always been a highly political thinker. Gramsci had worked within the Italian Socialist Party for years and even at the height of the council movement was calling for the ‘renewal’ rather than the rejection of the party. The fact is that the feebleness of the PSI in post-war Italy removed it as a serious radical force. Gramsci naturally turned to organs of class struggle that the workers had had to create in order to translate their revolutionary will into organisational form. L’Ordine Nuovo was the theoretical expression of the workers’ real movement. And even here, in the pages of L’Ordine Nuovo, Gramsci continues to theorise the need for the political party in terms of leadership, direction. Strategy, education, coordination, unity. No doubt, for a time, given the pace and significance of real developments, Gramsci did assign the political party a much diminished role in leading the revolution. But, given the collapse and the conservatism of the PSI, and given that the workers had created their own organs of class struggle, no wonder that the accent fell upon self-organisation.

And if this would appear to devalue politics and political organisation, then Gramsci’s faults are a product of his virtues, faults which can be corrected on account of these virtues.

For Gramsci had not made socialism an ideal, had not made the proletariat a passive object, had not made revolution a one off, tactical-instrumental event. Simply having theoretical knowledge of socialism does not suffice to make a socialist. And nor does it justify the formation of the socialist party as something claiming to embody socialist consciousness. It is as though revolution, socialism and activity were all pre-determined phenomenon. Not in the least. Gramsci punctured the illusions of scientific socialism and penetrated the rationalisations buttressing power. What mattered was the class praxis that shaped reality. For revolution was a creative, not an administrative process. Having this sense of process involving critical themes of consciousness and subjectivity, Gramsci moved straight to the difficult, contradictory, hard to move terrain of reality and, only on this terrain, only then looked up to the political level is to expect reality to adjust itself to ones superior understanding. Reality, however, has to be adjusted.

Gramsci’s achievement is to have refused to fetishise the organisation over the agency. Gramsci’s writings on organisation embody such critical and emancipatory themes as alienation, consciousness, subjectivity, autonomy and freedom. Gramsci develops a dialectical and interactive relationship between the immediate and the abstract, spontaneity and control, freedom and organisation, party, council and class, being and consciousness. To reduce this dynamic conception to an antithesis between council and party is possible only through ignorance. Gramsci has moved the debate much further beyond the spontaneist and vanguardist problematic. And Gramsci has gone beyond council versus party-state socialism. The antithesis that he establishes is between bourgeois (abstract) democracy and proletarian (concrete) democracy.

That there is no necessary contradiction between the council movement and the communist party is indicated by Gramsci in ‘Two Revolutions’. This article was written during, not after, the Bienno Rosso. It also shows the fundamentally democratic and participatory conception of the party.

Hence, in so far as it projects itself as the specific party of the industrial proletariat, and works to equip the productive forces thrown up by the development of capitalism with a consciousness and precise line, the communist party creates the economic conditions for the communist proletariat’s hold on state power. It creates the conditions in which the proletarian revolution can be identified with the popular revolt against the bourgeois state, the conditions in which this revolt becomes an act of liberation on the part of the real productive forces who had been building up within capitalist society.

For those communists who are not content to monotonously chew the cud of the basic historical materialism but live in the reality of the struggle and grasp that reality, as it is, from the viewpoint of historical materialism and communism, the revolution as the conquest of social power on the part of the proletariat can only be conceived as a dialectic process, in which political power makes possible industrial power and vice versa.

Gramsci sees the political in the economic and the economic in the political. Gramsci does, however, locate the revolutionary dialectic in the ‘natural’ terrain of civil society, specifically labour and production. This means that Gramsci cannot hold that politics is the demiurge of history and it means that Gramsci can proceed directly to a political position. Here, Gramsci is in the tradition of Marx. It is Lenin and Bordiga who, in insisting upon the capture of state power as a condition for the proletarian control of the production process, are the heretics. Lenin and Bordiga have the easiest tasks in building a political strategy to seize state power. Such victories, as Gramsci argued, would prove illusory, ‘counterfeit’ and short-lived. Real change has to be grounded in the ‘natural’ processes of society. Proletarian emancipation has to be social and hence won in the ‘sphere of production and exchange’. The political party cannot stand above these processes. The view that it can manipulate these processes, rooted in social relations, from the outside is a dangerous delusion and substitutes an arbitrary will for real possibility. Gramsci is an immanentist. The political party can act to facilitate social transformation through developing and bringing to fruition those social forces already in movement. The political party is, therefore, potent and enabled only to the extent that it relates to and expresses the movement of the proletariat, the revolutionary agent whose capacity to act is a structural reality. The political party thus emerges as an active force with a positive role to play only as the organisational expression of the revolutionary capacity, will and consciousness of the proletariat. The party is not itself ‘revolutionary’. Organisations cannot substitute for the will of the human agency. Gramsci has no intention of substituting the party for the class, of creating a political arm of the professional revolutionaries to lead the class.





Gramsci’s party, like his state, is proletarian and is based upon active sovereignty and conscious participation. A real popular will is embodied in such a party. The political party, moreover, is rooted in the everyday practical reality of human beings, most specifically, in labour and production. Gramsci proceeds from this reality and precludes all attempts to jump over this reality. Gramsci, therefore, takes seriously Marx’s own formulation concerning the conversion of the economic movement of the working class into its political movement. This conversion is a process, and involves retreats and defeats. It is a process through which the working class develops itself, making itself fit to found society anew. Gramsci did not doubt or devalue proletarian capacities in this direction. He therefore defined Marxism as a philosophy of praxis.






This conclusion attempts to draw together some of the strands that have been running throughout the course of the book. In the process, the attempt will be made to identify the critical themes for the development of socialist thought and action and thereby outline the contours of the future socialist society.

In terms of the dominant political forms, there has indeed been an 'end of history" for socialism. This may have caused a certain demoralisation in the immediate aftermath but it should be remembered that disillusionment is an opportunity to develop a politics free from illusion. The moment should be seized in the spirit of optimism. The opposition to capitalism can be reborn, this time refusing inappropriate modes of political expression. The collapse of party state Socialism is an opportunity to define the shape of a genuine socialist alternative to capitalism. The basis of this alternative lies in the theory and practice of the subterranean tradition of workers’ socialism considered in this book, though, of course, their perspectives need to be read in light of experience, theirs as well as ours. Stated concisely, the construction of a socialist society expresses the aspiration for a free, democratic, pluralist social order in which the world of persons prevails over the world of things. 
At the level of theory, the conception of this socialist society is still informed by Marx's original critique of the separation of the State and Civil Society and his demand for democratisation as the practical reappropriation of the social power alienated to the state and capital and its reorganisation as social power. This envisages the political investment of civil society so as to redefine public life as social self-government. With common conscious control within the social metabolism, a democratised Civil Society functions alongside a decentralised and actively democratic political realm. I have examined socialism as the new public realm at length in a number of places. The argument of this chapter needs to be read in conjunction with those works. (Dr Peter Critchley Beyond Modernity and Postmodernity vol 4 Alien Politics and vol 5 Associational Socialism 1997; Dr Peter Critchley Commune Democracy and the Associational Public 1999; Dr Peter Critchley Marx and Rational Freedom 2001 ch 7; Dr Peter Critchley Reason, Freedom and Modernity vol 8 Political Structures.)

The discussion in this conclusion will proceed in two stages. First, I will argue that the death of socialism pertains to a particular party-state tradition and not to socialism as such. The apparent death of socialism as such along with the seeming the triumph of capitalism is utterly illusory. The collapse of party-state socialism does not mean that the contradictory dynamics and crisis tendencies of capitalism have been resolved, far from it. Second I will highlight what is living within the lost tradition of workers’ socialism from below, identifying the themes that have been the main focus of the chapters of this book.

There is a long tradition of tendentiously associating socialism as the social control of the collective processes of politics and production with the expanded role of the centralised state. In this view, then, socialist ‘control’ is equivalent to state power. This is tendentious because such an interpretation of socialism suits the interests of anti-socialists and of party-state socialists whose only interest is in the political expropriation of capital – nationalisation – and bureaucratic domination.
Actually, socialism as social control means the abolition of the alien control of society exercised by the state and capital. This can only be realized through the self-mediating, self-constituting power of the freely associated producers. The self-government of the associated producers is the essential core of socialism as social control. And it is the self-constituting power of the producers in exercising social control that makes the expropriation of capital practically feasible. And expropriation, the abolition of capitalism, is necessary. The reformist idea of politically regulating capitalism through the democratic state makes the claim that the crisis tendencies of capitalism are accidental rather than necessary and can, therefore, be controlled. But capitalism is not a public domain; it is a regime of private accumulation. Social control means that this regime has been abolished and that social labour is no longer supplied through the alienated value form. This requires the fundamental transformation of capitalist relations, a genuine socialisation rather than a nationalisation that reinforces capital’s social metabolic control. The political control of capital is a self-contradictory notion, since capitalism is a regime of private accumulation. The political control of capital by the state is an a priori impossibility in a social system that is itself under the control of capital.

Socialism as the political expropriation of capital actually reproduces the economic relations of capitalism. Without the conscious self-activity of the freely associated producers that allows the class subject to assume social control, the socialist claim to regulate and control capital is an ideological claim buttressing the power of the political socialists or merely a vain hope. Socialism must look to establish the autonomous self-government of the associated producers in the productive basis of society as forming the very content of the socialist society.

The radical restructuring of power by the self-emancipatory class subject abolishes capital and achieves a classless society. The socialist project concerns the achievement of conscious and communal control of supra-individual, collective and alien powers. Socialism, as a result, is necessarily a collective project. However, this does not mean that socialism must necessarily be achieved by the central agency of the state. The state is an ideal and illusory communality which is to be abolished as socialism realises a genuine communality within the relationships of society. This genuine communality thus indicates that conscious and communal control is quite capable of being exercised through decentralised, self-managing forms networked in civil society. It is in opposition to the alien control exercised by the state and capital over against the conscious control of the demos and the working class that Marx opposes socialism as ‘a general plan of freely combined individuals’. This general plan is based upon the  recognition that ‘modern universal intercourse cannot be controlled by individuals unless it is controlled by all.’ Marx thus acknowledges that individual freedom is only possible through the collective control of supra-individual forces. The individual freedom pursued by liberalism defines socialism as a collectivism inimical to individual freedom. This applies only to that socialism which institutionalises the communal interest at the level of the state. The problem with the liberal rejection of all collective control on principle leads not to freedom but to all individuals being subject to the external control of supra-individual forces. Liberal freedom is therefore experienced by individuals as a universal constraint. It is against this that Marx advocates the ‘transformation of labour into self-activity’ so that human beings – ‘freely associated individuals’ – achieve social control as opposed to being subordinated to the imperatives of alien powers. Marx’s argument leads not to centralisation as state control but to a decentralisation as based upon the process of production being made ‘subject to each individual, and property to all’ (Marx and Engels Collected Works vol 5 p83 88). 
The possibility of socialism depends upon the producers’ capacity restructure the conditions of production. The ‘mastery’ to which Marx referred signifies conscious control over the production by labour as self-activity. The free association and self-government of the producers creates a diffuse network that connects the parts and the whole in an organic relationship. Individuals become social and self-determining within a productive framework that embodies proletarian autonomy and consciousness, confirming the working class as socially productive class. There are those who would condemn this for its ‘productivist’ bias. To which one should reply that a society without production would soon expire. This, however, is too easy. The main point is that the self-government of the producers deals with the alteration of social relationships so as to materialize the freedom of associated individuals.

The collapse of party-state socialism is the collapse of political socialism removed from the self-activity and self-organisation of the working class subject, not of socialism as such. The reappropriation of socialism by the proletarian subject is on the agenda and will become increasingly relevant the more that the contradictory dynamics and crisis tendencies of the capital system come to manifest themselves in the global economy. The institutional and instrumental route to socialism is incapable of resolving capitalist crisis and will be increasingly discredited. The time is therefore ripe to re-assert the buried or lost traditions of workers’ socialism from below so as to recover the idea of socialism as the social control exercised by the associated producers. Only this way can the crisis of capitalism and of political authority be overcome.

This is not to establish any simple antithesis between socialism from below and party political socialism. There is a need to convert the workers’ economic struggles and interests into a political form so that action is taken and power asserted and contested at the appropriate level.
The limitations of syndicalism are real and are to be consciously remedied by developing the political significance of workers’ actions and class struggles. These limitations can certainly be acknowledged by anyone seeking to incorporate the syndicalist spirit into an explicitly revolutionary movement.

In reference to the anti-politics of syndicalism, one is inclined to leniency given the clear impotence of parliamentary socialism. Revolutionary Syndicalism was therefore, on one level, a justified reaction against the persistent tendencies of political socialists to trail behind in support of the explicitly bourgeois parties.





And the anti-politics of the Syndicalists can certainly be justified as an attack upon the alien and abstract politics of bourgeois institutions. These reproduced the separation of the state from civil society and hence ensured that ‘politics’ is something remote from peoples’ real lives. The parliamentary politics of the party ‘has no effect on the matters most important to Labour; wages did not rise, the price of necessities of life increased… It is enough to state that [the Labour Party] has no influence on those vital issues’ (Weekly Despatch, 10 March 1912).
The only problem is that this is not enough. This is fine as a basis for activating and mobilising the working class around issues of immediate concern to them. But a truly revolutionary socialist movement has to possess the organisational and intellectual capacity to generalise from the immediate terrain, work towards the long term objective, incorporating it within an ongoing, expansive praxis, and thus come to address the political issues of class, power, and control in society. The charge against Syndicalism is that, for all its success in mobilising the working class and in creating revolutionary situations, it could not mount an effective challenge to the capitalist class by sustaining a movement into the distinctly political terrain. Syndicalism can contest power but cannot take power. Instead, there was a permanent tendency to force a revolutionary confrontation with the agencies of capitalist power whilst nevertheless continuing to translate the struggle into trade union terms. This hobbled the syndicalists at decisive moments, thus paving the way for defeat, either through settling for economic concessions or simply through a weakening of workers’ economic power through depression. And this is a fatal flaw in an anti-political and anti-intellectual workerism. Syndicalism – and the socialist movement generally – can politically and theoretically disarm itself through the rejection of politics and theory as a matter of principle. One does not need to reproduce the cliché ridden diatribe against syndicalism – that it rejects politics, that it lacks theory, that its only strategy is the spontaneous general strike. These are points that syndicalists can counter easily. The syndicalists developed a politics of praxis, involving workers actively in struggle, contesting power and in the process empowering themselves. They took on the capitalists and the authorities and made power a public issue. ‘Spontaneity’ is a lazy charge which ignores the Syndicalist emphasis upon building the new social order within the framework of the old. At worst, such a prefigurative strategy could degenerate into a kind of practical, evolutionary, economic reformism from below. This was a danger that James Connolly, for one, became conscious of in America. The criticism that the only strategy that the syndicalists had was the spontaneous general strike ignores the patient work involved in building working class industrial institutions over a long period of time, often in the face of capitalist and state hostility.
The question is also begged as to how critics themselves conceive the seizure of power. The Leninists and Trotskyists – those who are most insistent on this point – are on the thinnest of ice here. They place an inordinate amount of faith in the capacity of the revolutionary party to seize state power, and in the capacity of state power to build socialism. It is the limitations of this minority seizure of power, which is easily controlled by authorities which have not collapsed, that the general strike, involving the whole working class – or at least its most strategically important sections – was designed to avoid.

As to having no theory, the syndicalists made important contributions to the understanding of capitalist development, the growth of monopolies and cartels, labour organisation, capital and labour class relations. Perhaps what stands out the most, however, is the critique of party-state socialism. The syndicalists offered a critique of parliamentary and bureaucratic socialism, which could be later applied, with minor adjustments, to the Communism which followed the 1917 Revolution in Russia. Max Weber has been praised for his insight in predicting that the dictatorship of the proletariat would be realised as the dictatorship of the officials. Weber certainly merits the respect he commands for his theoretical prowess. But the syndicalists had already made this same point. And Weber, who was interested in Syndicalism, if unsympathetic, knew this.

The real charges against Syndicalism are that, when it comes to going beyond immediate, ‘economistic’ interests, the syndicalist movement found itself politically and theoretically incapable of acting at an appropriate level. Sooner or later, syndicalism as a workers’ socialism would have had to develop a political significance and take the questions of the leadership and material organisation of the working class as a whole seriously as part of a consciously revolutionary strategy. As it happened, syndicalism mobilised the workers’ against capital and the state in numbers that explicitly political socialisms had singularly failed to do. However, in forcing a revolutionary situation, the syndicalist movement required a political organisation of the working class as a whole in order to act effectively.

This is a question not of choosing between politics and economics, asserting the primacy of one over the other. The failure of a one sided political socialism justified the syndicalist reaction in the other direction. The problem is that reaction remains imprisoned within a dualism that subjects the working class to false antitheses. This represents a flawed understanding of the working class position within capitalism.

The political party in itself does not possess the power to challenge and overthrow the state and capital. This power is structurally embedded in the prevailing social relations. Ultimately, the power of party and politics resides in the proletariat and its structural capacity to act and transform society from within its social relationships. This power evinces a material futurity, showing a vision of the alternative future society within the existing society. The working class therefore possesses the transformative capacity to restructure power relations and put the whole basis of society on new foundations. And workers can use this power in their immediate environment to challenge capital, force concessions in the wages struggle, obstruct the mechanisms of investment and accumulation. However, at this level, the question needs to be asked whether the workers’ struggle is consciously revolutionary or merely economistic. The answer to the question involves turning the immediate struggle around short term aims into the long range struggle for social transformation. Workers’ must use their power politically rather than spontaneously in order to effect a permanent transformation of society.
Is this is Lenin’s case? That would be the defence. This, however, is not the case. The difference between this view and Lenin’s may seem slight, but are in fact substantial. For Lenin does not limit his criticism to the limitations of the spontaneous and economic activity of the working class; he positively devalues this activity. Rather than focus upon how the proletarian movement can distil and generate a socialist politics and theory out of its immediate and economistic activity, and thereby constitute itself as a political party of labour – what Marx called the transition from being a class-in-itself to being a class-for-itself – Lenin effectively denies that such a conversion is possible through the agency of the working class. Lenin is entitled to that view, as his own view. He is not entitled to claim it as Marx’s view. With Lenin, ‘the party’ is part of the superstructure elevated over the material base. In between, there is absolutely nothing to connect the one with the other. As a result, socialism must be brought into the working class movement ‘from the outside’. For Marx, the proletariat were structurally and epistemologically enabled to generate socialist consciousness from inside their struggles. Proceeding from their immediate, economistic struggles, the working class is able to see through and break through capitalist relations. Lenin denied this.
Agreed, syndicalism fails ultimately at the most crucial point, that of converting economic struggles into political effect. Instead, the revolutionary struggle remains within the terms of wages struggle, working conditions, trade unions. This activity, uncoordinated industrially and geographically, can have important results and can give the capitalist class a glimpse of workers’ power. And it can be a step towards socialism. But it can advance only so far. An explicitly revolutionary attack upon bourgeois political institutions and capitalist relations will require more than economic gradualism and reformism which, for all of its latent revolutionary impulses, syndicalism ultimately reduces to.

To develop labour politics to a revolutionary level requires a revolutionary party, the claim goes. But what kind of party is this? What is not required  is ‘the party’ as an artificial construction appropriate only to an abstract class struggle. Such a political party will be ineffective in realising its objectives since it would lack an organic and dynamic relation to the constitutive social agency. It may, however, prove strong enough to divide, suppress, distort or channel the social agency into sterile channels. The real task of political organisation is to facilitate the social agency in the process of constituting itself as a political force adequate to the political task. By putting the revolutionary conclusion before the revolutionary process, party builders both reinforce the passivity of the class subject and the hegemony of the reformist party within the working class movement.

The splitting of the labour movement between politics and economics, theory and practice, is a disabling of the labour movement. To introduce the revolutionary party arbitrarily into the proletarian movement is to provoke reaction and rejection. The only possibility for the effective transformative activity by the political party is self-activity and self-organisation of the proletarian movement. For it is through the proletarian movement alone, constituting itself as a subjective reality out of its objective fact, which can actualise and embody the norms and values  around which a socialist society is ordered and organised. 

What can certainly be promoted is the idea of the political party as an agency for information, communication, dissemination and education. A theoretical sophisticated – which marxism certainly has had – can only enable and empower the proletarian movement as it seeks to create a socialist society. The difficulty that marxism has had lies in the relation of theory to political practice. It has proved impossible to engage in practice without vulgarising and simplifying theory to the point of distortion. The more sophisticated theory has been detached from the proletarian movement. In part, this reflects the monopolistic attitude makes theory merely the ideology of a conservative apparatus for controlling the proletariat, not enabling the proletariat to achieve social revolution. The alienated political form of ‘the party’ thus possesses a rigid, dogmatic and mechanistic approach to the working class agency. Such a party is ill equipped to channel working class activity in an effective, creative direction.

The political party, to be able to constitute public life , must be the creation of a class conscious proletariat, public life as the organic product of proletarian self-development. Only thus is the party the party of the working class agency, embodying and expressing proletarian subjectivity and autonomy, canalizing proletarian self-activity so as to achieve effective social transformation. Only in this way is the proletarian transformation of politics to create public life achieved.

The inability of ‘the party’ to develop an organic relation to the proletariat is really another way of saying that the proletariat has yet to constitute itself as a politically oriented class. The working class remains an objective fact as a class-for-itself; it needs to make itself a subjective reality as a class-for-itself. The class subject can constitute itself as the revolutionary subject of the new social order by  creating its own political and organisational forms. These forms constitute the basis of the new public order.

Although Friedrich Engels played a major role in codifying the marxist orthodoxy appropriated by the political party, he was alive to the dangers of a political socialism that completely neglects the self-development of the working class.





This was an argument for public order to be constituted by proletarian self-activity and self-organisation as against external intervention and manipulation. Engels’ criticism was directed against the failure of political revolutionaries to relate the socialist objective to the class struggle engaged in by the working class themselves. Instead, one is left with a sharp and completely mechanical, undialectical antithesis between the actual consciousness of the proletariat and the socialist end. Practical is detached from theory. Thus Engels writes in his letters:

The masses must have time and opportunity to develop, and they have the opportunity only when they have a movement of their own – no matter in what form so long as it is their movement – in which they are driven by their own mistakes and learn from their experience…

What the Germans [German-Americans] ought to do is to act up to their own theory – if they understand it, as we did in 1845 and 1848 – to go in for any real general working class movement, accept its actual starting point, and work it up gradually up to the theoretical level by pointing out how every mistake made, every reverse suffered, was a necessary consequence of mistaken theoretical views in the original programme.

Engels, Marx and Engels Selected Correspondence 1975: 374 377

Political revolutionaries inflate the socialist objective and devalue the subjective factors that empower the social agency to realise this objective. They are therefore unable to exercise a genuine political leadership of the proletarian movement. 

Understanding the impotence of political parties provokes a widespread reaction against political activity. The labour movement would tend to such a reaction the more that the socialist party – parliamentary or revolutionary – disregards the workers own activity as somehow economistic and secondary.
The political party of socialism can avoid utopianism and sectarianism only through its connection to the real movement of the class and, on this basis, formulating a principled stance that is programmatic and predictable. Socialism thus ceases to be an ideal and the party ceased to be an alienated political form. Politics is thus something that generalises the permanent interests of the working class, deriving from the actual class struggle and thus possessing an organic relation to the proletarian movement. The political party becomes an abstract, ‘ideal’, alienated form when it is detached from the actuality of class struggle and social relations. Such a party comes to elevate itself above the real movement on the basis of an a priori political principle it holds in abstraction from the real movement.

It is not enough, therefore, to argue for the creation of a new political party as the remedy for the failures of the existing political movement. This is merely a reaction to a political practice that operates within the constraints of party building that are responsible for political failure. Such party building pays scant attention to social realities. Politics feeds upon social roots. A slide rule, abstract politics forgets that ‘objective’ reality is always ‘humanly objective’, possessing an inherent subjective component. The socialist movement has to be a part of the real movement of the working class subject, the proletariat. Without proletarian subjectivity, the socialist movement is purely abstract, institutional and instrumental. To separate the practical and organisational character of socialism from its constituency is to detach the socialist end from the means of its realisation, thus opposing an impotent ought-to-be to the real. This is a reversion to idealism and to utopianism.

The role of the socialist political organisation is to facilitate the constitutive activity of the proletariat in making itself as a class possessing subjective identity. And this involves autonomous political activity on the part of the proletariat. Only thus can the capture of political power by the proletariat mean what it says rather than being the cover for the party making itself a state. In short, the party is socialist in opposition to bourgeois forms only to the extent that it is the institutional expression of the proletarian movement acting politically in its self-emancipation.
The socialist party is thus generated out of the autonomous activity and industrial organisation of the working class. The socialist party connects with the spontaneous self-activity of the working class so as to canalize it into a positive transformative direction. The class itself, through its political organisation, comes to proceed naturally to a socialist politics and consciousness. There is, therefore, no opposition or antithesis between political and economic activity. Each informs and orients the other in a dynamic, self-moving whole.
The failure to effect this unity between the political and the economic means that the proletarian movement is separated into two wings, the one having no relation to the other. The working class could be militant, could even force a revolutionary situation in challenging capital’s mechanisms of investment and accumulation. The problem, however, lies in the rejection of politics as a reaction against the discredited, abstract, bourgeois form dominating in contemporary state or political socialism. It is this abstract and estranged character of party political socialism, parliamentary and revolutionary, bourgeois and sectarian, which induced the militant sections of the working class to embrace revolutionary syndicalism and industrial unionism. This mobilised workers in numbers greater than any political party ever had. Ultimately, however, the revolutionary situations forced by working class action could not be developed as a result of the paucity of the organisational means available. To put the point against syndicalism concisely, the change in the form of the industrial organisation of the working class could not produce the necessary change in the content of the trade unions. This was the limitation that ultimately constrained working class activity and prevented the working class from mounting an explicitly revolutionary challenge to capital and the state. Moreover, the cultivation of an anti-political bias militated against appreciating the need for a general political challenge. This could ossify into the view that working class organisation in the factories and on the shop floor alone would suffice to build the socialist public. Since the state and capital would mount a concerted political challenge against the workers’ movement, it follows that the working class should be similarly politically enabled and equipped. The failure to connect the political and the economic means that the proletarian movement as a whole is both organisationally and mentally hobbled.

The political socialists, with their myopic party building apart from working class self-organisation, bear a heavy responsibility for this impasse. The compromising attitudes of the parliamentary parties and the dogmatic and sectarian attitudes of the revolutionary parties were so cut off from the movement and the aspirations of the working class that the workers had no option but to embrace a strategy based upon their own economic organisations. The political ideal set before them was too remote, too abstract and too elitist.

The Industrial Workers of the World sought to realise the socialist objective through a revolutionary industrial unionism which would unify the working class in a common struggle to materialise their power.

Daniel de Leon supported the IWW wholeheartedly. Industrial unionism was to be tried so as to overcome the limitations of the political party and the trade unions. The role of politics and the party was correspondingly made subordinate to industrial organisation and activity. Industrial unionism was intended to unify the entire working class, organising workers by their trade division. The capture of political power by the party would be the culmination and confirmation of working class material power. In attaining the supreme positions in the state and in the municipality, the politicians would ‘adjourn themselves on the spot, sine die’. The end of political organisation is therefore self-liquidation in the face of a self-acting proletarian movement constituting public order. For

The political organisation of Labour intended to capture a Congressional District is wholly unfit to ‘take and hold’ the plants of industry. The only organisation fit for that is the organisation of the several industries themselves… The central administrative organ of the Socialist Republic … being exclusively administrative of the producing forces of the land … its constituent bodies must be exclusively industrial… Where the General Executive Board of the Industrial Workers of the World will sit, there will be the nation’s capital.

De Leon The Socialist Reconstruction of Society

De Leon has therefore firmly rendered political organisation secondary to the industrial organisation of the working class. The real task, however, is to have the working class themselves convert their economic movement into the political movement in such a way as to ensure a dialectical interactive relation between two inseparable aspects. More positively, it can be argued that De Leon has formulated socialism properly as social self-government via the proletariat organising itself as the class subject, materialising its power through industrial organs rather than through abstract political organs. De Leon therefore had a strategy for dissolving the state power, incorporating it into social bodies of proletarian self-administration.

Criticism must, however, refer to the dangers of ‘economism’ and of ‘under’ centralisation. The state and capital are ‘global’ powers that must be politically confronted. When the foundations of their power are attacked by individual, often isolated and uncoordinated movements of workers, the state and capital will act with overwhelming political power. This is a lesson that Gramsci learned as a result of the defeat of the Factory Council Movement.
The task, therefore, is to unite the political and economic forms of working class activity and organisation. This ought to have been the strength of Marxism. The domination of politics and party building, however, cut Marxism in its ‘orthodoxy’ off from the working class. This abstract ‘politics’, in turn, led to a justification for working class militants to concentrate their activities upon the industrial terrain. Working class activity as a result, before and after the First World War,  expressed itself in a flowering of genuinely radical proletarian movements – industrial unionism, revolutionary syndicalism, soviets, the rates system, councils, shop stewards movement, Factory Council movement and so on. And, for a spell, a creative working class began to innovate new organisational forms as the embryonic proletarian and socialist society. 
The Second International conception of the political party as a professional and expert body was, for time, discarded. Lenin’s Left Wing Communism was aimed directly against the autonomous workers’ organs and movements, and represented the (successful) attempt to reassert the Second International notion of ‘the party’ as the elite, knowledgeable force leading to socialism.

There is no short cut to socialism via an institutional and instrumental politics. Certainly, an organisational power is required if socialism is to be realised. However, much more important is the consciousness and activity of the social agency or revolutionary class subject. Socialism is anti-utopian to the extent that it can create a political-material movement that relates to real and identifiable forces in civil society, and hence can come to formulate principles which can become the basis of a socialist project and a programme. 
Socialism, in short, is materially rooted in the real developments unfolding in society and in the actual relations of society. There is, therefore,  a need to put content into socialism by focusing upon the autonomous activities of real individuals in their social existence and valuing the self-organising capacities of these real subjects, channelling their self-activity into a collective movement that allows subjects to preserve their autonomy whilst having an effective ‘global’ perspective.

The industrial unionists, revolutionary syndicalists and councilists may have been naively optimistic in the belief that socialism would inevitably issue from the spontaneous activities of the workers’ in contesting capitalist economic power, but the real tragedy of socialism, in both its parliamentary and revolutionary forms, lies in the abandonment of the principle that the emancipation of the working class is an act of the working class itself. Marx insisted on this principle as the sine qua non of socialist politics. Marx and Engels saw the direction that socialism as a political movement was taking and argued against it. 

When the International was formed, we expressly formulated the battle-cry: the emancipation of the working class must be the work of the working class itself. We cannot ally ourselves, therefore, with people who openly declare that the workers are too uneducated to free themselves and must first be liberated from above by philanthropic big bourgeois and petty bourgeois. If the new party organ assumes a position which corresponds to the opinions of those gentlemen, which is bourgeois and not proletarian, then nothing remains, much though we should regret it, but to declare publicly our opposition to it and to abandon the solidarity with which we have hitherto represented the German party abroad. We hope, however, that it will not come to this. (Marx CL 1974). 

Circular Letter to Bebel, Liebknecht, Bracke, et al. (Marx CL 1974). 

This Circular Letter from 1875 makes clear the extent to which Marx and Engels remained true to the principle of proletarian self-emancipation. Marx and Engels continued to believe in the capacity of the proletariat to see through and break through exploitative bourgeois relations and possibly underestimated the extent to which reformism could take serious and systematic root within the working class. The roots of reformism lie not merely in the imposition of a bourgeois theory and practice from the outside, but within the position of the proletariat itself as a class not only against capitalist relations but caught within them. A reformist politics could develop which made sense to the proletariat within the capitalist system, not against it. This led to a Marxism which detached Marx's critique of the capital system from its material foundations in the socialisation of the working class, locating emancipatory politics not in the social organs of the working class, but mediating proletarian politics through the alienated forms through which socialisation developed under capitalism, through the concentration and centralisation of capital. In the process, socialism was re-located from the social realm and transplanted to the abstract political realm, coming to be equated with the nationalisation of the means of production under state authority rather than with the transformation of social relations of production. As a result, social power continued to confront the individual in the alienated form of the state and capital. 
The collapse of party-state socialism, in both its revolutionary and reformist forms, announces the end of a particular, politically dominant form of Marxism, not Marxism as such. The collapse of old orthodoxies creates the intellectual and political space to revalue lost, subterranean streams of an alternative socialism, one grounded in proletarian self-activity and self-organisation. Further, the collapse of party-state socialism does not entail the end of the contradictory dynamics and crisis tendencies of the capital system, far from it. Indeed, with the globalisation of economic relations, the capital system is finally becoming the universal mode of production that Marx envisaged back in the 1840s. The polarisation of wealth and power, the tendencies to the overaccumulation and uneven development of capital, the dehumanisation of life, the commodification of society, the abstraction of power from human control and comprehension, continue to develop to unprecedented, unsustainable levels. Economic and ecological crisis are merging to form a general crisis in the mode of life, making the task of developing the social forms of an alternative future society ever more pressing. In such circumstances, there is every reason to believe that socialism can regain its content and meaning by tapping into the human roots that feed politics, thus restoring the connection between emancipatory theory and emancipatory practice.

In different ways, all of the key figures, theories and movements covered in this book have affirmed a non-authoritarian, actively democratic socialist alternative to capitalism. They have explicitly fought capitalism and sought to wrest power from elite control and subject it to social democratic control. The industrial unionists and the revolutionary syndicalists thought that trade unions provided the basis for this socialist alternative. With respect to the likes of Georges Sorel, this workers’ socialism was accompanied by a powerful critique of bourgeois society. The end in view was a radically decentralised Socialism in which producers prevailed over parasites. Sorel asserted the violence of the proletariat and revolutionary myths like the General Strike so as to destroy the capitalist system. The work of destruction over, the unions would assume society's productive and educational functions. Sorel's visceral understanding of socialist revolution quickens the pulses but is extremely question begging. Sorel was strong on spontaneous acts of proletarian violence but had little to say concerning how such spontaneity could be co-ordinated and canalised into a cogent, effective revolutionary movement, still less how a socialist society would function. Revolutionary social transformation is at least as much about building as it is about destroying. This requires a careful clarification of aims and objectives and the means by which they are to be attained. It is easy to repudiate professionals in politics and bureaucrats in economics; it is much more difficult to explain how productive activities would be coordinated according to a common plan. When it came to how producer and consumer interests could be coordinated, Sorel had little more to offer than the market. 
Sorel is not a representative figure, it has to be said. Revolutionary syndicalists like Fernand Pelloutier had many important things to say concerning how the interests of those members of the community not directly involved in the production process would be served. Pelloutier was well aware of the dangers of a producer monopoly leading to a renewal of capitalism at the expense of the community. From his experience with the Bourses du Travail, Pelloutier drew the conclusion that there was a need to coordinate union activity with local political and cultural bodies so that workers were united beyond trade distinctions. Pelloutier’s early death and the separation of the Bourses from the French trade union movement brought a premature end to the development of the syndicalist vision along these promising lines. 

Council communism distinguished itself from both the syndicalist exaltation of the trade union and the anarchist celebration of spontaneous co-operation whilst seeking to incorporate the best features of both in a conciliar system. For the council communists, the great merit of the Council form of organisation lay in its ability to unite workers of various trades in a single institution. In this way, highly skilled, skilled and un-skilled workers could be brought together to form a single force ranged against capital. The Factory Council was  also a ready made institution for the organisation of production within the socialist society. From different directions, Pannekoek and Gorter, Korsch, and Gramsci all affirmed the importance of Council activity prior to the critical moments of struggle. Council activity therefore served a dual purpose, contesting power with capital in the process of revolution, organising social power in the aftermath. At all stages, the councils served the educative function of preparing the working class for its assumption of control in a revolutionary situation and in a socialist society. Ultimately, the Councils would expand their control over all aspects of production, rendering the capitalist class redundant and depriving the bourgeois State of its material base. The Council communists thus sought to throw off the theoretical and political strait-jacket of the interminable reform versus revolution debate. Revolution is a process rather than an event, with councils as the most appropriate form of proletarian self-activity, self-organisation and self-education.

Council communism suffered a couple of important defects. In the first place, the Council communists had no time for political action and leadership. Whilst the target was an abstract politics detached from the proletarian movement, this led to a tendency to underestimate the importance of politics. Council communism shared this flaw with the industrial unionists and the revolutionary syndicalists. This deficiency could mean that when the revolutionary moment came to challenge capitalist power in a total sense, the organisational forms were inadequate and found wanting. 
That said, the Council communists were not opposed to politics as such. The council communist position begged a political position, since the hierarchy of producers' Councils envisaged implied a highly centralised and bureaucratic organisation. Pannekoek and Korsch were nevertheless vague with respect to the politics of this complex social organisation. 
In the second place, although the Council communists placed great emphasis on the preparatory and educative function of political activity at the level of theory, the councilists skirted over institutional questions at the level of practice. Other than producer interests, the councilists had little to say to other members of the community, a deficiency they shared with the industrial unionists and revolutionary syndicalists.

The Council communists were looking in the right direction, establishing two key principles:
1) genuine democracy is based on the democratic control of society's material resources;
2) social democratic control requires a certain degree of planning. 

The difficulties involved in coordinating producer and consumer interests within a common plan as well as the political implications of central planning are real. The failure of the Council communists to get to grips with these questions does not invalidate the principle of decentralised democratic planning. It is easy to refer to ‘the market’, but this begs the same questions of the social structure and the social institutions within which the market is embedded. The principle of decentralised democratic planning and coordination within a common plan remains a valid one. The Council communists can be praised for affirming an alternative to the dualism of plan and market. Decentralised and democratic planning embodies the principle of public control over against systemic imperatives associated with private ownership remains a valid principle, entailing a shared control on the part of all affected parts of the community. This means devising a form of democratic planning that takes producers' interests into consideration, as the councilists argued. But there is also a need to go beyond the councilist vision to incorporate the interests of consumers and other members of the community when deciding issues of production. Democratic planning embraces not only the economic sphere but also politics and culture. 

The crucial theoretical task is to delineate the institutional structures of the democratic economy in detail. In recent years, much good work has been done in this field. Pat Devine's Democracy and Economic Planning (pp. 236-7; 'Economy, State and Civil Society', pp. 208-15) outlines the essential features of a participatory economy which shows the compatibility of democracy and planning. Diane Elson’s 'The Economics of a Socialized Market', (pp. 310-14) also shows how the market can be made to function democratically when set within an appropriate institutional framework.
(I have discussed the question of planning, participation and markets at length in Dr Peter Critchley Reason, Freedom and Modernity vol 9 2001 Marx and the Political Economy of Socialism; Dr Peter Critchley 2001 Marx, Market Socialism and Participatory Planning).

The New Model Unionism of the mid-nineteenth century showed the capacity for the relatively wealthy and powerful sections of the working class to pursue their aims within the industrial capitalist order. Far from seeking a socialist alternative to capitalism, such sections of the working class found it easy to accommodate themselves to the bourgeois terrain. In the twentieth century, what came to be called Fordism also showed the complementarity of big state, big business and big labour within what was euphemistically called the ‘mixed economy’. 
The industrial unionists, revolutionary syndicalists and councilists of various stripes affirmed a much greater, much more enduring range of political, indeed human possibilities than these transitory forms on the road to human freedom. These men and women responded to exploitation with a completely different form of unionism, one which sought broader social solidarity, greater class unity. These overtly workerist movements lived ‘the political’ within the terrain of everyday life and struggle, rather than transfer responsibility to some remote parliamentary realm. And they affirmed a politics that was explicitly class conscious, socially aware and actively democratic. Industrial unionism, revolutionary syndicalism and councilism pushed working class autonomy, subjectivity and organization as far as it could go within the economic terrain of production, to the very point at which the mechanisms of valorisation and accumulation came to be directly challenged. At this point, working class action could go no further without breaking the boundaries of commodity production, and that required a level of political organisation and consciousness which the workerist movements ultimately lacked.
Progressive social and civil organization in the future may or may not need to be broader than the old class struggle. It will certainly have to involve the community in a much wider sense, and address more qualitative demands, placing primary emphasis on human fulfilment way beyond the instrumental rationality of industrial production. In this sense, the new social movements arising in the 1960s and 1970s articulate a new human rebellion against alienated labour, a new demand for humanisation and democratisation. Which is to say that the revolutionary syndicalists, unionists and councilists were pioneers in the human rebellion against capitalism as such, raising qualitative issues concerning human fulfilment and pointed toward a new emancipatory horizon well beyond the satisfaction of wages demands. The democratic control they demanded over the conditions of their everyday lives contained a demand for freedom as human self-determination well beyond which is eternal, a principle which will live well beyond the demise of party-state socialism.

The demand to transcend alienated labour goes well beyond decent pay and conditions – a limited demand which capitalism has still to deliver – to point to a new political and economic vision. The revolutionary syndicalists, unionists and councilists demands defined a new conception of wealth as freedom, justice, solidary exchange and reciprocity, a healthy and productive orientation towards the world as opposed to the exploitative and parasitic approach characteristic of capitalism. We have recently suffered a Conservative minister promising to put an end to the ‘something for nothing society’. Peter Lilley had in mind people just about existing on the meagre welfare provided by the British state. His targets were the poor and the powerless, those too weak to fight back. Working class socialists have always fought to put an end to the ‘something for nothing society’, a phrase which sums up capitalism perfectly. Capital is the power of labour in alien form, the workers’ own product ranged back at them. None fought harder for the producer society against the parasite society than the revolutionary syndicalists, unionists and councilists. The socialism they envisaged was not the mixed economy or the parliamentary socialism which prevailed but an entirely new world in which politics and production were co-extensive. The ideals of the revolutionary syndicalists, unionists and councilists demanded a new relationship between politics, economics, and civil society than the relationship that came to prevail in the twentieth century, a business model of politics that now lies ruins, serving as a warning as to what happens when people transfer political and moral responsibility to extraneous forces in the belief that short cut routes to long term goals can be taken without thereby compromising those goals. It’s an illusion. Revolution is a process rather than an event. Marx always made it clear that the emancipation of the working class is an act of the working class itself for this very reason – proletarian self-development of its organisational, moral, intellectual, political, psychological capacities isn’t simply a condition of revolution, it is the revolution itself. 

This conclusion has sought to outline the basis of an answer to the central question asked by all those who have engaged in the theory and practice of workers’ socialism - what practical, institutional measures are implied by the political investment of Civil Society. The reappropriation by society of the power alienated to the state and capital implies a reorganisation of material life processes. The precise nature of these social forms has to be determined in theory and practice. Politics no less than nature abhors a vacuum and any evasion on this question invites bureaucratisation. The creation of the democratic economy remains a fundamentally important political objective, and it is to the credit of those figures and movements addressed in this book that they presented this ideal with such vigour that it remains alive long after the names have been largely forgotten. It is also to the credit of these figures and movements that they refused to take short-cuts via ‘the party’ and the state or some other such ideal institution but instead focused upon the working class themselves, the very productive class who would assume responsibility and exercise initiative in the socialist society. The democratic economy cannot function without a active roots in the working class movement, revaluing trade unions as institutions of working class self-administration. The task is for producer interests to establish ties with other interests in the community, creating dialogic relationships throughout the civil sphere. Should these links be established, then people in general will at last assume an active, productive relation to their environment, consciously shaping their own lives in relation to others. This is the social democratic control which is the alternative to the elite control which characterises current society, a society in which corporate managers, financial elites and state bureaucrats are in command of social resources. Recovering this power for society as a whole is undoubtedly a long struggle. It is to the credit of the industrial unionists, the revolutionary syndicalists, the councilists that we are already a long way into this struggle and are able to learn from their hard won experience. The alternative to socialism was identified by Rosa Luxemburg, and the world is living within the barbarism she predicted. The material resources for the socialist alternative already exist and have existed for some time. It is the political, moral, intellectual and organisational resources that are deficient, the subjective factor highlighted by all the figures in the tradition of socialism from below. It is to the credit of the Tom Mann’s, James Connolly’s, the Pannekoek and Korsch’s. the Pelloutier’s, the Luxemburg’s and the Gramsci’s, that they insisted that the proletariat develop their political, mental, moral and organisational capacities in coming to emancipate themselves, emancipating society in the process. This process of self-development on the part of the proletariat is the revolution. The revolution is a process rather than an event. And that process started a century ago with the figures and movements discussed in this book. The words of Rosa Luxemburg in Our Program ring loud and clear nearly a century on.

Our motto is: In the beginning was the act. And the act must be that the workers' and soldiers' councils realize their mission and learn to become the sole public power of the whole nation. Only in this way can we mine the ground so that it will be ready for the revolution which will crown our work. This, comrades, is the reason, this is the clear calculation and clear consciousness which led some of us, and me in particular, to say yesterday, "Don't think that the struggle will continue to be so easy." My meaning was that history is not going to make our revolution an easy matter like the bourgeois revolutions in which it sufficed to overthrow that official power at the center and to replace a dozen or so persons in authority. We have to work from beneath, and this corresponds to the mass character of our revolution which aims at the foundation and base of the social constitution; it corresponds to the character of the present proletarian revolution that the conquest of political power must come not from above but from below.

These words indicate that Luxemburg knew fine well that the proletarian revolution involved a long and difficult process of struggle, mining the ground from below and slowly building up to the conclusion. But in the beginning was the act and the revolution began by the figures in this book continues. Luxemburg writes of the need to overthrow the existing power of capital and create a public power beyond class rule.

What now must be done is that with full consciousness all the forces of the proletariat should be concentrated in an attack on the very foundations of capitalist society. There, at the base, where the individual employer confronts his wage slaves; at the base, where all the executive organs of political class rule confront the object of this rule, the masses; there, step by step, we must seize the means of power from the rulers and take them into our own hands. In the form that I depict it, the process may.-seem rather more tedious than one had imagined it at first. It is healthy, I think, that we should be perfectly clear as to all.
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In light of the efforts made by the characters in this book, it seems wholly inadequate to use the word failure. Many of the key figures in this book came to untimely, violent and sad ends, James Connolly, Rosa Luxemburg, Antonio Gramsci. And for what? What had been achieved? There is much wishful thinking in the ideas expressed in this book. Luxemburg’s hopes for the mass strike bore little relation to the political realities of Germany and commanded little support amongst the German masses whom Luxemburg claimed to speak for. The hopes for a revolutionary international socialism died in outbreak of war across Europe in 1914. Socialism lacked the psychological appeal of nationalism, and the masses flocked to the colours, to the trenches and to violent death. But is it the fault of the socialists to have underestimated the hold of thanatos over eros in the modern world? We live in a world in which means of production have been converted into means of destruction, with resources which could be used for the social good being perverted into war and repression. Ultimately, the ‘failure’ is not that of the Luxemburg’s and the Pannekoek’s and the Mann’s but that of those who fail to choose life, as Deuteronomy puts it. That’s the choice that the figures and movements examined in this book put before us. In the end, it is just asinine to conclude that since the socialism these figures and movements fought so hard for was not achieved, all their efforts were in vain. History is never at an end, and socialism remains a live issue. So in the end, it is not the ‘failed’ movements as well as the broken and murdered leaders who hold the imagination, but the confident, energetic, intelligent men and women who sought, and found, extraordinary capacities within the supposedly ordinary ‘masses’ and who fought and sometimes died for truths which continue to echo down the centuries. So long as men and women retain in touch with their human roots, and therefore remains in possession of the capacity to identity injustice, then the natural urge to transcend evil and achieve the true, the good and the beautiful in social relationships and within social and political organisation will remain. Human beings will continue to question the values of any society which denies their common humanity. For so long indeed as the great issues of freedom, democracy and equality which the industrial unionists, syndicalists and councilists raised and fought for remain unresolved, then so long will figures like Connolly and Mann, Luxemburg and Gramsci, Pannekoek and all those workers who joined them in struggle remain living figures. Their place in history is already secure. To dispense with this tradition of socialism from below is to renounce a large part of what it is to be a human being. So in answer to the question as to whether these figures and movements failed one can state clearly that it is far too soon to say. What can be said is that their failure would also be our failure. These were men and women who wrote, thought and fought for a different, better future, who committed themselves to a cause for the human betterment. Can the same be said of those who charge these figures and movements with failure? Nothing more can be achieved in life than to use the intelligence and muster up the strength and courage to identify and fight against existing power in the cause of an alternative future, to refuse to accept existing society as the limits of human capabilities and creativity and instead affirm values beyond the given. An awareness of the difference between an existing society and a potentially existent and morally desirable future is the most important feature of the human quest. The men and women who fought for an actively democratic conception of socialism had the nous and the nerve to embark on this quest. Can we say the same of ourselves? Their example asks the question of us, do we have the nous and the nerve to match?
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